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OED SPECIAL STUDY 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS AND CONSEO~ENCES OF TRE CARAJAS I~ON ORE ?ROJECT 

PREFACE 

1. This is a report on the second of four case studies undertaken by 
OED and the Brazilian federal Secrecariat of Planning (SEPL\N) as part of a 
::..arger s t.udy entitled "Environmencal Aspect:s of Selecced Bank-Supported Pr cj ec t s 
i.n Brazil." From che .perspect:.ive of OED, the obj ect:ive of the larger s cudy is 
to determine how ~- and how well -- the World Bank has perceived and dealt with 
environmental issues and problems in che concext of several maj ar infrastructure 
and regional development projects in one particular country. Brazil was selected 
for the s nudy both because it is one of the Bank' s principal borrowers and 
because Bank. operations have encountered a wide range of ecological conditions 
~nd environmencal issues in the countrv. SEPlAN, in tum, is focusin~ on how the 
federal governmenc and it:s agencies na~e addresseà envirorunental proolems inche 
course of project: preparation and implementacion. 

2.. ln addition t;o the Cara.j as Iron Ore Proj ec t; , '.ol'hich involves the 
eastern pare of the Brazilian Am.azon region, the OED/SEPLAN exercise examines 
Bank-assisted operations in the wescern part of Amazonia, in t:he middle and Levar 
Sao Francisco River valley in the semi-arid Northeast: and in che highly urbanized 
and industrialized state of Sao Paulo. In these distinct geographic contexts, 
more concretely, the study is concerned with the principal physical and hwuan 
environmental impaccs of Bank•financed investments. T.lhere applicable, moreover, 
it also attempts to assess the adequacy, effectiveness and sustainabílity of 
spec í.f í,c project components (or parallel programs) designed co procect the 
natural environm~nc and/or vulnerable social groups, including both Amerindian 
communities and rural and urban populations that have been forced to relocate 
dueto such interventions as dam and port conscruction. 

3. The objectíve of the present case scudy is to determine how ·· and 
how effectively ·· the Bank, the Borrower (the Rio Doce Valley Company • CVRD) 
and the Guarantor (the Brazilian Government) anticipated and dealt with the 
principal environm.ental consequences of the major infrastructural (íe. rail and 
p~rt facilities) and productive (mining) activities whose installation was Co· 
financed by the Bank, together with other internacional $nd domestic lenders. 
'ío1hile much of the case study ..,,ill be concerned with the physical and human 
environmental impacts directly and indirectly associated ~ith this undertaking 
and with the adequacy and effectiveness of t:he project' s environmental and 
Amerindian protection camponents, its implementation experience and more general 
results will also be briefly surveyed, as will prevíous and parallel public and 
private sector developrnent activities affecting Eascern Amazonia and the "Caraj as 
corridor" ín particular and the basíc characteristics of the project' s area of 
influence at the time it: was being prepared and executed. A review of the 
ex~erience under the Carajas operation is of particular interest because of the 
very different ways in which íts potencial envirorunental impaccs were treated 
in the areas under the Borrower' s legal juri.sdiction and in those outside its 
immediate control. 
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4. More generally, the case study attempts to explore the environmental 
implications for futu:re Bank operations of carrying out major infrastructure and 
productive sector investments in territorially large, tropical (but ecologically 
heterogeneous) and socio-economically dynamic froncier regions such as Eascern 
Amazonia. The case scudy on the POLONOROESTE Program in the western pare of che 
Amaz on region will have a similar focus. Despi te many common elemencs, the 
Caraj as Proj ect, however, is distinct from POLONOROES'I'E because it was undertaken 
by the Bank essentially as a single sector operation and primarily in pursuit 
of macroeconomic and sectoral obj ec e íve s - - albeit with acimit:ted regional 
development benefits - - \Jhile the latter was approached multi- sectorally in arder 
to achieve a combination of regional and rural development and environmental 
protection goals. These and other significanc differences between che two cases 
and the way in which they were approached by t:he Bank will be specifically 
explored ín the overview report for the larger OED study. 

5. The present report is based on a detailed review of Bank projecc 
files, the Staff Appraisal and Presidenc' s Repores, the Loan and Guarancee 
Agreemencs, Project Completion Report (and PCR background papers) prepared by 
CVRD and the Bank , minutes of the Boaz d meeting at which the loan for the praject 
was approved and ocher relevant dacumentation. It is also based on interviews 
with Bank staff involved in project appraisal and supervisian anda three week 
field mission in March-April 1989 to CVRD headquarters, selected federal and 
state government agencies in Brasília, Belem (Para) and Sao Luis (Maranhao), 
respectively, and to the Caraja$ corridor during which Borrower staff, federal, 
state and municipal officials, environmental agencies, research insti tutes, local 
NGOs and affected communities were contacted. Yith the essential logistica.l 
support of CVRD, moreover, the immediate Caraj as corridor was surveyed by a 
combination of helicopter, rail and road transportation and project-supported 
facílities at the Carajas mine and Sao Luis port sites were visited, as were 
the cities and towns of Parauapebas/Rio Verde, Curionopolis, Maraba, Acailandia, 
Imperatriz, Buriticupu, Sanca Luzia and Santa Ines. 

6. While all field visits made in connection with this and the other 
case studies were carried ouc jointly, dueto the differences in focus mentioned 
above, SEPLAN and O'ED decided from the outset to pt:epare separa te repores. During 
the Carajas case study, more specifically, SEPUN was represented by an 
environmental economist from the Institute of Economic Research of the Institute 
of Social and Economic Planning (IPEA/INPES) anda hydrological engineer and an 
anthropologist from. the Environmental Analysis Unit of the Secretaríat of 
Eeonomic and Social Planning (SEPES/CAA) under the overall guidance of the 
Secretariat of International Affairs (SEAIN). OED, in turn, was represented by 
one regular staff member and specialized consultancs, possessing considerable 
prior familiarity with the project region, inche areas of physical and human 
environmental impacc evaluation, respectively. Representatives of CVRD's 
Envirorunental Superintendency (SUMEI) accompanied the mission during its entire 
duration. The present docuroent has also benefitted from specific evaluation~ of 
the project's environmental and Amerindian protection componencs prepared ín 
connection with the PCR exercise by Bank staff ar consultancs and which were also 
based on visits to the project area during the first quarter of 1989. 

7, The report which follows is divided into ten chapters and will have 
the following organization. After a brief introduction (Chapter I), Chapter II 

- 
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will review che macroeconomic and sectoral context in which the Carajas Project 
was initially prepared by CVRD and appraised by the Bank. The role of the iron 
ore operation in the Bank's lending strategy for Brazil in the early 1980's ~ill 
also be described. 7his will be followeci, in Chapter III, by a discussion of 
the project's i!Dlllediate and larger areas of influence, including cheir principal 
ecological, demographic and socio-economic characteristics and existing 
development tenaencies at the time the Carajas aperation was approved and, in 
Chapter IV, by a brief survey of previous or parallel public sector or public 
sector-induced private sector interventions in the region and their principal 
environmencal effeccs. !teicher of the above received much explicit actention in 
the Bank's preparacion and appraisal documents for the operation. buc both are 
ímportant in arder to understand the general regional development and policy 
context in which elaboration and implementation of the Carajas Project took 
place. This, in turn, will be followed, in Chapter V, by a discussion of the iron 
o~e project itself, including its origins and early (ie. pre-Bank-assisted) 
preparatíon and execution experience, the majo~ environmental and other íssues 
Nhich were raised (and not raised) during the Bank's appraísal. together ~íth 
a brief description of project objectives and components with emphasis on its 
environm.ental and Amerindian protection measures. 

8. Project: results and impaccs will be examined in four chapters. 
Chapter VI will consider the (Bank-supported) implemencation experience and 
general results of the operation through 1988, including íts impact on ernployment 
and transportation services in the region and its role in the incipient 
industrialization of the Caraj as-Sao Luis rail corridor, as we Ll, ~s in the 
production of iron ore, manganese and other minerals. Special attention will also 
be given in this chapter to che project's u:rban development componenc. Chapter 
VII, in turn, will assess the project's envirorunental and Amerindian componencs. 
Finally, the project's p~incipal direct and indirect impacts on the physical and 
human environments will be surveyed in Chapters VIII and IX. 'the former· will 
ínclude proj ect ítnpacts on water resources, soils, vegetation, wildlife and 
clirnate, with an e~phasis on deforestation and the associated loss of biological 
diversíty, while the latter will focus on its effeccs on migrac:ion, rural 
development, urbanization and public health, among other aspeccs. In both cases, 
but especially the former, the pocential environmental consequences of industrial 
activitie.s, particularly p í g iron smelting, made possible - - alchough not 
directly financed -- by the iron ore operation will be considered. In both cases 
moreover, it should be stressed that, in the absence of more detailed research 
and dueto the virtual impossibility, given the information presencly available, 
of separating project impacts from those of the other public and private sector 
intervent:ions described in Chapter IV in íts area of influence, chese combined 
impacts ..,ill be analyzed j ointly. \.fuerever poas í.bLe , however, the specific 
environmental consequences of the iron o~e operation will be identified. 

9. The r epo r c will finish (Chapcer X) by summa r i.z i.ng the principal 
conclusions and lessons to be learned from the Carajas experience to date, in 
terras of its impacts cri the natural and human environments. This survey will pull 
together the evidence with regard to how __ and how well -- the Bank anticipated 
these effects and will present general recommendations as to how the Bank should 
approach operations wíth similar characteristics in the future f~om an 
environmental standpoint. Specific suggestions as to how the Bank might follow 
up on the iron ore project in the larger Carajas region will also be made. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS ANO CONSEQUENCES OF THE CARAJAS IRON ORE PROJECT 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

.- 

1. Toe Carajas Projecc involved major Bank-supported investments in 
transport ·- especíally rail and ?ort -· infrastructure and miníng facilities, 
together with smaller componencs for urban development and environmencal and 
Amerindian protection, along an 890 kilomecer corridor in the eastern pare of 
the Brazilian Amazon region. This corridor, which was essentially creaced by the 
iron ore aperation, connects one of the world's largest and richest mineral 
reserves located in the Carajas highlands in southeastern Para to a port terntinal 
near the city of Sao Luis in the north-central part of the neighboring state of 
'.1arannao. ~uch of :::1is ~orridor wa.s originally covered by dense tropical fores e, 
alchough the easternmosc pare of the area near t:.he port: c e rmí.na.L cont:ains 
ex.tensive coastal marshlands and other parts of the region crossed by the Caz aj as 
railway consist of drier savannah grasslands. By che time the Bank loan for the 
iron ore operacion was approved, moreover, much of the area where the project 
was implemented was undergoing or had already undergone the processes of rapid 
rural and urban settlement, productive occupation and environmencal degradacion 
typical of concemporary frontier region expansion in centt'al and northern Brazil. 
These p~ocesses involved a host of small and large-scale farming, ranching, 
extractive and oth~r interests, in many cases strongly scimulated by public 
sector infrascructure investments ~- especially road building -- attempts to 
promate agricultural colonization and/ot' official fiscal, credit and ocher 
incentives. 

- - 
2. Although this was not its primary objective, the projecc -- and its 
rail and road infrastructure in particular - - contributed directly to the 
westward extensíon and acceleration of frontier occupation in Eastern Amazonia, 
while at the same time successfully installing mining operations and permitting 
the expo~t of large quantities of high quality iron ore and other minerals from 
the deposits in the Carajas highlands .. TJit:hin the confines of the areas legally 
controlled by the Borrower and Executor, the Rio Doce Valley Company (or ~), 
measures taken to protect the natural environment during project construction 
and physical operation were innovatíve, have, to date, been largely effective 
and, thus, provide a useful model for appll~ation in similar projects elsewhere. 
Attempts to protect tribal populations in the larger a~ea of influence of the 
iron ore operation, in t'1rn, while ex.periencíng significant implementation 
difficultíes, have also br~ught reasonably positive resulcs thus far. 

3. Outside the ai-eas under CVRD's control, however, the picture is 
distinccly different. The most visible and dramacic manifestation of this is 
the excensive deforestation that has occurred along the immediate rail and road 
corridors "opened up" by the iron ore project. Even in less accessible areas on 
the periphery of the Gar~jas mining concession or at somewhac greater dista~ces 
from the rail and road corridors, however, the rapidly growing "patchwork quilt'' 
of cleared spaces where small farmers, large ranchers, conunercial loggers ~nd 
prospeccors have attempted to establish themselves provides a sharp contrast w1th 
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the extensive areas preserved in native forest ins·ide the territory controlled 
by CVRD. Accompanying this deforestation, on the physical environmental síde, 
moreover, are phenomena such as erosion and the rapid loss of soil nutriencs, 
the proliferation of far less proâuctive (from both an ecological and an agro 
livestock standpoint) second growch vegetation, water course contamination and 
the loss of biological diversity, while localized and even broader impacts on 
climate may also be occurring in the area. On the h\lman envirorunental side, in 
tum, in addítion to increasing pressure on local Amerindian reserves, the iron 
ore project, together with other influences acting simultaneously on the region, 
has contributed directly and/or indirectly to increased migration, rural and 
urban settlement and land occupation and concentration, accompanied by lanâ 
conflict, rural violence, a rapidly growing and largely unsatísfied dellland for 
urban inf~astructure and services and increasing public health problems, 
especíally malaria, among other difficulties, in its area of influence. 

4. Further aggravating the largely indirect adverse environmental 
impacts of the iron ore aperation to date is the project-related mineral-based 
índustrialization of the Carajas corridor. This process has recently initiateâ 
with the scart-up of charcoal-fueled pig iron smelters in two of the principal 
urban centers (Maraba and Acailandia) located along the railway corridor, while 
a number of additional such industries have been approv~d for installation in 
the region over the next decade. The existing and proposed smelters, which are 
or will be totally dependent on Carajas ore and rail services, also rely on or 
planto utilize fuelwood drawn largely from the native forest. ln the absence 
of adequate regulation and cont~ol, these industries, accordingly, representa 
very significant potencial threat to the physical and ecological integrity of 
the re~aining areas of primary forest in much of Eastern Amazonia, as well as 
to its Amerindian and other inhabitants. Increasing pig iron-related consumption 
of the primary forest in the vicinity of the Carajas corridor over the coming 
decades, moreover, is ultimately likely both to undermine the long-term economic 
sustainability of these industries and to effectively preclude ot:her, less 
predatory, forms of rural land use in the region. 

5. Given this situation, the principal question raised by the Carajas 
operation from an envirorunental standpoint is how well i ts dírect and, 
especially, its indirect - - including potential Long- term - - impacts on the 
physical and hum.an environments were anticipated and dealt with in pxcj ec t 
preparation, appraisal and implementation by the Borrower {CVRD), the Guarantor 
(the Brazilian Government) and the Bank? Other than for the direct physical 
envíronmental impacts of projece construction and rautine operation of mining 
and transport facilities in the areas under CVRD' 5 control and, co a lesser 
extent, the protection of Ainerindian areas during p~oject implementat:ion, the 
essential ans~er to this q~estion is not very well. TI\e present: report will 
explore why this was so. In the process, it will also attempt to suggest what 
might be done in the future by CVRD and the Brazilian Goverrunent -- with or 
without the Bank's assistance -- to more adequatelv address the envirorunental 
problems experienced in the Caraj as cor~idor over the pasc f ifteen years, as well 
as thase likely to be encountered in the area over the next several decades. The 
report will also attempt to indicate how the Bank might better gc aboue 
identifying, assessing and mitigating the likely physical and human environmen~al 
ímpacts of la:rge-scale (especially transport) infrastruct:ure and/or product1ve 

- 
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projects in the future. The following paragraphs will summarize the principal 
findings and recommendations of the report. 

Projeçt Macroeçonomic, Seccoral and Bank Strateg.y Contexc 

6. At the time the Bank loan for the Carajas Project was apP.roved in 
August 1982, Brazil was in the midst of a severe recession following an extended 
period of economic growth dating from the mid•l960's. Starting in 1979 with the 
second oil price shock, rising foreign interest rates and the emerging downturn 
of the world economy, Brazil suffered increasing balance of payments problems, 
a rapid decline in GDP growth and sharply rising inflacion. As part o f the 
Government' s strategy to step up the inflow of foreign exchange, policies 
initiated in the mid-1970' s to substitute imported pet.roleuxn and promete primary 
and manufactured ex~orts were reínforced and external borrowing was increased. 
TJhile most new foreign lending came from private sources, the World Bank also 
more than doubled.its loan commit~ents ca Brazil in Fiscal Year (FY) 1983 over 
~he immediately preceding years, with the Carajas Project alone accounting for 
more than 20% of its new commicmencs to the country duri~g FY83. At the cime ic 
was approved, moreover, the loan for the iron ore operacion was the single 
largest Bank loan to Brazil and one af the largest made by the institution 
anywhere in the world. 

7. Iron ore was res-ponsible for over a quarter of Brazil' s mineral 
output and roughly 90% of it~ mineral expo~ts, while the mining sector as a 
whole was responsible for more than lOX of the country's merchandise exports, 
in 1980. Traditionally. the b~lk of Brazilian iron ore had been extracced from 
deposits in the southeastern state of Minas Cerais and exported by CVRD through 
the port of Tubarao in neighboring Espirita Santo. In July 1967, however, a 
Brazilian subsidiary of the U.S. Steel Company discovered new reserves, later 
dimensioned at nearly 18 billion tons of high quality are, together with other 
important mineral deposits, in the Caraj as highlands. During the 1970' s and early 
1980's, furthennore, as part of the above mencioned export drive, the Brazilian 
Gove~nment actively promot:ed expansion of the mining sector, including both 
state•owned companies such as CVRD and domestic and foreign private enterprises, 
using a combination of fiscal, credit and other incentives. 

8. Much of this activity was focused on exploiting the newly discovered 
mineral reserves in Eastern Amazonia, including manganese, copper, gold, nickel, 
tin and bauxice, as well as iron ore. As part of this effort, high priority f~r 
external financing was eventually (October 1980) given to the Carajas Project 
by the federal adnlinistratíon that took office in March 1979 and specific 
incentives were established for the larger Carajas region under the Grande (or 
Greater) Carajas Program (PGC). This program, which was formally created in 
November 1980, covered roughly 900,000 squa~e kilometers ~- or an area larger 
than that of France and \.l'esc Germany combined .. and , having the iron ore project 
as its centerpíece, included special incentives to stimulate large-scale private 
mining, industrial and agricultural ínvestrnents in the region. CVRD's iron ore 
project, thus, was part of a broader Government effort to promote the productive 
occupation of Eastern Amazonia. 

9. Bank support for the Carajas Project, in tum, contributed directly 
to two of the principal objectiv~s of its lending strategy for Brazil ac the 
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time. On the one hand. the operation was expected to help ease the foreign 
exchange constraint on Brazilian development by supporting a project that would 
significancly increase domestic export capacity. On che other hand, it was 
expected to provide pare of the medi\lm and long-term capital flows required by 
the country in order to sustain a satisfactory level of economic growch and 
achieve national employment generation and regional development objeccives. A 
related concern was to mobilize additional financial support in the short run 
from other internacional lenders, including the Japanese and Cerman Governments 
and the European Coal and Steel Community, for installation of the iron ore 
project. The Carajas operation, in short, was also a key element in the Bank's 
lending strategy fo~ Brazil in the early 1980's. 

ExFected Reiional I~pact 

10 • T,1hile t:he Bank ' s appraisal documents describe and analyze the 
macroeconomic and sectoral context: of the Caraj as Proj ec e , the same did not occur 
with its huraan and physical envirorunental - - or regional - - cantext. Nor did the 
Bank undertake any kind of systematic study of the area of influence af the 
Carajas investments before comm.itting itself to funding the operacion, as it had 
previously done in connection with the proposed improvements to the BR-364 
(Cuiaba-Porto Velho) highway in Mato Grosso and Rondonia in the wescern part of 
the Amazon region. ~ile the Staff Appraisal Repare (SAR) does contain a short 
section on the project's expected regional impact, it does not go into detail 
with respect to the ecological, demographic and socio-economic characteristícs 
of the operation' s area of influence, nor does it consider the larger 
environmental implications of proposed project investments. 

11. The SAR. does, however, highlight the role of the iron ore operation 
in on-going Government efforts to open up Eascern Amazonia for the productive 
exploitation of its natural resources, affirm.ing that the Bank-supported project 
would "contribute substantially" to regional development through thl'! installatíon 
of a major east•west railroad linking the "remate Serra dos Carajas area with 
the northern sea coast near Sao Luis and through development of a bulk terminal 
capable of handling ships up to [350,000] dead weight tons." The iron ore 
operation, in short, was expected ta "round out" the basic infrastructure that 
was consídered to be an essential precondition for future regional development. 
Over the long run. moreover, the project was also expected ta p romc ee the 
development of the principal towns in the region into significant commercial and 
industrial centers. Finally, the SAR acknowledged that the operation would draw 
large numbers of people to the azea , stiotulate the growth of supporting services 
and facilities and accelerate the social and economic transformacion of Eastern 
Amazonia more generally. 

12. In synthesis, the SAR portrayed the Carajas Project as likely to play 
a "key role Ln spurring the economic growth of the region," as well as in 
beginning "the process ()f planning and controlling; the growch of a territory both 
vast in econom:lc potential and unique in envirorunencai feacures." Given these 
affirmations, however, it is curious that virtually no attention appears to have 
been given during projecc preparation and appraisal to the ecologi~al and other 
characteristics of, and existing development tendencies in, the project's area 
of influence. lt is likewise curious chat che potential environmental coses of 
the broader regional development tendencies expected to be induced or reinf'orced 
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by the operation were not given greater consideration, nor were more rigorous 
measures proposed to ensure that the process of "planning and cont:rolling" future 
regional economic growth would, indeed, occur. 

The Project's Area of Influence: Definition and Basic Characteristics 

13. It was symptomatic of these oversights that even the project's area 
of influence was not clearly identified at the time of appraisal and, ín fact, 
was only formally and somewhat arbitrarily defined in relation to the parallel 
Amerindian Special Projecc. According to the Loan Agreement, for purposes of 
.t:\merindian protection che "Carajas Project Area" referred to the area within a 
radíus of about 100 kilometers from the iron ore mining site and railway. This 
area was later expanded by roughly another 50 kilomecers on either side of the 
railway and outward from the mine site. This "Proj ect Area," hoveve r , "1as 
utílized only to locate the tribal communities expected to be affected by the 
operat:ion and no t; for broader puxpc se s of environmental planning. natural 
resource managemenc or the idencification of other vulnerable social groups. rhe 
project:, moreover, was fundamencally ínconsistenc ín this regarà since, while 
the SAR clearly suggests that Amerindian populat:ions situaced in its area of 
ínfluence might be harmed by the "accelerated economic development" expected to 
t ake place as a result o.f the operation, the Bank' s a.ppraisal also ímplicitly 
assumes that neither the physical environment, nor other local populations would 
be so affected. 

14. Determinat:ion of the actual area of influence of the Carajas Project, 
in any event, is nota simple macter, especially considering that this areais 
dynamic and will continue to grow as new investments involving the industrial 
processing of Carajas iron ore and/or the increasing utilization or physical 
expansion of proj ect- financed rail and port facilities occur over time, The 
Carajas raílroad, in fact:, has already been extended southward for roughly 100 
kilometers from close to Acailandia in wescern Maranhao to Imperatriz on the 
Belem-Brasilia highway by means of the recently (April 1989) inaugurated initial 
segment of the "North-South" railway. The latter is expected some day to connect 
the Caraj as railroad with existing rail and port systems in central and 
southeastern Braz;il. Similarly, a proposed extension of the Caraj as railroad from 
Santa Luzia ín north-central Maranhao to Paragominas in northeastern eara ín 
order to transport bauxite to a large aluminum plant at Sao Luis may also be 
undert:aken sometíme during the next decade. For purposes of the present report, 
however, t:he proj ect' s are a of influence is largely limite d to rhe munícípalít~es 
traversed by or located in close proximity to the Carajas railway, recognizing 
that, in all likelihood, this underestimates ics actual area of influence. This 
corrídor, nonetheless, is the area where the project's environm.encal impacts 
are likely to have been strongesc to date. 

15. Even within this more limited area, however, a number of dístinct 
subregions exist. A cursory examination of che principal ecological 
characteristics of the Carajas corridor reveals, for example, that it crosses, 
passes near or runs parallel to various important Amazonian and pre-Amazonian 
rivers and, thus, potencially affects a number of different watersheds. Based 
on differences in clima te, topography and geomorphology, furthermore, the Car~j as 
corridor can be divided into at least chree major subregions from an ecological 
standpoint: (i) the area between (and including) the Serra dos Carajas and the 
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highlands near Acaílandia, which also contains the much less humid Araguaia 
Tocantins (ri ver valley) depression; ( ii) the Maranhao sedimentary plateau 
between Santa Ines and Acailandia; and (iii) the Maranhao lowlands and coastal 
marshlands between Sao Luis and Santa Ines. Subregional differences in geology, 
topography and climate, moreover, also result in significant differences in soil 
and vegetation types, and, thus, in agricultural potential 

I 
as well as in 

associated land and water fauna. Considerable biological diversity likewise 
characterizes the region, especially in the, until recently, largely undísturbed 
tropical forest areas in and around the Carajas highlands and in the coastal 
mangroves near Sao Luís. 

15. At the time the iron ore project was approved, however, much of the 
natural environment in the vicinity of the Carajas railway, particularly in the 
eastern and central parts of the corridor, had already been altered as a result 
o:f advancing human settlement. As a reflection of this, population in the 
illlmediate Carajas corridor grew ata rate of nearly 6% a year during the l970's, 
considerably exceedíng overall demographic growth rates for the states_of Para 
and Maranhao, as well as for Brazil as a whole, and resulting in a population 
of more than 1.1 million in 1980. Due largely to migration, demographic growch 
was especially rapid in the '-le$tern and central pares of the corridor ( eg. 
Maraba, Imperatriz and Santa Luzia) and in the cic,,- of Sao Luís. The corridor, 
moreover, could have been divided into at least five subregions based on the 
relative recency and types of settlel!lent that had . already occurred or were 
occurring at the time of project appraisal, specifically: (i) Sao Luis and its 
immediate hinterland (ie. the Maranhao lowlands); (ii) the Pindare and Mearim 
Ri ver valleys; · (ili) the countryside between Santa Luzia and Mar aba; ( iv) the 
City of Maraba and surrounding areas; and (v) the Carajas and Serra Pelada mí.ní.ng • areas. 

17. In summary, the immediate area of influence of the Carajas Project 
was (and is) quite heterogeneous from an ecological standpoint and, in varying 
degrees in different subregions, had already undergone and/or was undergoing 
significant processes of rural and urban settlement at the time the operation 
was prepared and appraised. Much of the Carajas-Sao Luís corridor, in other 
words, was an actíve frontier zone that ~as attracting increasing_numbers of 
migrants from elsewhere in Brazil í.n search of land and o che r economic 
opportunities. These tendencies and their environmental consequences, while of 
direct relevance for understanding how the iron ore operation was likely to 
affect the various subregions along the caraj as corridor, however, were not 
considered in the Bank's appraisal of the project. Furthermo?'e, much of what was 
occurring in the area of influence of the Carajas Project during the l970's and 
early 1980' s was directly related to Goverrunent development policies and 
associated large-scale public and private investm.ents in che région. These 
ínterventions likewise received little attention in the Bank's a~~raisal 
documents. 

Previous or Parallel Development Interventions in Eascern Amazonia 

18. Prior to the mineral-based Carajas Project and the associated Grande 
Carajas Program, Government attempts to promot:e the development of Eastern 
Amazonia had consisted primarily of large-scale road building -- the'Belem 
Brasilia and Transa.Dlazon highways being the foremost examples -- and directed 
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colanization efforts, together with a program of fiscal and other incentives 
administered by the regional development agency, SUDAM. to induce p r í.vatie 
investors to escablish agro·livestock and industrial projects in the region. By 
the late 1970's, these interventions had drawn an increasing number of migrants 
to the area. However, they were considerably less successful in establishing 
sustainable agricultural development and •. in the absence of official subsidies 

economically feasible ranching pzcj ec cs , 'while, at the same time, they 
strongly contributed to rapidly rising land values and land speculation, as well 
as to increasing deforestation and other environmental problems. 

19. Attempts to establish directed agricultural colonization projects 
along the Transamazon highway during the early 1970's ~ere particularly 
unsuccessful and were, for the most part, later abandoned by INCRA, the official 
colonization agency. There 'were also limited attempts to set up privace 
colonization schemes in the region. The Bank itself became involved in efforcs 
to racionalize rural occupation in Eastern Amazonia in the 1970's by supportíng 
=he Alce Turi land sectlemenc project in north·central Maranhao. This initíative 
was later extended and expanded through the Maranhao Rural Developmenc Project 
approved in June 1982 and, more recently, through a second such operacion in 
the s cat;e approved Ln June 1987 as part of the Northeast Rural Development: 
Program. 

20. Several other major pub lic and priva. te Lnves tments in Eas tern 
Amazonia during the second half of the l970's and the early 1980's are also 
worthy of note. These include.the Tucurui hydropower project, located on the 
Tocantins River some 200 kílometers north of Carajas which, having inítiated 
operations in 1984, is expected to generate 8,000 megawacts at full capacity, 
primarily for the consumption of large•scale industrial operations. !n addition 
to the iron ore proj ec e , these industries include large, ene r gy'- intensíve 
alwninum plants located near Belem (Al.BRAS) and at Sao Luís (ALUMAR.). both of 
which were established with incentives ~nder the Grande Carajas Program. The 
ALUMAR plant, more specifically, shares part of the Island of Sao Luís with 
CVRD's port terminal at Ponta da Madei~a and the neighboring commerc-ial port at 
Itaqui and is the largest privately funded project undertaken in Brazil to date. 

21. Finally, sever a I more recent p'r oduc t.Lve and settlement activities 
occurred largely in parallel to i~plementation of the iron ore project and have 
also ínfluenced migration to, and natural resource use in, the Carajas corridor. 
These include: (i) the exploitation of gold deposits at Serra Pelada, some 100 
kilometers to the east of the iron ore mine concession, and elsewhere in the 
region; (ii) further ·~ and, again, largely unsuccessful .• attempcs at small 
farmer colonizatíQn on the southern edge of CVRD's Carajas mine concession by 
anocher official agency, GE?AT, specifically created (and later dissolved) in 
order to deal with rising land conflicts in Eastern Amazonia; (iii) numerous 
comparatively large·scale agricultural aµd agro-industrial, as well as míne:al 
processing, ventures benefitted by fiscal incentives under che Grande CaraJas 
Program; (iv) recent actions under the· National Agrarian Reform Plan, 
particularly in the "Brazílnut poTygon" area near Maraba, to resettle rur~l 
squatters; (~) the aforementioned Maranhao Rural Development Projects; and (vi) 
the new North-South railway also previously mentioned. 
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22. As the above review suggests, significant Government interventions 
have occurred ín and near the Carajas corridor over the past several decades. 
Although at first largely unrecognized, moreover, many of these measures were 
already having significant physical and human environmental impacts at the time 
the iron ore operation was prepared by CVRD and appraised by the Bank. The iron 
ore project, furthermore, was clearly linked to several of these initiatives, 
particularly the Grande Carajas Program and the Tucurui hydropower project. 
Although these linkages are mentioned in the Bank's appraisal documents, they 
were not fully explored in the ex-ante project assessment process. Finally, the 
Bank ítself has been directly involv~d in three rural development projeccs in 
the eastern part of the Carajas railway corridar since 1970. 

23. One of these latter operations, the (first) Maranhao Rural 
Development Project (or MRDP), ~as literally prepared and appraised at the same 
time as the Carajas Iron Ore Project. llowever, there appears to have been little, 
if any, coordination between these two operations either in Brazil ar in the 
Bank. From an envirorunental scandpoint this was unfortunate since the approach 
f ollowed in the MRDP ~ - includi.ng land use p lanning s tudies , Land tenure 
regularization, forestry development and the supply of agricultural support and 
social services to small fa1:mers and rural comm.unities -- in what was, in fact, 
part of the immediate area of influence of the Carajas operatton. should have 
been systematically attempted along the entire railway corridor, togecher with 
the provision of needed urban infrastr1.tcture and services. Had the iron ore 
project taken, or been accompanied by, such a multi-sectoral area development 
approach, it is possíble tha.t some of the envit"onmental problems later 
experienced in its la~ger zane of influence might have been avoided, or at least 
substantíally reduced. 

Ptoject Origins. Preparation and Nature of Bank Involvemenc 

24. As noted abo~e. the reserves at Carajas were díscovered in mid-1967 
by a Brazilian s1.tbsidiary of the U.S. Steel Company. Shortly thereafter, CVRD 
joined with U.S. Steel in order to determine the extent and quality of iron ore 
deposits in the area. A joint venture called AMZA was formally established in 
Apríl 1970 to undertake feasibility studies for the exploitatíon of these and 
other mineral resources at Caraj as. This partnership lasted unt:il June 1977 vhen 
U.S. Steel withdrew and AMZA. was eventually (1981) fully taken over by CVRO. The 
first feasibility study for an Rintegrated" mining, rail and port project was 
unde~taken in 1972, at which time a n\Ullber of alternative pipeline, river and/or 
rail transport solutions for shipping Carajas ore were considered, as well as 
diff~rent port locations. In May 1976, however, President Ernesto Geisel 
authorized AMZA to proceed ~ith construction of a railway f~om the mine site to 
a port terminal at Ponta da Madeira near Sao Luis, the principal alternative 
having been some combinacion of rail and barge transport to a port near Belem. 
The likely envirorunental costs (eg. deforestation, erosion, loss of biodiversity, 
etc.) of the various alternatives considered were not taken ínto account in th~s 
decisíon. 

25. The ~Qrld Bank. was first approach~d in connection with the project 
in late 1972. The Bank met l)eriodically with officials fram the Braz;li~n 
Government, CVRD and, until it pulled o~t. U.S. Steel throughout the 1970 s 1n 
order to revíew progress on project preparation, but did not become actively 
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involved in th~ operatian until after President Joao Figueiredo authorized CVRD 
to seek international financial support for the vencure in October 1980. Starting 
in míd-1978, however, CVRD/AMZA began construction in the port area and along 
the eastern end of the rail line using its own resources. As observed above, the 
G~ande Carajas Program (PGC) was created one mcnch later with power to grant 
fiscal and other incentives, in addition to those already available through 
SUDAM, to induce private investors to set up productive activities in the region. 
Internal dccumerrcs indicate that the Bank was aware of the Governmenc' s 
intentions to integrate the iron ore project intc che PGC even before the latter 
·,;as formally created. l t was likewise aware of incipient Government plans to 
utilize the Carajas railway to support longer-run agricultural, forestry and 
industrial activities -- including charcoal-based pig iron production -- in the 
Carajas corridor. A Bank staff member's recommendation in August 1980 to "worlc 
closely" with the future PGC "on the development of the region," nevertheless, 
appears to have been totally disregarded until several months after the iron ore 
project was approved two years later, at which time the Brazilian Government 
:eciineà che Bank's offer of assistance. 

26. ln the meantime, CVRD pressed rapidly forward with project 
implementation, such that, by the time of the Bank's first and only preparation 
mission in February 1981, construction was advancing rapidly on several fronts. 
By the time the Bank began to asiess the project in detail, in short, all basic 
design decisions had already been taken and were in the process of being 
implemented. Environrnental and Amerindian protection, in turn, did not become 
a factor in the Bank' s evaluation until relatively late in the project 
preparation process. The first manifestation of these concerns, in fact, did not 
occur until J anuary 1980 when a Bank staff ecologist recotrunended that a detailed 
envírorunental impact study be carried oue "for all parts" of the Caraj as 
operation. w'hile the Bank did later requesc CVRD to specify its "plans for 
controlling ecological impacts o f the proj ect:," no detailed envirarunental impact 
assessment of the operation appears to have been undertaken. 

27. When the Sank's environmental officer finally visited the Carajas 
Project during the pre-appraisal mission in July 1981, moreover, his attention 
was .largely limited to CVRD' s proposed "environmental management" measures for 
project construction and subsequent operation. These included the establishment 
of an advisory panel of outside scientists and Amazonian experts (GE.AftAM) to 
advise the company's senior ~anagement on project-related environrnental issues 
and the creation of environmental commissions (CIMAs) at the mine and port sites, 
together witb a variety of pollution abatement and environmental preservation 
measures to be taken in the areas under CVRD' s control. The Bank' s initial survey 
of the project's potential impacts on t:ribal populat:ions, similarly, did not take 
p Lac a until the time of the pre-appraisal mission. During the October 1981 
appraísal mission, in turn, t:he Bank furcher reviewed t:he projecc Is environmental 
p ro cec t í.on component:, finding it to be generally satisfactory, while the national 
Amerindían agency, FUNAI, agreed to prepare a plan for the protection of tribal 
commun~ties in ics area of influence. The revised version of this plan, whose 
initial draft was found to be unsatisfactory by che Bank, later also received 
considerable attention during loan negotiations which were held in June 1982. 
The project's urban development component, finally, was not assessed by the Bank 
until po·st-appraisal visit:s in February and May of 1982. 
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28. The princi~al project issues raised inside the Bank inche period 
prior to Board presentation, however, were financial and economic in nacure. The 
main concern was with the reliability of Bank projections of future internat.ional 
iron ore prices and, thus, with t.he potentially high degree of financial 
riskiness of the operation which was expected to involve a total cost of on the 
arder of US$ 4.5 billion. Environmental risks, on the other hand, were nota 
major preoccupation duríng the Board discussion even though attention was drawn 
to the likely magnitude of the project's direct and indirect regional impacts. 
Bank management, neverthe less, was asked to provi de a status report on the 
Amerindian protection component mid-vay through project ímplemencation. Following 
these deliberations, Bank financing in the amount of US$ 304. 5 míllion va s 
approved for the project on August 10, 1982. Even though this loan represent.ed 
less than 7% of the projected total cost of the operation, the real significance 
of the Bank' s support was considerably greater since most Japanese and European 
co-financing was conditioned upon prior Bank approval of the project. 

29. In addition to t:.he Bank' s catalytic role Ln mobilizing ex.ternal 
financing for the Carajas operation. finally, ics role in the project's non~ 
infrastructural and productive components shou Ld be highlighced. This is 
particularly true in the case of the Amerindian Special Project, which appears 
to have been included in the operation largely at the Bank's ínsistence. On the 
ocher hand, the number of agree~ents and corresponding loan covenants chac refer 
to on-going pret,aration requirement:s for the project' s environmental, Amerindian 
and urban develop1t1ent cenpcnencs clearly suggest that these parts of che 
operatíon were far less mature at the time of Board approval than the much larger 
mine, raíl and port investments. 

Project Implementation and General Results 

30. Excepting the Amerindian Special Project and, to a lesser extent, 
the urban development component, implementation of the Carajas operation was 
relatively problem free. The Loan and Guarantee Agreements ~ere signed on Augusc 
13, 1982, three days after Bank financing was approved, and the loan became 
effective on November 12, 1982. Project implementation was origínally expected 
to be completed by December 31, 1986 with start-up of iron ore production at 15 
million tons per year (tpy) by July 1985, followed by anticipated output levels 
of 25 and 35 million tpy by the end of 1985 and 1986, respeccively. Even though 
construction activities proceeded ahead of schedule, due to deteriorating 
ínternational i~on ore markets, in January 1983 CVllD decided to delay formal 
initiation of project o~erations by one year. In February 1985, however, as the 
world economy again began to grow, CVRD moved up the projected initiation of 
mining operations at the 35 million q,y level to July 1987, only six months after 
the date originally established. 

31. Iron ore mining and exporc operations, in fact, started much earlier 
(May 1985), with the entíre length of the carajas railway beíng inaugurat~d ten 
months ahead of schedule in February 1985. The complete mine-rail-port system, 
in tum, began operation wíth the initiation of ship loading activitíes at Porta 
da Madeira inJanuary 1986 and physical installation of the project was declared 
essentially co111plete by December l987. Considerable cose savings were achieved 
during project implementation and an unutilized balance of nearly US$ 74 million 
-- or some 24% of the original Bank loan -- was cancelled by the time of last 
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xiv - disbursemenc in April 1988. 7he principal r easons for ~hese savings were 
àevaluation of the Brazilian cruzeiro in relation to foreign currencies and lower 
than expected prices for many goods and services required by the operation due 
to the worldwide recessian in the early and mid-1980's. 

- 
32. Iron ore output at Carajas increased rapidly from one millian cons 
in 1985 to 29 million tons in 1988. w'hile the projecc was expected to reach 
production and export levels of 35 million tpy in 1988, on accounc of slower 
than expecced recuperacion of world iron ore markets, the accual figures have 
thus far remained belo\ri 30 million tons. ln addition, iron ore prices have fallen 
'.lell be Lov appraisal proj eccions, resultíng Ln revenue levels and, ':1ence, 
financial and economic rates of recurn substantially lo~er than those estimated 
by the Sank at appraisal. As a consequence, the project's reestimated after tax 
financial rate of return at the time of completion was only 1.2%, compared wich 
an appraísal estimate of 11.71, ~hile the appraisal and completion ERRs were 
13.9% and 3.71, respeccively. 

- 
33. On the more positive side, despite its poor financial and economic 
performance to date, because it is a comparatively low cose, modern and efficient 
operation the Carajas Project is expected to achieve large cash surpluses after 
1994 when most project debc will have been repaid. The project has also clearly 
been successful in terms of its principal objectives of extracting and exporting 
iron ore and generating substantial -- if fewer than originally expected - 
foreign excharige ea~nings for the Brazilian economy. As anticipated ac appraisal, 
moreov~r. the iron ore operation has generated important regional employment and 
income generation benefits, has p·rovided an increasing range of passenger and 
freight transport services along the Carajas col:"ridor and has stimulated 
substantial urban and industrial growth in its immediate area of influence . . - 
Urban Development Çomponent 

34. With respect to urban growth, more specifically, neither CVRl), nor 
the Bank adequately anticipated the extenc or speed of the urbanization brought 
on dírectly and indirectly by the iron ore project, especially at the western 
end of the railway corridor. As a result, outside of Carajas township, the urban 
infrastructure and services provided through the operation were clearly 
insuffícient to meet rapidly growing local needs. Both present condítíons and 
GVR.l)'s performance at Parauapebas and its satel.lite Rio Verde, accordingly, 
provide a sharp concrast with those characterizing the urban nucleus at Carajas. 
While the definitive township at Carajas was built to high standards of urban 
design and a broad range of social and other community services have been 
provided, infrastructure co'7erage and service standards at Parauapebas/Rio Verde 
have been consíderably lower. The urban nucleus at Carajas. moreover, is clearly 
a "company t:own.," both because it is administered by CVRD, as oppo s ed to an 
elected municipal governm.ent, and because all those who are not company employees 
have been gradually forced to live outside the mining concession area. 

,-... 

35. Compared ~ith an expected 1988 population of 10,000, on ~hich the 
pr ov i.s í.on of basic infrastruccure to the "service town" of Parauapebas had 
originally been based, the actual urban agglomeration at Parauapebas/Rio Verde 
had grown. t() an estimated 45,000 to S0,000 inhabitants by the time of the 
OED/SEPI.AN vísit ín April 1989. The unexpectedly rapid growth of these towns 



reflects a number of factors including GETAT's decision to locate agricultural 
colonization projects on the periphery of the Caraj as mine concession, increasing 
gold and other mineral prospecting activities in the vicinity and the 
establishmenc of stnall farnts and r anche.s of varying si:z:es in the area. The 
principal cause, howe'Ver, has been the attract:ion of the Ca:raj as operation 
ítself, initially for a Lazge mUDber of construction and associaced service 
workers at the time of the project's physical installation, many of whom later 
chose to remaín in the area, and, more recently, for those who now provide a wide 
range of coinmercial and other services in support of CVRD's on-going operations 
and comparatively high income permanent workforce ac the ~ine site. 

36. In synthesis, Ln light of the rapid urban growth occurring throughout 
its immediate area of influence, the urban development component of the Carajas 
Proj ect made only a minimal contribution to local needs. The amount of Bank staff 
ti~e allocated for supervision of this component was likewise insufficient. More 
generally, in most localities along the rail line, the provision of urban 
services ove r the pasc decade has been far f r cm adequace and large initial 
deficits of infrastructure and shelter have rapídly expanded due to equally rapid 
urban population growth resulting at least ín part from the attraction of the 
iron ore project. Furthermore, with the exception of Sao Luís, the effeccive 
involvement of state and local authorities in the planning and delivery of urban 
services in relation to the project appears to have been virtually non-exiscent 
and, even in Sao Luis, the experience in this regard was highly uneven. 

37. Finally, the rapid urbani:z:ation which has occurred in connect:ion with 
the Carajas Project raises a broader issue whích is equally germane to its 
environmental and Anlerindian protection componencs. This issue concerns when and 
where the Borrower's and Bank's responsibilities should end in situations in 
which, even after an investt11ent project has been physically completed, it 
continues to generate significanc externalities from a human and/or natural 
en'Vironmental standpoint. This is particularly a concern in operacions such as 
the present one in '111hich such impacts w~re poorly anticipated anel. dealt wich from 
the outset and where no systematic attempt was t11ade by either the 
Sorrowe~/Guarantor or the Bank to strengthen the state and local government. 
agencies that are ultimately responsible for the provision and maintenance of 
basic infrastructure and services -- or to procect che natural environment -- 
in the areas affected by project investments. 

EDvirorunental Protection Component 

38, Specific environmental protection Qleasures we~e designed and carried 
out as an integral part of the Carajas Project. This component consisted of aír 
and water pollution monitoring and control at the mine and po r t c.oncessions, so í.L 
erosíon control along the railway, envirollQ!.encal education and ecologícal 
research, together with the est::ablishment o f conservation tracts, gt-eenbelt 
buffer z one s , ecological stations and biotic i:1ventories - ~ for the mos e part 
inside or on the periphery of CVRD' s mining concession .• and an "environmental 
zoning" exercise for the "Caraj as region." Implementat.ion of the componenc was 
t.he responsibility of CVRD w-hich contracted out solJle pollutíon control and 
ecological research activitie$ to other entities. Supervision of these measures 
was also largely entrusted by the Bank to CVlU) chrougb the aforementioned 
advisory panel, CE.AMAM, and the local environmental commissions at the mine and 
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port sites. The Bank's attempt to decentralíze supervision of project-related 
errv'í.xorunarrca L management activities, however, proved to be only partially 
successful as GEAMAM's performance, alchough generally adequate, did noc fully 
comply ~ith the tertns of the Loan Agreemenc. For the most pare, however, GVRD 
successfully implemented the environmental preservation measures proposed under 
the Carajas operation . 

39. Altogether, CVRD spent the equiv.alent of roughly US$ 64 million on 
envirorunental central and protection ac t í.v í.trí e s under the Caraj as Proj ect between 
l982 and 1987, a figure which corresponds to just over 21 of total projecc coses 
on completion. Slightly over three-fifths of chis subcocal was used for 
hydroseeding (ie. the replanting of vegetation) and landscaping, primarily to 
central soil erosion along the railroad right-of-way. Toe second largesc 
expenditure category involved drainage and effluent control, accounting for just: 
under 301 of the subtotal. Interescingly, these measures, which together 
accounted for nearly 901 of GVRD's environmental protection expenditures, are 
essencial f o r the maintenance of p r o j ac c infra.st:ructure, particularly the 
railway, and, thus, are highly likely to be sustainable. They were, in short, 
good investments in economic, as well as environmental, terms and reveal thac 
CVRD is aware of the frequent convergence of environmental and operational 
priarities. 

40. ln cantrast, those environmental measures which do not offer a 
clearly foreseeable return to CVRD, particularly basic scientific and ecological 
research, appear less likely to be continued. Other environmental control 
actions, moreaver, especially the monitoring of air and water quality, while 
generally satisfactory thus far, will need to be further strengthened in order 
to adequately counter threats to t:he envirorunent assocíaced with expected future 
developments in the region. These include both the expansion and diversification 
of mining activities within CVRD's concession (eg. copper míning) and increasíng 
mineral-based indust:rialization along the Carajas corridor. 

41. Outside the areas under CVRD' s jurisdiccion, furthermore, 
environmental preservation measures were almosc encirely lacking, chereby 
contributing to a situation of largely uncontrolled rural secclement and urban 
growth, accompanied by increasing envíronmental degradacion. The "environmental 
zoning" activities that were to have been the project' s principal "environmental 
management" int:erventíon outside che areas direccly controlled by CVRD, í.n 
practice appear to have been little more than a set of geo-ecological 
regionalization studies, which, while of considerable scientific interese, were 
far from constituting a meaningful zoning exercise from an environmental 
planníng, land use regulation or natural resource management: standpoint. Finally, 
except for taking part in accasional seminars and carrying out: ecological 
research, it is unclear to what excent government agencies ocher than GVRD, in 
fact, participated in the "environmencal wo rk program" expected to be undertaken 
ín connection with tbe project. It is evident, however, that there was very 
líttle, if any, involvement of the Grande Carajas Program, SUDAM or state and 
local planning agencies in these efforts. 

42. Both the Brazilian Government and the Bank, consequently, appear to 
have missed a significant opportunit::y eo encourage more racional land and other 
natural resource use in the Carajas corridor. As a result, while the iron ore 
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project can in many ways be considered a good example of effeccive environmencal 
management in connection with the physical installation and on-going operation 
of large mining and transport facilities, at the same time it also exemplifies 
an inadequate approach to environment:al p Lanrrí.ng and central in the larger region 
affec ted by these inves tments . Furchermore, whi le credi t fo"t che proj ec e' s 
considerable success Ln procectíng and preserving the natural enví.roruaenc ..,ithin 
che areas under the Borrower• s jurisdiction can be given largely to CVRD, 
although the Bank' s insistence on the importance of proper environmencal cont:rol 
should also be clearly acknowledged, b Lame for the comparative neglect of 
potential project environmental impact:s in its larger area of influence mus t; also 
be shared between the t:wo, as well as by the Brazilian Government more generally. 

43. Finally, it is evident in hindsight: that: Bank supervision of the 
proj ect' s environmental component and , more imporcantly, Bank, Borrower and 
Guarantor monitoring of its broader environmental impacts at the regional level 
should have been considerably more intensive and systematic from the outset. 
!nsufficient: Bank supervision and inadequate errvd r cruaerrca L monitoring, moreover, 
ultimately reflect the even more serious sho~tcoming represenced by the 
excessively narrow approach taken by the Borrower and the Bank in the initial 
identification and assessmenc of proj ect-related environmental impacts. This 
shortcoming, furthermore, vas also reflecced in the ambiguity of the loan 
covenants specifically concet:ned with the environmental aspeccs of che project 
which, although obliging che Borrower to htake all action as shall be required 
to ensure that the execution and operation of the Project are carried out with 
due regard to ecological and other environmental factors," do not specify either 
what "due regard to ecological and other environmental factors" or project 
woperation" mean in practice. Such ambiguity made it virtually impossíble for 
the Borrower to know precisely what environmental p~ecautions it was expected 
to take and made it difficult fo~ the Bank to adequately m.onitor Borrower 
compliance. 

Amerindian Special Project 

44. The larger a:rea of influence of the Caraj as Proj ec t is presently 
estimated to ccnna í.n roughly 14,000 Amerindians scat.cered among some 130 
villages. Almost all of these communities had b~en in contact with Brazilían 
soci~ty prior to the iron ore operat.ion. Such contacts, hoveve r , accelerated over 
the decades ímmediately preceding the Carajas Project dueto the rapid expansion 
of the agricultural and e,:tractive frontier in Eastern Amazonia. Despite 
significant linguistic and culcural differences, Amerindian conununities in the 
Caraj as area have generally retained their na tive languages, tribal cus c.: -:is and 
economies based on hunting. gathering, fishing and itinerant agricultut:e. Prior 
co the iron ore operation, moreover, these groups had suffered signi..:icanc 
population lasses dueto dis~ase and violent conflict resulting from incr01sing 
contact with frontier settlers, together with inadequate heal~~ care. Up .ntíl 
t.he time the Carajas Project was undertaken, finally. FUNAI's activity ~ the 
region had been lí~ited. 

45. In order to. mitigate the expected negative impacts of the iron o~e 
operation on local Amerindian populations, CVRD signed a contract with FUNAI 1n 
m.id-1982. for implementa~ion of an "Amerindian Special Project" designed to 
provide adm.inistrative. land demarcation, health. ecenomí,c development and 
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educational services to tribal communities located in its area of influence. 
Although the Special Project was to be funded exc Lua í.ve Ly wíth resources provided 
by CVRD, ít was considered an integral pare of the larger Bank•supported Carajas 
operation and the corresponding Loan and Guarantee Agreements included provisions 
for periodic Bank supervision of its activities and review of FUNAI' s annual work 
program for the region. The Special Project was also one of the firsc concrete 
applicatíons of the Bank's tribal peoples policy issued in February 1982. 

46. Despite CVRD's and the Bank's close supe:rv1slon, implementation of 
the Special Project encountered numerous difficulties including frequent changes 
in FUNAt's top management and internai organization, substancial budgec cucs and 
a persisting tendency on the part of the agency to utilize project resources to 
strengthen íts own administrative and physical infrastructure. These problems 
eventually (March 1986) led CVRD to suspend disburse~ents for the component in 
arder to force FUNAI to address unresolved land tenure issues, especially the 
demarcacion of reserves and the removal of illegal squatters from tribal areas. 
2ven though this intervention resulted in a reorientation of expenditures under 
the Special Project:, of tha US$ 12.3 million that had been· spenc by December 
1988, roughly two-thirds had been utilized by FUNAI to finance public works, 
equipment, maintenance and personnel, "'1hile only one-thircl. had been used for land 
demarcation and the provision of Amerindian health and educacion services. 

47. As a result of the Special Proj ect, nevertheless, significant 
improvements in the conditions of indigenous communities have, in fact, occurred 
in the region, particularly in the areas of health care and land demarcacion. 
These achievements are especially evidenc when t:he recent. experience in t.he 
Carajas areais co~pared with that in other pares of Brazil where FUNAI has not: 
benefit:ted from the support of outside agencies such as CVRD and the Bank. The 
accomplíshments of the Special Project, ni.oreover, are partícularly no.teworehy 
considering that Indian lands in the Carajas region have become increasingly 
coveted by loggers, ranchers, squatters, prospectors and other interests and that 
significant bureaucratic and political obstacles continue to impede the more 
rapid demarcation of tribal areas in the country. Regardless of the successes 
achieved thus far, however, a number of unresolved land issues remained ac the 
time the íron ore project was closed, while significant future threats to tribal 
reserves are likely to emerge as a result af t:he continuing expansion of rural 
settlement: and other activities . . especially the increasing extraction of 
fuelwood for pig iron-related charcoal production •. in and near the Carajas 
corridor. More generally, the long-t:erm sustaínabilit:y of efforcs under the 
Special Project to protece regional Am.erindian populations is questionable. 

48. In view of these concerns, if Amerindians are to be assured a place 
in the future of the Carajas area, federal gcve rnment; (including CVRD) assistance 
needs to be expanded and sustained well beyond the sums and time horizon 
origínally envisioned under the Special. Proj E?ct. What is required, more 
concretely, is the effective guarantee of Amerindian rights .. as defined in the 
1973 Indian Statue and, more recently, in the 1988 federal constitution -· to 
the exclusive use of the natural resources on the lands they inhabit. Future 
support for Amerindian communities in t:he Caraj as region, moreover, should 
contin~e to concentrate on the demarcation and physical protectíon of tribal 
reserv~s and the provision of appropriate health services. Also required are an 
educational cantpaign that takes the unique social, cultural and environmental 
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characteristics of these populations into account and which is designed to 
prepare tribal communities to manage, procect and develop these resources for 
their own benefit. 

49. The Bank's role in connection with the Amerindian Special Project, 
finally, should also be highlighted. In the absence of the Bank' s initial 
insistence, it is doubtful whether the iron ore operation would have included 
tribal protection measures at all. Unlike the environmental protection component, 
moreover, Bank su?ervision of the Special Project occurred at regular intervals 
throughout:. the period when the Caraj as Proj ect was under irnplement:ation. The Bank 
likewise proved to be an important ally to CVRD in its pe ra í.s cenc , but: frequently 
inconclusive, efforts to induce FUNAl and the federal go~ernment to honor their 
commitments under the Special Project and Loan Guarantee agreements. Given the 
comparatively smooth performance of other components, furthermore, Bank 
íntervention during project implementation may, in fact, have had the greatest 
relative im~act on the Ame~indian subproject. In any event, it is likely that, 
had the Bank not intervened Ln support of CVRD, many o f the p o s Lti í.ve results 
achieved under the Special Project might not have been attained. Continued Bank 
assistance through the second Maranhao Rural Developmenc Project and other future 
initiatives, accordingly, is likely to be esaential if adequace Ameríndian 
procection efforts along the Carajas corridor are to be sustained. 

Physical Envirorunental Impacts to Date 

50. The larger area of influence of the Carajas Project is one of the 
subregions that have experienced t:he highest rates of deforestation and 
associated environmental degradation in Amazonia over the past two decades. The 
iron ore operation has directly and/or indirectly contributed to these processes 
through the following, largely interrelated, factors: (i) the att.raction of 
workers and other settlers to the area to help install mine and rail facílities; 
many of these migrants have remained in the region to pursue prospect:ing, small 
farming and other (including urban) employment: opportunities; (ii) the 
construction and pavement of new roads and the improvement of existing highways 
Ln order to provide access to the mine site; ( iii) priva te land speculation along 
the corridors formed by t~e railway and project-related roads ín che expectation 
of benefitting from increases in land values resulting from che se and other 
public investmencs; (iv) i~proved access to extensive and previously much more 
remoce parts of the region also as a result of the new ar improved transport 
infrastructure; substantial areas '!llade more accessible by ehe project have 
subsequently been partially or totally cleared through the installation of 
ranching ventures supported by SUDAM fiscal incentives, the expansion of 
commercial logging activities. the establishment of official colonization schemes 
and the increasing occupation of rural areas by squatters and prospectors; (v) 
lumber requirements for construction of the railway itself (especially railroad 
ties) and other project facilities. as well as to provide shelter and services 
for the population at:tracced to the area by the operation: and (vi) more 
recencly, the use of fuelwood derived from the native fo:rest t:o produce charcoal 
for pig iron smelters. 

51. Largely as a result of these interventions, land clearing in the 
Carajas corridor has increased significantly over the past fifteen years. More 
generally, deforested areas in the state of Para expanded from less than 25,000 
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square kilameters in 1978 to nearly 115,000 square kilometers in 1986. Xuch of 
this deforestation has occurred in the area of influence of the Carajas Projecc 
in the sautheastern part of the state where the percentage shares of area cleareá 
in most munícipalitíes considerably exceed the average for Para as a whole. In 
Maranhao, in tum, total deforested areais estimated to have increased from less 
than 3,000 square kilometers in 1975 to over 50,000 square kilomecers ín 1988. 
Again, installation of the iron ore project is one of the factors that have 
contributed to this process. Most of the area that has been deforesced in the 
region, moreover, has been converted to pasture for low density cattle grazing 
activities whích have increased dramatically in much of the area sine 1970. 
Associated with rapid deforestation in the Carajas corridor, Eurthermore, are 
alteratíons in soíl and wat~r quality, the lo$s of fauna and possibly local and 
more general climate alterations. 

52. In the case of soils, more specifically, clearing the primary forest 
in arder to introduce crops or pasture land in tropical regions such as Eastern 
Amazonia tends to have several adverse envirorunental consequences whích also 
limit possibilities for developing sustainable agricultural and cattle raising 
activities. These include: ( i) decreasing soil fertility due co the loss o f 
nutrients through leaching; (ii) disappearance of the most fertile upper layer 
of the soil as the result of erosion; (iii) reduction of the quantity of organic 
matter in the soil previously provided by che now absenc forest; and (iv) an 
increase in soil densities through compaction, ~hich can become particularly 
serious when land is used for intensive grazing ar when heavy machinery is 
utilized in connection with agricultural activity. Experience inche Carajas area 
has shown, moreover, that, within several years after the forest is converted 
to pasture, a proliferation of weeds and other second growth vegetation generally 
occurs which is both difficult and costly to control. As a result, most pasture 
lands quíckly become degraded and are abandoned within five to ten years after 
they are initially cleared, a process which tends to fuel furcher deforestation 
merely to support the cattle that are displaced. Even in less fragile areas, 
moreover, ín the absence of proper conservation measures, soil fertility tends 
to decline over time. 

53. The contamination of surface waters, in turn, is largely the result 
of changing land use (ie. from forest to crop or pasture lands) and frequently 
associated erosion and/or fertilízer and pesticide use, increasing urbanization 
and, ín the specific case of the Carajas corridor. rapidly expanding prospecting 
activities. Mercury contamination associated with gold prospecting has become 
a partícularly serious problem in the Carajas region, as in other parts of 
Amazonia. Rural settlement and related deforestation, moreover. has also resulted 
in a substantial loss of land and water fauna through the destruccion of natural 
habitacs, particularly by fire -- which is the traditional means emplayed by 
local farmers and ranc:hers to clear the foresc and elíminate second growch 
vegetation -- as well as by illegal and predatory hunting and fishing praccices. 

54. Finally, even though the available information does not yet permit 
a clear picture as to the possible occurrence of localized climate change ín the 
Carajas corridor, it is known that extensive deforestation in tropical ar~as is 
frequently accompanied by rising temperatures, lower rates of evapotranspiration 
and increased surface water run-off. Accordingly, deforested areas tend both to 
contribute less to atmosph~ríc humidity and to be generally warmer than those 
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r ema í.nfrig under their o r í.g í.na l, vegecative cover. Toe aggregation of microclimacic 
changes, when these take place cve r large areas such as Eas t e rn Amazonia, 
moreover, can result in alterations inche dynamic equilibria that determine 
climate conditions at the regional level and may also contribute to global 
climate change. It is important, therefore, that such variables as temperature, 
hUJDidity and rainfall be systematically monitored in areas such as the Carajas 
corri~or which are undergoing rapid deforestation. 

Pig Iron Smelting and longer-term Physical Environmental Consequences 

55. tJhile the Bank-supported Carajas Project can not be held direccly 
responsible for much of the envíronmental degradation that has taken place in 
its larger azea of influence ove r the past several decades, it has, nevert:heless, 
indirectly cont~ibuced co this process, pri~arily by improving accessibility and 
drawing considerable numbers of new settlers to the region. A more direcc 
relation also exists, howQver, wlth respect to the pocential deforescacion and 
associated ecological damage likely to occur in the future in response to the 
continued inscallation and ex:pansion of pig iron industries in che Garaj as 
corridor. As noted above, these industries are totally dependent on projecc 
provided iron ore and transportation services and are likely to rely on the 
native forest as their principal fuel source unless recent regulations requiring 
pig iron producers to practice suaca í.ned foresc lllanagement techniques are 
effectively enforced and/or alcernative energy sources are utilized. 

56. !f all the pig iron smelters thac have already been approved by the 
Grande Carajas Program are, in fact, installed, it is expected thac pig iron 
production along the corridor may reach close to 1.6 million tons a yea:r over 
the next; decade. Recent planning studies, moreover, project chat annual pig iJ:"on 
output could be as high as 2.8 million tons by the year 2010. Taking local 
variations in forest composition, soils, climate, regeneration capac í ty and 
forest management techniques into account, OED has estimated that under ideal 
(ie. 15 to 20 year) rotation condit:ions, an area of nearly 12,000 square 
kilometers of native forest would need to be sustainably managed ( ie. selectively 
harvested, replanted and reharvested) in arder to generate the amount of charcoal 
required to produce 1.6 million tons of pig iron, while more than 21,000 square 
kilometers would be required, under similar canditions, to produce roughly 2.8 
million tons of pig i.ron on an annual basis. To give a better idea of the 
relative si~e and importance of the areas involved, the total area planted in 
both temporary and per~nnial crops in the entire state of Para in 1985 was 10. 500 
square kilo~eters, while the corresponding figure for Maranhao was 13.300 square 
kilometers. 

57. There are strong ~easons to believe, however, that the real 
possibilities of implanting adequace systems of sustained forest management in 
and near the Carajas rail corridor are llmited. ln addition to technical and 
ecologícal constraints on tropical forest regeneration, the experience thus far 
with attempts at forest management on a much smaller scale by pig iron producers 
in the Carajas region is not encouraging, while official efforts co control 
def9restation and environmental degradation in the area to date have been 
sporadíc at best. Official agencies responsible for envirorunental protection in 
general. and the prevention of deforestation in parcicular, espeeially at the 
state level, are institutionally and financially weak wich staffs that can best 
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be described as "poorly traineà, underpaid and undermanned" arid operating budgets 
t.ha t; can best be char ac t e r í.z e d as "woefully inadequate." As a result, p re s ent; 
enforcement capabilities are extremely limited. 

58. Previous experiences with large tree plantations in Amazonia, 
moreover, have been largely unsuccessful, suggest that this alternative is 
considerably more costly than sustained forest management and, in any event, 
would have to carried outona scale many times larger than that which has been 
a t.cemp ced thus far in the region in arder to meet the proj ected demand for 
charcoal by pig iron smelters in the Carajas corridor. Unless alternative fuel 
sources (including natural gas, mineral charcoal or even babacu palm nuc husks) 
are utilized, therefore, the most likely scenario will be the continued use of 
wood-based charcoal derived largely from the native forest. Thus, if present 
trends persist, the expansion of pig iron production is likely to lead to a 
level of deforestation substantially greater than that already observed ín 
Eastern Amazonia, further degrading soil and water resources, diminishing fauna, 
=eàucing genetic diversicy anà acceleracing pressures on local Amerindian and 
ocher reserve areas. 

59. ln summary, in addition to its own more limited direct environmental 
consequences, the Caraj as Project has indirectly reinforced and, in some 
subareas, accelerated the adverse physical environmental impacts of other public 
and private sector interventions (eg. road building, fiscal incentives, 
prospecting, etc.) already or simultaneously acting on its area of influence. 
The recent installation and expected future expansion of pig iron smelters, 
moreover, appears likely to further exacerbate the project's indirect effects 
on the natural environment over the next several decades unless decisiva steps 
are taken to redirect this process. Accordingly, an urgent need exists: (i) to 
carefully determine the economic and environmental costs and benefits of 
alternative energy sources for the pig iron smelters and other metallurgical 
industries expected to be installed and\or to expand their activities over the 
coming decades; (ii) to develop adequate environmental planning and natural 
resource management mechanisms for the region; and ( iii) to considerably 
strengthen official environmental protection agencies. 

HUlllan Environmental Impacts 

60. Although it is difficult to measure the human environmental impacts 
of the Carajas Project with any degree of precision, as in the case of the 
physical environment, the iron ore operation and , more recently, associated 
industrial investments have had, and will continue to have, a major influence 
in determining the nature and intensity of social ehange both within the 
immediate railway corridor and in the larger Caraj as region more generally. 
Determination of project-related social impacts, moreover, is especially 
problematic dueto the profusion of federal and other development initiatives 
mentioned earlier, as well as the operation of macr~economic and other factors 
(eg. the generalized economic recession occurring in Brazil during the early 
1980's) that have influenced migration tendencies, settlement patterns, land 
pressures and the pace of urbanization on the Eastern Amazonian frontíer · 
Nevertheless, it is possible to identify in a generic sense those social benefits 
and costs that are attributable largely or in part to the iron ore project. 
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61. Ther~ can be little doubt that benefits have accrued to the Carajas 
region and its population from development o f CVRD' s mining, rail and port 
complexes. As suggested earlier, these include the c~eation of both short and 
longer-term employment in construction, mining and metallurgícal industries, as 
well as ín related commercíal and service activities. They also include the 
provision of passenger and freight rail and, in the area between Carajas and 
Maraba and across the Tocantins Ri ver, road services, as well as the introduction 
of urban infrastructural ímprovements, principally at Carajas, but to a lesser 
excene also at; Parauapebas and elsewhere along the corridor, However, ít is 
likewise evident that the Carajas Project has had several significant negative 
consequences from a hUDlan envírotllllencal standpoint. Some of these are a direct 
result of the iron ore operation, while others are largely by-products of trends 
already underway in the area, but which have been exacerbated by the project. 

62. In rural areas, for example, there has been a significant increase 
in land values and property con~entration throughout the Carajas corridor since 
che mid~1970's, especially a t; or near designated "developmenc. peles" such as 
Maraba, Acailandia and Santa Ines where future industrial invest:ments are 
expected to be concentrated. Land conflicts and growing landlessness, wich a 
shift to wage labor, as well as the increasing conversion of forest to pasture, 
are all part of this process. Subsequent dismemberment of larger municípalities 
(Maraba and Imperatriz), in good measure as a result of the Carajas Project, 
moreove~. has reinforced property speculation in both rural and urban areas. The 
growth of a charcoal industt'Y to supply pig iron and other metallurgical plants, 
moreover, is likely co encourage even further land concentration, together - 
as suggested in the previous section ,. with the acceleration of already rapid 
rates of deforestation in the region. 

63. The iron ore project: has had an even more rnai:ked effect on the nature 
and rate of recent urbanization in the Carajas corridor. As indicated above, 
towns and cities along the railway have ex-perienced elevated r'acea of growth over 
the past two decades. t.lhat were already steady flows of rural to urban migrants 
prior to 1980 have becam~ even larger influxes of people seeking employment and 
income, especially at the eastern (Sao Luis) and western (Imperatriz-Acailandia 
Maraba-Parauapebas/Rio Verde) ends of the corridor. As a consequence, at present 
there is a la?:ge disparity between the rapidly growing local demands for urban 
infrastructure and services, on the one hand, and the ability of municipal 
authorities to meet these needs, on the other. This is reflected in the steady 
increase in a variety of envirotllllental sanitation-related health problems and 
a worsening of social indicato~s such as infant mortality and pover-:y levels, 
mo?:e generally, in the area. One clearly d.irect impact of the Caraj :.·, Proj ect, 
finally, wa:s the relocation of pe rhaps as many as 10,000 people to m ... -.:: way for 
CVR.D porc facilities at Sao Luís. Since much of this displacetnent oc cuz ; ·'!d (1978- 
79) prior C:o effective Bank involvement in the project, hoveve r , te, .. -:nically 
there was no violat:ion of its policy on ínvoluntary resettlemen•: ·,:hich, ,- .1reover, 
~as not issued until February 1980. 

64, During preparation and appraisal of the iron ore operation, 
nevertheless, the Borrower and the Bank failed to take adequate account of the 
broader potential human envi~onmental repercussions of the investments involved 
in the extensive Carajas region. This lapse is surprising in view of the fact 
that the project was partially implemented in a relatively mature and well- 
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populated pre~Amazonian frontier area (ie. no~th-cencral Maranhao). Ptevious 
Bank expe r í.enca with the preparation and appraisal of POLONOR.OESTE, wn í.ch focused 
largely on just such socio-economic issues, furthermore, should have provided 
valuable guidance for dealing with the likely human environrnental impacts of the 
Carajas Project. the comparative neglect of the operation's potential impact on 
the hwnan envirotmtent is even more puzzling, finally, given the existence of the 
Amerindian Special Project which was introduced precisely in order to anticipate 
the likely adverse consequences of the iron ore operation on tribal communities 
in its area of influence. 

General Conclusions and Lessons 

65. In summary, the Carajas Project, by itself and in conjunccion with 
other public and private sector developm~nt initiatives, has had - - and is likely 
to continue to have -- significant direct and indirecc impaccs on the physical 
and human envirorunents in both its immediate and its larger areas of influence. 
That this has occurreó should nac be surprising cansidering that the iron ore 
operation was both an integral pare of a broader Government strategy for the 
development of Eastern Amazonia and was implemented ata time when much of the 
surroundíng region was undergoing rapid settlement and productive occupation 
stimulated by a combination o f large-scale public sector infrascructure 
especially road and hydropower -, investments and public policy-induced private 
initiatives in the mining, industrial and agro-livestock seccors. These 
activíties, moreover, were already taking a significant toll·on the physical and 
hwnan environments in the area at the time the Carajas Project was prepared. In 
appraising the operation, however, the Bank gave insufficient attention both to 
its regional policy context and the on-going frontier development process in 
what was soon to become the Carajas corridor. Largely as a result, the project 
contained very few measures to deal with lts potencial environrnencal impacts 
outside the areas under the immediate jurisdiction of the Borrower, CVRD. 

66. ln retrospect, it is evident that CVRD's and the Bank's approach to 
the identification and mitigation of the potential environmental consequences 
of the Carajas operation was excessively narrow. Evan though the Bank' s appraisal 
documents gave considerable attention to the "environmental management" of the 
project's physical installation and subsequent operation, except in relation to 
Amerindian cotnmunities, its potential adverse environmental and social effects 
in its larger area of influence were not addressed. Furthermore, the Bank's 
presentat:íon of the project was fundamentally inconsistent s í.nce , while the 
operati.on' s potential indirect economic benefits at the regional level were 
identified, its potential indirect environmentai and social costs were not. Ex 
ª!)te project assessment was too narrow in a temporal sense as well, since no 
attempc was made during appraisal to consider the possible long-term 
environmental consequences of future iron ore-based industrial develapment. 

67. Only gradually during p~oject implementation did the Bank, in face, 
become aware of the broader envirorunental implications of the Carajas Project. 
Over time, nevertheless, Bank perceptions evolved conside:rably, from t:he limit-ed, 
although clearly pertinent, concern with the "enví.r onmenca L management" of 
proj ecc faciliti~s to an explicit recognition of the need to consider the 
operation's indirect effects -- including deforestation and land conflict -- on 
the physical and human enviro'rullents and to develop a regional resource managemenc 



plan. 'nlis broadening of perceptions, moreover, resulted from a cambination of 
growing internal awareness and external pressures, but, mosc importantly, from 
the increasíngly significant environm.ental consequences of the project itself. 
This change in perceptíons, finally, also points to one of the principal lessons 
of the Carajas experience that is of direct relevance for the evaluation of 
future Bank operations involving major transport and productive operations. 

68. This lesson refers to the need to take a regional approach to the 
identification and assess~ent of potencial environmental i.m~acts in cases such 
as the iron ore operation. This is especially important for projects located in 
areas that a~e territoríally large, ecologícally hecerogeneous and/or sensitive 
and/or which are situated in regions undergoing rapid and complex processes of 
economic and social transformation. ln short, it is particularly important for 
operations in large tropical frontier regions such as Eastern Amazonia. In 
situations, moreover, where Bank•supported projects are part of larger 
development initiatives and/or will interact "1ith other major publk and private 
sector ínvescmencs -- as ~as clearly the case with the Carajas operation -- the 
likely results of these initiatives and interactions should likewise be 
anticipated to the fullest extent possible. 

69. · Toe relatively "nearsighted." approach followed ín the Bank.' s 
assessment of the Caraj as Proj ect, furthermore, contrasts sharply wich t:hac talcen 
in the case of POLONOROESTE, where the likely environmental and social risks of 
introducing a major transport improvement in a tropical frontier area, in the 
absence of offsetting Government actions, were explicitly recognized. i~ the 
Bank ' s appraisal. Even though the subsequent experience with POLONOROESTE clearly 
demonstrates that, simply taking potential physical and human environmental 
ímpacts into a.ccount in project: design by no means guarantees that all the 
necessary preventive or corrective measures will be contemplated or that: those 
which are inclu.ded will be pro'Perly implemented, or even implemented at all, froni 
an envirorunental pers~ective the more comprehensive regional approach followed 
by the Government: and the Bank in Nor-chwest Brazil 1,1as consíderably more 
approp~iate than the narrowe~. essentially sectoral, focus applied in the case 
of Carajas. 

70. The question sho~ld be asked as to why the Bank's approaches to the 
Carajas and POLONOROESTE operations were so differenc despite the fact that they 
were appraised at roughly the same tillle (1981) and possessed many similar 
characteristics including being centered around major transport invest:ments, 
ha~ing specific ADlerindian and environmental protection components and being 
undertaken in territorially large tropical frontier areas. At least four factors 
appear to have contributed to these differences. First, the two operatíons were 
intended to achieve distinctly different objectives. tJbile POLONOROESTE sought 
to support and racionalize on-going processe$ of rapid occupation and settlement 
in the Northwest region through a combinati~n of infrastructural irnprovements, 
íntegrated small fartner development scheme s and basíc social services, zhe 
Carajas Project was designed to ex.tract and exporc iron ore and co generate 
foreign exchange , Only secondarily was the iron ore proj ect expected to 
contribute to regional development and, as indicated above, such development 
was viewed by the Bank largely in economic terms. In short:, while the object:ives 
of POLONOROESTE were primarily regional a.nd social. those of t.he Caraj as Proj ect 
were essentially tnacroeconomic and sectoral in nature. 
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71. Secondly, the preparation and appraisal of these two operations were 
handled in different ways by different groups within the Bank. The Carajas 
Project, as noced earlier, was treated by the Bank basically as a single seccor 
(mining-cum-infrastructure) operation with Amerindian, environmental and urban 
development "appendices." Country programs (ie. the then Brazil Division) had 
little direct intervention in project preparation and appraisal, largely limiting 
í cs role to ensuring colla.boration of the co-financiers, 'while there was no 
particípation whacsoever of regional agricultural proj ects staff even t:hough the 
latter were simultaneously engaged in preparation and appraisal of an integrated 
rural development project in part of the iron ore operation's immediate area of 
influence. POLONOROESTE, by contrast, was approached by the Bànk from both a 
spatial and a multi-sectoral perspective and was based on the results of a multi· 
disciplinary regional survey mission. Accordingly, its preparation and appraisal 
involved participation of Bank regional agricultural, transport and public health 
project staff under the overall coordination of the Brazil Division. Unlike the 
·:araJ as Proj ecc a Ls o , the Bank, assisted by FAO, :'iad considerable involvement 
in both the·basic scrategy and the detailed design of POLONOROESTE. 

72. Thirdly, in the case of Carajas, the Borrower was a state-owned, 
semi-auconomous mining company, having a 'well-deserved internacional reputation 
as a well-organized, efficient and financially sound public enterprise, rather 
than the Government itself. From the outset, therefore, the iron ore project was 
viewed by CVRD and the Bank as a commercial mining and export venture in which 
the Executor would also be the Bank's Borrower with the federal government's 
guarantee. ln addition to its very considerable previous expe r í.ence in the mining 
sector, moreover, the Brazilian Government had granted CVRD legal rights to 
exploit the Carajas iron a.nd manganese deposits. together with the rail right 
of·way between the mine and port sites and the land concessions required to 
undertake mining and port activities. In this sense, the p~oject was, indeed, 
"self-contained," and there was no apparent need to involve other government 
agencies in its implementation with the exception of FUNAI, ~hich was brought 
ínto the operation essentially because of the Bank's concern with likely project 
impacts on local tribal populations. In retrospeet, it is clear, however, that, 
although apparently self-contained, the Caraj as Proj ect has generated significant 
negative ex.ternalities in its larger a.rea of influence and, thus, that the 
nar rowl.y defined íron ore operation should have been at least accompanied · · and 
ideally preceded • • by a broader regional planning and development and 
environmental management exercise for the entire rail corridor. 

73. Fourthly, the Bank's effectíve involvement in project preparaeion 
was limiced since all major design decisions had already been taken, much of the 
detailed engineering work had been concluded and physical execucion was ~ell 
underway by che time the Bank loan was approved. Given the advanced state of 
project preparation by a technically compecent, highly experienced ~nd 
arganizationally sophisticated Borrower, the relatively rapid formal processing 
of the operation by the Bank, once definitive authorization was given by the 
Brazilian Government, is not surprisíng. This meanc, however, that the Bank had 
virtually no opportuníty to influence such basic defínitions from an 
environrnental standpoint as the type of transport solucion to be utilized, its 
specific routing or the location of port facilities. It also meant that many 
private land ownership, as well as land and other natural resource use, decisíons 
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along the specific transport corridors created by the project had already been 
made and that the physical occupation of these areas had begun, as had associated 
deforestation, land concentration, e~pulsion of small farmers and so on. ln 
short, by the time the Bank became effectively involved in the Garajas Project, 
many of the socio-economic and physical development processes direct:ly or 
indirectly set off or reinforced by the operation, and which would later have 
significam: human and physical envirotUnental repercussions, had already been set 
ín motíon. 

74. Tois po í.ncs to a second general lesson dertved frotn the Caraj as 
experience which is of direct relevance for the preparation and appraísal of 
futu4e large infrastructure and productive sector operations, ~hether in Bra~il 
or elsewhere, specifically the need for the Bank to become effectively involved 
in project design as early as possible. A corollary to t:his is the need to 
consider envirorunental and social -- as well as financial and economic -- costs 
and benefits in assessing the merits of the design options considered, as vell 
as in evaluating the alternative finally selected. This will ultimately require 
the inceg~ation of environmental and economic analysís, or expressed somewhat: 
differently, a full accounting and analysis of environment:al, coget:her with 
economíc, costs and benefits as pare of e_x-ante project evaluation. Although 
such integration currently p~esents considerable methodological difficulties, 
the Bank should dedicate increasing attention to developing ~- and helping its 
Borrowers to develop -- the tools and skills necessary to quantify, physically 
and, where possible, monetarily, the likely environmental coses and benefits of 
proposed projects or, in the impossibility of doing so, to more fully identify 
such coses and benefits. This would at least per~it the Bank and its clients to 
make better qualitative judgements as to the relative importance of different 
types of project costs and benefits, as well as to be more conscious of the 
principal trade•offs between environmental and other kinds of coses and bemsfits. 

75. A third importané lesson that: can be drawn from the Carajas 
operation is the need botn for broader co~erage anda more precise definition 
of environmental covenants in project legal documents. On the one hand. such 
covenants should clearly indicace the responsibilities of the project Executor, 
aorrow~r and/or Guarantor with regard to protection of the physical and human 
envirorunents -- and to sustainable natural resource management more generally - 
- inche project's area of influence, while, on th~ other. they should specify 
concrete mechanisms and procedures for identifying and properly dealing with 
unanticipated (direct and indirect) project environlllental consequences occurring 
during i11ll)lementation and subsequent operation. Ln the case of the Carajas 
operation, not only did the ambiguity of the project' s environmental co venanes 
make it difficult fol:' the Bank to monitor their compliance, more impc::·-~antly, 
the narrowness of these provisions left the Bank with insufficient le~G~age to 
induce the Bor~ower and Guarantor to deal more adequately with such indirect 
project i~pacts as extensí~e land clearing and concentration, rapid urbanization 
and, more recently, increasing deforestatior: due to iron o ra-based 
industrialization a1Qng the rail corridor. 

76. Associated ~ith the p~evious lessons, furthermore, is the need to 
better define -- and establish the c:onditions necessary for proper implementation 
of ~- the.meas,ires required to ad~qua.tely protect and preserve the natural and 
human environments affected by ope~ati.ons such as the carajas Project. ln shorl:, 
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in aàdition to taking a broader spa t í.a L approach to the identification and 
assessment of the envirorunental problems potencially resulting from such 
investments, a spatial approach to the resolution of these problems should also 
be followed. This can take a number of forms ranging from agro•ecological zoning 
and land use regulation, accompanied by the strengchening of environmental 
protection and natural resource managemenc agencies, to specific project 
components and/or parallel ar -- ideally -- prior programs to deal directly with 
such issues as rural land tenure and sustainable small farmer development, forest 
management and reforestation, public health and basic urban infrastructure and 
service p rcvi.s i.on , possibly together with the financial and institucional 
strengthening of municipal governments, íncreased ecological and environmencal 
research and, where necessary, measures to protect indigenous populations and 
other vulnerable social groups, in the areas affected by such investments. 

77. Independently of whether the approach ultimately followed involves 
a single project or program with multiple components or several interrelated 
projeccs, moreover, ~he above consideracions alsa ímply the need for che Bank 
to take a cross-sectoral and multi-disciplinary approach to the identification, 
preparation and appraisal of investments that are likely to have significant 
environmental impac.ts at the regional level, as well as to the eventual 
supervision, monitoring and evaluation of these interventions. This represents 
a considerable challenge to institut1ons such as the Bank which are organized 
sectorally, rather than geographically, within individual countries. ln general, 
however, the Carajas experience suggests that in the future the Bank needs to 
give more explicit attention to how the projects and programs it supports ín 
different sectors affect the particular regions in which they are located, their 
inhabitants -· including migrants drawn to these areas by the Bank-assisted 
ínvestments and related activities themselves -- and their natural environments. 

78. Finally, considering both that a major consequence of the Carajas 
Project has been íts broader social and ecological impacts on Eastern Amazonia 
and that these dimensions were largely overlooked by GVRD and the Bank during 
project preparation, the need to mobilize professional expertise which the Bank 
has not t~aditionally relied upon for project identification and appraisal - 
including regional planning and natural resource/environmental management 
specialists, together with social scientists other than economists - - is of 
particular importance. Such professionals, furthermore, should be involved from 
the outset so that theiz: participation is no e lini.ited to belated, crisis 
management type interventions once projects are nearing appraisal or already 
undergoing physical ex.ecution. !t 1s also necessary to avoíd "emergency" measures 
-- such as the Amerindian component in the present case -- which run the r1sk 
of being hastily prepared and, thus, of providing incomplet:e or otherwise 
inadequate solutians to the problems which ::hey a~e intended to solve. ln 
synthesis, greater attention should be given from the very beginning of project 
preparation to defining appropriate safeguards and, where necessary, building 
preventive and/or co~pensatory measures into projecc design to offset expected 
adverse physical and human environmental impacts in lts area of ínfluence. 

Follow-on Measures for the Carajas Corridor 

79. ln conclusion, the experience under the Carajas operation a Lso 
clearly raises the issue, cited earlier, as to where and when the Borrower's 
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and the Bank' s responsíbilíties should end ín a sit.uation in whích the 
investments they have co-financed have generated and continue to result in 
significant adverse environmental consequences in their area of influence. ~"hile 
there are no easy answers to this question, in the specific case of the Carajas 
corridor, there can be no doubt that a strong need exists both to improve and 
sustain environmental and Ame~indian protection efforts originally undertaken 
in connection witn the iron ore operation and to design and carry out rural and 
urban development and public health interventions, among other activities. at 
the regional levei. Furthermore, this need ~íll only increase as urbanization, 
industt"ializ.ation and other development: t:endencies induced, reinforced or 
accelerated by the iron ore operation proceed over the coming decades. 

80. As the Carajas Project has been at least partially responsible for 
many of the environmental and social probl~ms experienced in the ~egion since 
the mid-1970's, moreover, there can also be no doubc that CVRD has a continuing 
moral obligation to assist broader government efforts to limit and, hopefully, 
reverse environmental degradation, as well asco provide needed infrastructure 
and services to rapidly growing rural and urban populacions. Much of che supporc 
required, however, will necessarily have to come from other federal goverrunenc 
agencies -- including the Grande Carajas Program and che nacional envíronmental 
procection agency, !BAMA -- together wich state and municipal authorities and 
the local communities themselves. Given its own participation in the Carajas 
Proj ect, finally, the Bank should be open to che. possibility of providing 
additional assistance for socially and environmentally - - as well as economically 
-~ sound development projects in the region. The principal areas where specific 
follow-on actions should be taken ín the Carajas corridor include the following: 

( i) Regional Development and Environmental Planning. There is a need to 
proceed with. amplify and consolidate activities already initiated, 
completed or proposed which, when properly integrated, would provide 
the basis for comprehensive regional development and environmental 
and natural resource management plans for the area. One concrece 
outcome of this process should be the establishment of a permanent 
regional and envirorunental planning mechanísm for the Carajas 
corrídor. Thls ex~rcise. moreover, should include a detailed socio 
economic and envit'orunental í.mpact; evaluation of the iron ore project 
undertaken by a University, independenc resear~h institute or private 
consulting firm having relevane prevío~s experience wich ex-post 
project evaluations. Furthermore, specific studies concerning the 
legal. institutional, technical and financial requirements for 
effecti"lle emrironmental protection and to assess past experience with 
Amerindian protection in the region should be undertaken. 

(ii) Regional Development and Envirorunental Protection Funds. The above 
planning and evaluation studies should result in a coherent set of 
concrete proposals for public intervention at the subregional level 
across a nwnber of sectors. ln order t:o finance these measures 
specific regional development and environmental protect:íon funds 
should be created and capitalized with financial contributions from 
CVRD, the Grande Carajas Program and other agencies, id_eally 
including external lending institutíons such as the Bank. CVRD. more 
specifically, should charme), part of its revenues from iron ore sales 
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both in foreign markets and to metallurgical industries in the 
region, while PGC should allocace some percencage of its fiscal 
incentive resources, to these funds. The revolving regional 
development fund would be utílized to help finance -- on apure loan 
or míxed loan and grant. basis - - spec í.f í,c rural and urban development: 
and public health projects in ar near the Carajas corridor, whíle 
t.he environmental protection fund would provide grants to support 
environmental planning and monitoring activities -- including the 
inspectíon and control of "sustained fores e managem.ent and/or 
reforestation proj ects by pig, iron industries - - coge che r with 
improved natural resource management and the strengthening of scace 
and local agencies responsible for environmental protection ín the 
area. 

Sustêinable Rural Development. Considerable potential ex í.s t s for the 
establishmenc o f comparatively modest integrated agricultural and/or 
rural development p r o j ects along the Ca r a j as corridor to assis t 
existing populations cf small farmers and other p r oduc e r s . ~ore 
specifically, studies of small farmer development possibílities, 
followed by concrece interventions to support rural producers, should 
be pursued in parallel to ecological zoning and forestry development 
activities Ln the region. Initial p:tiority should be given to 
existing concentrations of small farm.ers in the "Brazilnut polygon" 
near Maraba and elsewhere along the. corridor ...,here fertile soils 
exist and the local population has thus far been able to resist the 
prevailing process of land concentration and expulsíon. 

Urban Infrast:ructure and Seryices. In view of the rapid growth 
experienced as a direct result: of the iron ore proj ect by Parauapebas 
and Rio Verde and in partas an indirect result of this operation 
by Maraba, Acailandia, Santa Ines, Sao Luis and other towns along 
the Carajas corridor, chese urban centers presently face significant 
deficits of basic infrastructure, services and adequate housing, as 
well as increasing pressures on state and municipal governments to 
meet these demands. There is, accordíngly, an urgent need to assess 
the exact nature and extent of these deficits, to determine how well 
-- and with what resources -- local governments are currently coping 
with these requirements and to plan and implement the public 
investments and other measures required both to compensate for past 
deficiencies and ~eet projected future needs. 

Envirorunental Management, Protection and Research. the adequate use 
and protection of natural resources -- including land, air, ~ater, 
fauna and vegetative cover -~ should be a major priority in all 
futu~e planning and development accívíties for the Carajas region. 
Among other actions, this will require considerable strengthening 
of existing planning and environmental agencies, especially at the 
state level. Greatly improved land use and water and forest resource 
tnanagement, together with the preservacion and, where necessary, 
upgrading o f air, water and soil quality should be among the 
principal concerns of such efforts. These measures , moreover, should 
be accompanied by the. expans í.cn of ecological research both Ln order 
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to further increase knowledge about the region's natural resource 
endowtnents and to provide necessary baseline information for 
systematic environmental monitoring activities which should also be 
established. Such efforts, furthermore, should include che definition 
and subsequent implementation of a comprehensive regional 
envíronmental management strategy which gives particular attention 
to the legal, organizational, staffing, training, equipment, 
logistical and funding requirements of the agencies responsible for 
environm.ental protection activities inche area. 

Amerindian Protection. Sustained and, in all likelihood, expanded 
ef f orts by the Brazilian Government vi th CVRD' s suppo r c will be 
required in ()rder to af f ord adequa te protec tion to Amerindian 
reserves in and near the Carajas corridor as these areas come under 
increasing pressure from continuing frontier expans í.on in the region. 
As in the past, future assistanc~ should emphasize the demarcatíon, 
regularization, registration and, ~osc importantly, physical 
protection of tribal lands, cogether with the provis1on of 
appropriate heal th care. These services , moreover, should be provi de d 
in a way that clearly takes the needs of individual tribal 
communities into account and permits these groups to take a more 
direct, active and effective role in the management of their own 
affairs. This is an area, finally, where continued Bank assistance 
is likely to be essential. 

Pµblic Health and E.m,ironmental Sanitation. Rapid population growth, 
increasing rural and urban settlement and the proliferation of 
p~ospecting activitles, together with inadequate basic sanitation 
infrastructure and health services, have all contributed to 
slgnificant and probably inc~easing public health problems in the 
Caraj as corridor. Malaria is particularly serious, as is the growing 
risk of me~cury cantamination, both of which are directly associated 
with placer mining activitie~. but many other health problems also 
exist in the region. While che recently approved Bank-supported 
Amazon Basin Malaria Control Project should corrt r í.buce to a reduction 
in the incidence of this particular disease, specific interventions, 
necessarily including the ex~ansion and improvement of basic urban 
sanitation infrastructure, solid wasce collection and disposal and 
expanded and upgraded preventive and other health care services, need 
to be designed and implemented in the area. 

Railway Transport. The demand on CVRD to provide additional rail 
services has been far greater than originally anticipated, especially 
among the low-income population in the region. Expansion and 
improvement of rail transportation, accordingly, is a key area where 
some of the social costs af the iron ore project could be offset by 
the railway itself, further integracing chis recencly escablished 
form of transpo:tt into the local economy and providing a direc t 
benefit to those affected by the Carajas op~ration. 

Pig Iron and Charcoal Produccion. Pig iron-related charcoal 
production presently represents the greatest potential long-term 
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threat to the physical environment in the Garajas corridor. This is, 
however, a relatively recent phenomenon in the region which needs 
to be more systematically studied in order t.o determine its potential 
impacts on local ecosystems and populations, as well asco identify 
possíble support measures for chose adversely affecced. Specific 
areas of ·future investigation should include the economics of pig 
iron and charcoal production and the feasibility of using a.Lcernací.ve 
fuel sources for the former, togecher wich the economic, social and 
environmental, including public health, consequences of charcoal 
production on rural and urban cammunities and possibilities for 
introducing alternative income generacing activicies, :"he Garajas 
energy supply options study proposed under the UNOPjWorld Bank Energy 
Sector Management Assistance Program (ESMAP) should be under~aken 
as quíckly as possible in this connection. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASPEÇTS AND CONSEQUENCES OF THE CARAJAS IRON ORE PROJECT 

- 
I. INTRODUCTIOtl_ 

1.01 On August 10, 1982, the World Bank approved a loan of US$ 304.5 
million (Loan 2196-BR) to help finance the Ca~ajas Iron Ore Project (hereafter 
the "Carajas Project" or SiJnt>ly "the project"). Toe Borrower and Executor of the 
projecc was the Companhia Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD), a large state-owned ~ining 
company. The Brazilian Govermnent was Guarancor of the loan. The Loan Agreement 
~as signed on August 13, 1982 and the loan becai:ne effective on November 12, 1982. 
The project was closed on December 31, 1987 and last disbursemenc was on April 
21, 1988, by which time an unused total of nearly US$ 74 lllillion of the Bank loan 
had been cancelled. 

1.02 With a total cost initially estimated at over US$ 4.5 billion, the 
proje~t included development of an iran ore mining complex ac the Serra dos 
Carajas -- some 550 kílometers south of the cicy of Belem in the northern state 
of Pa~a -- a deep water port near che city of Sao Luís in the nort:heastern scace 
of Maranhao and an 890 kilometer railroad line connecting the mine and port 
sites. I t also entailed township ins callations at: Caraj as and smaller urban 
investments at ~arious points along the railway, other investments in physical 
infrascructure, environmental and Amerindian protection components anda staff 
training p rcgxam , ln addition to the Bank, J apanese, European and American gzoups 
provided funding for the operation. 

1.03 The principal objective of the projecc was to extract and export 
iron ore from the huge, high quality deposits at Carajas. At the time of 
appraisal, expo~cs resulting fro~ the project were expected to generate some US$ 
20 billion in foreign exchange earnings over the initial 30 years of the mine's 
operat:ion. According to the press release announcing the Bank' s decision to 
support the undert:aking, the projecc would also "contribute, chzcugh the 
provision of basic infrastructure, to the future development of Brazil > s largely 
unexploited Eastern Amazon Region, including other mineral developments largely 
for exporc, as well as to agricultural development." 1 These latter activities 
would be carried oQt primarily through the Grande (or Greater) Carajas Program 
entailing "regional investments" on the order of US$ 60 billion. The press 
release characteri~ed the Carajas deposics as "Brazil's largest known potential 
for development and export in the mining sector." 2 Carajas iran ore production 
was expecced to reach 35 million tons per yea~ by 1987 with possible expansion 
ta 50 million tons per year ata later date. 

1. 04 Approximately a year and a half prior to Bank approval of the 
project, CVRD created an independent envirQnmental advisory gxoup , GEAMAM, 
composed of prominent scientists and Amazonian specíalísts, to review all aspe c t.s 
of the company's actívities, ~ith an emphasís on the installacion and subsequent 
operation of Carajas. During loan negotiations, CVRD and the Brazilian G~vernm?nc 
agreed to carry ouc an environmencal work program in the project area includ~ng 
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envi~onmencal zoning, the establishni.ent of ecological stations, conservation 
tracts and buffer zones and the undertaking of biotic inventaries, pollution 
cont~ol accivities and other environmental protectíon measures. Furthermore, as 
stated in the above mentioned press release, "in anticipation of an accelerated 
economic development as a consequence of the Caraj as pro j ect:, '' CVRD agreed to 
provide funds to the national indian protection agency, FUNAI, to permit it to 
expand and Ul)grade its activities and services on behalf of the Amerindian 
communities in the operation's area of influence. 3 These activities were to 
include proteccion of Amei:-indian lands and provision of improved health services, 
as we Ll, as assistance for education and economic development proj ects in 
indigenous communities. 

1.05 'I'his r~port will examine the principal environmental feacures and 
i~pacts of the Carajas Project to date in its area of influence in northern and 
northeastern Brazil. It will attempt to evaluate how -- and how well ~- the Bank 
anti e ipat:ed and deal t wi th the pro j ec t' s envirorunental consequ.ence s. The analys is 
',1ill focus an the proj ect' s ilnpaces on both the natural and the human 
environments, including its effeccs cm non-Amerindian, as well as Indian, 
communicies, and on its indirect, as well as direct, impacts, to the extent thac 
these can ~resently be obset:Ved. ln the process, it will examine the adequacy, 
effectiveness and sustainability of the operation's specific environmental and 
Amerindian componencs, and it will consider the Carajas project in the context 
of larger historical tendencies and processes of frontier development in the 
Eastern Amazon region. !t vill likewise consider che interactíon between the 
Bank-assisted íron ore proj ect and other public sector intet:Ventions - - including 
the Grande Carajas l'rogram - - in the former' s area of influence, giving 
particular attention to their colleccive envirol'lnlental consequences. 

3 Ibid., page 2. 
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II. PROJECT BACKGROUND 
r: 

A. The Macroeconomic Context 1 

r: 

2. 01 At the time the Bank loan for the Caraj as Proj ect was appzoved , 
Brazil was in the midst of a severe economic recession following an extended 
period of impressive economíc growth from the mid-1960's to 1980. Between 1966 
and 1980, GDP expanded at an average rate of roughly 9X a year due largely to 
the even more rapid growth experienced by the industrial sector. The sharp rise 
in oil prices in 1973, together with the heavy dependency of Brazilian industry 
and transport on imported petroleum products, however, led to lower growth rates, 
balance o f payments difficulties and rising inflation in the mid-1970' s. ln 
response to this situation and in arder to improve medium term growth prospects, 
the Government adopted a strategy which consisted in pare of domestic 
substitution of petroleum impores and increased primary and manufactured export 
promotion. 

2.02 Largely as a result of these efforts, during che mid and late 1970's 
output continued to grow at rates averaging around 6% and balance of payments 
pressures were for the mosc part contained through a combination of rapid export 
expansion, import controls, import substitution and increased foreign 
indebtedness. Growth occurred, however, at the cose of steadily rising internal 
prices and the increasing vulnerability of the economy to external shocks. Thus, 
starting in 1979 with the second oil price hike, rising foreign interest rates 
and the emerging world recession, the Brazilian economy suffered renewed balance 
of payments difficulties, a rapid decline in GDP growth anda new round of 
inflation. GDP fell significantly after 1980, expanding ata rate of -1.3% a year 
between 1981 and 1983, while industrial output declined by an annual average of 
3.8% over this per.iod. The annual inflation rate, in turn, increased from on the 
arder of 40% in 1977-78 to roughly 100% between 1980-82 and more than 200% in 
1983. 

2. 03 The situation was particularly dramatic in 1981 when GDP growth was - 
1. 6%, as compared with 7. 2% in the immediately preceding year. Thís was prímarily 
dueto negative growth in the industrial sector where output declined by 5.57. 
in 1981, sharply contrasting ~ith a 7.9% expansion experienced in 1980. While 
Brazil's merchandise trade balance was slightly positive (US$ 1.2 billion) in 
1981, moreover, it was significantly negative (US$ 6.6 billion) between 197~ 
and 1980, particularly in 1979-80. This imbalance was due primarily to the 
increase in oil prices and occurred despite a decreasing volume of petroleum 
impores from 1979 onward, as well as the restriction of many non-petroleum 
imports after 1980. Petroleum products, nevertheless, accounted for roughly 44% 
of Brazilian impores in terms of value between 1979 and 1982, including more than 
52% of this total in the latter year. 

1 This section is largely based on the President's Report for the Carajas 
Iron Ore Project (Repare No. P-3369-BR) dated July 22, 1982 and the following 
Bank country economic repores: Brazil: Recent Economic Performance and Prospec ts, 
Report No. 4674-BR dated August 22, 1983 and Brazil - A Macroeconomíc Evaluation 
of the Cruzado Plan, World Bank Country.Study, 1987. 
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2.04 The current account balance, on the other hand, was highly negative 
between 1979 and 1982, especially in the latter year ~hen the shortfall exceeàed 
US$ 16 billion. This ..,as due largely to growing interest paym.ents on the 
country's rapidly rising foreign debt which increased from US$ 41.3 billion in 
1977 to US$ 91. 3 billion in 1982. Average real interest rates on mediwn and 
long-term foreign debt rose sharply, especially after 1981 -- from 3.9% in 1977 
to 10.9% in 1982 -- with total interest payments rising from US$ 2 billion in 
the former year to US$ 9.3 billion in the latter. The current account deficit, 
in turn, was offset by a combinacion of additional external borrowing, the 
drawing down of reserves and, to a lesser extent, new foreign direcc invescmenc. 
External borrowing. more specifically, increased from. approximately US$ 9. 5 
billion in 1977 to US$ 15.7 billion (US$ 8.2 billion in net terms) in 1982, while 
foreign reserves fell by US$ 8.9 billion and new direct foreign investment was 
US$ 2.5 billion in the latter year. 

2.05 At the time the Carajas Project ~as approved. in short. ~he rapidly 
deterioracíng macroeconomic situation had caused Brazil' s need for externai 
credit to ríse sharply. While most new lending ca Brazíl came from prívate 
sources, the Bank also respcmded to the country' s growing foreign exchange 
difficulties by significantly increasing its loan cotmnitments from US$ 425 
míllion in Fiscal Year 1977 (FY77) to US$ 724 ~illion in FY82 and close to US$ 
1.5 billion in FY83. The Carajas Project alone represented roughly 21X of thís 
latter total. At the time i t was approved, moreover, the Caraj as Pro j ec t 
accounted for the single largest Bank loan made to Brazil and one of the largest 
made by the Bank anywhere in the world. 2 

B. The Sectoral Context 3 

2. 06 Toe mining sector was responsible for more than lOX of Br az í.L' s 
merchandise expores, roughly l.3X of COP and about lX of Government revenues in 
1980. While some seventy different minerals were produced at that time in Brazil, 
iron -o-re dominated national output, accounting for 26% of all mineral production 
and more than 90% of the value of mineral expores. ln value terms, o ehe r 
important metallic and non-metallic minerals exploited commercially in 1980 
included crushed stone, limescone, coal, marine salt, manganese, bauxite, gold 
and tin. In addition, the country possessed large measured reserves of these and 
other minerals, many of ~hich were located in the Eastern Amazon region. At the 

2 The largest previous individual Bank loans to Brazil were the Alcohol 
and Biomass Energy Development Project (Ln. 1989-BR) approved June 30, 1980 for 
US$ 250 million and the Northwest R.egion Oevelopment Program Highway Proj ect (Ln. 
2062-BR) approved December l, 1981 for US$ 240 million. Two other large 
operations for Brazil were approved later in FY83, the Water Supply and Sewerage 
S~ctor Project (Ln. 2249-BR) approved March 22, 1983 for US$ 302.3 míllion and 
the Third Agroindustries Gredit Project (Ln. 2268-BR) approved April 26, 1983 
for US$ 400 million. 

3 The principal sources for this section were the above mentioned 
President' s Report and the Staff Appraisal Report for the Caraj as Iron Ore 
Project (Report No. 3921-BR) dated July 6, 1982. 
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time the Carajas Project was appraised, Brazil's mining sector was composed of 
some 670 firms, most of which were privately owned. More than 60% of total 
mineral production, however, ~as concentrated in 50 large companies, three of 
the most important of which -- including CVRD -- were state-owned. ,I'""' 

2.07 During the 1970' s and early 1980' s the Brazilian Govenunent act.ively 
promoced foreign.and domestic private sector participation in mining activities 
through the provision of fiscal, credit and other incentives. ln this connection 
a Ls o , the Government gave s trong priori ty to the Caraj as Pro j ec e , grant:ing 
special incentives to CVRD in late 1980, as well as for the much more ambitious 
Grande Caraj as Program (PGC). The latter vas created by federal decree in 
Noveniber 1980 with the Ca:i:-aj as !ron Ore Project as its centerpiece. The PGG 
ínvolved an area of nearly 900,000 square kilometers in the Eastern Amazon region 
cove~íng large parts of the present states of Maranhao, Para and Tocantins. 4 

In the words of the Presídent's Report for the Carajas Projecc, this area was 
"unique in mineral potential, and includes iron ore, manganese, nickel, copper, 
c í.n , bauxite, gold and othe:rs. :':le conditions are also favorable to agricultural, 
caccle raising and reforestation activities.~ 5 · 

2.08 By 1981, Brazil had become the largest iron ore producing councry 
o~tside the Sovíet block, surpassing Australia, the United Staces and Canada 
atnong other major producers. After the Soviet Union and Canada, moreover, Erazil 
possessed the largest iron ore reserves inche world. Roughly 60X of total 
reserves, estímated at over 34 billion tons, were located in the Eastern Amazon 
region (ie, Carajas), the balance being situaced ín the southeastern state of 
Minas Gerais where the country's iron ore mining activities had craditionally 
been concentrated. CVRD was responsible for close to 65X of domestic íron ore 
output in 1980. 

2.09 Brazilian íron ore production expanded at an average rate of 12.8% 
a year between 1960 and 1980, with expores increasing at the even higher rate 
of 14.6% a year. As a result, by 1980, 76X of all iron ore produced in the 
councry was exported, as com~ared with 56X of this total in 1960. Srazilian 
expores, moreover, represented nearly 23% of total iron are expores by non 
Sovie t block countries in 1980, as compared wit~ less than 4Z in 1960. lron ore 
that was not exported ~as ucilized for the most part by the rapidly expanding 
domestic steel industry. 

,r' 

2 .10 At the time the Carajas Project was appraised, Brazil was the largest 
steel producí~g councry in Latin Aine~ica and the tenth largest in the ~orld, 
generating output on the order of 15.3 million tons (in crude steel equivalent) 
in 1980. During the l960's and 1970's, Brazilian sceel production grew ata rate 
of roughly 10% a year, as compared with a world average of 3.7%. Stace,owned 
firms -- particularly the National Steel Company (GSN) in Rio de Janeiro State, 
the Sao Paulo Steel Company (COSIPA) and the Minas Gerais Steel Plane (USIMINAS) 

" The state of Tocantins was formally created by the new federal 
constitution approved in October 1988. Previously, this area was the northern 
part of the state of Goias, from which th~ new scate was dismembered. 

5 
President's Report, op. cit., para. 27. 
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- - as s í.s t.ed by a number of \.rorld Bank loans during the early and m.id-1970' s , were 
responsible for aver 60% of total output in 1980. 6 Domestic steel consumption, 
in turn, expande d at an average rate af 91 a year during the 1970' s wíth 
Brazilian steel expores exceeding imports for the first: time in 1979. ln response 
to the economic recession which began in 1980, however, domestic steel productian 
and consumption declined sharply in 1981. 

2.11 By the time the Carajas Project was appraised, the world iron ore 
rnarket ~as characterized by surplus capacity and depressed príces. This was due 
largely to a downcuxri in intemational steel demand startíng in 1975 which 
followed closely upon a substantial expansion of iron ore production capacity 
duríng the 1960's and early 1970's. As a result, by 1980 world iron ore output 
was estimated to be some 15% below effective installed productive capacity. Bank 
projectíans of iron ore market behavior during the l980's, however, concluded 
that, by the latter half of the decade, this market would either be roughly in 
balance under a lo\J (1. 81 per ye ar ) world steel demand growth scenario, ar 
confront an increasing supply deficit under a more rapid (2.7X per year) growth 
trajectory, unless additional mining capacity were to come on stream. According 
to the SAR for the Carajas operation, moreover, even though iron ore market 
experts disagreed on the precise tlming of the absorption of existing excess 
capacíty, they concurred "in the general expectation that the current iron ore 
overcapacity will work itself out and might turn into a deficit as early as the 
mid-1980's." 7 

2 .12 ln this ccncexe and despi te its relatively remo te location, the 
proposed Caraj as operation was seen to possess substantial advantages over 
alternative sources of new iron ore production elsewhere in the world. According 
to the Bank's appraisal. these advantages included the following: (i) the high 
quality and favorable processing characteristics of Carajas ore; (ii) the face 
that its deposi ts were easily minable and possessed substancial Long- term 
potential; (iii) the exiscence of numerous purchase contracts between CVRD and 
its major foreígn customers; ( iv) the proj ect' s comparatively low operating 
costs; and (v) its operatíon by "an existing: well-manag.ed, experienced and 
financíally sound iron ore opl'trating company." s tn particular, macke c risks for 

6 
These loans included the following: Ln. 0797-BR to GSN for US$ 64.5 

million approved February 1972; Ln. 0812-BR to USIMINAS for US$ 63 million 
approved April 1972; Ln. 0828-Ba to COSIPA for US$ 64.5 million approved May 
1972; Ln. 1151-BR to CSN for US$ 95 million app~oved June 1975; and Ln. 1152- 
BR to COSIPA for US$60 million approved July 1975. The Bank also financed an 
iron ore project in Brazil in the early seventies through Ln. 0787-BR to t~e 
MBR (Mineracoes Brasileiras Reunidas) company for US$ 50 million, a~proved in 
August 1971. 

1 
Staff Appraisal Repare (SAR), paras. 3.01-3.02. Even the high ~rowth 

scenarío was considered to be conservative in comparíson with che rates of 
expansíon experienced between 1960 and 1980 when steel produccion grew at an 
average rate of 31 annually in the industrialized countries and 8.6Z per year 
in the developíng ~orld, or at an average rate of 3.6% overall. 

8 
Ibid., para. 3.03. For further details, see paras. 3.04-3.48 of the SAR. 
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the project were seen by the Bank to be "minimized" considering that CVRD had 
already negotiated long-term sales contracts with J apanese, German, French, 
Italian and Korean clients for some 24.7 million tons per year of Carajas ore 
vhí.ch , according to the SAR, "seem to be adequate in assuring sales during its 
first two years of production build-up." 9 

.- 

2.13 Appraisal projectlon~ of iron ore prices during the 1980's were 
similarly optímístic. Despite the fact that the price of Brazilian iron ore fell 
sharply during the 1970's, from US$ 72.7 per ton in 1970 ta US$ 36.7 per ton in 
1978, according to the SAR a slight real price increase occurred between this 
latter year and 1981, and an additional increment was expected in 1982 on the 
basis af CVRD negotiations wich its principal foreign purchasers. For purposes 
of the financial and economic analysis of the project, moreover. the Bank assumed 
that iron ore prices would re~ain constant in real terms between 1983-85, then 
íncrease by l.5X per year between 1986 and 1990 and stay constant thereafter. 10 

Furchermore, Carajas' production was not anticipated to have a significant 
~mpact on internacional iron ore prices since, even when operating at its full 
initíal capacity of 35 million tons per year in the late 1980's, its output was 
noc expected to represent more than 8% of total world iron ore expores. 

2.14 ln retrospect, this projection af iron ore prices proved to be far 
too optimistic. As indicated in the Bank's PCR for the operation, because of 
generally weak international demand for iron ore at least through 1987, actual 
prices for Carajas ore at the time of project completion were only on the arder 
of US$ 16.2 per ton, or roughly 56% below the apprai~al estimate of US$ 35.4 p~r 
ton. Thus, whíle prices of Carajas' principal product, sinter feed, were expected 
at the time of appraisal to increase by about 25X over the 1985-89 period, in 
fact, they decreased by 11%. ll The impact of this observed decrease in iron ore 
príces on the project's export revenues and its financial and economic rates of 
return will be discussed in Chapter VI below. 

e. The Bank's Lending Strategy 12 

2.15 At the time the Carajas Project was presented to the Board, the 
Bank's lending strategy for Brazil had four main objectives: (i) to help the 
Government intensify its efforts to increase the productivity and imp~ove the 
living conditions of the lowest income groups in both rural and urban areas; (ii) 

9 
Ibíd .• para. 3.26. Initial plans were for 5 million tons of iron ore 

production at Carajas in 1985 and 20 million tons in 1986. 

10 
Ibid., paras. 3.32-3.34 and 8.13. Toe SAR notes, however, chat; in light 

of the possible iron ore market deficit by 1986 under the high steel demand 
growth scenario mentioned above, these price assumptions may be "too 
conservative." (para. 3.34) 

11 
Project Completion Report, dated May 30, 1989, Part I, para, 21 and 

Part III, Table 6, Section e. 
12 

This section is based on the above ment:ioned President' s Report, 
paragraphs 21-24. 
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to support institutional development and policy reform in order to establish 
"adequate coC>rdination and cont:rol" within the public sector, maximize pub Lí,c 
savings and ensure their rational use through the proper selection of investment 
project:s; (iii) to ease the foreign e~change constraint on national development 
by supporting proj ects designed to increase expo r c capacity and substitute 
imports; and (iv) to provida part of the medium and long~term capital flows 
required by the countey í.n order to "sustain satisfactory growth and achieve its 
employm.ent creation and regional development objectives." 13 

2.16 The Carajas Project was explicitly seen to contribute to the two 
latter objectives of this strategy. According to the President's Report for this 
operatíon, the principal goal of the proj ect would be to increase Brazíl' s 
expotts of iron ore in orde~ to augment its foreign exchange earnings. With 
regard to the final objective of the strategy, in tum, the President's Report 
af f irms thac "continued lending by the Bank in Brazil is regarded by the 
internacional financial cotnlllunicy as a sign of confidence ... and encourages 
ochers to contribute to the councry' s economic development." 11. A. major purpose 
of Bank parttcipation, in fact, ~as to attract additional resources from other 
international lenders ~- including the Japanese and German Governments and che 
European Coal and Steel Cotnlllunity -~ to the Carajas Project, thereby further 
cont:ributing to the inflow of foreign capital to Brazil. The Carajas Project, 
in short, was a key element in the Sank's lending strategy for Brazil in the 
early 1980's. 

13 Ibid., para. 24. 

Ibid., para. 24. 
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III. THE PROJECT REG~ON 

- 

3.01 While the Bank's appraisal documents (íe. the Staff Appraisal and 
President's Reports) describe and analyze che macroeconomic and sectoral context 
of the Carajas Project, the same did not occur with its human and natural 
environmental (or regional) con~ext. Nor did the Bank undertake any kind of 
systematic study of the area of influence of the planned Carajas investments, 
as it had done in the case of the proposed improvements to the BR-364 highway 
in Mato Grosso and Rondonia in the western part of the Amazon region. 1 \.Jhile 
the SAR does inc:lude a short section on the project' s "regional i.mpacc" 
containing relevant, if ver'} sketchy, observations on the likely contribution 
of the Carajas operation to the future development of Eastern Amazonia, it does 
not go into detail with respect to the ecological, demographic and scc í.c 
economic characteristics of the proj ect' s area of influence, noz does it consider 
the larger environmental implications of the proposed infrastruccural and 
?roduccive invescmencs. Furthermore, even chough the SAll couches upon some of 
the important previous and parallel large-scale investments and development 
programs affecting the Carajas area, it does not fully examine the broader 
regional policy context in which these initiatives were sicuated. 

- 3. 02 Toe SAR' s discussion of "regional impact," nevertheless, does clearly 
highlight the role of the Carajas Project in the on-going efforts of the 
Brazilian Government to "open up'' Eastern Amazonia for productive exploitation 
of its rich natural resources. Before examining the extent and basic 
characteristics of the project's area of influence, therefore, it is inscructive 
to briefly review how the Bank' s appraisal documents viewed the operation' s 
potential developmental consequences at the regional level. The rest of this and 
the following chapter will further explore the wider regional policy and 
development contexts of the -Carajas Project. 

- 
- 

A. The Project's Expected Regional !mpact - 3.03 The SAR begins its discussion of the project's regional i~pact by 
seemingly equating its loeation with CVRD's concession around the mine site. 
According to this document, the project was "located within the Eastern Amazon, 
in the Greater Carajas regíon, an area of about 4,000 km2, located north of the 
8th parallel and between the Amazon, Xingu and Parnaíba Rivers, covering part 
of the scates of Para, Goias and Maranhao." 2 It next mentions the Grande 
Carajas Frogram (PGC) whose "objective isco develop the region into a highly ,,- 

,,..... 

l f . This study was undertaken in connection with preparation o the 
POLONOROESTE program which the Bank subsequently financed through five loans 
app rove d between Oecember 1981 and October 1983. The regional survey was 
published as a country study by the Bank in 1981 under the title Brazil: 
Integrated Development of the Northwest Frontier. 

2 SAR, para. 2.16. This statement is, in fact, quite conf~sing since the 
total are a covered by the "Greater caraj as region," as noted in the previous 
chapter, is on the arder of 900,000 km2 and noe "about 4,000 km.2" (or 400,000 
hectares) which was raughly the size of CVRD's concession around the mine. 

r: 
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prod~ctive center of basic ra~ mate~ials, semi-finished and finished produccs, 
mostly for export," noting also that the "precise scope and timing" af the PGC, 
however, "still need to be defined." 3 

3.04 the iron ore project is then situated in the concext of the larger 
development efforts for the Greater Ca.rajas area. According to the SAR, "one of 
the preconditions to future major developments in the region is the existence 
of basic infrastructure. In this respect the Carajas Project will contribute 
substantially to regional development through installation of a major railroad 
line in West-East direction linking the remote Serra dos Carajas area with the 
northern sea coast: near Sao Luis and through development: of a bulk terminal 
capable of handling ships up to 280,000 dwt." 4 The proj ect was portrayed in the 
SAR as "rounding out basic infrastructure requirements'' in Eastern Amazonia which 
included such other large investments as : ( i) the already Lmp Lanced Be l.em 
Brasilia and Transamazon highways; (ii) the Tucurui hydropower plant. scheduled 
for start•up in 1983; (iii) the Itaqui commercial port at Sao Luís already in 
operatíon; and (iv) the Barcarena river porc near B~lem which, at that time, was 
still under constructíon. There were, moreover, ímportant linkages aniong these 
various investments, including Carajas, although this is not brought out very 
ex.plicitly the SAR, since both t.he iron ore operation and several large 
industrial export ventures -- most nocably aluminum plants locaced ac Barcarena 
(ALBRAS-ALUNORTE) and Sao Luis (ALUMAR) -- were highly dependent on both the 
energy to be generated by Tucurui and the port installations near Belem and Sao 
Luis. 

3. 05 Other irnportant mineral development and processing proj ects are also 
mentioned by the SAR. Unlike Carajas, ho~ever, these activities were "located 
near commercial waterways or in coas tal areas, •• whereas the infrastruccure 
required for the iron ore project would "open up the Serra dos Carajas area in 
the interior -where the potential fo:r resource development ís high." ~ Among the 
activities mentioned Ln this connection were the Trombetas bauxite venture which 
had direct access to the ADlazon River, and the Al..BRAS-ALUNORTE and ALUMAR 
operations cited in the preceding paragraph and described more fully in the next 
chapter. 

3.06 In addition to the iron ore operation, several other projects in 
preliminary scages of development ~ere conside~ed by the SAR likely to use the 

3 
Ibid., para. 2.17. The SAR. further observes, however, in this context 

that copper concentrate, ferro-manganese, tin and gold, as well as íron ore, 
projects ~ere already in early stages of development as part of the PGC. 

4 
Ibid. para. 2.18. The port at Ponta da Madeira was subsequently designed 

in such a way as to accommodate ships of even greacer capacity, up to 350,000 
dead weight tons. 

s lbid., para. 2.19 !t should be noted, however, that early in project 
preparatíon -- and prior to effective involvement on the part of the Bank ·• 
several transport alternatives. including the use of a pipeline or inland 
~aterways, were considered for the shipment of carajas ore. See Chapter V below 
for further details. 
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Carajas transportatíon network in the mediUI11 term. These projects included: (i) 
a copper concentrate venture for which CVRD had completed exploration and had 
prefeasíbility vo rk under contract; ( ii) a ferro-manganese proj ect for which CVRD 
was studying a possible joint venture development; (iii) several tin projects 
under implementation by Brazilian priva te firms; ( iv) a bauxí.ce proj ect ac 
Paragominas which was being studied by foreign and local companies, including 
CVRD; and (v) the mechanized exploitation af gold ac Serra Pelada, which had, 
until that time, been mined by pzospec ccr-s , 6 A revealing aspect of this 
discussion -- although not specifically cotnmented upon by che SAR -- is CVRD's 
apparencly quite extensive role in mineral developmenc activities throughout 
E:astern Ainazonia, a role going well beyond the extraccion of iron ore ac Car aj as. 7 

3.07 The SAR likewise affirms that, over the long run, the Carajas Project 
would indirectly stimulate deYelopment of the more important cowns in the region 
into signífícant commercial and industrial centers. TI\e PGC is again cited in 
connection wíth the future development of seven such centers and their major 
produccíve activities: Carajas (iron ore), Sao Felix do Xingu (tin concencrate), 
Maraba (central junction for railway, wat:erway and highway syscems), Tucurui (pig 
iron and sponge íron), Barcarena and Paragominas (alumina and aluminum) and Sao 
tuis/Ponta da Madeira (semi-ma.nufactured steel products and export sinter, among 
others). '' 

8 
ln lighc of the present widespread concern both inside and outside 

Brazíl with the potentially damaging environmental con$equences of the pig iron 
smelters in the Carajas~Sao tuis corridor, it is interesting to note that the 
SAR e~plicitly mentions the possible future production of pig iron in Eastern 
Amazonia, even though it is suggested that this activity would be centered around 
!uc~ru.i rather than along t.he rail line. As will be further discussed in the nexr 
chapter, however, as early as 1979, CVRD had anticipaced the possible 
installation of pig iron industries ator near the principal urban centers (eg. 
Maraba, Acailandia, Santa lnes, etc.) along the Carajas railway corridor, as pare 

6 
Ibid., para. 2.20. Plans for the "mechanized ex.ploitation" of go Ld at 

Serra Pelada were later abandoned by CVRD as the result of social and political 
pressures by prospectors (g_arimpeiros) - - whose number at the peak of Serra 
Pelada's act:ivit:y Ln t.he early 1980's is estimated to have been as high as 
100,000 -- including a march on CVRD's facilitíes at Parauapebas in 1984 when 
the company threatened to restrict access to the site. The following chapter 
provides additional detail·s on prospecting activities at Serra Pelada and 
elsewhere in the Carajas project region. 

7 
While manganese ore is, í n f ac c , be í.ng extrr ac t ed by CVRD within the iron 

ore concession area, the Paragominas bauxite deposits and the Serra Pelada gold 
mining area are well to the east of ~he Carajas concession and even the copper 
mine (Salobo) which CVRD is now beginning to exploit is located oucs í de and 
slightly to the north of the presenc concession, as is che large retention pond 
operated by CVRD for run~off from the iron ore mine. 

a Ibid., para. 2. 21. 
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of a larger regional industrialization strategy. 9 TI1e SAR, however, does not 
specifically mention this prospect. 

3.08 In its discussion of the project's potential regional impact, the 
SAR also notes thac, the iron ore operat:ion, "in addition to laying basic 
infrastructure, will draw large numbers of persons into the region, stimulate 
growth of supporting services and facilities, and accelerate the region's social 
and economic transformation." 10 This and the other affirmations reproduced in 
che preceding paragraphs, moreover, are echoed in the Bank's economic analysis 
of the Carajas operation which, in addition to estimating the project's rate of 
return and calculating its expected foreign exchange benefits, points to "other 
major regional benefits in openíng upa remete but resource-rich area of the 
Amazon. " As identif ied, but not quantif ied, in the appraisal r epcz t , these 
benefits included the generation of economic activity "directly at Caraj as, along 
the rail line and at the port city of Sao Luis, and indirectly throughout the 
region." 11 

3.09 More specifically, the regional benefits of the Carajas projecc, as 
depicted in the SAR, included the direct employment: of about 6,000 CVRD employees 
and 2,500 service workers through 1988 and the creation of additional jobs in 
later years as "basic workers are drawn by a variety of expected mining 
developments and other economic opportunities in the region." 12 Urban 
developmenc was also expected to be accelerated by the proj ect "through the 
development of the new town of Caraj as as well as the expansion of existíng towns 
particularly a Long the railway line where maintenance and other railway personnel 
will be housed and where outsiders are likely to be drawn and at Sao Luís, which 
is already an established port city." 13 Finally, the project was expected to 
"play a key role in spurring the economic growth of the region" and to "begin 
the process of planning and controlling the growth of a territory both vast in 
economic potential and unique in envirorunental features." 14 

3.10 Given the above statements concerning che project's regional 
importance and impact, as well as che "unique" environmental features of the 
Eastern Amazon region, it is curious that relatively little attentíon was given 
in the preparation and appraisal of the iron ore operation to the ec.ol.ogical, 
demographic and socio-economic charac.ceristics of, and existíng development 
tendencies in, its immediate area of influence. It is similarly curíous that the 
potential human and physical envirorunental costs of the larger regional 

9 CVRD, Amazonia Oriental; Programa Preliminar de Desenvolvimento, Rio de 
Janeiro, 1979. 

10 SAR, op. cit., para. 2.21. 

11 lbid., para. 9.11 

12 Ibid., para. 9.12 

13 Ibid., para. 9.13. 

14 Ibid., para. 9.14. 

'..,./ 
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development processes expected to be set off or reinforced by the Caraj as Proj ect 
were not given greater consideration at the time of appraisal, nor were more 
rigorous measures proposed in the context of project design to ensure that the 
''process of planning and controlling" future economic growth in the region would, 
indeed, occur. It is symptomacic of these oversights, that, even the project's 
likely area of influence was not clearly identified at the time of appraisal and 
was, in fact, only formally defined with regard to the operation's Amerindian 
protection component. 

B. The Project's Area of Influence 

3.11 There are a number of difficultíes in determining, even today, the 
actual area of influence of the Carajas Project. The nar,rowest concept refers 
to the areas directly under the legal control of CVRD. These include che 410,620 
hectare concession around the Carajas mine site in the present municipality of 
Parauapebas, that until recently was part of the município of Maraba, from which 
it~was formally dismembered in 1988. :s These areas also include a 2,221 hectare 
plot owned by CVRD at the port site at Ponta da Madeira, near che port of Itaqui, 
on the island of Sao Luís. Finally, they include an 80 meter wide strip along 
the 890 kilometer GVRD-owned railway (ie. roughly 40 meters on either side of 
the cracks) connecting the mine site at che Serra dos Caraj as and the port 
terminal Ln Sao Luis, together with areas occupied by railroad maintenance patios 
at Santa Ines and Pequia, near Acailandia, in Maranhao and Maraba in Para. 

3.12 A second and territorially much broader concept of the projecc's 
region of influence includes, in addition to the areas direccly controlled by 
CVRD, the Amerindian communities expected to be affected by the economic 
development brought on direccly or indireccly by che Carajas operation. At the 
time of appraisal, it was escimated that roughly 4,500 Amerindians lived in the 
area of ínfluence of the Carajas Project., which was initially defined as "a 
radius of about 100 km from t.he mine and railway. 11 16 This population resided 
in 37 different villages on 14 reserves involving some 2.2 million hectares in 
three dif f erent states . 17 At the recommendation of i ts anthropological 

13 The former municipality of Maraba -- which covered an area of 37,373 
square kilometers - - was, in fact, divided into three muni e ipios in 1988, 
including Curionopolis, where the Serra Pelada gold mine is located, in addition 
to Paraua.pebas, where the Carajas mining complex is situated, and the presenc 
Maraba, each of which now occupies roughly one third of the area of the previous 
single jurisdiction. 

16 SAR, para. 5.53 and Annex 5-4. This criterion was, in face, formally 
adopted in the Loan Agreement ~hich, in Arcicle I, Section 1.02(k) identifies 
"Carajas Projecc Area" as "the area included in a radius of about 100 kilomecers 
from the iron ore mining site and railway to be constructed under the Project." 
This definition extends the project region, at least for purposes of Anterindian 
protection, to an area of roughly 195,000 km2. 

17 The specific municipalities involved were Maraba and Tucuru1 ln Para, 
Amarante do Maranhao, B0111 Jardim, Carutapera, Moncao and Montes Altos in Maranhao 
and Tocantinopolis in the present scate of Tocantins. - 
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consultants, however, during the course of proj ect execution CVRD lat:er expanded 
its Special Amerindian Procection Project .• designed ca provide health services 
and other forms of assistanc.e to these communities - - t:o cover a total of roughly 
14,000 lndians, living in 130 villages on 24 reserves, thereby effeccively 
extending the projecc area to some 150 km on either side of the rail line and 
outward from the mine site. 18 

3 .13 An alternative, and more restrictive, approac.h to defining the 
project's area of influence is that taken by CVRD in a recent: study of socio 
economic development and envirorunental impacc along crie Caraj as railway corridor. 
r.Thile pointing out that it is virtually impossible co isolate the effects of the 
mining, rail and port investments at the larger regional level on account of the 
many other factors ~hich have influenced and continue to influence developments 
in Eastern Ama~onia, CVRD selected the municipalities whose territory is cut and 
which are directly served by the railroad as the areas where the effeccs of the 
Carajas Projecc have been most immediately felt. In 1980, these municipalities 
were Maraba (now Parauapebas, Curíonopolís and Maraba) and Sao Joao do Araguaia 
ín Para, together with Imperatriz (including Acailandia which was subsequencly 
dismembered from it), Santa Luzia, Santa Ines, Pindare-Mirim, Vitoria do Mearim, 
Arari, Itapecuru-Mirim, Anajatuba, Santa Rita, Rosario and Sao Luis in Maranhao. 
Together these municipalities cover roughly 81,500 square kilometers. 19 20 

3.14 The CVRD study correctly indicates, however, that thi~ relatively 
narrow corridor represents only a first approximation to the Carajas railway's 
real area of influence which probably extends over a much broader area -- at 
least in Ma~anha~ -- and, moreover, will change over time. The area of influence 
is, indeed, likely to become larger in the future as the result of ínvestmencs 
associated with on-going development efforts inche region, many of which are 
directly ar indírecely related co the iron ore project. ln fact, the expansion 
of the railway's area of ínfluence has already begun to occur with inauguration 
of the first segrnent of the North-South railroad in April 1989. This link excends 

28 
PCR background paper prepared in 1988 by Maria de Lourdes Davies de 

Freitas of CVRD on the Anleríndian Special Project. In addition to che 
municipalities mentioned in the pr eví.ous note, the other Arnerindian areas 
eventually assisted under the Projecc were locaced in Altamira, Itupiranga, 
Jacunda, Sao Felix do Xingu and Senador Jose Porfirio in Para, Barro da Corda, 
Candido Mendes, Grajau and Turiacu in Maranhao and Ita~atins in the new state 
of Tocantins. Under this expanded criterion, the Carajas "project area" would 
potentially involve up to some 290,000 km.2. 

1~ 
GVRD, I.mpacto Ambiental e Desenvolvimento Socío-economico ao longo.da 

Estrada de Ferro Caraia§, Rio de Janeiro, 1987 (3 volumes), Chapte~ rr. Despite 
the much larger number of m~nicipalities in Maranhao, those in Para, in face, 
occupy a larger share of the area along the immediate carajas ràil corridor, 
accounting for roughly 57X of the total. 

zo ln some parts of the CVRJ) study, the municipalities of Bom Jardim and 
Moncao, lo~ated across the Pindare River just to the north of Santa Luz7a and 
Santa Ines, but not direct~y cut by the Carajas railroad, were also considered 
dueto their clQse ptoximity to the rail line. 

- 
- 

- - 

- 
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roughly 100 kilometers from the city of Imperatriz to Pequia, near Acailandia, 
on the Carajas rail line and, by using the latter -- as well as CVRD's rolling 
stock - - now affords rail connectíon between Imperatriz and the port of Sao Luis. 

21 

After Sao Luis, Imperatriz is the largest urban center in the Carajas area and 
polarizes an excens í.ve region in southwestern Maranhao and the neighboring state 
of Tocantins. The Brazílian Government has indicated its intention to extend the 
North-South railroad as far south as Anapolis in the state of Goias, some 1,600 
kilometers from Acailandia, where it would link up with the existing rail system 
in the central and southern parts of the country. 

3.15 The CVRD study also identifies other parts of the Eastern Amazon 
and Preamazon regions where the railroad's direct area of influence could expand 
even farther over time. These include the entire Carajas "metallurgícal 
province," which is likely to be exploited by CVRD and/or other mining companies 
at some future date, thereby potentially extending the railroad' s area of 
influence to other large municipalities in the state of Para immediately to the 
west (Sao_ Felix do Xingu) and south (Conceicao do Araguaia, Redencao, Rio Maria 
and Xinguara) of the present iron ore mining site. 22 ln addition, the 
previously mentioned bauxite deposits located in Paragominas in northeastern Para 
and neighboring municipalities in northwestern and north-cencral Maranhao 
(including Bom Jardim, Carutapera and Santa Luzia) are also likely to be 
exploited at some point in t.he fut.ure, wit.h the ore cransported to che previously 
mentioned ALUMAR aluminum plant in Sao Luis through an e~tension of the Carajas 
railroad from Santa Luzia to Paragominas. 

3 .16 Another possible source of expansion of the proj ect' s area of 
influence mentioned by CVRD would be the large-scale exploitation of coconuts 
from babacu palm trees as a renewable energy source for the metallurgical 
industries expec·ted to locate along the Carajas-Sao Luís corrídor over the next 
several decades. This activity could directly extend the railroad' s area of 
influence to the "Parrot's Beak" (Bico do Papagaio) between the Araguaia and 
Tocantins Rivers in the northernmost part of the new state of Tocantins and 
southward in the Mearim River valley in central Maranhao, since both of these 
regions contain large concentrations of native babacu palms. 23 As will be 
discu~sed in some detail later in this report, moreover, the installation of the 
metallurgical industries themselves ,_ even though located primarily in, or very 
near, the cities of Maraba, Acailandia, Santa Ines and Sao Luis along the Carajas 

21 These two cities are already connected by paved roads -- the Belem· 
Brasília highway between Imperatriz and Acailandia and the BR-222 and BR-135 
highways between Acailandia and Santa Ines and Santa Ines and Sao Luis, 
respectively -- but shipping freight by rail is considerably less time consuming 
and expensive than transporting it by road. 

22 Significant tin, iron, lead and copper deposics have been identified 
the farmer area, while iron, copper, lead and zinc deposits could potentially 
exploited in the latter. 

in 
be 

23 According to the CVRD study (Volume I, pp. 63-64), twelve additional 
municipalíties inMaranhao and eight in Tocantins would be particularly affected 
by the large-soale commercial exploitation of babaçu. 
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rail line, as well as ac Tucurui on the Tocantins River north of Maraba -- will 
also nave a major socio-economic and environmental impact on the largar region 
surrounding the railroad carridor because of their proposed use of charcoal as 
a principal energy source. This will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 
VIII belaw. 

3.17 As the precedtng discussion suggests, deftnition of the real area 
of influence of the Caraj as Proj ect is not a simple matter, especíally 
consídering that this area will continue to increase in size as new productive 
investments involving either the industrial processing of Ca~ajas iron ore or 
the increasing utilization and/or physical expansian of project-financed rail 
and port infrastructure, occur over time. For purposes of the present report, 
as in the CVRl) study cited in the preceding paragraphs, however, the project's 
ar ea of influence will be largely limited to those municipalities Lcca ced 
immediately along or in very close proximity to the Carajas railway, recognizing 
chat, in all líkelihood, this may considerably underestimate the accual region 
of influence of the operat:ion. This ·• corridor", nevertheless, is the area vhe re 
the initial human and natural environmental impacts of the project have been 
strongest and most visible. Given the present dynamism of the Eastern Amazon and 
Pr~amazon regions, any more detailed future study of the impact of the iron ore 
proj ect will probably need both to refine a.nd to expand the area under 
ob.servation, based on a more systematic analysis of the specific linkages between 
the íron ore operation and oth~r investments and developmene activities in and 
near the immediate Carajas cor~idor. 

C. Ecolo~ical Subregions and General Characteristics 

3.18 Although this aspect is barely touched upon in the Bank's appraisal 
documents, the project's immediate area of influence is co~posed of a number of 
ecologically quite distinct subregions. The ecological diversity within the much 
larger Grande Carajas region is even greater. The only references in the SAR to 
the physícal anel human ecological characteristics of t:he Caraj as corrídor, 
however, are a brief mencion of the climate and vegetation at the mine site, of 
the topography, principal sett:lements and, again, vegetation along the rail line, 
and t:he main hyciro logical f ea tures of the port are a. At the mine si te, for 
example, the vegetation is characterized in the SAR símply as "cont í.nucus 
equatorial rainforests except on top of the plateaus where clearings occur, 
indicacing outcropping iron formations," 2,. while the rail route is described 
as follows ~ "from Rm O (Pcrrca da Madeira) to Santa !nes city (Km 200) the 
topography is low lying with many s~all rivers, swampy in parts and with medium 
forest elsewhere. From KIU 200 to Carajas (Km 890) the route lies through jungle 
with large and dense timber and little civilization.tt" 

24 SAR, op. cit. para. 5.01. 

25 
Ibid., para. 5 .17. Toe SAR also notes that the principal cowns adjacent 

ta the railroad are Santa lnes, Imperatriz and Maraba, fureher indicating that 
the raílway would pass through the "small villages" of Saõta Cruz (Km 282), Galis 
(I<m 385), Pequia (l<m 514), Cara (Km 634) and Parauapebas (Km 862), in addition 
to Maraba (Km 737). Much of the topography along the rail line, moreover, with 
the exception of a "hilly area" between Km 415 and Km 530 (having a maximWll 

- - - 

- 
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3 .19 A slightly more detailed examination of the principal ecological 
characteristics of the Carajas railway corridor reveals initially that Lt is 
crossed by, passes near or closely follows a number of important Amazonian and 
Preamazonian rivers, flowing for the most part in a northerly direction from 
the Brazilian central plateau either to the Amazon River or the northeastern 
coas t , In the former category are the Tccane í.ns River and its principal 
tributaries, the Araguaia and ltacaiunas Rivers to the east and northwest of 
the Serra dos Carajas, respectively, as well as the Capim River which flows into 
the Amazon just: to the "7est of Belem. Toe latter includes the Gurupi and Turiacu· 
Rivers in western Maranhao and the Pindare, Grajau and Mearim Rivers which flow 
into the Bay of Sao Marcos immediately to the west of Sao Luís in north-central 
Maranhao. 26 Along much of the eastern and central portions of its extension, 
the Carajas railway runs parallel to the Pindare River on a southwest·northeast 
alignment. ~ased on differences in climate, topography and geomorphology, the 
Carajas corridor can be divided into three main subregions from an ecological 
standpoint: (i) the area between (and including) the Serra dos Carajas and the 
highla.nds near Acailandia containing the Araguaia·Tocantins depression; (ii) the 
Maranhao sedimentary plateau between Santa Ines and Acailandia; and (iii) the 
Maranhao lowlands (ar Baixada Maranhense) between Sao Luis and Santa Ines. Each 
of these subregions will be briefly described below. 27 

1. The Cara.ias Highlands and the Araguaia~Tocantins Depression 

- 
3.20 Rising to an average altitude of 600-650 meters above sea level, the 
Serra dos Carajas (or Carajas highlands) separates the Araguaia.Tocantins valley 
to the east and the middle Xingu River basin to the west. Average temperature 
at the Carajas mine site in the highlands is approximately 21 degrees Centigrade, 
being some four to five degrees lower than at Parauapebas at the base of the 
Serra and at Maraba farther to the east. Annual rainfall in the Carajas highlands 
is on the order of 2,000-2,100 mm. Roughly 95% of che area within CVRD's 
concession is covered by dense tropical forest. The remaining highland areas are 
covered by a scrub vegetation known as canga which sits on top of the iron ore 
deposits and is a clear indicacion of their presence close below the surface. 
The canga areas have their own unique flora which have been studied and 
classífied by the Emílio Goeldi Musewu in Belem with resources províded by CVRD 

height some 324 meters above sea level), was described as relatively flat. 

26 The Araguaia flows into the Tocantins River just to ~he east of the 
town of Sao Joao do Araguaia, while the Itacaiunas joins the Tocantins at Maraba. 
The Graj au and Mearim Rivers, in tum, j oin together in t:he lowlands to the south 
of Sao Luís before flowing into Sao Marcos Bay. 

17 A more detailed description of each of the major subregions along the 
caraj as- Sao Luís corridor can be found in cwo articles by Az í.z Ab' Saber, 
"Geomorfologia da Regiao," in Goncalves de Almeida, Jose (ed.) Carajas: Desafio 
Político, Ecologia e Desenvolvimento, Editora Srasiliense, Sao Paulo, 1986 anà 
"Aspectos Geomorfologicos de carajas" in SEMA/IWRB/CVRD, Desenvolvimento 
Economico e Impacto Ambiental em Areas de Tropico Umido Brasileiro: A Experíencía 
da ÇVRD, Rio de Janeiro, 1987. 
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under the iron ore project, as has much of the wildlife and vegetation. togecher 
~ich archaeological sites, in the Carajas highlands. Among the flora found in 
the Serra dos Carajas is a medicinal plant, used in the creatment of glaucoma, 
c:alled j aborandi. This plane is gathered by rural laborers for sale to a 
multinacional pharmaceutical firm and is apparently is in danger of disappearing 
dueto predatory collection practices. 28 

3.21 !he Araguaia-Tocantins depression, in turn, excends for some 250 
kilomet:ers between the Serra dos Caraj as and the Serra dos Coroados near 
Acailandia and is largely formed by the Araguaia and Tocantins River valleys. 
Altitudes between the t~o highland areas vary between 90 and 120 mecers above 
sea level anda greac range of soil types exists in the subregíon generatíng 
diverse forDls of surface vegetation. Annual rainfall varies from l,400~1,500 mm 
at the base of the Serra dos Coroados to 1,800 at the foot of the Serra dos 
Caraj as. Thus, the eascern portion of this subregion, near Acailandia, is 
relatively dry ~ith annual pluviometric levels ac Imperatriz and Maraba being 
on che order of 1,600 mm and 1,700 mm, respectively. There is a pronounced dry 
season in this subregion e~tending normally for 3 to 4 months (June through 
September), the latter part of which is also characterized by relatively high 
temperatures and little ventilation. 29 Toe highest: daily temperacures a e 
Imperatriz are around 38 degrees Centigrade and occur between the months of 
September and November. 

3. 22 This suhregion has 'llndergone substancial deforestation over the past 
two decades, and particularly over the last ten years, as the result of efforts 
to introduce pastures and generally small-scale agricultural activicies whose 
long-run sustainability is quescionable given local soil and climate conditions 
and the comparatively primitive cultivation cechniques ut:ilized in the area. 
Among the species adversely affecced by widespread deforestation in the subregion 
is the Brazilnut tree, kno"'11 popularly as the castanheira. Several extensive 
areas in the Tocantins and I tacaiunas valleys that were formerly readily 
ídentifiable by their abundance of the tall Brazilnut trees are now referred to 
locally as "castanheira cemeteries," the burnt-out trunks clearly bearing witness 
to the most coIIII!lon technique utilized to remove the dense tropical forest which 
predominated ín this area. The Serra dos Coroados, finally, is crossed by the 

28 
On one occasion, according to sources at the mine site, some 180 

jaborandi gatherers were forcibly removed from CVRD's concession at Carajas. 
Invasions by s~all nwnbers of collectors, however, are difficult to control, 
especially near the perimeter of CVRD's area, and there is no control outside 
the concession. 

29 
This has negative implications for the proposed installation of 

metallurgical industries in cities such as Acailandia and Maraba since che poor 
ventilation duríng a significant portion of the year means that emissions w~ll 
not be easíly dispersed in the atmosphere. The relatively limited availability 
of subterranean water scurces due to the low water table at Acailandia represents 
another major constraint on these industries, which require significant vol~es 
of water in their processing accivities, as well as other urban-industr1.al 
development activities at this location. 

- - 
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Caraj as railway at an alt:it:ude of 324 meters above sea level, marking ~he highest 
point along the rail line east of the mine sit:e. 

2. The Maranhao Sedimentary Plat:eau 

3.23 Extending to the east for some 320 kilometers from the Serra dos 
Coroados to Santa Ines, the Maranhao sedimentary plateau is formed by numerous 
tablelands ranging in altitude from 300 to SOO meters and· having an average 
annual rainfall on t:he arder of 1,600 t:o 1,700 mm. This subregion, although 
already significantly altered by human intervention at t:he time the Garaj as 
railway was built, presents a wide variety of vegetation types, ranging from 
Amazonian humid tropical forests to drier forests and savannah (cerrado) 
grasslands, It also includes large expanses of babacu palms in the Grajau and 
Mearim River valleys. In much of this area, moreover, as is also the case in the 
above mentioned Araguaia-Tocantins depression, once the native forest is removed, 
the spontaneous growth of secondary vegetation makes the managemenc of 
pascurelands extremely difficult. 

3. The Maranhao Lowlands 

3. 24 Starting ta the east of Santa Ines, the Baixada Maranhense is formed 
largely by the lower pares of the Pindare, Graj au and Mearim Ri ver basins. 
Beginning with a hilly transition area from the sedimentary placeau, altitudes 
in this subregion range from 100 to 180 meters in the vicinity of Santa Ines to 
swampy areas near or at sea level closer to the coast. Extensive marshlands and 
mangroves, influenced by coastal tidal movements and possessing a rich 
terrestrial and aquatic fauna, predominate in the areas near Sao Marcos Bay and 
the city of Sao Luis. The entire subregion is covered by a wide diversity of 
botanic landscapes. 30 Given its low-lying topography and hwnid climace, 
moreover, the Baixada also contains an abundance of lakes near the principal 
rivers running through the area. 31 Average rainfall levels in this subregion 
range from more than 2,300 IDDl at Sao Luís on the coast to 2,000 mm at Santa Ines, 
some 200 kilometers inland. The average temperature at Sao Luís, finally, is 
roughly 26 degrees Centigrade, reaching a daily maximum of nearly 35 degrees in 
October. 

4. General Ecological Features 

3.25 The predominant wind direction throughout the corridor and across 
much of Amazonia is from east to west, coming inland from the ocean over the 
Northeast coast and shifting slightly southward during the winter months (June 
September) and northward during the summer (December-February). Since the latter 
shift results in the transportation of greater moisture from the ocean, the late 
summer and early fall months also correspond to the period of greatest rainfall 

30 See Bacon, Peter and Ferraz, Gilberto, "Managing the 'W'etlands of 
Maranhao," in SEMA/IWRB/CVRD, Desenvolvimento Economico ... , op. cít. 

31 On the question of climate varíations along the Carajas corridor, see 
Marques, Jose, et. al., ~consideracoes sobre o Clima" ih Goncalves de Almeida 
(ed.), Caráiãs ... , op. cit. 
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throughout che Carajas corridor and much of the rest of that part of Amazonia 
which lies in the southern hemisphere. 12 At the Serra dos Carajas, 
consequencly, average rainfall levels are highesc becween January and ~arch, the 
same being the case at Maraba and Imperatriz, while the peak months in terms of 
rainfall in Santa Ines and Sao Luis are from February to April. 

3. 26 Although there is considerable variability in soil origins and 
chemistry and, thus, in soil quality throughout the Caraj as corridor, soil 
classes having generally low fertility ~redominate in much of the region. 33 

As a resulc, the introduction of truly sustainable agriculture is problematic. 
In this connection, Amazonian soil specialists have frequencly observed that 
the utilization of soils such as those prevailing in much of the Carajas region 
can result in serious developmental and environmental problems. In general, 
Amazonian soils are poor in nutrients despite the face that they are able to 
support the e~uberant forest cover typical of tropical areas, givins a false 
:~pression of high fertility. With the occur~ence of deforescacion, however, the 
dynamic equilibrium which cnaracteri::es di.e nutrient r ecy c Lí.ng p r c ce s s cha t 
sustains the nativa forest is broken anti soil fertility q~ickly àeterioraces. 
This makes it diffi~ult to grow annual crops in the same location for a period 
of more than two ar three years in most humid tropical areas, especially with 
the low capital-intensive technologies nortnally ucilized by farmers in Eastern 
Amazonia. 

3.27 The native fo~est cover, like the soils, varies significantly along 
the Caraj as rail corridor with dense tropical fol:'ests predominating in t:he 
western pare of the area and ocher types of vegetation, including secondary 
growth, characcerizing che eastern sections of the region. According to data 
taken from Projeto RADAM studies in the early 1970's, for example, the area 
around the Serra dos Carajas was composed nearly 75% of dense forest, with the 
remaining 25% being classífied as open forest. In the area around Santa Ines, 
on the ocher hand, dense forest occupied roughly 45i of the area in the l970's 
and seconda.ry growth close to 50%, while near Sao Luís, 25% of the area was 
taken up by mangroves, 14X by vegetation typical of humid flood plains and 41% 
by secondacy growth which, as in the case of the region around Santa Ines, 
covered areas which had previously been in forest. 3~ 

32 
See Marques, Jose, Santos, Jose and Salati, Eneas, "Consideracoes sobre 

os Ventos na Regiao Amazonica," Acta Amazonica, Vol. 8, No. l, 1978. 

33 
See Falesi, Italo, "Solos na Area de Influencia de Carajas," in 

SEMA/IWRB/CVRD, Desenvolvimento Economico ...• op. cit. According to this study, 
for example, less than lSX of the soils analyzed in the Greater Carajas :e~ion 
were classified as possessing high natural fertility and roughly one th1ra of 
these were subj ect to ather constraints such as being located in mounna i.ncus 
tapography or having poo r drainage. Toe rest of the so í.Ls were c Las s í.f í e c as 
being either of low fertility (roughly 70X of the total), exce ss í.veLy s andy ( 12r.) 
or saline (2.5%). 

34 
Projeto RADAM volumes 3 (Sao Luis and Santa Ines) and 4 (Carajas). The 

Falesi article, op. cit .• indicates that some 68% of the Greater Carajas region 
(895,000 km2) is covered by forests, 9% by savannah grasslands and the rest by 

- 
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3.28 Associated with the native forest, especially in the western pare 
of the Carajas area and in the coascal marshland regions near Sao Luis, is a 
considerable diversity of animal, bird and aquatic (both freshwater and 
saltwater) life, some of which has been inventoried in connection with the iron 
ore proj ect. 3.5 Toe Baixada l:iaranhense, for example, represents the most 
extensive refuge for aquatic birds in Northeast Brazil -- especially during the 
dry season when as many as 50 distinct species of such birds can be encountered 
in the coastal marshlands -- while 91 different species of birds were found 
inhabiting ar utilizing the canga areas at the Serra dos Carajas. Some of the 
species found in the Caraj as corridor, moreover, are included in a recent listing 
of Amazonian fauna that are threatened or in danger of extinction either as the 
result of the destruction of their habitats or because of predatory hunting for 
commercial or subsistence purposes. 36 Increasing deforestation and settlemenc 
in the Eastern Amazon and Preamazon regions augment the risk of the permanent 
loss of such species, as well as of potentially valuable flora, much of which 
is still not properly invent:oried and, in many cases, may not: yet even be 
identified. 

3 . 2 9 Toe Caraj as corridor, thus, is both extreme ly rich and highly 
het:erogeneous in ecological terms. '..lith the exception of the aforementioned 
CVRD-supported studies carried out by the Goeldi Museum and more recent, 
planning-oriented research undertaken under the auspices of the Grand Carajas 
Program by the National Geogra.phy and Statistics Institute (IBGE) in the regions 
polarized by Maraba and Santa Ines, much of this natural diversity is still not 
properly documented. The IBCE study, moreover, is focusing on the subregional 
natural resource base (geology, geomorphology, hydrology, soils, vegetation, 
etc.), in order to make recommendations regarding future land use in the areas 
studied, and not on its wildlife which remains to be surveyed in detail in much 
of the area. 37 Much of the physical environment in the Carajas-Sao Luis 
corridor, moreover, has already been substantially altered as the result of 
different types of human productive activity over varying periods of settlement 
in distinct subareas. Much of this occupation either took place prior to the 
development of the Carajas Iron Ore Project or has occurred in response to a 

various types of flood plain, coastal marshland and secondary growth vegetation. 

35 See, for example, Silva, Manoela, "Estudos Botanicos em Carajas," 
Novaes, Fernando, "Vertebrados Terrestres da Serra Norte/Caraj as," Oren, David, 
"A Avifauna da Canga Ferrifera" and Roth, Paul and Scott, Derek "A Avifauna da 
Baixada Maranhense" in SEMA/IYRB/CVRD, Desenvolvimento Economico ... , op. cit. 
and Tundise, Jose et. al., "Caracterizacao dos Ecossistemas Aquaticos na Area 
de Influencia da Ferrovia Sao Luis-Carajas," mimeo, CVRD, 1986 . 

36 See Carvalho, C., "The Conservat:ion of Nature in the Brazilian Amazon," 
in Sioli, Harold (ed.), The Amazon: Limnology and Landscape Ecology of a Mighty 
Tropical River and its Basin, Junk Publishers, 1987. 

37 See, for example, IBGE, Estudo Integrado de Recursos Naturais em Areas 
Especificas do PGC, Nucleo de Maraba, Rio de Janeiro, 1988. 
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number of othe4 important governmenc intervencions in the region which will be 
discusseà in the next cha~ter. 

D. Demographic Cha:racteristics 38 - 
3.30 By the end of the 1970's, much of that part of Eastern Amazonia that 
would be directly influenced by the Caraj as railway had already becom.e a dynamíc 
and, in some subareas, largely consolidated agricultural and extractive frontier 
zone. At that time, moreover, the region was already dissecced by federal and 
scate highways such as the Belem-Brasilia, Transamazon and others and, since at 
least the mid-l960's, had been progr~ssively settled by small farmers f~om che 
Northeast and South, as well as by larger enterprises benefitting frorn government 
fiscal incentives. According to the 1980 demographic census, the (then) fourteen 
municipalíties crossed by the railway had a population of ovar 1.1 inillion, 
roughly 461 of which was officially classified as urban. The urban population 
:n the cor~ido~ was largely concentraced in the cities of Sao Luís, Imperatriz, 
Xaraba and Santa Ines, ~hich ~egistered totals of some 247,000, 112,000, 42,000 
and 40,000 inhabitants, respectively, in 1980. 39 The rural population, while 
dispersed more widely throughout the area, was most nume r ous ín Imperat:riz 
(108,000), Santa Luzia (83,000), Vitoria do Mearim (43,000) and Sao Joao do 
Araguaia (34,000) in that year. 

- 

3.31 Between 1970 and 1980, population inche Carajas corridor grew at 
a ~ate of 5.7% a year, which considerably exceeds the averages for the stàtes 
of Para (4.5%) and Maranhao (2.9%), as well for as Brazil (2.SX) as a whole, 
during this períod. Rapid growth occurred both in rural and urban areas, 
reflecting the frontier expansion process in the r~gion, and was particularly 
dramatic in the westernmost portion of the area. Population in Imperatriz, 
Maraba, Sao Joao do Araguaia and Santa Luzia grew at rates of 10.6%, 9.2%, 8.8% 
and 7 .0% respectively during the 1970' s , Rural population in these four 
municipalities grew nearly as rapidly as the number of urban residents, ar even 
more quickly in the cases of Sao Joao do Araguaia and Santa Luzia. East of Santa 
Luzia, on the other hand, rural population grew significantly less rapidly than 
that in urban centers, indicating both a shift of the agricultural frontier to 
the west and substantial rural to urban migration 1.1ithin the subr e g í.cn , 
particularly ín municipalities such as Santa Ines, Vitoria do Mearirn, Itapecuru· 
Mirim and Santa Rita, which had been dynamic small~farmer areas in the 1960's. 

3.32 About half of the total population in the Carajas corridor in 1980 
consisted of migrants, 60X of ~hom had arrived within the previous decade, 

-· 38 
Much of the discussion in this section is based on CV?.n's study of the 

Carajas railway corridor, op. cit., Chapter II, Section 4,1 and Becker, Olga, 
"Consideracoes sobre () Fenomeno Migratorio na Area Servida pela Estrada de Ferro 
Caraj as," IBGE, Rio de Janeiro, 1986. 

39 
The census figure for Sao Luis substantially understates the real urban 

population in this municipality since a large part of the population classífied 
as ttrural" (some 202,000 in 1980) reside~ on the suburban fringe of the capital 
city just outside its official boundaries ·- and frequently without access to 
city servíces -- but was, in fact, urban. 
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further attesting to the region's frontier status. To a large extent this influx 
was the result of official development policies pursued during the 1970's which 
actively encouraged poor farmers to come to Eastern Amazonia from the drought 
stricken Northeast, as well as from southern Brazil where mechanized soybean and 
wheat production was gradually forcing out large numbers of small cultivators. 
As will be further explored in the next chapter, while some of this settlement 
was directed to official colonization schemes, the vast majority was 
"spont:aneous," occurring without government support. 

3.33 As the figures above suggest, most migrants to the Carajas corridor 
during the 1970's went to the municipalities of Sao Luís, Imperatriz, Maraba and 
Santa Luzia. Nearly half of the migrant population remained rural, indicating 
the continued import:ance of small-scale farming as a source of livelihood, 
particularly in the central and western parts of the region. Two-thirds of the 
migrant's employment, however, was in urban areas, particularly in the 
construction, service and commerce sectors. Tile face that a substancial share 
of total migration to the railway corridor appears to have taken place in a 
single year, 1979-80, moreover, is suggestive of the significant new j ob 
opportunities opened up by construccion works associated with the iron ore 
project, together with the rapidly expanding gold prospecting activities, 
especially at Serra Pelada near Carajas and Maraba, at that time. 

E. Socio•economic Characteristics 

3. 34 Even before const:ruction of the Caraj as railway, therefore, íts 
immediate area of influence had already received a large number of migrants, 
both rural and urban, many of whom had sett:led in Eastern Amazonia and 
Preamazonia over a much longer time-span, dating from the early l900's through 
the l960's. In socio-economic cernis, furthermore, the Carajas-Sao Luís corridor 
can be divided into five major subregions in accordance with their differing 
productive and settlement characteristics, as will be very briefly illustrated 
in the following paragraphs. 

1. Sao Luis and its tmmediate Hinterland 

3.35 Located on an island and established sínce colonial times as the 
capital city and major port for Maranhao, Sao Luís, with a de facto urban 
population well over 300,000 by 1980, had expanded slowly during the 1950's and 
1960's, and more dramatically in the 1970's, through increasing migration from 
the interior of the state. Its major economic activities and sources of formal 
employment in 1980 were small-scale and light manufacturing industries, commerce, 
sea and road transport operations, as well as the large state administrative 
apparatus. A green belt around the built-up area extending into the surroundíng 
lowlands (ie. the Baixada Maranhense) supplied the capital city with foodstuffs 
~nd provided a reasonably steady source of incarne to the nearby small farmer 
population. Tile coastline around the island of Sao Luís, in turn, supported a 
Lar ge artesanal fishing industry. In common with other Brazilian - - particularly 
Northeastern -- cities, however, Sao Luís had substancial and expanding areas 
of squatter settlement, both inside and outside the city boundaries, housiog a 
large and rapidly growing informal sector. Poverty and malnutrition predomínated, 
and continue to persist, in these areas, together with the usual associated 
soc-ial ills and health problems. 
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2. The Pindare and Mearim River Vallevs 

3.36 This area cencers around towns of Santa Ines and Santa Luzia which, 
in t:he early 1970' s , were litt:.le more than large villages. The subregion, 
however, was an area of heavy in~migration by small farmers from the Northeast, 
particularly during the 1960's. Early penetration occurred along the principal 
ri ver va.lleys, buc was later facilitated by the building and/or paving of federal 
híghways (BR-316, BR-222 and BR-135). This area was - - and remains to a 
substancial degree ~- characterized by a large concentration of smallholders 
cultívating predomínantly short-cycle, staple food crops such as rice, ~eans and 
manioc, facilitated by relatively fertile soils. Forest-related extractive 
activities such as logging, rubber tapping and, particularly, babacu nuc 
collection -- the latter forming the basis of a strong local processing industry 
producing oil and fiber -- are also im~ortant. Throughout the 1970's, large 
scale cattle ranches, benefit~ing from goverrunent fiscal incentives, occupied 
~~creasingly more extensive areas of land in the subregion. in some instances 
generacing serious conflicts w í, th local small farmer and Ame r í.nd í an popuiations · 
Although land concentracion has made small farming more difficulc and generaced 
some landlessness, strong traditions of resistance to land-grabbing (grilagem) 
and conununity solidarity in the a r e a have slowed down this process to some 
extent. 

3. The Countrysíde between Santa Luzia and Maraba 

3. 3 7 Although increasingly dynamic in demographic terms, ch í s pare of 
the corridor remained chinly populated throughout the 1970's. In 1980, much of 
this area still consisted of forest broken occasionally by large cattle ranehes 
and limit:ed, but expanding, small farmer settlements. Amerindian t:erritories near 
the Carajas railway such as the Caru reserve, home of the Guaja near Buruticupu, 
and the Mae Maria area belonging to the Gaviao tribe near Maraba, in particular, 
have maintained significant extensions of rainforest almost totally intact. For 
much of this scretch, moreover, the railway runs parallel to the BR-222 highway 
connecting Santa lnes to Acailandia, and, toward the end of the 1970' s , 
substancial areas between the two t~ansport corridors, which are separated by 
distances varyíng from zero to fifty kilometers, were deforested and converted 
to pasture, thereby largely precluding settlement by small cultivat:ors and 
stimulating significant lwnbering activicy. Imperatriz, located on the Belem 
Brasilia highway south of Acailandia -- which, at that time was still a district 
of the former - - had, by 1970, already established i.tself as an important 
regíonal service center of some 35,000 inhabitancs, expanding to a city of well 
over one hundred thousand people ten years later. 

4. The City of Maraba and Surrounding Area 

3.38 Maraba, located at the canfluence of the Tocantíns and Itacaiunas 
Rivers, is linked to Belem by the PA-150 highway and lies on che Transamazon 
highway built becween 1970 and 1974. During the early 1970's, Maraba became a 
major.point of arrival and departure for migrants co Eastern Amazonia, as ~ell 
~s the base of operations for large livescock and lumbering enterprises 
established in the vicinity -with fiscal incentives in response to the 
Government's official development strategy for che region. As a result, Maraba's 
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population of less than 15,000 in 1970 nearly tripled to some 42,000 by 1980. 
The generation of considerable wealth for a small number of large landowners, 
commercial interests and businessmen as the result of this growth, however, was 
paralleled by a rapid expansion in the urban poor population, fueled by 
expulsions of small farmers as pasture formation spread in the surrounding areas, 
especially to the south along the as yet unpaved PA-150 road. 

3.39 Until the late 1960's, the main economic activity in the countryside 
around Maraba cons í s ced of Brazilnut extraccion in an area of roughly 1. 2 million 
hectares known as the "Brazilnut Polygon" (Poligono das Castanheiras). Based on 
long-term leases granced by the state government during the 1930's, these 
Brazilnut estates gradually extended their areas extra-juridically, maintaining 
a network of tenant farmers and nut gat:hers in relationships of dependency 
amounting to debt bondage. This closed syscem started to break down during the 
1970' s , however, when outside commercial interests began to set up catcle ranches 
in response to federal incentives and substancial numbers of small farmers in 
search of land occupied some of the Brazilnut estates. As a consequence, a 
significant portion of the land in the area was converted to pas cur e or 
subsistence crop production, in the process generating wid.espread incidents of 
land conflict and increasingly rapid deforestation. 

5. The Carajas and Serra Pelada Minin~ Areas 

3.40 Until work started on the Carajas mine complex and gold was 
discovered at Serra Pelada in the late 1970' s , t:his region was virtually 
untouched rainforest. Except for the adjacent Xicrin-Kayapo reserve having a 
population of some 300 Indians, the only inhabitants of much of the area between 
the unpaved PA-150 highway (running south from Maraba co Xinguara and Gonceicao 
do Araguaia in southern Para) and Carajas were small groups of prospectors, 
subsistence farmers and Brazilnut collectors. Until construction of the PA-275 
highway in the late l970's as part of the Carajas Iron Ore Project, there were 
no major penetration roads in the area, thereby effectively limiting 
possibilities of rural settlement. The present towns of Parauapebas/Rio Verde, 
Curionopolis and Eldorado - • later established, largely spontaneously, as support 
centers for the Carajas and Serra Pelada mines -- moreover, did not yet exist. 

F. Conclusion 

3.41 ln synthesis, the immediate area of influence of the Carajas Project 
is quite heterogeneous from an ecological standpoint and, in varying degrees in 
different subregions, had already undergone, or was actively undergoing, 
significant processes of rural and urban settlement -- based on various forms 
of productive ( including extractive, as well as agricultural and livestock) 
activity -- at the time the operation was prepared and appraised. Much of the 
Caraj as-Sao Luís corridor, in short, was an active frontier zone which was 
attracting increasing numbers of migrants from northeastern, central and even 
southern Brazil in search of land and other economic opportunities. These 
tendencies and their envirorunental consequences, while of,direct relevance for 
understanding how the Carajas Project was likely to impact the Eascern Amazon 
and Preamazon regions, however, appear not to have been considered in the Bank's 
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appraisal process, despite the fact =nat there was substantial awareness about 
them both in Brazil and elsewhere in the Bank at the time. 40 

3.42 Furthermore, much of what was occurring in the late 1970's in the 
area of influence of the Carajas Proj ect was directly related to evolving federal 
and state government development policies and associated large-scale public and 
private inve.stments in the region. These interventions, however, received 
relatively little attention - - and no analysis - - in the Bank' s appraisal 
documents for Carajas, as the discussion at the out.set of this chapt:er concerning 
how the project's "regional impact~ ~as viewed inche SAR clearly suggest.s. As 
a result, the broader regional policy concext of the Carajas Project appears co 
have been largely overlooked by the Bank in appraising the operation, despite 
the benefits that this operation was expected to generate in terms of regional 
development. It is, t.hus, relevant to consider, if only in retrospect, the nature 
and principal environmencal impacts of the major public sector interventions 
occurring in Eascern Amazonia immediately prior to, or in parallel wich, the íron 
ore project and ~hích, togecher ~ich the Carajas vencure, help to explain the 
growing environmental problems presencly encouncered in the area. 

'º As examples, two studies covering important pares of the project's area 
of influence were well-known to students of frontíer expansion in Eastern 
Amazonia: Valverde, Orlando and Dias, Catharina V., A Rodovia Belem-Brasília: 
Estudo de Geografia Regional, IBGE, Rio de Janeiro, 1967; and Velho, Otavio G., 
Frentes de Expansao e Estrutura Agraria: Estudo do Processo de Penetracao numa 
Areada Transamazonica, Zahar Editores, Rio de Janeiro, 1972. The former was a 
comprehensive study of the initial (including environmental) impact of the Belem 
Brasilia highway focusing an the area between Imperatriz and Paragominas, as well 
as other sections of the road, while the latter examined frontier expansion ín 
the Tocantins valley, particularly the area around Maraba. As will be shown in 
the next chapcer, moreover, the Sank financed two rural development operations 
in the eastern pare of the Carajas corridor during the 1970's and early 1980's 
although no reference to this experience is cont.ained anywhere in the appraisal 
documents for the iron ore project. 
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IV. PREVIOUS OR PARALLEL REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT I~ffERVENTIONS 

4. 01 As the preceding chapter has indicated, various parts of the Caraj as 
Project region had already undergone or were undergoing rapid processes of socio 
economic transformaeion at the time the iron ore operation was appraised and 
approved by the Bank. In the eastern and central parts of the region, more 
concretely, small farmer agriculcural frontier settlement dated from the 1950's 
and 1960's (Pindare and Mearim valleys) ar even earlier (in the lowland areas 
cio ser to Sao Luis) , T,Jhile the area between Santa Luzia and 11araba was 
particularly dynamic during the 1970's. Much of this activity, aspecially afcer 
1960, occurred directly in response to actions and policies pursued by the public 
sector, particularly the federal government, in Amazonia in general and in the 
Eastern Amazon region in particular. 

- 

4.02 As in the case of the ecological, demographic and socio-economic 
chaz ac te ris tics of :::.he Caraj as corridor, :::hese i.nter.rentions and their 
environmental impaccs -- were largely overlooked by the Bank inche preparation 
and appraisal of the iron ore project. They are, nevertheless, important both 
for understanding how the Carajas Project fit into the Government' s larger 
development strategy for the region and how chis operation, in conjunccion with 
other influences, has, directly and indirectly, affected the environment in its 
immediate area of influence. The principal public intervention~ in the Carajas 
Sao Luís corridor, both prior to and roughly simulcaneous with implemencation 
of the iron ore proj ect, togecher wich their most important consequences in hwnan 
and physical environmental terms, will be briefly reviewed below more or less 
in chronological order. - A. The Belem-Brasilia Highway 

4. 03 Until the 1950' s , government initiatives to develop Amazonia had 
consisted largely of unsuccessful attempcs to revive the region' s decaying rubber 
industry, which had fallen off sharply inche period following the boom years 
from 1870 to 1912. 1 ln 1953, however, the Superintendency of the Valorization 
of Amazonia (SPVEA) was created and linked direccly coche Presidency of the 
Republic, with a mandate to stimulate regional development through extractive, 
agro-livestock, mineral and industrial acti.vities. Apart from creacing the 
concept of "Legal Amazonia," 2 SPVEA' s main achievement was to oversee 

1 The history of,development and public intervention in the A.mazon region 
through the 1970's is summarized in Mahar, Dennis J. Frontier Development Policy 
in Brazil: A Study of Arnazonia, Praeger Publishers, New York, 1979. 

2 "Legal Amazonia" includes the Norch census region ( í.e , the present states 
of Acre, Amazonas, Para and Rondonia and the Federal Territories of A.mapa and 
Roraima) plus the non-northern states of Mato Grosso and Tocantins (formerly the 
northern part of Goias) and much of the central and western part of Maranhao, 
which is classified as pare of the Northeast region for statistical purposes. 
"Legal Amazonia" is the area where, since 1963, eligible firms may receive fisc~l 
and credit incentives, for the installation of certain cypes of accnomi.c 
actívity, from SUDAM and the Barik of Amazonia (BASA), respectively, both of these 
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construction of the region's first major penecration road, known as the 8elem 
Brasilia highway. 'nle dirt road was completed in 1960 and the highway, officially 
inaugurated in 1964, ~as totally paved by 1973. LinKing Belem, near the mouth 
of the Amazon River, to the new federal capital, the 2,000 kilometer BR-010 
highway broke Amazonia's traditional isolation from the more developed parts of 
the councry and stimulated the first major influx of settlers from southern and 
central Brazil. 

4.04 It has been e s t í.manad that du~ing the 1960's the Belem-Brasilia 
highway directly actracted somewhere between 175,000 and 320,000 migrants, while 
population in the overall area of influence of the road was estímated to have 
inc~eased from 100,000 in 1960 to roughly two ~illion in 1970. 3 Whatever the 
exact figure, there is little doubt that the highway, together with secondary 
and feeder roads, greatly accelerated the pace of unplanned sponcaneous 
settlement in central and northern Goias, western Maranhao and eastern Para, 
Le ad í.ng , among other consequences, to serious environmental de t.e r í.o r atrí.on , 
especially along the northern segment of the road between Imperatriz and Belem. 
as the adjacent rainforesc was rapídly cleared by a combination of smallholders 
and Lar ge cattle r anche r s , the latter taking advantage o f the newly created 
fiscal incentives discussed in the next section. Illustrative of this process, 
for example, is the area ax:ound Paragominas in nort.heastern Para where t:he 
installation of large cattle estates during the 1960' s and 1970' s , and the 
resulting depopulateci lands, d1:graded pastul:'es, soil erosion and leaching, 
epitomize the social and ecological pitfalls of attempts to establish extensiva 
livestock operations in Eastern Amazonia. 

B. SUDAM Fiscal Incentives 

4.05 As in many other ways, 1964 was a watershed year in the Brazilian 
Government's development strategy for the Amazon region and, two years later, 
"Operatíon Amazonia" vas launched to promote public experid í.t.ur e on basíc economic 
infrastructure and encourage private investmenc in productive activities by both 
domestic and foreign entrepreneurs. ln 1966, the discredited SPVEA was replaced 
by the Superintendency for the Development of Amazonia (SUDAM) which quickly 
extended the policy of fiscal incentives, originally established in 1963 to 
attract outside capital for industrial ventures, to agricultural and livestock 
enterprises as well. Under this scheme, firms were allowed to offset SOX of theír 
federal income cax liabílíties (up to 75% of total investment cost:s) on the 

agencies being headquartered in Belem. 

3 The first figure is from Martine, George. "Recent Colonization 
Exl)eriences in Brazil," in Barbira-Scazzocchio, F. (ed.) Land, People and 
Planning in Contemporary Amazonie, Center for Latin American Studies, University 
of Cambridge, 1980. Toe second and third estimates come respectively from 
Katzman, Martin, Cities and Frontiers in Brazil, Harvard University Press, 
Cambridge, Mass., 1977 and Mahar, Dennis J., Government Policies and 
Deforestation in Brazil's Amazon Region, ~orld Bank, Washington, 1989. 

- 
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condition that these funds be applied in projects approved by SUDAM and located 
in "Legal Amazonia." 4 

,.-, 

4.06 SUDAM incentives became very popular with corporate investors such 
that the number of approved project:s rase rapidly from a ~ere handful in 1966 
to close to one thousand by 1985. Roughly two-thirds of these projects were in 
the livestock sector, the majority of which ~ere located in southeastern Para, 
northeastern Mato Grosso and ~esten1 Maranhao. These ranches cover up to ten 
million hectares and have enjoyed credits of approximately US$ 700 million, or 
slightly less than half of the total fiscal incentive funds allo~ated by SUDAM. 5 

ln addieion .co the t:ax incentives, suhsidized rural credit was extended to 
Amazonian cattle ranchers under both regional and national livescock development 
programs. 

,,..... 

4 · 07 Taken together, SUDAM-administered tax holidays and subsidized credit 
have had major social and ecological impacts on Eastern Amazonia. While not the 
only causal factor, :::he massive resources pumped into Lí.ve s cock developmenc have 
encouraged land speculatíon rather than produccive activities, as well as land 
concentration, the expulsion of smallholders to newer froncier z one s and 
environmental degrad~tion. Between 20 and SOX of Amazonian pastures, which have 
a life expectancy of less than ten years in the absence of costly fertilizers, 
pestícides and herbicides, have been permanently degraded, drastically reducing 
stocking rates from one to 0.25 animals per hectare by the fifth year. 6 As 
suggested in the previous chapter, the thin soils characteristic of much of 
Eastern Amazonia are prone to rapidly declining fertility, erosion, compaction, 
leaching and weed invasion once the primary forest is removed, processes which 
are exacerbated by the methods commonly utilized to convert forest to pasture 
Lnc Lud í.ng , in addition to outright burning, the use of chemical defoliants and/o; 
metal chains pulled by a pair of large tractors or bulldozers, the correntao. 
Ironically, moreover, in a region characterized by chronic underemployment and 

- 
,_...._ 

- 
4 

This rnechanism was, in fact, modeled after a similar arrangement 
established for the impoverished Northeast region (including Maranhao) in 1961 
and administered by SUDENE, the Northeast regional development superintendency. 

Mahar, Government Policies, op. cit. 

6 
Hecht, Susanna, "Environment, Development and Politics: Capital 

Accumulation in the Livestock Sector in Eastern Amazonia," ~orld Development, 
Vol. 13, No. 6, June 1985. 

7 
See Caulfield, Catherine, In the Rainforest, Pan Books, London, 1986; 

Branford, Sue and Clock, Oriel, The Last Frontier: Fighting over Land in the 
Amazon, Zed Press, London, 1985; and Sioli, Harold, Amaz2nia. Fundamentos qa 
Ecologia da Maior Regiao de Florestas Tropicais, Editora Vozes, Petropolis, Rio 
de Janeiro, 1985. 
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growing landlessness, livestock ranches create only one permanenc job per cwo 
thousand heads of cactle, at an average cose of US$ 63,000 per job. ª 
4. 08 Recent research by :PEA, an Institute at.tached to the Planning 
M.iniscey, has revealed the extent to which enterprises nominally devoced to 
livest~ck production are, in face, vehicles for obtaining eheap credit which is 
then f~equently diverted into other activities. This has created a property, 
rather than cattle, boom in which land values have risen by up to lOOl per annum. 
in real terms in ranches that were in many inscances actually understocked with 
ca~tle. 1 The hígh frequency of sales and the use of propercy titles to obtain 
subsidized credits which were then spent elsewhere led the IPEA ~~~estigat~~h 
-co conclude that land was in demand more €01: spec.,!.l;tt!"•f\. :-- _,rr-,-r:;duct~ ··~ 

....... ,..ses, with many cattle ranches e~:.:c• . .1.::.~ .:.a...,.~eJ./ an =; , on paper despice 
_. ... cantrí.a.l, goveznmer- ·- -.~e-::~.:.,:;:;-, .~.1.though SUDAM officially ceased granting· 

fi.,.c;~iÜ inC"~~.,_ ·~es co areas of "deriae forest" in 1979, moreover, che s e measures 
appear to •. ~i~ nada limited effect thus far in slowing down pascure formacion 
in the area. 11 The ouccom.e of the Goverrunenc's suspension of SUDA.~ incentives 
for cattle projeccs in Ama~onia in October 1988, in tum. remains co be seen. 12 

C. The Transamazon Highway and Official Colonization Effo~ts 

4.09 The Plan for National Integration (PIN), announced in 1~- 3nd che 
First Nacional Development Plan (I PND} for the period 1970-74 introauced a na~ 
phase in Amazonian settlement. Although the incentives to livest:ock and pasture 
formation concinued, the early 1970's also witnessed a major new road building 
program with a parallel emphasis on direct:ed agricultural colonization. The 5,000 

~~~~~~~~~ 
8 

Skillings, Robert and. Tcheyan, Nils, Economic Development Prospec~s of 
the Amazon Region of Brazil, SAIS, Johns Hopkins University, Balcimore, 1979. 
A scudy by Alfredo Wagner ("Expansao Fundiaria e Expansao Camponesa,'' mimeo, 
1985) in the municipality of Sao Felix do Araguaia in Eascern Amazonia found, 
for example, that 29 cattle enterprises wich 1.5 million heccares of pascure 
generaced a mere 200 permanent jobs. 

9 
Gasques, J ose G. and Yokomizo , Kl.ando , "Aval Lacao dos Incentivos Fiscais 

na Amazonia," mimeo, lPEA, Brasilia, 1985. 

10 
Gasques and Yokomizo repare, for example, chat among 33 long-scanding 

SUOAM supporced cattle ranches in southern Para whose records they examined, 
only l6X of the proposed investments had, in face, been made. 

u Fearnside, Phillip, "Envirorunental Des ezuctrí.on in the Brazil:tan Ama:zon," 
in Goodman, D. and Hall, A. (eds.) The Future of Arna~onia: Oescruccion or 
Sustainable Development;l_, Macmillan, London, forthcoming. 

12 
This was one of the measures t:aken at the time of President Sarney's 

announcement of the Nossa Natureza ("Our Nature") program on October 12, 1:88 
in response to gro-wing domestic and int:ernational reaction to the excens rve 
burning of the Amazon rainforest - - part:icularly in Rondonia and Eastern Amazonia 
-- and to other environment:al p~oblems in Brazil. 
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kilometer Transamazon highway (BR-230 o r "Transamazonica"), linking the Northeast 
to Amazonia was, according to popular accounts, inspired by President Medici's 
observation of the suffering caused by the 1970 drought in the form.er region, 
allegedly inducing him to pledge to unite "men withouc land to land without men." 
PIN made available 30% of fiscal incentive funds to finance the easc-west 
Transamazon, together with the north-south Cuiaba-Santarem highway (BR·l65) and 
irrigation projects in the semi-~ríd Northeast. Official colonization projects 
we r e to be undertaken a Lorig a t:wenty kilometer strip on either side of the 
Transamazon highway to absorb part o f the Nartheast' s "excess" population, while 
at the same time -- and largely for geo-political reasons -- facilitating the 
integration of Alllazonia into nattonal society. :3 

- 

4.10 From 197Z, when the ftrst stretch of the Transamazon was opened, 
untíl 1974, the newly c~eated Institute for Colonization and Agrarian Reform 
(INCRA) hoped to resettle 70,000 families along the principal Amazonian 
penetration highways. A nationwide campaign was mounted to attract migrants from 
southern, as well as northeascern, Brazil to official colonization projects 
sítuated along the Transamazonica, particula.rly at; Maraba, Altamira and lcaituba 
in the state of Para. Initially, plots of 100 hectares were offered, together 
with housing and other infrastructure and social services, at highly subsidized 
prices. In receipt of subsiscence and production allowances, colonists were to 
be located in planned new rural and small urban settlemencs known as agrovilas 
(70 families), agropolis (600 families) and ruropolis (20,000 population). The 
results of this scheme, however, proved to be generally disappointing, despite 
the significant expenditure of goverrunent funds. as less than 8% of the original 
target with respect to the number of families to be settled was actually 
achieved. 

14 
As a consequence, both INCRA and disillusioned colonists 

subsequently abandoned the Transamazon venture, the former opting for newer and 
apparently more viable frantier zones in Rondonia and many of the Lacce r for more 
"spontaneous" forms of set:.tlemenc elsewhere in Eastern Amazonía. for every 
government-sponsored colonist in the region, moreover, there were at least four 
or five who attempted to settle in the area with no official assístance. 

- - 

4.11 'nle failure of directed colonization along the Transamazonica has 
been attributed to a variety of institutional, ecological. cechnical, c~ltural 
and political factors. INCRA received much criticism at the time for its apparent 
inabilíty to process the large number of applications during the early stages 
of the program, while bureaucratic delays disrupted the ag~icultural calendar 
and frustrated harvests. Furthermore, basic infrastruccural, educacional, health, 
credit, extension and other necessary services were not provided in sufficient 

13 
As will be further explored below, private colonization ventures were 

also encouraged, principally along the Cuiaba-Santarem highway in Mato Grosso, 
largely with the obj ective of ab$orblng better capitalized small farmers 
displaced from rural areas in souchern Brazil. 

14 
See Smith, Nigel, Rainforest Corridors: The Transamazon Colonization 

Scheme, University of California Press, Berkeley, 1982 and Fearnside, Phillip, 
"Brazil' s Alllazon Settlenient Schemes," Habitat Internacional, Vol. 8, No. 1., 
1984. Some estiniate~ of the total amount invested in the Transamazon highway 
and associated colonization efforts run as high as US$ 2.3 billion. 

- 
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quant:ity ar at all. The land, itself largely infercile except for a few pockecs 
of g~od soils -- which, moreover, had noc been properly identified prior co 
establishing che location of the colonizat:ion proj ects - - was, on its ovn , 
insufficient to secure a livelihood in an environment which settlers from both 
the Northeast and southern Brazil found to be unfamiliar and f'requent:ly hostile. 15 

These problems were compounded by overcentralized and inefficient planning by 
INCRA and other government agencies, the construction of roads which were 
impassable during the rainy season, the provision of fast growing crop varieties 
which matured at the wettest time of the vear and crop vulnerability to peses 
and diseases, as well as long delays in pro~iding colonists with the land titles 
necessary for obtaining subsidized credit, a process already made difficult for 
smallholders by bureaucratic red tape and institutional rigidity on the part of 
both official and private banks. 16 

4.12 Government planners were reluctant at first to recognize the basi~ 
lack of commitment to, and high costs of, providing a supportive and sustainable 
agrarian environment for small farmers in Eastern A.mazonia, tending instead to 
"blame the victims" by suggesting that responsibility for the failure of direcced 
colonization schemes along the Transamazon lay primarily with the se ee Le rs 
themselves. 17 These arguments, nevertheless. were effectively used by planners, 
politicians and SUDAM, in particular, to pressure the federal goverrunenc to 
abandon the policy of small farmer settlement in favor of the earlier preference 
for "productive occupation" of Amazonia by large-scale privace encerprises, 
represented by the powerful Association of Amazonian Businessmen (Associacao dos 
Empresarios da Amazonia) headquartered in Sao Paulo. This policy reversal led 
directly to the advent of POI..AMAZONIA in 1976 as part of the Second Nacional 
Development Plan (Il PND) for the 1975- 79 period which proposed a renewed 
emphasis on large corporate agribusiness, livestock production and private 
colonization schemes, together with concinued infrastructural investments, and 
mining and mineral processing activities, including the exploicacion of iron ore 
at Carajas. 

D. Other Federal and State Road Building 

4.13 In addition to the Belem•Brasilia and Transamazon roads, a number 
of other federal and state highways constructed and/or paved during the 1960's 
and 1970's greatly facilitated settlemenc of the Carajas portion of Eastern 
Amazonia. Although less grandiose, these roac\s have been more effeccive than 

15 See, in addition to Smith, op. cit •• Bourne, R., Assault on the Amazon, 
Gollancz, London, 1978 and Moran, Emílio, Developing the Amazon, Indiana 
University Press, Bloomíngton, 1981. 

16 These aspects are highlighted in Bunker, Stephen, yngerdeveloping ~he 
Amazon, University of Illinois Press, Urbana, 1985 and Moran. Emílio, "Pri·::ite 
and Public Colonization Schemes in Amazonia," Goodman and Hall (eds.), op • c í.c . , 
as well as many of ~he sources mentioned in the preceding notes. 

17 Wood, Charles and Schmink, Marianne, ·Blaming the Victim: Small Farmer 
Production in an Amazon Colonization Proj ect, 11 Studies in Third W'orlg. Societies, 
Vol. 11·, February 1978. 



33 - the Transamazon in securing occupation of the area. Unlike the Transamazonica, 
the Belem-Brasilia and Cuiaba-Santarem highways linked the Amazon froncier co 
ímportant urban centers, as did roads such as the Belem-Teresina (BR-316), ~hich 
passes through Bacabal and Santa Ines, the Acailandia-Santa Ines-Sao Luís (BR- 
222) in the Pindare valley and the Paz a state highways j aining Maraba with 
Tucurui and Carajas (PA-150 and PA-275). The total road necwork in Amazonía has 
grown eight fold since the mid-1960's, from about 6,000 kilometers in 1965 to 
46,000 kilometers only twenty years later. 18 The rapid expansion of highway 
building and an agrarian policy strongly biased in favor of larger, capitalized 
farmers have been arguably the most importanc scimuli for the recent occupation 
o f the region. l9 

E. The Alto Turi Land Setclement Project 

- 

4 .14 This proj ect, although much less ambitious than the colonization 
efforts along the Transamazonica, was nearly contemporaneous with them and is 
of particular interest for t·..;o reasons. On the o ne hand, ít was physically 
located in the Preamazonian part of the Carajas railway corridor, ín no r ch 
central Maranhao just to the northwest of Santa Ines on either side of the BR- 
316 highway which connects Teresina, the capital of the neighboríng scate of 
Piauí, and Sao Luis (ví.a Sat1ta Ines) to Selem. Secondly, it was partially 
financed by the World Bank, through a loan for US$ G.7 million approved on July 
6, 1972 and closed on December 31, 1980. This operation, moreover, represented 
the Bank's firsc experience in rural development tn Northeast Brazil and its 
first experience in directed colonízation anywhere in the country. 20 The basic 
purpose of the project was to productively settle and provide physical 
infrastructure (mainly feeder roads) and agricultural and communíty services to 
some 5,200 small farmers and their families. 

4.15 The operation was to be implemented in three distinct stages in 
three contiguous sub-areas, runníng from southeast to northwest along the BR- 
316 híghway, in a region which had become increasingly subject to spontaneous 
occupation by migrants from other parts of the Northeast. The Bank viewed the 
project as an attempt to demonstrate the feasibility of a low-cost alternative 
to the kind of agricultural colonization proposed by INCRA for the Transamazon, 

18 
Mahar, "Government Policies ... ," op. cit. pg. 

19 
0n the large farmer bias in arazil's agrarian (and fiscal) policy and 

its impact on deforestation, see Binswanger, Hans, "Brazilian Policies that 
Encourage Deforestation in the Amazon," Environment Department Working Paper 
No. 16, ~orld Bank, April 1989. An earlier version of this paper appeared under 
the title ,.Fiscal and Legal Incentives with Environmental Effect:s on ehe 
Brazilian Amazon," Agricultural and Rural Development Department, mímeo, 1987. 

- 
zc The Bank loan was 853-BR. The project was audited by OED and the 

resulting PPAR (Reporc No. 4242) presented to the Board on December 29, 1982. 
The following observations are based largely on the PPAR. Starting in early 
1976, the Bank approved a series of íntegrated rural development projects for 
most of the states in Northeast Brazil, including Maranhao, the latter being, 
in pare, a follow-on operation to the AltQ turi project. 
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in an area possessing many of the same ecological and socio-economic 
characterístícs as Eastern Amazonia. A special agency (GOLONE), subordinated to 
SUDENE, the regional development superintendency for the Norcheast, was 
established to implement and operate the project. 

4 .16 Despi te initial difficulties which led to significant: execut í.cn 
delays and cost overru.ns, COLONE was eventually able to provide roughly 6,000 
settler families with val:'ying levels of support, permitting many of them to 
gradually improve their income levels over time. As a pilot approach to low 
cost agricultural settlement, however, the project was a failure, and several 
of íts major obj ectives, including envirbnmental protection, were, ac be s c , only 
partially achieved. As was the case with official colonization efforts along the 
Transamazon highway, land tenure and titling issues proYed to be particularly 
complicated and, atone point, included a boundary conflict with a neighboring 
Ameríndian reserve that was later amicably resolved. Also as in the case of the 
Transamazonica, institutional ~eaknesses and inter-agency coordination problems 
hindered project execution and ~ontributed to COLONE's inability to provide a 
replicable model for directed r~ral settlement in a tropical frontier secting. 

4.17 For the purposes of the present eYaluation, the project's 
enviroru:nental impacc is of particular relevance. The field observations of the 
Audit mission (July 1982) in this regard are largely similar to those of the 
more recent OED/SEPIAN mission (April 1989) to the Carajas rail corridor whose 
findings will be described more fully in Chapters Vll, VIII and !X below. 
According to the PPAR, "the audit mission noted, while driving on the BR4~l6 
and project area roads, the nearly continuous area of secondary shrubs and 
bushes; only a few blackened remnants of tall tropical trees have remained. In 
the knowledge that this area was only recently covered by tropi~al forests, the 
visual impression forcefully underscores the environmental impact of this and 
similar projects. Thus, although the project has not demonstrated the 'means of 
preserving a balance between developing new land and retaining the amelioraeive 
effects of forest areas and pasture,' its environmental objeccives remain as 
valid as ever and much remains to be done to achieve them. " 21 

4.18 The PPAR further affirms that "the failure of the envirorunental 
component is to a large extent dueto the fact thac insufficient allowance was 
made for it at appraisal." adding that, while the project contained "clearly 
stated environmental objectives," they were neither cranslated inca specific 

21 
PPAR, para. 47. The objective of "PJ:eserving a balance ... " was quoted 

directly from the Appraisal Report for the project (para. 8.06). The l?CR 
observed, however, that "as the primary forest in sub-areas I and II had been 
sev~rely depleted before the project was effectively initiated, it is diffi~.--t 
to determine how the project, as designed, could have been reasonab'.·" expec c ad 
to demonstrate these effects in t:hese areas." (para. 9.05) The PCR aLso noted 
Ln the same paragraph, however, that "the project did not apparently foresee the 
need to foster reforestation efforts" and that "in the large section (sub-area 
III) of project 1ands which is still thought to be mainly in primary 
forest .•. COLONE is now finding it necessary to call for ... guards (from the 
national forestry service, IBDF) to assist in controlling the indiscriminate 
felling and burning of virgin forest lands." 

- 

- 

- 
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components, nor costed as part of the operacion. 22 More generally, che 
experience under the project indicates both the difficulty of concrolling the 
use - - and rest:.rict:.ing the misuse - - of the native forest by sponcaneous sectlers 
and colonists alike and some of the adverse ecological consequences associated 
with its removal in tropical areas. It is unc Laar , however, whether - - or to what:. 
extent -- these lessons were taken into acco\lnt by the Bank in the design and 
ex-ante evaluation of the subsequent Carajas Projecc since there is no referen~e 
to the Alto Turi experience in the appraisal documents (or anywhere else in the 
files) for the iron ore operation despite the partial geographic overlap becween 
the colanization project and the area of influence of the Garajas railway. 

F. Private Colonization Schemes 

4.19 The apparent reversal of official colonization policy in the mid 
l970's away from the directed settlement of small farmers was also reflected in 
the establishment of numerous private schemes in Eastern Amazonia. Encouraged 
by governmenc incentives, companies from souchern Brazil have benefitted from 
the opportunity to acquire ac nominal prices ~ - and to parcel and resell ac 
considerable prof.its -- huge areas of land in the region. Between 1968 and 1984, 
INCRA approved a total of 71 private settlement projects situated in Mato Grosso 
(66), Para (3) and Maranhao (2). Pioneered in 1973 by the 400,000 hectare SINOP 
venture along the Cuiaba-Santarem highway in Mato Grosso, these privace schemes 
include Indeco (400,000 ha), Cotriguacu (one million ha), Canarana (700,000 ha) 
and Tucuma (400,000 ha) , loca ted neaz the Caraj as Proj ec t. The economic 
performance of these projects has been mixed with some schemes being obliged to 
abandon large tracts dueto soil exhaustion and others successfully able to 
develop crop productíon and agrt-business activíties. 

4.20 Numerous problems have arisen with these vencures, however, that 
call into question che wider feasibility of prívate colonization in Amazonia. 
The invasíon of Am.erindian lands by coloni~ing companies has creaced severe 
conflicts in severa.l areas. 23 At Tucuma, near Carajas, the entire project area 
was invaded by some 12,000 families of landless small farmers (posseiros) and 
gold prospectors, while much of the valuable commercial timber on the site was 
extracted by unregistered logging enterprises. This resulted in temporary 
abandorunent of the enterprise by the large constructíon company (Construtora 
Andrade Gutierrez - CONSAG) that had initíally set up the venture utilizing 
fiscal incenttves grant:ed by the Grande Carajas Program, in anticipation of 
federal intervention under agrarian reform legislation. Despite theír generally 
poor economic record, privat:.e colonization schemes, like official land sett:lement 
projects, have, nevertheless, acted like magnecs, drawing large numbers of land 
hungry farmers to Eastern (and other pa~ts of) Am.azonia from northeastern and 
southern Brazil alike. 

r, 
22 PPAR, para. 48. 

- 
23 

For example with the Sururu and Cintas Largas in Aripuana and the 
Txukarramae ~nd K~een-Akarore in -Colider, both in Mato Grosso, as reported in 
Branford and Glock, op. cit, and Speller, P., "The Role of the State in the 
Settlement of Northern Mato Grosso," mimeo, 1987. 
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G. The Tucurui Hydropower Proiect 

~.21 As suggested in the previous chapter, large-scale industrial 
development -- particularly mineral processing -- in Eastern Amazonia is heavily 
dependent on abundant (and relatively inexpensive) supplies of electricit.y. The 
Tucurui hydropower project on the Tocantins River. some 200 kilometers north of 
the Carajas mining complex, is the largest such facilit.y ever built in an area 
of tropical rainforesc and the fourth largest. in che world. Inaugurated in 
~ovember 1984, three years behind schedule and ac a cose estimated at US$ 4 
billion, its twelve turbines will eventually generate a total o f 8,000 megawatts. 
As the linchpin of the Grande Carajas Program (PGG), it supplies the aluminum 
companies of ALBRAS-ALUNORTE at Barcarena and ALUMAR a e Sao Luis -- which 
together will consume between one third and one half of Tucurui' s total oucput - 
- as well as the Carajas iron ore mine and the needs of the rapidly growing towns 
and cities in the region. 

4.22 The implemencation of Tucurui, which was not :inanced by the Bank, 
was beset by a number of major social and environmental problems. Up to 35,000 
people were displaced by the dam. and reservoir which covers an area of 2,500 
square kilometers. Serious problems arose in this connection because no planning 
authoricy was created to oversee and coordinate a comprehensive resettlement 
strategy, a task left to a poorly equipped power company, ELETRONORTE. 24 Small 
farmers without land titles were especially hard hit, and even 800 INCRA settlers 
in the Transamazon colonization proj ect near Maraba were required to be relocated 
from their cultivated plots to areas of uncleared rainforest on account of 
Tucurui-related flooding of a 100 kilometer stretch of the BR-230 highway. 

4.23 Ecological problems, in tum, have arisen at Tucurui· due eicher to 
the effects of deforestation of surrounding areas or the failure to adequately 
clear vegetation from the region to be flooded. the rapid pace of surrounding 
deforestation, in face, has gíven rise to fears that Tucurui' s future performance 
may be hampered by síltation. Environmentalists have been most concerned, 
however, about ELETRONORTE's failure to ensure that a large part of the area to 
be flooded was cleared of vegetation prior to inundation, which can lead to 
problems of "acid water" and subsequent turbine decay, proliferation of water 
weeds and water-borne diseases such as malaria, bilharzia and oncherciasís (or 
ri ver b Lí.ndne s s ) , as well as aerobic decomposition of rotting biomass. 25 

2' According to Luc Mougeot (~River Impoundment-related Population 
Displacement in Brazilian Amazonia: The Tucurui Resettlement Program, 1976-84," 
mimeo, 1985), dueto the use of inadequate procedures and legal cor~epts for 
defining and targeting compensatory measures, many families were · ~ fact, 
evicted with little or no indemnification for the Lo s s of lands. houses ·d o che r 
possessions. Alleged mistreatment of displacees by ELETRONORTS gave :eco a 
vociferous protest movemenc by the local population and NGOs, wh , later 
experienced some limited success in obcaining compensation. 

23 See Goodland, Robert, "Environmental Reconnaissance of Tucurui. Hydro 
Project," ELETR.ONORTE, Brasília, 1977 and Instituto de Pesquisas da Amazonia 
(INPA). Estudos da Ecologia e Controle Ambiental na Regiao da UHE Tucurui: 
Relatorios Setoriais, Manaus, 1982. 
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Despite early warnings from sources both inside and autside Brazil, only in 1980 
was a company (CAPEM!) contracted to undercake the task of deforestation at 
Tucurui. 26 Fallowing many operacional problems and financial difficulties, 
however, CAPEMI went bankrupc in 1983, having cleared only 3t of the 65,000 
hectares (5.6 million cubic meters of tímber) ít had originally been concracteà 
to cuc. 

r: H. Other Large Míníng and Industrial Projects 

- .'.i-. 24 two maj ar ínt:egrated a l.umí.num proj ec cs were conceived during c:he 
1960's and 1970's which, like the iron are operation, were late~ integrated into 
the Grande Carajas Program. Designed to exploit what are believed to be the 
world's richest reserves of bauxite, estimated at 2.2 billíon tons and locaced 
at Trombetas in northwestern Para and in Paragominas, these are the largest 
industrial ventures in Eastern Amazonia apart. from the Carajas Project. 27 The 
US$ 1.9 billion ALBRAS-ALUNORTE complex at Barcarena, near Belem, consisted of 
two joínc venturas between the Nippon Amazon Aluminum Company and CVRD. ALBRAS 
(Aluminio do Brasil) was expected to produce 320,000 tons of aluminum annually, 
~hile ALUNORTE (AlUlllina do Norte) would supply 800,000 tons of alumina. 

- 

4.25 Initial delays in Japanese participation in ALBRAS were minimized 
by the Brazilian Governm.ent' s agreeing cc provide basic infrastructure and 
heavíly subsidized e~ectricity tariffs. Production at ALBRAS started in 1982, 
reaching 100,000 tons of aluminum in 1986. !he second phase of this project has 
been held up,_ however, pending the outcome of negotiations concerning additional 
concessions to the Japanese, thereby delaying plans to increase productíon 
capacity to 320,000 tons. The ALUNORTE half of the project, in turn, was dueto 
come on st.ream in 1985, but was subsequently postponed when the Japanese wichdrew 
from the venture in 1987. 2a 

4.26 ALUMAR (Aluminío do Maranhao), the region's second major alwninurn 
complex, is a US$ 1.3 billion joint venture between the American ALCOA. which 
holds 60% of the shares, and Billiton Metals, the mining subsidiary of Royal 
Dutch Shell, which controls the remaining 40%. As the largest privately funded 
project ever undertaken in Brazil, ALUMAR has a planned annual capacity of 

26 
CAPEM!, best known for its management of the Brazilian A~my's pension 

fund, received foreign loans totalling US$ 180 million, in a joint venture with 
the French Bank, Maison Lazard Freres, in order to undertake this activity. 

27 
For a general survey of Amazonian ~ineral po~ential, see Santos, Sreno 

A.' Amazonia ~ Potencial Minet'al e Perspectivas de Desenvolvimento' Queiroz 
Editor, Sao Paulo, 1983. Breno Santos is the Brazilian geologist who made che 
initial discovery of the Carajas iron ore deposits in 1967. 

28 
See Neto, F. , "Development Planning and Mineral Mega-proj ects: Some 

Global Considerations," in Goodman artd Hall (eds.), op , cit., and Lat:in America 
C~mmodity Review, October 30, 1986 and January 10. 1987. The Japanese withdrew 
frolll ALUNORTE w-hen doubts were raised about its economic feasibility given 
produccion coses of US$ 200 per ton of alumina, as compared wit.h US$ 112 per ton 
for alUIJJ.ina iilll)orted from Suriname and Venezuela. 

r: 
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500,000 tons of alumina and 110,000 tons of aluminum, initially using bauxite 
from Trombetas under a ten year concract. ALUMAR was favored by exceptionally 
strong official support and initiated production in 1984, two years prior to 
ALBRAS. Concessions included SUDAM and later PGC incentives, subsidized 
electrícity tariffs and easy access to land and water resources at Sao Luís. 
ALCOA later sold 36% of its Brazilian subsidiary to the large construction firm, 
Camargo Correa, using the US$ 260 million revenue derived from PGC tax incentives 
to che latter to finance ALUMAR's second stage which was inaugurated in 1986. 
By 1990, ALUMAR. is expected to be the third largest aluminum smelter in the 
world. 

4. 27 Despi te i ts record of industrial success, ALUMAR. has also apparently 
had significant adverse human and ecological impacts in and around Sao Luis. It 
has been estimated, for example, that the ALUMAR complex -· which covers one 
sixth of Sao Luís island's 60,000 hectares -- displaced up to 20,000 people, 
mainly small fanners and fishertnen, r-ost of whom were not adequately compensated 
or rehoused. Although the plane creaced some 2,000 skilled and semi- skilled j obs, 
moreover, many employees were brought in, of necessity, from induscrial areas 
in the South. This venture, nevertheless, together with port operations at Itaqui 
and Porta da Madeira, among other activities, has stimulated significant recent 
migration to Sao Luis, increasing local underemployment and greatly straining 
the city's capacity to provide needed infrastructure and services. Furthermore, 
fish catches have reportedly fallen off in the Sao Luis area as a result of plant 
construction activities and the alleged pollution of the sea by "red mud," vhile 
aluminum hydroxide emissions are.reported to have damaged crops and contríbuted 
to a rising incidence of respiratory illnesses and skin diseases in the vicinity. 
Finally, the area' s rich marine wildlife associated with extensíve mangrove 
formations along the coastline is thought to be presently endangered as the 
result of the project. 29 

I. Gold Prospeccing 

4.28 In addition to these large-scale, highly capital-intensive mineral 
processing activities in Eastern Amazonia, highly labor-intensive gold 
prospecting has expanded rapidly since the 1970's, serving as a major source of 
employment and in-migration to the region. It is estimated by the prospectors 
union (USAGAL) that, in Amazonia as a whole, which accounts for 85Z of nacional 
gold production, the number of ~arimpeiros has increased from 450,000 in 1986 
to over one million in 1989. Small producers were responsible for 80% of Brazil's 
annual production of 140 tons in 1988. Within the immediate vicinity of the 
Carajas mines, more specifically, there are literallyhundreds of locations where 

29 Sources on ALUMAR's human and physical envirorunental impact in Sao Luis 
include English, B. Alcoa na Ilha, Caritas Brasileira, Sao Luís. 1984; Galvao 
R., "Alcoa, a Besta Fera nas Terras de Sao Luís," '!'au Brasil, November-December 
1984, pp. 22·26; and, Morrison, R., et. al., "Distribuicao de Macaricos, Batuiras 
e Outras Aves Costeiras na Regiao Salgada Paraense e Reentrancias Maranhenses," 
Espaco, Ambiente e Planei amento, CVRD, Vol. 1, No. 4, April 1986. English repores 
that: a local NGO, the Committee for the Defense of the Island of Sao Luis, formed 
ín reaction to these problems, has been generally successful in acezaccâng 
ínt:ernational media attentíon to the si."tuation ín Sao Luis. 

- 
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sim~le prospecting accivities are undertaken. The most famous of these sites is 
undoubtedly Set:ra Pelada which is managed by DOCEGEO, a CVRD subsidiary. Situat:ed 
less than 100 kilo~eters by road from the iron ore mine, íts rich deposits were 
discovered in the late 1970's. By th~ time the federal government intervened in 
1980, hawever, over 30,000 ~arimpeiros from all over Brazil had arrived and in 
its heyday in the early 1980's this number reportedly grew to nearly 100,000. 
Although miníng actívity has subsequently fallen off,. Curionopolis, the town on 
the PA-275 highway whích grew up spontaneously to support prospectíng activicies 
at Serra Pelada, ·.;as reported to have on the order of 20,000 inhabitancs in mid- 
1989 and had recently become the seat of a new municipality with the same name. 

4.29 There is no doubt that gold prospecting has greatly increased the 
rate of in-migration to the Carajas region and provided a vital supplementary 
source of employment and income to small farmers in Easte~n Amazonia. A survey 
taken among 1,000 families in Alto Alegre, Maranhao, in 1984, for example, found 
thac roughly 80t had one or more male members involved at least seasonally in 
prospeccing ac t í.v í t.Le s , mainly in nearby sautheastern Para. 30 The importance 
of gold panníng is further underlined by the firm resistance which Serra Pelada 
prospectors have put up against attempts to mechanize production. 31 A march in 
1984 by some 2,000 garimpeiros upon CVRD installations at Parauapebas, during 
which some of the community facilities in the town were burned, persuaded the 
Brazilian Congress to revoke a decision to close the mine. The strength o f 
feelings concerning this question was also manifested in December 1987 when l, 500 
prospectors from Serra Pelada staged a demonstracion against closure of the mine 
on the Garajas railway bridge crossing the Tocantins River near Maraba. 32 · 

- 

4.30 Both at Serra Pelada and at smaller prospecting camps ín the region 
surrounding the Carajas iron ore mine, moreover, as in other areas de garimpo 
throughout: Amazonia, serious public health problems have been regístered, most 
nocably a high and growing incídence of ma Lar í.a . According to the Staff Appraisal 
Reporc for the recent Amazon Basin Malaria Concrol Project, there is a clear 
correlation between the location of new agricultural settlement areas, gold and 
other mineral prospecting sites and malaria. The SAR for this p~oject affirms 

30 
Gistelínck, Frans, Carajas. Usinas e Favela§., Sao Luís, 1988. Many 

~arimpeiros are also poor subsistence farmers or rural laborers who prospect in 
arder . to supplemenc f amily Lncomes , as we 11 as wi th the hope of "s triking i t 
rich." Contríbuting to the seasonality of prospecting activities, Serra Pelada 
is closed each year during the rainy season dueto flooding and the associated 
risk of mudslides which have killed numerous prospectors, 

31 
The Governmenc administrator at Serra Pelada, Col. Sebastiao Rodrigues 

de Moura (nícknamed "Major Curio," hence Curionopolis) apparently forestalled 
one such move by appealing directly to President Figueiredo during a 1983 visit 
according to a book by R. Kotscho (Serra Pelada: Uma Ferida Aberta na Selva, 
Editora Brasiliense, Sao Paulo, 1984). 

_,--.. 32 
According to internatíonal news sources, police intervencion against 

the &arimpeí:roa resulted in the deaths of up to thirt)' peop l.e during this 
incident. (Amnesty International, Brazil: Authorized Vtolence in Rural Areas, 
London, 1988) 
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that "malaria is the most pervasive public health problem of the Amazon region 
and continues to spread inco new areas at an alarming pace." 33 It notes that 
malaria incidence is presently concencrated in three states (Rondonia, Para and 
t1aranhao) and within a relatively small number of municipalities ( including 
Maraba and Imperatriz) which were "either areas of new settlement, placer mining, 
or are adj acent to such areas. " 34 The report further observes that recent 
studies by SUCAM., the· nacional malaria control agency, indicated that areas of 
high malaria incidence have nexported" significant numbers of cases to other 
parts of the country and that the "mining camps of Amazonia, especially southern 
Para, are even more prolific (than those in Rondonia) in their generation and 
spread of malaria across Brazil." 3~ 

J. The Grande Carajas Program 

4. 31 Toe Grande Caraj as Program. was formally instituted by federal 
executive Decree~Law No. 1,183 on November 24, 1980. One month later Decree 
Law No. l, 825 of Decembe-r 22, 1980 established a special sys cem o f cax and 
financial incentives for investors within its 900,000 square kilometer area of 
jurisdiction - - covering fully llX of Brazil' s national territory - - and 
complementing the incentives already administered by SUDAM and SUDENE. 
Subsequently ext:ended until 1995, private investors were originally granted 
total exemption from income taxes plowed back into productive projects within 
the Greater Carajas region. This exemption was later reduced to SOX, the balance 
of the resources being channeled into economic and social infrascructure in the 
area, as well as small enterprises. By encouraging mineral, agro- livestock, 
lumbering and infrastructural projects, it was hoped that further industrial and 
agribusiness venturas would be at:tracted to the PGC' s "development peles," 
particularly along the Carajas railway corridor at Parauapebas, Maraba, 
Acailandia, Buriticupu, Santa !nes, Rosario and Sao Luis. 

4.32 Federal Decree No. 85,387, also of November 24, 1980, created an 
Interministerial Council, supported by an Executive Secretariat, linked directly 
to the Presidency of the Republic. Toe Cauncil, which is chaired by the Minis ter 
of Planning and presently includes ten other federal minísters and the Governors 
of Para, Maranhao and Tocantins, is responsible for appraising, approving, 
monitoring and evaluating projects funded by the PGC. According to official 

33 
Report No. 7535-BR dated April 21, 1989, para. 2.7. 

34 
Ibid., para. 2.8. The number of cases of malaria reported in Maraba in 

1986 was 9,513, ~hile that in Imperatriz was 5,430 according to Annex 3 of this 
report. At Sao Felix. do Xingu, imm.ediately to the west: of Carajas, and in 
Redencao, inunediately to the south -- which are also significant garimpo areas - 
• however, the number of positive cases in 1986 were 25,656 and 7,007, 
respectively, The total number of malaria cases registered in Para in 1987 was 
on the order of 120,000, while that in Maranhao was roughly 55,000. 

35 
Ibid., para. 2.9. To illustrate this point, the SAR adds chata study 

of 53,000 malaria cases in 1985 revealed that 9 000 carriers of the parasite 
travelled from prospecting areas in Sao Felix do Xingu to 381 municipalities in 
different parts of Brazil including 18 states outside the Amazon region. 
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figures, through March 1989, a total of 57 projects had been approveà under the 
?rogram involving total investmencs on the order of US$ 13.8 billion. ~ajor 
components of the PGC include GVRD's iron ore mine, railway and port complex, 
che ALBRAS-ALUNORTE and ALUMAR aluminum plants anQ the Tucurui hyàroelectric 
project. ln addition, a number of smaller mineral processing, agricultural, 
livest:ock and Lumbe r Lng projects, including pig iron smelters - - listed Ln 
Annexes I and II -- have been established or are planned and have ímpartant 
environmental implications . 

.'... 33 The concept of an "int:egrat:ed" r e g í.cna.L developmenc program on such 
a basis had its origins ín studies undertaken by GVR.D with assiscance from the 
Japanese International Cooperation Agency (JlCA), part of the Japanese Ministry 
of Foreígn Affairs. These plans drew together under a regional developm~nt label 
several ~ajor schemes already underway such as the iron ore mine and railway and 
the Tucurui dam, which had all commenced in 1978, CVRD' s j oint venture \IIÍC.h U. S. 
Steel to develop the Carajas Project having collapsed in 1977. ~6 JICA 
-::echnicians 'were closely involved in the preparation of early studies which 
tecommended that priority be given to export-orienced mineral, agro-livestock 
and silvicultural projects Ln the Caraj as region. 37 CVRD' s 1980 report entitled 
''Eastern Amazonia: A National Export Project," seems to have been particularly 
influential in persuading the incoming Figueiredo Governmenc (1979-85) to adopt 
this ready-made regional development strategy under the new administ:racive 
mechanism of the PGC. 38 

4. 34 A key element in the strategy to establish í.ncegr aced indus.trial 
activíties along the Carajas railway corridor is the setting up of some t~enty 
or more pig iron smelters and industrial plants processing iron ore and 

36 
As will be further described in the next; chapter, CVRD and U. S. Stee·l 

formed a joint operation in 1970 under the name Amazonia Mineracoes S.A. (or 
AMZA) to extract and export Carajas iron ore. \Jhen the laccer decided to pull 
out of the venture in 1977, CVRD proceeded to develop the project alone. 

37 
Key docwnents in this connection from GVRI) were: Corredor de Carajas: 

Projetos Potenciais, 1979; Amazonia Oriental; um Projeto Nacional de Exportãcao, 
1980; and Amazonia Oriental: Plano Preliminar de Desenvolvimento, 1981; and from 
JICA: "The First Progress Report for the Study Related to the Regional 
Development Plan of the Greater Carajas Program of the Federative Republic of 
Brazíl," mimeo, Brasília, 1983; and "The Study Relaced to the Regional 
Development Plan of the Greater Carajas Program of the Federative Republlc of 
Brazil," mi.Jneo, Brasília, 1985 .. 

38 
Yhile apparently offering a tí~ely mechanism for reconcilíng Brazilian 

Government, CVRO and private business interests, both.domescic and foreign, the 
advent of the PGC also led t:o strong criticistn that Br az í.L had forfeited nacional 
sovereignty and ent:.ered into a dependent relationship with overseas capital. See, 
for example, !BASE, Ca-raj as; O Brasil Hipoteca seu Futu:i;:o, Achi.ame, Rio de 
Janeiro, 1.983; Cota, R., Ca:i;:ajas: A Invasao Desarmada, Editora Vozes, Petropolis, 
198"4; and Neto, F., ""National and Global Oimensions of Regional Development; 
A Case Study of Brazilia.n Amazonia," Ph.D. thesis, Lonélon School of Economics, 
University of London, 1988. 



42 - manganese. these will. be concentrated in new industrial districts already 
installed or soon to be creaced near the burgeoning towns of Maraba, Acailandia, 
Santa Ines, Buriticupu and Rosario. Fuelled by charcoal obtained from the native 
rainforest, their ecological consequences are discus$ed in Chapter VII! below. 
As detailed in Annex II of the present decumene , by March 1989 the PGC had 
approved thirteen pig iron smelters, as well as six ferrous alloy and mecallic 
silicon plants, having a proposed annual production of 1.5 million tons and 
expec t ed to become operacional by th~ early 1990' s. All but one of these 
industries, a ferrous alloy plant in Tucurui, was expected to locate along the 
Carajas rail line, primarily in Acailandia (6 industries) and Santa lnes (5), 
followed by Maraba (3), Parauapebas and Rosario (2 each). The first two pig iron 
smelters cazae on stream in early 1988 (COSIPAR in Maraba and Companhia 
Siderurgica Vale do Pindare in Acailandia), while cvo others (SIMARA in Maraba 
and Viena Siderurgica do Maranhao in Acailandia) initiated operations at the 
beginning of 1989. According to the Executive Secretariat of PCC, these smelters 
are current:ly limited to an annual output of 120,000 tons, beyond which 
production must be verticalized.. ln t.his connection, p Laris already exist to build 
steel mills at Maraba (SIMARA) and Sao Luis (USIMAR). 

4.35 While mineral extraction and processing have formed the cornerstone 
of the PGC, agriculture and !orestry have also figured prominently, at. leasc 
duríng the early planning stages. Japanese consultants initially promoced the 
idea that the Ca~ajas transport infrastructure should be utilized for expanding 
large-scale faming and silvicultural activities in an "export corridor." 39 

CVRD refined these proposals and suggested a US$ 11 billion program to develop 
ten million hectares with 300 cattle ranches of 10,000 hectares each, as well 
as four million hectares of mechanized rice cultivacion, 2.4 million hectares 
fo~ sugar and manioc production -and ethanol distille~ies, as well as Eucalyptus 
plantations to supply the proposed pig iron smelters. 4° Further studies were 
undertaken by JICA to explore the export potential of products such as soybeans, 
palm o í L, rubber, Brazilnuts, animal féedstuffs and a variety of cropical. fruit:s. 
However, no further action has yet been taken to implement these proposals. 

- -· 
4 · 36 The most systematic agricultural development plan for the area, 
however, the Programa Grande Carajas Agrícola (PGCA), was produced in 1983 by 
the Brazilian Ministry of Agriculture and was budgeted at US$ l. 2 billion. 
Strongly influenced by CVRD's earlier proposals, its broad aims were to increase 
and diversify the productíon of food and industrial goods over an area of ten 
million hectares within seven "development poles" tn the Carajas region using 
capital intensive, modem technology. Proposals included controls on 
deforestation, the establishm.ent of 3.6 million hectares of Eucalyptus 
plantations to fuel the pig iron smelters and the creation of 19 different small 
and medium-sized farm models, as well as extensive livesco~k development and 
pasture formation. It was anticipated that the capitalization of some 16,000 
farrners in the region would increase agricultural output eight-fold and generate 
valuable export earnings. The technical and adluíniscrative capacíty of PGC to 

39 International Development Center of Japan (IDCJ), A Preliminary Study 
of Regional Development of the Carajas Railway Corridor in Brazil, tokyo, 1980. 

40 CVRD, Amazonia Oriental: Plano Preliminar de Desenvolvimento, op. cit. 

-- --- --·~-·---,~·-- -: - ---~- 
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ímplement such an ambitious program, hawever, •• as questioned, as .,ere the 
distributive implications of a plan which, in practice, threatened to result in 
considerable land concentration. 41 The Inter-Alllerican Develo?ment Bank (IDB) 
was approached for funding, but the above doubts, combined with difficulties in 
raising the necessary local counterpart J:"esources during a period of fiscal 
stringency, resulted in the PGCA being effectively shelved. 

4.37 Even though the comprehensíve actempcs to develop agricultural and 
related activíties wíthin the Greater Carajas region have, thus far, all met 
with a similar face, numerous ad hoc initiatives have been implanted with PGC 
fiscal incentives, to ge cher, in some cases, wi th incentives from SUOAM o r SUDENE.. 
By mid-198~, as illustrated in Annex I below, over twenty such projects had been 
supported by the Grande Caraj as Program, ranging from the Tucuma privace 
colonization project meneioned earlier to palm oil plantations and processing 
facilities, ranching. meatpacking, ethanol distilleries, poultry and charcoal 
production. Many of the investors in these eneerprises, moreover, are also major 
participants in PGC's industrial and infrastruccural developments, such as the 
large conseruccion firms of Mendes Junior and Andrade Gutierrez. Despite the 
increasing level of investments in these ventures, however, as in the case of 
the SUl)AM-supported livestock projects, che number of permanent j obs created has 
been relatively small. · 

K. GETAT Land-Titling and Colonization 

4.38 The Executive Group for the Araguaia-Tocantins region (GETAT) was 
created by presidential Oecree No. 1,767 of February 1, 1980 with jurisdiction 
over an area of 45 million hectares, equivalent to roughly half that covered by 
the Grande Carajas Program. Following abolition of ehe Ministry of Land Affairs, 
GETAT became part of t:he Ministry of Rural Development and Agrarian Reform 
(MIRAD) and was directly subordinated to ehe National Security Council. Its 
activities centered on the most volatile land conflict zone in Brazil in the late 
1970's and early 1980's located where the states of Para, Maranhao and northern 
Goias (now Tocantins) meet and known as the 11Parrot' s Beak" because of its 
distinctive shape. GETAT's main stated purpose was to diffuse mounting rural 
violence in this area, situaced just to the south and east of CVRO's iron ore 
minins concession in the heart of the Greacer Carajas region. For this purpose, 
GETAT was granted special powers to expropriate land, resettle the landless. 
grant titles anel initiate colonization schemes. The agency vas eventually 
abolished in 1987 and its activities taken over by INCRA amid allegations that 
it had failed to ·achieve íts obj ectives of implanting a 111ore widespread and 
equitable system of land titling and dístribution in the area. 

4.39 Although GETAT distributed some 60,000 land títles covering seven 
million hectares. this served mainly to consolidate a pre-existing, highly 
inegalitarian structure of property ownership in the region._From 1980 to 1985, 
GETAT demarcated five million hectares, but the 70% of titles for farms under 
100 hectares occupied a mere 21% of the total area legalized, while the 8% of 

41 · 

Program~ 
Vol. 14, 

Fearns ide, Phíllip. 11 Agricul tural Plans for Brazil' s Grande Caraj as 
Lost Opportunity for Sustainable Local Developmenc?" Yorld Development<, 
No. 3., 1986. 
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properties with more than 300 hectares took up 51% of the titled land. •2 From 
1985-86, the 3% of titled farms with more than 1,000 hectares accounted for 45I 
of the area demarcated, whereas the 33I of legalized properties ~ith less than 
50 hectares occupied only 6% of the area. One estate of 400,000 hectares absorbed 
6% of the total area allocated by GETAT. •3 !o avoíd confrontation wich large 
landowners, small farmers were encouraged to leave areas of conflíct with the 
promise of resettlement elsewhere, frequently to marginal agricultural lands on 
plots below the officially recommended minimum size foT Amazonia and with little 
regard for maintaining community cohesiveness. A combination of internal 
operational problems and external institucional and political constraints ª?pear 
to have been largely responsible for GETAT's limited effectiveness and eventual 
demise. 44 

4. 40 GETAT' s record on co Lcrrí.z ac í.on was also very mixed. Its major 
activity in this regard was to have been the establishment of three contiguous 
resectlement projects (Carajas I, II and III) located to the irnmediate southwest 
of Parauapebas, jusc below the southern boundary of CVRD's iron ore concession. 
By 1987, when GETAT was dissolved, however, only the latter t~o schemes were 
operacional, accommodating just over 2,000 families on 50 hectare plots. Garaj as 
I, which was initially intended to absorb another 4,000 families, was never 
implanted, while eight smaller proj ects such as Tuere (Tucurui), Rio Preca 
(Maraba) and Colonia Verde Brasileira (Conceicao do Araguaia), that were to have 
resettled an additional 5,000 families, sµffered a similar fate. Thus, while 
these resettlement schemes appear to have encouraged significant in-migration 
to the Carajas~Parauapebas area by iandless small farmers, they did noc generate 
the stability of tenure originally envisaged. 

4.41 The lack of agricultural inputs such as seeds, fertilizers, credit 
and extension services, as well as even the most basic health and education 
infrastructure, contTibuted to a turnover rate as high as 901 among the original 
settlers of the GETAT colonization projects at Carajas. Most of these families 

Yagner, Alfredo, "A Intervencao Governamental 
Agrarios na Regiao Amazonica," mimeo, 1988. 

face aos Conflitos 

"3 MIRA.D/SEPlAN, "Dossie sobre a Atuacao do GETAT e a sua Extincao, n mimeo, 
Brasilia, 1987 and "Avaliacao da Intervencao Fundiaria do GETAT (1980-87)," 
mimeo, Brasilia, 1987. According to these sources, moreover, only 6 properties 
totalling 397,000 hectares were expropriated by GETAT "in the social interest" 
as,defined by the 1964 Land Statuce and the 1985 Agrarian Reform Plan (PNRA) 
described below. 

'' Although GETAT was heavily criticized for inefficiency, bureaucratic 
irregularities and procrastination, its powers were effectively limited by the 
fact that it had ta work through the General Procurator of the Republíc. Its 
initiatives were further undermined by the slowness of state "Agrarian 
ColIIDlissions" to reach judgments on land issues under the PNRA and by the 
acknowledged reluctance of MIRA.D to exercise its emergency powers in areas of 
conflict: (see Wagner, op. cit .• 1988 and MlRAD/SEPlAN, "Avaliacao ... , op. cit, 
1987 and MIRAD/SEPLAN, "Levantamento dos Processos· de Oesapropriacao sob 
J.urisdicao do GETAT Realizada em Maraba," mimeo, Brasília, 198 7) . 
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apparently sold their plots to newcomers in order to make quick capital gains 
ín a highly inflationary macroeconomic environment. l.and concentration has also 
occurred within the Carajas colonízation schemes, as wealthier farmers have 
increasingly bought out the holdings of their neighbors. 45 The Para stace 
colonization agency, ITERPA, which took over responsíbility for the Carajas II 
and III projects fro~ INCRA. has s~bsequently all but abandoned these ventures, 
while local officials reported to OED and SEPLAN in April 1989 that the original 
2,000 families in these settlements had been reduced to no more than 1,200. 

L. The Maranhao Rural Development Projects 

4.42 Although there is no mention of this anywhere in the appraisal 
documents for the Carajas Project, at roughly t:he same time as the iron ore 
operatian was being prepared and a-ppraised, the first Maranhao Rural Development 
Praject was also being elaborated and evaluated by the Bank. This latter 
operation, appraised in Augusc/September 1981 and approved on June 10, 1982, 
ínv-olved a Bank loan (Ln. 2177 -BR) of US$ 42. 7 million. I t vas de s í gned , Ln par c , 
as a follo"1-on operaeion to the Alto Turi Land Settlemenc Proj ect discussed above 
and. in pare, as a land regularization and integrated rural development effort 
for the Baixada Maranhense and the Mearim-Pindare valley. As such, it overlapped 
geographically with much of the eastern part of the Carajas-Sao Luis corridor, 
includíng. among other ~unicipalities, Santa Ines, Vitoria do Mearim, Pindare 
Mirim, Arari, Anajatuba and Itapecuru-Mirim, all of which are cut by the Carajas 
railway. 46 

4.43 The project covered a total area of nearly 51,000 square kilomecers 
and included 47 municipalities broken down into three subprojects for: (i) Alto 
Turi, involving a total area of 8,500 km2, where the bulk of project investments 
would be in Subarea II! thac had received relatively little attention in the 
earlier Land Settlement Project; (ii) the Baixada, occupying 21 municipalities 
and coveríng close to 23,000 knl2, which would be subject both to land 
regularization and the provision of a broad range of agricultural and social 
services; and (iii) the Meari~-Pindare area, also containing 21 municípios and 

"3 One rancher in the Carajas II project, for examp Le , is reported t:o have 
purchased up to 40 colonist:s' parcels and now posses ses over 2,000 hectares 
within the scheme. 

46 
The three latter mun1c1p19s are located in the Baixada subregion, while 

the three former are in the Mearim-Pindare area. According to the SAR (Report 
No. 384Sa~BR, dated May 21, 1982) for t:his project, the Baixada "is one of the 
most: densely settled and least developed rural areas in the state, and it:s 
stagnant rural economy has encouraged emigration to the state capital (ie. Sao 
LuisJ where the migrants have very limited employment: opportunities. As one of 
the original areas of settlement in Mararihao, the Baixada' s population is largely 
integrated ínto communities which have remained, until recently, fairly 
stable .... The increasing pressure for land in Northeast Srazil, and the various 
government-sponsored schemes to promÕte agricultural·development, .have led to 
the conversion of large areas of the state land in the Baixada to cattle and 
buffalo rearing, leaving the conununities with land shortages and decüining 
productivity ...• • (para 3.02) . 
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an area of more than 19,000 km2. "'7 r.lith respect to the latter, more 
specifically, the SAR indicates that the project would provide land 
regularization activitíes in an area ''where agricultural development is 
constrained by considerable land tenure uncertainties which otherwise would 
probably worsen with land pressure generated by various development projects, 
including construction of the Carajas•Sao Luis railway." "8 Altogether, the 
operation was expected to provide more secure land tenure to roughly 39,000 small 
farmers, of which some 24,000 would receive a greater or lesser amount of 
production support services as well. As was the case wi th nearly all of the rural 
developmenc projects.financed by the Bank in Northeast Brazil in the mid-1970's 
and early 1980's, this initiative was part oí the Government's POLONORDESTE 
program. 49 

4. 44 In addi tion to i ts emphas is on land regularization, ti tling and 
redistribution, this project contained a number of other interesting features 
-- íncluding land use planning, forestry and inland fisheries components -- as 
well as the moz e traditional agricultural excension, research and marketing 
rural road, education, health, water supply and small scale enterprise 
subprojects characteristic of integrated rural.development projects throughout 
Northeast Brazil and elsewhere at that time. '\.lith regard to land use, more 
concretely, the SAR affirmed that "in order to assist in the definicion of the 
areas for land regularization and redistribution ac t í.ví.t í.es and to provide a 
sound base for subsequent regional planning and agricultural development, •• land 
use capability studies, based both on aerial photography and more conventional 
land-based topographical analysis, would be carried out in the project regíon 
by consultants, together with soil studies anda socio•economic study to identify 

t 1o1 Toe Alto Turi area was characterized in the SAR as originally consisting 
of "dense tropical fores t, much of "Which has now been cleared through spontaneous 
and organized settlement." In the Baixada, in tum, topography "ranges from 
undulat:ing in the central-north to Lov- lying on the coas tal plains," while 
"vegetation is predolllinancly. second.ary growth with babacu predominating in lower 
areas." The Mearim·Pindare area, finally, was "regarded locally as the 'filet' 
of Maranhao" having undulating to flat topography and being drained by several 
large rivers. Soils ln these areas. however, were found to be of low (Alto Tu~í 
and Baixada) or moderate (Mearim·Pindare) fertility (para. 2.07). 

- - 
"ª Ibid., para. 3.09(c). - 
~9 For a mid·term review of the POLONORDESTE experience, see Brazil: An 

Interim Assessment of Rural Development Programs for the ~ortheass, Yorld Bank 
Country Study, Washington, 1983. OED is currently carrying out an in•depth 
analysis of the rural development experience in Northeast Brazil as a case study 
follow·up to its earlier Bank•wide review of rural development projects entitled 
Rural Development - World Bank Experience. 1965·1986, world Bank Operations 
Evaluation Study, Washington, 1988. 

--~ 
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"feasible development strategies" for the campos or low-lands part o f the Baixada 
subregion. 50 

- 4.45 Inland fishíng activities, in turn, were ta be supporced in five 
rnunic1.p1.os in the Baixada area to "redress the current depredatian of fish stocks 
through over-fishing." $l. The forestcy coml)onent, on the other hand, would 
include "identificacion, protection and management" ot cwo new fores e reserves - 
- ~ne in Subarea III of Alt~ Turi and the other in the Baixada, respectively - 

as well as escablishment of a post to "maint:ain, protect and manage " an 
exiscing reserve in Subarea I of Alto turi and the execution of a diagnostic 
study in the Baí.xada and Alto Turi subr-egions "to define an overall stracegy for 
subsequent forest protection and reforestation accivities inche project area, 
among other actions. 52 Among several "comp Lemerrca'ry activitíes" not included 
in the operation, but mentioned in the SAR, moreover, were provisions for 
Amerindian protection. These referred specifically to cwo Indian reserves 
"situated sufficiem:ly e Lo se to the project az ea" to be potentially influenced 
by áevelopments within ic and also located in the area o f Lnf Luerice of the 
Carajas Project, which ~as ex~ected to take actions to protect chem under the 
associated Amerindian Special Project. 53 

4.46 Finally, the Maranhao rural development operacion was expected to 
have a "significant beneficial impact" on the natural en'Vironmenc. According to 
the SAR, the projecc-supported land use studies "should lead to a more rational 
use of the project.area resources both ata regional level and within farms," 
while "areas found to be unsuitable for agriculture would be procected and/or 
eventually reforested, thus reducing soil erosion in watersheds and siltation 
in wacercourses." 5' The shift from the traditional slash and burn to more 
sedentary foms of agriculture to be promoted by the project, moreover, was 
expected to help restore soil fertility and stabilize land use, while, at che 
sarne time, ímpro~ing farmers' incomes . 

so SAR. for Maranhao Rural Development PrQject. op. cit., paras. 3.18·3.20. 
With respect t:o the latter, the SAR noted that the principal concern was to 
"ensure that the long-escablished communities in this area could participate in 
future development," considering that "(t)he present patcern of communal land 
use and combination of crop production, grazing and fishing is threatened by the 
relatively recent establishment of ranches and the enclosure and subsequent 
alienation of large areas of land." (para. 3.20) 

.si !bid., para. 3. 30 . 

.sz Ibid., para. 3.31. 

SJ Ibid., para. 3 .45. In addition to the actions to be caken under the 
Carajas Project, according to the SAR, the Maranhao rural development operation 
would "complement these activities with the provision of supporting health care 
on request, as has been the case in the past with the Alto Turi project, and 
collaboratíon in the demarcation of one of the reserve boundaries shared with 
the Alto !uri subproject area." 

s4 Ibid., para. 8. 08. 
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4.47 On June 30, 1987, a second rural develapment project for Maranhaa 
was approved by the Bank (Ln. 2862-BR, for US$ 84.0 million), as pare of the 
second generation of such operations in Northeast Brazil, now under the na.me of 
the Northeast Rural Development Progra.D1 (NRDP) . Toe proj ect would provi de 
assistance to a total of 58 municipalities - - organized into six "~egional 
planning units," three of which were for the Baixada, Pindare and Mearim 
subareas, respectively -- subject to cadastral and land titling accívíties under 
yec another Bank-supported initiative, the Northeast Region Land Tenure 
Improvement Project, financed by Loan 2593-BR (for US$ 100.0 million), approved 
June 25, 1985. 55 Among the municipalities covered by the second rural 
development project are Santa Luzia, Santa Ines, Pindare-Mirim and Vitoria do 
Mearim in the Pindare planning unit and Anajatuba and Arari in the Baixada unit, 
all of which are cut by the Carajas-Sao Luis railway. 56 Like the other second 
generation NRDP projects, this operation would provide assistance to low-income 
farmers through components for water resource development, agricultural research 
and basic seed production, rural extensian credit, marketing and support .to 

' • 57 
rural communities. A small environmental protection component: was also l.ncluded. 
Several provisions related to ADlerindian protection in the proj ect: area, 
moreover, were established by the Bank as conditions of loan effectiveness. sa - 
M. The National A~arian Reform Plan 

4.48 Although, like the second Bank-financed rural development project 
in Maranhao, they occurred some considerable time after the Carajas Projecc was 
approved and largely implemented, two other major federal government initiacives 
affecting Eastern Amazonia should also be briefly mentioned before turning 

55 SAR for liortheast Rural Oevelopment Project ~ Maranhao, Report No. 6136- 
BR, May 26, 1987. According to this document, the 58 municipalities were chosen 
as priority areas for the Land Tenure Improvement Project on the basis of their 
"concentration of landless small producers and their underdeveloped agrieultural 
potencial." (Annex l, para. 3.) 

56 Bom Jardim and Moncao, just across the Pindare River from che Carajas 
railroad, are also among che municipalities covered by the Pindare planning unit 
included in the project. 

51 This component, more concretely, would assist the State Secretariat for 
Natural Resources establish and protect the Hirador State Park (430,000 ha of 
state-owned land) covering the watershed of the Itapecuru River which is the 
source of water supply for Sao Luís. (SAR, Annex I, para. 35.) 

58 ln particular, demarcation of the Geralda/Toco Preta Amerindian reserve 
and the satisfactory implementation of plans of action ryreviously agreed upon 
with the Bank to resolve land conflicts in existing Indian reservations inche 
proj ect area and to create a new protected area (Awa/Carutapera) in the 
municipalit:y of Bom Jardim for the nomadic Guaja Indians, respectively. These 
actions were to be taken utilizing resources made available under the Amerindi~n 
Special Project associated ~ith the Carajas Iron Ore Project. (SAR, paras. 3.05 
and 4.04; Annex l, para. 37 and Table 1.10; and Annex 4.) 

- 
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specifically to the íron ore project. The first of these is the National Agrarian 
Reform Plan (PNRA) formally announced on October 10, 1985 as a response by the 
ne""1 civílian government to the growing problems of land conflicts and rural 
violence in Brazil. The PNRA aimed to redistríbuce 43 million hectares of 
underutílized public and private land to 1.4 million peasant families by 1989, 
wi~h the intention of reaching 7 million such families by the year 2000. Under 
regional reform plans approved in May 1986, a tocal of ten million hectares was 
to be redistributed in Amazonia by 1989, resettling 630,000 landless cultivators 
and their families. 59 

4.49 Results of the PNRA have been modest. By February 1988, accordíng 
to official figures, only 11,000 families, or 41 of the original target, had 
been resettled in all of Brazil, a mere 836 of this tot:al Ln Amazonia. 

60 

Intensive political lobbying by the rural landowners' pressure group (UDR) during 
the Constítuent Assembly resulted in the gradual weakening of the PNRA' s 
proposals. Overall resettlement targets were revised down:ward by up to 7.01 during 
1987-88. Most imporcancly from the landowners' point of view, andina major 
departure from the 1964 Land Statute, Decree•Law No. 2,363 of October 21, 1987 
declared ineligible for expropriation any property "effectively exploitedN by 
the owner, as well as all farms below a cercain size -- 1,500 heccares in the 
case of Amazonia -- a provision subsequencly incorporated into the new Brazilian 
Constitution in 1988. 61 

4. 50 The exclusion of "productive" lands from t:he agrarian reform has 
had profound human and physical environmental repercussions throughout Brazil, 
and in t:he Carajas railway corridor and its area of influence in particular. 
Many est:ate owners, anxious to have their properties declared "product:ive," have 
expelled smallholders and converted forest:: areas to pasture, further exacerbating 
al~eady rapid rates of environmencal degradation. This legal provision has also 
served to intensify land conflicts in areas such as the "Brazilnut Polygon" near 
Maraba, as posseiros have come under increasing pressure to abandon areas claimed 
by large proprietors. ln 1988, some 200,000 hectares, ar one fifth of the 
"Brazilnut Polygon," occupied by roughly 2,000 families, were everitua Ll.y 

59 See the following documents generated by the Ministry of Agrarian Reforra 
(MIRAD), Brasília: Proposta para a Elaboracao da Primeiro Plano Nacional de 
Reforma A~raria d9 Nova Republica. PNRJ\, May 1985; Plano Nacional de Reforma 
Agraria, October 1985; Conflitos de Terra, 1986; Plano Regional de Reforma 
Agraria ~ PRRA, Pa~, 1986; and Plano Regional de Reforma Agraria • PRRA Maranhao, 
1986. In Amazonia, 154 properties occupying three million hectares were 
identified as areas of social tension ripe for compulsory expropriation ~in the 
social interest." (Yagner, nA Intervencao Governamental ... , op. cit.) 

60 Tavares dos Santos, J. "A Colonizacao Agrícola: Uma Solucao para a Crise 
Agraria Brasileira," mimeo, Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto 
Alegre, 1988. The figures cited are from. MIRAO~ 

61 Other concessions included the iimiting of expropriation to 7SX of the 
property in question and the transformation of agrarian debt bonds (TDAs} issued 
in compensation into highly liquid assecs which could be used, for example, to 
buy land and goods .. 
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purchased ~nder the PNRA in an attempt to alleviate growing social tension. This 
probably has helped to stabilize the s~all farming population in the ill!lilediate 
area, partially counteracting the tendencies for rural outmigration which are 
t:ypical of the Carajas region. Nane of the resources reserved by MIRAD to finance 
these transactions, however, ""ªs allocated to providing support services or 
infrastructure for the resettled farmers. Furthermore, a Parliamentary Cotnmission 
of Inquiry is currently investigating the legality of MIRAD' s intervention, which 
has been temporarily suspended pending the outcome. 62 

N. The North-South Railway 

--· 
4.51 The other recent event which is worthy of note is the completion of 
the first segment of the North-South railway. This made possible by the earlier 
implementation of the Carajas,Sao Luis railroad. As observed in the previous 
chapter, this proposed 1,600 kilometer rail line would link Acailandia on the 
Carajas railway to Anapolis, near Brasília, ata cost initially estimated at US 
2.3 billion, but which could ultimately rise to several times this amount. By 
joining the two rail lines, a dual external outlet would be provided boch for 
cerrado cereal products and Carajas minerals, through the ports at Sao Luis in 
the north and Tubarao (Espirita Santo), Rio de Janeiro and Santos, near Sao 
Paulo, in the south. 

- 
4.52 The North-South rail\,ay, moreover, is expected to stimulate an 
increase in ag~icultural production over an area as large as 32 million hectares 
in the relatively fertile Center West cerrado from a present 1.5 million tons 
per year to as much as 100 million tons or more of rice, soybeans, corn and 
wheat. 63 As 'indicated above, the first 108 kilometer stretch of the North 
South railway connecting Imperatriz to Acailandia was officially inaugurated in 
April 1989 with hopes that the next 100 kilometers to Estreito in the state of 
Tocantins would be completed by the end of 1990. At present, there is no revísed 
official termination date for the remaining 1,400 kilometers, whose completion 
was originally set for 1992. 

O. Conclusion 

4.53 Several general conclusions can be drawn from the preceding 
discussion. In the first place, very significant: government:al interventions 
occurred in the Eastern Anlazon and Preamazon ~egions during the 1960's, 1970's 
and early l980's, and, although largely unre~ognized by the Bank, these were 
already having important human and physical environm.ental impacts in the area 
at the t:ime the Carajas Project was prepared by CVRD and subsequently appraised 
by the Bank. Secondly, the iron ore project itself was clearly linked to some 
of these interventions, particularly the Grande Caraj as Program, and, while th~se 
linkages are mentioned in the Bank • s appraisal documents for the CaraJ as 

62 
Local observers reported to OED and SEPLAN thac the resulting 

índefinition has encouraged further land invasions within a mounting climate of 
tension in th& co\Ultryside around Maraba. 

63 
See Monmia, A. Ferrovia Norte-Sul: Um Sistema d~ Transportes 

Desenvolvimento Regional, Minisery of Agriculeure, Brasília, 1987. 
2ª~ª () 
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operation, they, and their environmental implications, were not fully explored 
or analyzed as part of the appraisal process. Thirdly, the Bank icself ~as 
involved in two important integrated rural development projects in the eascern 
part of the Carajas railway corridor during the 1970's and 1980's. 

4. 54 One of these latter operations, the Maranhao Rural Deve lopment: 
Project, was literally prepared in parallel to the Carajas Iron Ore Project. 
However, there seems to have been little, if any, coordination between these 
two operations either in Brazil ar at the Bank. Inche latter case, this may 
have accurred largely because the t:wo proj ects .-..ere. handled by differenc sectoral 
divisions ( ie. lndust-ry and Agriculture, respectively), such that, in retrospecc, 
it appears t:hat the Bank's "left hand" may ha'1e been basically unaware of what 
its "right hand" was doing in not"th-central Marat'lhao at the time. From a human 
and natural environment~l standpoint, this was particularly unfortunate because 
the approach taken in the Maranhao Rural Uevelopment Project in what was, in 
fact, pare of the Carajas Project's immediate area of influence -- including the 
carrying out.of land use planning studies, land tenure regularization, forestry 
development and the supply of needed agricultural support and social services 
to small farmers and rural communities - • should have been systemat:ically 
attempted along the entire Caraj as-Sao Luis corridor, together with the provision 
of equally needed urban infrastructure and services. Had the iron ore project 
taken sucb an area development approach, it is possible that some of the 
eml'ironmental problems tbat hava been experienced í.n , the Carajas-Sao Luis 
co~ridor over the past decade could have been avoided, or at least might have 
bean substantially less serious .. Before pursuing this question fal:'ther, however, 
it is first necessa-ry to examine how the Bank approached the Carajas Project, 
as well as how well it dealt with the operation' s expected environmental impacts. 

r- 
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V. THE CARAJAS IRON ORE PROJECT 

A. Origins, Preparation apd Early Project Implementation ~ 

1. Project Origins 

5 .01 Until the mid-1960' s, only sporadic geological surveys had been 
undertaken in Eastern Amazonia. Previously, the only major activity of note was 
t:he "Araguaia Projecc," carried ouc by the National Department o f Mineral 
Production (DNPM) of the Ministry of Mines and Energy between 1954 and 1966. 
This p~oject constituced the first systematic aerial reconnaissance of what was 
then the northern part of the state of Goias and southeastern Para. In 1966, 
utilizing photographs produced by this project, manganese was discovered by a 
Brazílian subsidiary of the Union Carbide Company some 60 kilometers southwest 
of Maraba. In July 1967, also utilizing a&rial photographs generated by the 
A~aguaia Project, iron o~e was discovered at the Serra dos Carajas. ~oughly 165 
kilometers to the southwest of Maraba, by the Companhia Meridional de Mineracao 
(CMM), a Brazilian subsidiary of U.S. Steel. 

S. 02 ln October= 1967, DNPM granted survey righcs to CMM and, í n 1968, 
CVRD agreed to join Meridional to determine the extent and quality of the iron 
ore deposits at Carajas under research licenses subsequently provided by DNPM 
in July 1969. The results of these studies, which were carried out between 1969 
and 1972, revealed thac total reserves were on the arder of 17.8 billion tons 
of high grade, low phosphorous iron ore. making Caraj as one of the most importanc 
mineral provtnces in the world. 2 A joint venture between the two companies was 
formally established in April 1970 -- through the creation of AI!lazonia Mineracao 
S.A. (AMZA), with CVRD controlling 50.9X and U.S. Steel (mainly through CMM) 
49. lI of AMZA' s capital - - in order to prepare feasibility studies for the 
exploitation of iron ore and other minerals at carajas. This partnership lasted 
until June 1977 when U.S. Steel withdrew from the project, selling its share in 
AM2.A to CVRD. 

3 
ln April 1981. AMZA was formally merged with CVRD to strengthen 

the latter's control over the Carajas Project. 

1 
The discussion of the origins, preparation and early development of the 

project is based on t:he SAR, the project correspondence files and CVRD's draft 
PCR, which contains a detailed chronology of project events. See also Santos, 
Breno, "Carajas - Historia. e Perspectivas" Ln CVRD' s publication Espaco, Ambiente 
e Planejamento, Vol 1, No. 2, Feb:r:uary 1986. 

SAR, paras. 5.07-5.08. 

3 
According to the SAR, U.S, Steel dropped out of the project because of 

its scop~. the size of the investments involved anda shift ln target markets 
from the United States to Europe and Japan. However, an incernal Bank memorandum 
daced January 7, 1982 observed that "U. s. Steel had apparently wanted to control 
the market for Carajas i~on ore and had sought to limit the-size of the project 
to its O'loll\ financial capability and the us market, with the ore to be evacuated 
by river barge through B~lem. This proposal had not been acceptable to CVRD and 
the Government of Braz.il had wanted to retain control over the project." 

- 
- 
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2. CVRD PreFaration and Inítíal Bank Involvement 

5.03 The first feasibilíty study for the iron ore project was initiated 
by AMZA ín May 1972. 'Ihis study proposed an "integrated~ venture consisting of 
mining ope'rations, a beneficiation plant at the mine site. a transport system 
anda port. Several transport and port alternatives were considered anda final 
decision was taken by President Ceisel Ln early 1976 to proceed with construction 
of a railway iram Carajas to a port terminal ac Sao Luís, the ocher major option 
having been the shipmenc of ore by some combinatian af rail and barge to a port 
near Belem. 

4 
The possible environment:al coses (eg. deforescacion, loss o f 

biodiversity, etc.) of the various alternatives, however, were not considered 
in this analysis. According to the SAR for the iron ore proj~ct, comprehensive 
studies of the northern Brazilian coastline completed in May 1974 demonstrated 
that Ponta da Madeira in Sao Marcos Bay, near Sao Luis, was the most appropriate 
locatíon for establishing a deep wacer port, and , in May of 1976. AMZA '"1'as 
officially grant:ed the concession to build and ao era te che Caraj as r a í.Lr oad 
becween the proposed port terminal and the mine ~ite. ~ ln July 1975, AMZA 
initiated physical works in the port area anda monch later it began construction 
of a road (PA,275) to connect the existing PA~lSO highway (linking Maraba and 
Conceicao do Araguaia in southern Para) and the Serra dos Carajas, an activity 
that was concluded in August 1976. 

5,04 AMZA ínitially proposed production of 20 millions tons per year of 
iron ore which ...,as to be gradually increased over time ce 50 million tons. 
However, in light of the large invescments involved and changing iron ore market 
prospects during the late 1970's, as briefly described in Chapter II above, CVRD 
directed AMZA to undertake new feasibility studies in 1978. Completed in 1980, 
these studies suggesced that the project should achieve an annual production 
level of 35 ~illion tons in 1987 with future expansion to 50 million tons to 
depend on the absorptive capacity of the world iron ore market. Throughout the 
1970' s AMZA proceeded with engineering studies for Caraj as' mining, rail and port 

4 
The principal alternatives considered were: (i) the Carajas-Ponta da 

Madeira railway; (ii) a 320 km rail link to the tucurui falls, followed by a 
430 km waterway section to the Ilha dos Gua~as near Belem; (iii) a 37 km rail...,ay 
spur to a transhipment point on the Parauapebas River followed by a 834 km 
waterway segment to the Ilha dos Guaras; and (iv) a 770 km railway to the Ilha 
dos Guaras. The. first alt:ernative was allegedly selected because of the 
relatively less favorable conditions at Ilha dos Guaras, where, acxording to a 
Bank internal memorand\lm of October 21, 1976, there were "high risks of 
unpredictable siltation/erosion and continuous wave disturbance.~ The Bank was 
later (May 1978) informed by CVRD that the option of transporting ore by a 
pipeline had also been examined by a consultant in 1972, but was rej ected because 
it would be "inadequate for the market envisaged for Carajas," sint:erfeed, as 
opposed to pellets, and because a pipeline would "add no ch í.ng to the 
transportation infrastru.cture of the regions where it is built." 

5 
SAR, op. cit,, para. 5.05. There was also a political element in this 

decision since the states of Para and Maranhao were actively competing for the 
Carajas port facilities. 
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operacions based largely on CVRD's earlier experience in its "southern syscem" 
in Minas Gerais and Espirito Santo. 6 

5.05 According to CVRD's project chronology, the World Bank was first 
approachedwith respect to the Carajas Project inOctober 1972 when two directors 
of AMZA visited Washington. The Bank's files, in tum, first mention the vencure 
in connection with the visit of the Brazilian Minister of Mines and Energy in 
December 1972, at which time Bank support was requested for the country's major 
export-oriented projects, including Carajas, even though this undercaking was 
still at an early scage of preparacion. During che second half of 1973, meetings 
by Bank staff were held first with U.S Steel officials in P~ttsburgh and later 
with CVRD and U.S. Steel representatives in Washington in which it was affirmed 
thac the Bank's financial participacion in Carajas would assist in attraccing 
other foreign investors to the project. On the latter occasion, moreover, AMZA's 
preference for locating the project's port facilities at Sao Luis, rather than 
Belem, was manifested to the Bank. 7 

5.06 The Bank met periodically with Brazilian Government, CVRD and U.S. 
Steel representat:ives throughout the mid-1970' s to review progress on the 
preparation of the Carajas Project. These contacts included a meeting with the 
Planning Minister in July 1975, in which the Governníent's interest in obtaining 
Bank financing for the operation was reaffirmed and the visit of a CVRD/U.S. 
S~eel delegation to Washington in August 1975 to present the results of the 
initial feasibility study. On the basis of its anal1sis of this study, however, 
Bank cechnical staff questioned the selection of a rail, as opposed to river, 
transport alternative and additional scudies were recommended. 8 Visits to the 

6 CVRD's ~southern system~ consists of its mining operacion in the ntron 
Quadrangle" in Minas Gerais, the Vitoria-Minas railway linking the mines to 
Tubarao, near Vitoria, in Espirita Santo and the port facilities, including 
pelletizing plants, at the latter. The iron ore deposits in Minas Gerais were 
firsc discovered in 1910, but large-scale colI!Dlercial exploitation began only in 
the mid-1940's after CVRD was established in 1942. The deep wacer port of Tubarao 
was installed in the l960's and the existing railway between Itabira and Vitoria 
was expanded and upgraded during the 1970's. Total measured iron ore reserves 
in Minas Gerais in 1980 were on the arder of 9.7 billion tons, while annual sales 
from the southern system in this year were some 62 million tons, with the total 
expected to increase to nearly 73 million tons by 1987 (SAR, paras .• 4.09-4.16). 

7 The principal arguments made in support of this option at the time were 
that the natural conditions tn the Sao Luis area would perniit ore carriers of 
up to 300,000 dwt to use the facilicy and.that the ~noice of Ponta da Madeira 
would enable the Government to proceed with tentative plans to install a large 
export-oriented, semi-finished steel mill at nearby Itaqui. 

8 An internal memo dated Sept~mber 24, 1975 observed that "the leasc well 
defined and largést element of the project is the transport infrascructure. In 
deciding on the railroad, insufficient a~tention may have been given to a river 
transport alternative. The Bank should review chis question to-determine whether 
a prima facie case for rail transport has been established." A Back-co-Office 
report dated October 21, 1975 following a mission to review plans for Carajas 

- 
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Bank by the Braiilian Ministers of Planning and Mines and Energy also occurred 
during the•first semester of 1976, at ~hich time the Government's intention to 
proceed rapidly with Carajas was ratified and the Bank' s suppo r t; was again 
requested. 9 

5. 07 Discussions between CVRD/AMZA. and the Bank continued bilaterally 
after the wíthdrawal of U.S Steel in mid-1977, and the iron ore operatíon was 
formally approved by the Economic Development Council (CDE) of the Brazilian 
federal government in Feb~uary 1978. Gonstruction of the initial 80 kilometers 
of the Carajas railway oucward from Sao Luis was authorized at that time. During 
1978 and 1979, CVRD received further gavernment authorizations to expropriate 
the land needed to install the railway along its entire length, as well as for 
implantation of the rail terminal and port facilities at Ponta da Madeira. 
According to CVRD, roughly 1,800 squatters were encountered in these are as, 
mainly near the port, but their t:'emoval was "amicable" and the company provided 
compensation to the affected families to facilitate their relocation. 10 

Physical preparation of the ~ailroad bed initiated in June 1978, starting with 
the swampy area in the Baixada Maranhense near Sao Luis, and by April 1979 CVRD 
had signed contracts for the extension of the rail line's substruccure through 
KD1 331, as well as for construction of the rail terminal at the port site. In 
November 1979, Bank President McNa..Dlara visited Carajas as part of an offícíal 
trip to :Srazil. 11 

5.08 The change in the Brazilian Goverrunent in March 1979 -- which also 
broughc with it the appoincment of a new Presidenc (and a more entrepreneurial 
orientation} to CVRD -- eventually gave an added impulse boch to che iron ore 
project and to more general plans for the development of che Greater Carajas 
region. Initially, however, the incoming Figueir~do Government was reluctant to 
confirm the pre~ious administration's declared priority for che Carajas Project, 

t 
observed, however, that the Sao Luis porc was p-referred because of its "greater 
safety" and that the rouce of the railway had already been "staked out, '' while 
a March 1976 memorandum following meecings with CVRD officials in Brazil 
indicated that the basic engineering design for the railroad had already been 
completed and that the Miniscers of Transportation and Mines and Energy had 
recommended the railway solution to President Geisel, a position which he 
subsequently approved. 

9 
One of these visits ~as with Bank President McNamara. ln this meecing, 

Brazilian Government officials gave special priority ta the Carajas Project as 
a key element in its global strategy co strengthen the balance of payments 
posítion by expanding exports and reducing impores. 

10 
CVRD's project chronology, attached to its draft PCR, pg. 4. 

11 
Bank Presidenc Clausen lacer also visited the Carajás Project in March 

1982, five ~onths prior to Board approval of the operation. 
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despi te CVRD' s strong desire to proceed rapidly wit:h its implementation. rz 
Internal Bank documents writt:en in late 1979 suggest, moreover, that key 
Government officials were actively considering alternative approaches to t:he 
development of Eastern Amazonia -~ in which the role and relative importance of 
CVRD's iron ore project were still unclear -- and that several basic decisions 
conce1:ning the operation, incl~ding the railroad option, were once again under 
revie..,. 13 An additional concern, both for the Bank and the Brazilian 
Government, was growing uncertainty about the real extent of Japanese interest 
in the project, which at the time was not perceived to b~ very strong, while the 
Bank also questioned CVRD's ability to negotiat~ sufficient purchase contracts 
for Carajas ore to guarantee the project's financial feasibility. 

3. Relation to Grande Carajas Program 

5. 09 Oespite these misgivings, the Figueiredo Government finally approved 
the Carajas Project, once again through the Economic Development Council (CDE), 
on Oc cobe r 15, 1980, authorizing CVRD to obtain the internal and external 
financing necessary to implement a proj ect with t::he capacity to produce 35 
million tons of iron ore per year as of 1987. Shortly thereafter, on November 
24, 1980, the CDE also officially created the Grande Carajas Program, 
establishing its Interniinisterial Council and defining the types of incentives 
that would be exeended to private firms choosing to set up prod~ctive activities 
in the larger Caraj as area. Toe Bank clearly had prior knowledge of the 
Gove~nment's plans to integrate the iron o~e project into the larger Grande 

12 
An internal memorandum dated June 11, 1979 reporting on Bank contacts 

with the incoming Ministers of Mines and Energy and Planning indicated that, 
because of its "enormous financial requirements" the Carajas Project díd not 
enjoy high priority in the federal government's investment program and that the 
earliest it should be considered for Bank financing was FY81. A meetíng with a 
yet another Planning Minister in November 1979 -- the original Minister having 
resigned after only six months in office -- moreover, revealed that the 
Government had not authorized AML\ to proceed with the project because it ~as 
hoped that there would be significant foreign equity participation in Carajas 
and several other large projects in the region (including ALBRAS-ALUNORTE in 
Barcarena), thereby freeing up domestic resources. 

13 
A Bank memo dated December 14, 1979 noted, for e~ample, that the new 

Minister of Transportation did not fully accept the pure rail alternative since, 
after the decision to construct locks at the Tucurui dam. the Araguaia River 
would become navigable as far south as Barra do Garca in Mato Grosso and a 
~ail/river transport solution for Carajas ore would involve a smaller capital 
investment. The Planning Minister, in t:urn, felt that, despíce Carajas' 
importance in terms of Brazil's long-run balance of payments · situatíon, 
development of the tucurui hydropower project would provide a broad range of 
opportunities for developing the full potential of Eastern Amazonia,-~ncluding, 
in addition to iron ore, manganese, bawc.ite, nickel, copper and gold, ~s well 
as food grains and sugar cane development, opening up the possibility of 
exporting alcohol through the port of Vila do Conde at Belem. It was further 
observed that a prefeasibility study was being carried out for this broader 
initiatlve, which was later to become the Crande Carajas Program. 

- 
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- Caraj as initiati'V'e even before the program was formally established, as :.s 
indicated in an internal memorandum dated August 5, 1980 which observes thac: 

- 
Using Carajas (ie. the iron ore project) as che base, 
a ~ajor development program is being considered for the 
states of Para and Maranhao. The basic concept is to 
develop an "expc,rt corridor" in the north of Brazil 
around two basic interconnected transport systems: (i) 
the Ponta da Madeira-Carajas railway and (ii) che 
Trombetas-Belem (Vila do Conde) and Maraba-Belem river 
transport where the ALBR.AS and ALUNORTE projeccs are 
being constructed. The basic nuclei wou.ld be 
Carajas/Maraba, Tucurui, Vila do Conde and Sao Luis. Toe 
tatal cost of the development is estimated at US$ 30 
billion over a period of about 10 years resulting in 
annual export earnings of about US$ 12 billion. An 
importanc side effect would be t.he strong í.mpac c it 
would have on industrial development of the Norcheasc 
(ie. Maranhao). The future availability of energy at 
Tucurui premises good prospects for exploitation of the 
vasc mineral deposits in the area whtch, in additíon to 
iron ore, include: copper ... bauxite ... nickel. .. (and) 
mang-ane se , 1.4 

5.10 Because of their relevance to what has subs~guently occurred in the 
region and to the Bank ' s handling of the iron ore ope r a c í.on , two other 
obser-.rations in this document should also be quoted textually. In addition to 
mineral development, the larger Carajas region was also considered to possess 
significant agricultural and industrial development potential. The memorandwn 
affirtns: 

The Carajas railway will cross large ~xpanses of land 
that are suitable for either forestry or agriculture. 
The forestry components are closely tied to the proposed 
industrial proj ec cs , primarily the production of pig 
iron which will require 25 million m3 of charcoal per 
year calling for large fores ts that will need to be 
planted in order to red~ce fuel coses. Because of the 
requirements of IBDF (the national forestry service), 
about 2.4 million ha would be set aside for 
reforestation. In addition to exploiting babacu, the 
possibility of gro~ing energy crops such as sugar cane 
and cassava· is being studied. Food crops such as 
soybeans, rice, maize, and cane can be grown in the 

14 
This memo also notes, in the specific case of bauxite, chat ''immense 

deposits have been discovered at Paragominas which could be brought to the port. 
of It:aqui "1ith constructton of a 150 kJll spur to the Carajas rail\ilay · •• 
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micro-regions of Pindare, Mearim and Imperatl:iz in 
Maranhao and at Carajas and Maraba in Para. 13 

5 .11 Finally, the August 1980 m.emorandum mentions that the Brazilian 
Government was considering setting up an entity "a Long the lines of the 
Tennessee Valley Authority" to manage these various development programs. !bis 
entity would shortly materialize as the Interministerial Council and Executive 
Secretariat of the Grande Carajas Program. In the opinion of the memorandum's 
authar, moreover, "the Bank can make a major contribution to the development of 
both the Amazon and the Northeast by working closely with the new entity on the 
development of this region." Judging from the available written record, however, 
the Bank appears not to have seriously pursued this recommendation until nearly 
two anda half years later, in November/December 1982 -- some three months after 
t:he Carajas Project had been approved by the Board and the Loan Agreement signed 
~- when a mission returning from Brazil formally proposed thac the Bank offer 
~o suppo r c "preplanning efforts through sector work" and "consider the 
possibilí ty o f helping finance p1:ogram development for che Gr e a c e r Caraj as 
region." 

16 
At that time, the Brazilian Government responded by indicating that 

it was not interested in Bank support for the Grande Carajas Program, turning 
instead to the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) which was requested to 
assist with an agricultural development project for the area. As índicated in 
the previous chapter, however, the IDB later decided not to pursue the matter. 

4, Early Project Development 

5.12 CVR.D, meanwhile, continued to press forward with construction 
activities, initiating work on the airport and clearing the first site to be 
mined at the Serra dos Carajas in December 1980. The pilot beneficiation plane 
at Carajas, whose installation had started in January 1980, ín turn, began 
operation in January 1981, while construction initiated on a transmission line 
from Maraba to the mine site in March 1981. 17 Similarly, definitive 
construction and pavement of the highways connecting Carajas to Maraba (PA~27S 

13 
Ibid. A later memorandum dated May 8, 1981, following che visit of 

CVRD' s President to Bank President McNamara on April 27, 1981, similarly observed 
that the operation was set in the context of the Brazilian Goverrunent's plans 
for the ttdevelopment of the Greater Carajas region (the so~called Grande Carajas 
Program) which includes, in addition to the iron ore project, copper, gold, 
bauxite/aluminum, ferronickel, ferromanganese, pig iron, tin, reforestation and 
agricultural development in projects in various stages of preparation." Toe 
Carajas railway and port inf~astructure would also support the non-iron ore 
projects to be developed as part of the Greater Carajas Program. CVRD and the 
Brazilian Government., moreover, considered the Bank' s particí?ation "essentíal 
to mobilize the participatian of other external lenders." 

16 
Back-to-Office report dated December 14, 1982 for c~e Greater Carajas 

pre-planning mission undertaken during the period November 15-23, 1982. 

17 
Completed inMay 1982, this ~ystem initially transmitted energy by CHESF 

from the Sao Francisco River valley in the Northeast. Since March 1985, however, 
the system has relayed energy generated by ELETR.ONORTE at tucurui. 
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and PA-150), involving a total extension of 205 kilometers, began in July 1981 
and were completed in January 1983, according to CVRD's project chronology. 

5.13 Work along the Carajas railway also proceeded rapídly as the Sank's 
appraísal mission in October/November 1981 was able co assess. The SAR., dated 
July 6, 1982, noted that ~CVRD started the construction works for the railroad 
substructure - cuttings, bridges and viaducts, and culverts - two years ago, 
except for the Tocantins river bridge and the Carajas mine terminal. Tile 890- 
km length was divided into 14 sections plus the terminal at the port, ~ith each 
section let out as a separate contract to cover all required works in the 
section .... A separate contract for the Tocantins river bridge was let August 8, 
1981 and contracts for the track laying and ballasting are in process of being 
let." 18 

B. Environmençal, Amerindian and Other Issues in Project Design and Appraisal 

5.14 rhe above observations clearly índicate that physical execution of 
the project was well advanced on all fronts by the time the Bank appraised the 
operation and, in face, by the time of the first and only formal Bank 
preparation mission which took p Lac e in February 1981. 19 They also suggest 
that, by the time the Bank began to consider the project in detail, the basic 
decisions, inclu~ing those having importanc human and physical environmencal 
implications -- such as the type of transport solution to be adopted in arder 
to ship Carajas iron ore to the coast and its routing and the locacion of the. 
port facilities -- had been caken and were already in full implementation prior 
to any detailed evaluation by the Bank. It also reflects the face that, from the 
outset, the proj ect was viewed by both CVRD and the Bank essentially as a 
sectoral (ie. mining with associated infrastruc~ure) operation rather than as 
pare of a broader, multi-sectoral, area development effort, despite its obvious 
importance for and, as far as the Government was concerned, de facto integration 
with, other development initiatives in the Greater Carajas area and despite its 
significant and acknowledged r~gional impacts. 

5 .15 It is, thus, not altogether surprising that, í.n terms of the 
envirorunental issues surrounding implementation of the proj ect, che Bank' s focus 
was essentially a narro~ one, the primary concern being to avoid or ameliorate 
pos s íb Le adverse environmental impacts associated with the installation and 
future physical operation of tnining, rail and port activities within CVRD 
concrolled areas in the Carajas corridor. Furthermore, environmental concerns 
only beca.me an element in the Bank's consideration of this operation relatively 
late in the project preparation process. Except for a memorandum froui the 
Environmental Advisor' s Offíce in January 1976, suggesting that the Bank' s 

18 SAR, op. cit. paras. 5.21-5.22. The degree of work completíon as of 
December 1981, accordíng to the SAR, was: earthmoving along the ~ail líne - 45%; 

.- eartnmoving ac Sao Luis terminal~ 84%; bridges along che line - 32%; culverts 
along the line - 56%; and concrete retaining walls ~ 40% . 

19 The SAR indicates that a preappraisal mission was carried out. in 
June/July 1981 and that post-appraisal visits were made.. by various Bank techn1.cal 
specialists in-January/February and March·l982, respectively. 

,..._;_ ·--·-- 
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ex~erience in the earlier MBR Iron Ore Project (Ln. 0787·BR) in this regard 
wa~ld be relevant t~ the Ca~ajas operation, no mention of envirorunental issues 
appears in the project cor~espondence files until January 1980. This latter 
reference was contained in an internal memorandum in which the "very difficult 
climacic and geographic conditionsff and "fragile ecologyn in the Amazon region 
are cited and the need to carry out a "detailed environmental impact study for 
all parts of the Carajas Project" is recommended. 2º iJhile the Bank subsequently 
requested that CVRD present its plans for controlling the project's ecological 
ímpaccs, a proposed envirorunental reconnaissance missíon was delayed until well 
after the Bra~ilian Government reaffirtned Carajas' ?riority for Bank financing 
in mid-October 1980. 21 

l. Preparation and Preappraisãl 

5.16 Despice this stated concern with the project's likely environmental 
effects, the February 1981 pre?aration mission for che Carajas operation did 
not include an environmental specialist, nor were environmental questions listed 
among the issues mentioned by the mission tealll in its Back-to-Office repare or 
the accompanying Project Brief. The issues that ~ere identified included: (i) 
project: management and implement:ation ("the size and nature of the Carajas 
Project, located in a remate territory and consisting of massive raílroad, mine 
and port developments, make strengthening of CVRD project management 
capabilities importantº); (U,) financing plan ("the financing requirements of 
the project, parcicularly for the Goverrunent, are sizeable"); and (iii) market 
constraint$ ("there is considerable oversupply of íron ore. a e presenc:. '') In 
light of these is sues, the Proj ect Brief affirmed that the Bank ' s role Ln 
support of the operation would be "critical" in.two respects, by providing a 
"catalytic effectn on other external funding sources, as well as reinforcing 
Brazilian Government committnent to the undert.aking. and by strengthening project 
organization and management arrangements in CVRD ••for efficient project 
implement.ation." 22 23 

20 
This memo refers specifically to two documents, a paper by Robert 

Skillings and N1ls Tcheyan entitled "Econcmí.c Oevelopment Prospects o f the Amazon 
Regíon of Brazil" dated November 16, 1979 ~- and produced while the former was 
on sabbatical leave from the Bank at the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced 
Intetnat:íonal Studies (SAIS) , where the latter was a gradua te s tudent - - and the 
"Environmental Assesslllent of the Tucurui Rydroelectric Project," prepare<i in 1977 
by Robert Goodland, who at that time ~as a private consultant. 

21 
The January 9, 1980 tnemo recommended that the Bank unde:r::take an 

envirorunental reconnaissance 111ission to prepare a full impact study and suggest~d 
that environmental issues be explicitly included in a forchcoming Aide Memoir 
to the Borrower "to make sure that CVRD knows that they need to be carefully 
addressed." This Aide Metnoir' was event:ualiy senc in Marc!1 1980 requesting, among 
many other itellls, CVRD• s "plans for controlling ecological impact:s of the 
p-roject." 

22 
The STO report is dated March 23, 1981. The response of the Bank's 

Environmencal Adviser's Office (April 2, 1981) to the BTO and Project Brief was 
to· inquire whether the projece•s e~ironmencal aspects had been found accepcable 
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5.17 A Bank environmental officer did participate in the project 
preappraisal mission, which took place in July 1981, and another Bank staff 
member carried out a preliminary survey of the Amerindian situation in the area 
at roughly the same time. 24 The latter reported that, although there were a 
relatively large number of Indian reservations in the Greater Carajas regíon, 
only four such areas (Catete. Mae Maria, Caru and Pindare) were in close 
proximity to the iron ore project. Potencial issues related to the Amerindian 
communities included: (i) the possible transmission of diseases to Indians by 
construction workers and migrants; (ii) the existence of squatters (posseiros) 
in each of the four reserves adjacent to the mine or railway and the risk of 
further invasion of Amerindian lands; and (iii) the fact that the proposed 
routing of the Caraj as railroad passed through a portion of the Mae Maria 
reserve to the east of Maraba (as did a scate road and an ELETRONORTE 
transmission line), for all of which the community had been monetarily 
indemnified. In view of these is sues, it was recomm.ended that an Amerindian 
specialist participate ín che upcomíng appraisal mission. 

5 .18 The Bank environmental officer, in eurn , indicated that, since 1972, 
CVRD had undertaken twelve "environmentally relatedN studies in connection with 
project preparation and stated that the company's environmental management had 
been considerably strengthened in January 1981 through the establishment of an 
independent Environmental Studies and Advisory Group (GEAMAM), composed of nine 
senior Brazilian environmental and Amazonian specialists. GEAMAM was created in 
part because of previous environmental problems experienced in CVRD's southern 
system. Its role would be to advise CVRO management on environmental aspects of 
all company activities, with emphasis on the installation and subsequent 
operation of Caraj as. As pare of i ts ac ti vi ties, GEAMAN would produce an 
"environmental management manual" for all CVRD operations and support company 
efforts to define and implement envirorunental protection guidelines and 

by SEMA and the Bank and to warn that, since 
been largely completed, opportunities to 
consequences are slipping." 

detailed project engineering had 
"design out strongly adverse 

23 In arder to deal with the financing plan issue and soas to maximize 
its "catalytic effect" in this regard, the Bank organized several Caraj as 
"lenders meetings• at its Paris office, the first of which was held on September 
21-22, 1981. The Brazilian GoYernment was represented at this meeting, through 
the Planning Ministry (SEPIAN), the National Economic Development Bank (BNDE) 
and CVRD, together with potential European, Japanese and Am.erican co-financiers 
of the Carajas Project. Subsequent "lenders meetings" were held on January 11- 
12 and June 1, 1982. At these meetings, the Japanese Government and the European 
Economic Community explicitly conditioned approval of their own loans for the 
iron ore project to t~e results of the World Bank's appraisal. 

24 The terms of reference of the envirorunental officer for this mission 
dated June 30, 1981, however, cur í.eus Ly restricted his analysis to the 
"environmental consequences of the proj ect ... excluding the so-called Greater· 
Carajas Program, and to fact-finding on general environmental and ecological 
problems." 
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procedures to be follo~ed by all concractors. ln addition, in June 1981 CVRD 
created an lnternal Environmental Conunission (CIMA) at the Carajas mine site and 
proposed to set up two other such comm.issions, one for the port area and the 
athe~ for the railway, by the end of 19B1. 

5.19 In general, the preappraisal mission found that CVRD was taking the 
necessaey envir~nmental precautions. lt was noted, for example, that "the 
potential for erosion and siltation on the very steep slopes at the projecc site 
is being carefully add.ressed by CVRD, 11 and that "while large p az c s of the 
project ~ill be very dusty ... the entire mine will be thoroughly irrigaced at 
all times when it is not raining .... Ore will be moistened prior to 
transportation both to reduce lasses and control d.ust and, possibly, also at 
the port site to reduce the potential for dust pollution during wagon dumping." 
It was further anticipated that "all overbu~den dump sites and tailings will 
have prudencly designed retention dams based on CVR.D' s wide experience in 
southern Brazil" ann that "five or six experimental tracts will be acquired at 
various sites along the rail alignment. 11 Acc e s s roads and rail cutt:íngs and 
embankmencs appe ar ed "adequacely culverted, graded and stabilized," and the 
proposed "greenbelts" around t:he townsite, airport and mining az e as within 
CVRD' s concession were described as "a commendable approach, although their 
design and management has yet to be planned." On the other hand, it was also 
observed that major pares of the project area were largely unknown 
scientifically, but likely to contain a significant number of wildlife 
sanctuaries and that, while "CVRD/C!MA' s no hunting policy appe ar s to be 
complied wíth adequ.ately by CVRD and its contractors ... just outside CVRD' s 
concession and control, forest animals and products are commonly on sale by non 
project personnel." 15 

5. 20 Following the preappraisal tnission, a second Project Brief was 
prepared. In contrast to the first such documenc, bo ch environmental and 
anthropological concerns were list.ed as issues, togecher with the project's 
financing plan, its management and imt>lementation and the iron ore market. Yith 
regard to the first of these concerns, the new Srief observes that development 
of the iron ore proj ect "raises sensitive questions with respect to its 
potential ímpacc on the environmenc in the Greater Carajas region wichin the 
Amazon. The project is the first major proj ect in the region ... and as such 
carries ill'l.portant envirorunental responsibilities." It is further affirmed that 
CVRD's environmental work was "serious and comprehensive, but as yet incoarplete 
with.respect to ~valua~ions, seudie= and·follow-on design of prevencive measures 
for inclusion in the project." The effectiveness of measures taken by CVRD to 
control erosion and dust and water pollution, moreove~. still requi~ed 
evaluation. 24 

5. 21 lirlith respect to "anthropologic:al" issues, i.n turn, the revised Brief 
noced that FUNAI, the national Indian protection agency, had been in cantact 
with the four Amerinclian groups in ~he immediate project area "p rov í.d Lng health 

25 
All quotã.tions in this paragraph are taken from the Back- to-Office 

report of the Bank envirotunental specialist dated August 21. 1981. 

24 
Revised Project Brief, Sepeember 10, 1981. 
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and agricultural services and presíding over negotiations between the Mae Maria 
Indians and CVRD over the indemnization for the right-of-way of the railroad 
line 'Which traverses a corner of the reservation." The Gatete reserve of the 
Xicrin Indians just to the west of CVRD's mining concession, moreover, was of 
particular concern. Since this reserve had remained "virtually untouched and 
isolated" until initiation of the project, the Xicrin were likely to be 
particularly vulnerable to disease upon inevitably coming into contacc with non 
Amerindian populations. As a result, FUNAI had insisted on the inclusion of 
"precautionary measures" in all construction contraccs and, cogether •,1ith CVRD, 
haà idencified ocher actions to be taken including the demarcacion of 
reservations, resolution of the squatcer problem and the provision oi long-cerm 
health careto Amerindians in the area. 27 

- 2. Appraisal and Post-appraisal 

5.22 The project appraisal mission, undertaken bet~een October 26 and 
~ovember ~l. 1981, included both an anthropologisc and an environmental 
specialist, together with mining and transport engineers, financial analyscs 
and other professionals. With regard to Amerindian quescions, as a result of 
consultacions with FUNAI it was decided both to increase the geographic scope 
of the area of influence of the Carajas Project to include all Indian groups 
living in a radius of 100 kilometers around the mine site and rail line and to 
prepare a special assistance program. The Bank mission concluded that it would 
be necessary to strengthen Amerindian protection measures in the region "in 
order to safeguard legal provisions under the Brazilian Indian Statute." FUNAI 
agreed to submit a proposal for a special Carajas Amerindian project for Bank 
appraisal by January 15, 1982. 2ª Toe environmental specialist, in turn, 
reported that CVRD had hired its first "ecologist" to direct the CIMA at the 
mine site and established as priorities the extension of GEAMAM's activities to 
at least 1987, the contracting of an officer to direct the CIMA at the port and 
environmental zoning of the area of influence of che project by January 30, 
1982. 29 

,.--. 
5.23 A posc-appraisal issues paper revisiced many of the concerns 
highlighted above, but dropped environmental and Amerindian consideracions from 
the list. This paper suggesced that che major issues still requiring attencion 
were largely financial in nature, including: (i) rates of return (which were 

- 
r- 

21 Ibid. 

,, ••.. 
28 

A subsequent mem~randum from the Bank' s Environmental Advisor dated 
February 2, 1982 suggesced that the proposed Amerindian Special Project be 
directly financed as pare of the larger iron ore operation "rather t.han t:rusting 
less manageable indirect arrangements," as had been the case with the earlier 
Northwest Region Development Program. The Bank, however, later decided once again 
to go the indirect route by having CVRD fund FUNAI í.n parallel to the Bank 
supported iron ore operation, rather than financing che Amerindian component 
directly with loan or other project resources,· 

29 Back-to-Office reports of the anthropologist and environmental 
specialist dated November 10, l98l·and November 23, 1981, respeccively. - 
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marginal); ( ii) additional equ.ity requirements; (iii) privat:e sect:or 
participation; ( iv) cost overrun guarantee provisions; (v) fínancíng plan 
completion; (vi) escrow arrangements; and (vii) market rísks. Interestingly, che 
issues paper is prefaced by the statement that "the Government and CVRD envisage 
an extensive scheme for development of the Greater Carajas region and consider 
this project to be fundamental to the larger program since the infrast:ructure 
will make possible many subsequent de~elopment proj ects." 3° Following a 
Decision Meetíng to discuss this paper, the preceding issues were reduced to 
thref!: (i) financing p Lan (loan and equity financing); (ii} cost: overrun 
financing; and (iii) new investment restriction ("to ensure that new investments 
additional to those already included in the financial proj ections '.l'ould not 
adversely affect execution of the Carajas P~oject.") ll 

5.24 A memorandum dated May 6, 1982, however, identified the principal 
post-appraisal issues as: (i) the adequacy of the technical design and accuracy 
of cost estimates for the port and railway com~onents; (ii) the capability of 
the iron ore market to absorb Carajas' output without a depressant effect on ore 
prices; and (iii) economic justification for the project in light of possible 
additional production potential in CVRD's southern system. With regard to the 
second issue, it was affirmed that "Caraj as production is not expected to 
depress iron ore prices s í.nca market demand is forecast to be sufficiencly 
strong to absorb CVRD' s incremental production." ln relation to the third 
concern, in turn, it was argued that the estimated economic.rates of return (13% 
and lSX for 35 and 50 million tons of iron ore per year, respectively), are 
qsatisfactory for new mining projects where large capital investments and long 
lead times to development are required" and that "the role of the projecc as a 
major foreign exchange earner is ... particularly important to the Goverrunenc's 
plans to improve Brazil's balance of payments." 32 

S. 25 With regard to t.he first: of these issues, moreover, particular 
attention was given to the transport component during the posc-appraisal period, 
including the relation between project rail and port infrastructure and other 
on-going or planned transportation investments in the larger Carajas region. !n 
this connection, a Bank consultant reviewed the Ministry of Transportacion's 

30 
Appraisal Mission Issues Paper dated Oecember 4, 1981. ln a Decision 

Meeting hel.d on Decelil.ber 8, 1981 to discuss this paper, however, both 
environmental and Atnerindian issues were raised. ~ith regard to the former it 
was noted that "appropriate environmeneal safeguardslt were being built into the 
project and institutional mechanisms (ie. GEAMAM, CIM.As) were being adopted "to 
ensure that operations would be carried out in aceordance with adequate 
environmeneal standards." In relation t:a t:he latter, it was stated that, as a 
condition for the propased Bank loan, the Government would be required to carry 
out a special program, satisfactory to the Bank, for the pratection of the 
Amerindian communities within a 100 km radius of the rail line ""'.:...ong the lines 
recently agreed for the recent:ly approved loans for che Northwesc region 
development program." (Decísion Memarandum, January 7, 1982) 

31 Revised Project Brief, Janu~ry 7, 1982. 

3Z Transmittal memorandum for yellow cover SAR, May 6, 1982. 
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policy for Eastern Amazonia, observing, among other things, that "all mine. 
agricultural and industrial products from the Carajas area will be carried 
through the new rail line up to Sao Luís or through the Tocantins-Araguaia River 
system up to Belem." 33 Furthermore, since the rail and port componenc.s 
corresponded to more than 60% of total project capital costs, the Bank decided 
to undertake a detailed post-appraisal review of this part of the aperation 
through two specialized transport missions which visited Brazil in January 
February 1982. 34 These missions generally ratified the findings of the original 
appraisal, observing that CVRD had made full use of the previous experience in 
its southern system in planning and costing the Carajas transport infrascruccure 
and that engineering work for the railway had been carefully done wich site 
inspections confirmíng that sound construction practices were being followed. 35 

5. 26 A final aspect which was evaluated only after the Bank appraisal 
mission had already been carried out was the proj ect Is urban deve lopment 
component. This analysis mainly t:ook the form of a review of the project's 
::ownsite plans during two brief post-appraisal visits by a Bank urban 
development specialist in February and May 1982, after which concrete 
suggestions were made concerning ways to improve township design, housing and 
urban infrastructure provision and related envirorunental planning, especially 
with regard to installation of the new urban nucleus near the mine site. Other 
concerns were the implementation of basic infrastructure and social services 
for the town of Parauapebas, just to the east of CVRD's holdings at Carajas, 

33 Internai memorandum dated January 20, 1982. The memo also noted that 
navigation through the Tocantins-Araguaia system needed to be improved, that it 
was expected that these improvements would come about largely as a result of 
construction of the dam. fo~ the Tucurui hydropower project, that a new seaport 
(Vila do Conde) was needed near Belem and that numerous roads _needed to be 
constructed, paved or otherwise upgraded in the area. Among the latter, the BR- 
222, connecting Acailandia and Santa Ines, was expected to be completely paved 
by the end of 1982, while it had not yet been determined when ar with what 
resources the planned road section of the Caraj as railroad bridge over the 
Tocantins River wou::li be constructed. CVRD later decided to build both the road 
and the rail sections of this bridge as part of the iron ore project, thereby 
providing an additional transport benefit to the region. 

34 While the formal justification for these missions was that í e was 
essential that che transport system be "designed and operated so that the 
movement of iron ore to the port and its loading aboard ship are to the lowest 
possible capital and operating coses." according to an internai memorandum of 
February 2, 1982, there was also an element of interdepartmental rivalry ;n this 
concern since the Carajas Project -- including its transportation component - 
• had initially been appraised by the industrial. rather than t:he transport, side 
of the Bank. Indicative of this was a comment in the J anuary 1982 Decision 
Memorandum to the effect: that: the December 1981 Issues Paper "did not adequately 
reflect that the project: was primarily a 'transportation' project." 

n These observations are based on the Back-to-Office report of the 
principal post-appraisal transport mission dated March 9, 1982 and the above 
mentioned yellow cover SAR transmittal memorandum . 
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and the need to develop land U$e controls and regulations for the porc area in 
Sao Luis. 

5.27 With regard to Parauapebas, more concretely, the Bank urban 
specialist recommended that the town's sanitation infrastructure and community 
facilities be designed to accommodate an expected population of 10,000 residents 
by the late 1980' s and observed that there was an "urgent need" for the 
provision of urbanized lots by December 1982 "since more than 20 families are 
~urrently squatting on the edge of town" in what was soon to become the large 
satellit:e community of Rio Verde. In the case of Sao Luís. in tum, the 
specialist noted thac, prior to initiating construction of the pare terminal in 
early 1981, CVRD had relocated some 700 squatter families to a new site (Montes 
Pelados) where a school and some cot11ntercial facilities had been provided. 
However, a new group of squatters had subsequently moved into a large informal 
settlement called "Guarda" opposite the entrance to CVR.D's port concessíon. !t 
was , therefore, recommended chat; CVRD assist: stat:e and local authorities to 
prepare a land use and zoning plan around the port and access highway area at 
Ponta da Madeira including che integration and upgrading of the Monce ?elados 
and Guarda settlements. 36 

3. Negotiations and Board Presentation 

5.28 11\e principal concerns ~ithin the Bank imm.ediately prior to 
negotiations which took place in early June 1982, however, continued to be 
primarily financial and economic ln nature, with one senior advisor expressing 
strong reservations about the operation because it was "an extremely risky 
proj ect of only marginal or little \Talue costing US$ 4. 5 billion." 37 In 
response to this observation it was suggested that, although the riskiness of 
the operat.ion shou.ld be mad~ clearly evident in the appraisal report, the 
document should also justify why these risks were worth taking, .while greater 
emphasis should be giYen to "the unquantified benefit.s and impact of the project 
on future regional development." 38 CVRD's ability to finance its share of the 
project, the Bank's awareness of and agreement ~ith -cvRD's overall invescment 
program and the Bank's concern with the difference between Brazilian domestic 
and international íron ore prices were the other íssues raised in the final 
internal review of the appraisal report. 

5.29 During loan negotiations with CVRD and the Brazilian Governm.ent, the 
Amerinciian component received particular attention. The dl:aft CVRI>-FUNAI 
agreement (convenio), which had b~en sent to the Bank shortly bafore 
negotiations began, was found to be inadequate since it did not extend the 
territorial scope of the Amerindian Special Project to a radius of 100 km from 
the mine and railway as had been recommended by the Bank at appraisal. lt was 
agreed during negotiations, however, thac CVRD would provicie the r eacuxcas 

36 Back~to•Office re~rt dated May 11, 1982. 

37 - Memorandum dated May 13, 1982 commenting on the yellow cover SAR. 

38 Memorandum. dated June 10, 1982 transmitting couunents of senior Bank 
management on the green cover appraisaL report. 

._,, 
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(estimated at US$ 13.6 million equivalent) necessary to implement this componenc 
over the iron ore project's expecced five year execucion period. In addition, 
CVRD agreed to actively "assist" FUNAI to carry out this Special Proj e c c , rather 
than merely to "enab Le" the latter to do so by providing fund.í.ng , while the 
Government agreed "to take all further measures necessary for protecting the 
Amerindian population in the Carajas Project area.~ Furthermore, it was agreed 
that the Bank would be given a ~reasonable opportunity• to commênt on FUNAI's 
annual work program for the Caraj as are a prior to i ts final approval by the 
agency. Among other subjeccs discussed at negotiations, finally, it was also 
agreed that, under the project's urban development component, a land use and 
zoning plan for the port-railway terminal area in Sao Luís would be jointly 
prepared by CVRD and the appropriate state and local authorities by the end of 
1982. 39 

- 
5.30 111e Carajas Project was approved by the Bank's Board of Directors 
on Augus c 10, 1982. In the formal presentation of the operation before the 
Boarà, :he project's regional development benefits received particular emphasis 
and it was clearly sicuated in the context of the Greacer Carajas Program. The 
Bank's role in project design was also stressed. More specifically, it was 
affirmed that: 

- In addition to its direct contribution to export earnings, the 
project offers to open upa region which is unique in mineral 
wealth ••. as well as in conditions favorable to agriculture, 
cattle-raising and forescry. The Covernment has developed the 
Gr·ande Carajas Program to p Lan and oucline the regional 
invescments that ~ight realize che area's raw material wealth, 
semi-manufacturing and manufacturing possibilities, and full 
export potencial •... The project ... will give access to the 
Carajas region and accelerate investment in areas previously 
considered too remate to be developed. The project will spur 
growth through its own employment of about 6,000 persons and 
the indirect employment of numerous others drawn to an 
iurportant frontier .... The Bank has taken an active and 
important ~ole on the underlying work in Carajas, starting in 
1972 when the Government first discussed the proj ect with 
us ... Significant modifications have been made since project 
incepcion, including important reduccions in project scope, 
strengthening of p~oject management arrangements and the 
design of comprehensive environmental prog4ams. 40 

5.31 The Bank press release dated August 12, 1982, announcing approval 
of the Carajas loan and mentioned in Chapter I above, similarly focused on the 
operation's expected impact on Eastern Amazonia, as well as on its Amerindian 

39 
These obser.vations are based on a memorandum dated June 18, 1982 

containing minutes of the negotiations on the carajas Project held between June 
9 and 15, 1982. 

40 
Selected excerpts from written statement prepared to introduce 

discussíon of the Carajas Project at the Bank Board meeting of August 10, 1982. 
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and environmental protection p1:ov1.s1.ons, ex-plicitly citing the GVRO-FUNAI 
convenio and the creation of GE.AMAM in this context. During the Board meeting 
itself, moreover, the Amerindian Special Project received particular attention, 
with one Director specifically requesting that a report on the status of this 
component be presented roughly eighteen months after laan approval. Other issues 
raised in the meeting included: (i) the likely magnitude of the project's direct 
and indirect regional impacts; ( ii) the faet that, unlike most operations 
presented to the Board, physical execution of the project vas already well 
advanced, a factor whích, together wit.h the Bank loan' s coml)aratively small 
participatíon in total investment costs and financing for Carajas, might 
effectively limit the San~'s leverage with the Borrower and Guarantor; and (iii) 
the riskiness of the operation and the fact that the Board's decision to sul)port 
it would, ultimately, be largely made on the basis of the Bank's relatively 
~ptimistic projections as to the future prospects of the world iron ore market. 

C. ?roject Objectives and Description '2 

5.32 Tile project's declared basic objective was to develop, exploit and 
export iron ore from Carajas in order to increase Brazil's foreign exchange 
earnings and improve its balan~e of payments. A secondary obj~ctive was to 
contribute, through the provision of basic infrastructure, to the subsequent 
development of other resources in Eastern Amazonia, largely also for export 
purposes. •3 The various components of the project, as· appraised by the Bank 
and, for the most part, executed by CVRO, are described briefly in the following 
paragraphs. 

l. Mine. Rail~ay and Port Components 

5.33 Most of the iron ore depostts at Carajas are located in two areas, 
about 35 kilometers apart, known as "Serra Norte" and "Serra Sul" (or t:he 
northern and southern highlands), respectively. Of total reserves of some 17.8 
billion tons of iron ore, roughly 6.1 billion are located at Serra Norte and 
10. 9 billion at Serra Sul. Mining activities started at the N4E deposit:: ac Serra 
Norte, which was selected because of its rela-tively low overburden rat:io, easy 
access to the railroad and measured reserves of nearly 1.3 billion tons of high 
quality iron ore. The N4E mine is a convencional open-pit operat:ion in which ore 
is excracted using a standard electric shovel/truck mining system. The two 
principal outputs are sinter feed (roughly 80% of t:he total at current 
production capacity) and pellets (20%). 

5.34 Iron ore beneficiation involves three stages of crushing and 
screening, with t:ailings pumped into retention ponds. Processed ore is 
transported by conveyor balts to a stockpile area, where sinter feed and pellets 

41 
These observations are based on the written cranscript of the Board 

discussions of·the project. 

Except as othei:wise indicated, this section is based on the SAR.. 

President's Repo~t. op. c~t., para. 31. 

- 

- - - - - - - - 
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are stored separacely, then transferred by bucketwheel reclaimers to two large 
silos located direccly over the raílway track for subsequenc loading onto the 
trains. Manganese ore is also presently being extracced in much smaller 
quantities at anocher location within CVRD's mining concession and is 
transported by truck to a stockpile area near che railroad loading cenninal. 

5.35 The railway is a single track. 1.6 meter gauge system having a tocal 
extension of 890 kilometers with four maintenance stacions (Sao Luis, Santa 
Ines, Pequia, and Maraba) and 36 crossing loops. There are a cocal of 63 bridges 
along the route, the longest of which (2.3 km) cresses the Tocantins River ac 
Maraba. The scandard ore train has 160 wagons, wíth a capacity of 98 tons each, 
and is pulled by three 3,000 HP locomotives. Five ore crains leave the mine site 
every 24 hours and each round trip, including loading and unloading, requires 
roughly 2.2 days. 'the train schedule was developed using Centralized Traffic 
Concrol (CTC) and Automatic Traffic Control (ATC) systems. Passenger trains also 
presently travel between Parauapebas and Sao Luis chree times a week in either 
direccion. 

, .... 
5.36 The port is located in sheltered wacer roughly 10 km southwest of 
Sao Luís and 1.5 km north of che port of Itaqui on Sao Marcos Bay. A natural 
and scable 88-km seaward approach channel, 1.6 km ~ide, permics simultaneous 
cwo-way traffic for ships of up to 280,000 dead weight tons (dwt). ~ith advance 
arrangements larger ships of up to 360,000 dwt can also be acco1I1II1odated at the 
port. Arriving ore is unloaded by tipping the wagons, then is transferred to one 
of several scockpiles and evencually transported to the ship loading area by a 
combinatíon of bucket wheel reclaimers and conveyors. The limiting factor on 
port capacity is the nwnber of ships which can be handled per year at the single 
berth. It was anticipated at appraisal that berth occupancy for a 35 million ton 
per year capacity would be on the order of 64%. 

- 2. Urban Development and Other !nfrastructure Cornponencs 

- 

5.37 The Carajas townsite is on a 640 m plateau about 12 km from the N4E 
mine. A temporary urban nucleus, located close to the mine site, is presently 
in the process of being deaccivated wi th the progressive cransfer of CVRD 
employees to the definitive cownship which is equipped with good housing, basic 
infrastruccure, community facilities -- including several schools anda large 
hospital - - and couunercial and recreational areas. For a first phase of 
production (corresponding to operation of the mine at 35 million tons per year), 
a total of some 2,700 housing units was projected at appraisal for a combination 
of CVRD staff and contract service workers at che definitiva nucleus. CVRD's 
Carajas mine administration superintendency, however, has apparently rescricted 
res idence in the new town to company emp loyees, wi th service workers, thus, 
being forced to live in Parauapebas/Rio Verde outside CVRD's concession some 40 
km east of the mine sice. According to the SAR, CVRD's pasc experience with 
Itabira in Minas Gerais was fully considered in designing Carajas cownship and 
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account. 44 
local envirorunental and climat:ological factors were adequat:ely caken into _, 

5. 38 Urban infrastructure and housing investments, on a much smaller 
scale, ~ere also to be made through this component of the projecc in Parauapebas 
and other locations along the Carajas railway. !n Parauapebas, basic sanitary 
infrastructure and social services (schools anda small hospital) ~ereto be 
provided to accommodate a population of up to 10,000 by 1988. 4l Unlike Caraj as 
township, which would be administered initially by GVRD, management: and 
operation of the new town at Parauapebas would be the responsibility of the 
municipality of Maraba. ln the localities other than Carajas and Parauapebas. 
"urban" investments consisted mainly of the provision of housing units for CVRD 
(railway) employees, plus assorted community facilities, in che to~s of 
Rosario, Vito:ria do Mearim, Santa Ines, Nova Vida, Pequia and Maraba. Finally, 
at Sao Lu í s , the urban development component included the above mentioned (para. 
5.27) land use and zoning plan for the area around the port/terminal facilities 
having the declared objective of ensuring that ~the area does not develop inco 
a small company t:own and that existing squaccer groups near cne port are 
resettled in a new locacion and other squacter developments along the access 
highway to the port are controlled." 46 

S. 39 Ac:iditional physical infrast:ructure to be im.plemented under zhe 
projecc included: (i) an electrical substation at the mine site, a 180·km 230- 
kV transmission line from the existing substation in Maraba to Carajas anda 
230•kV line along the railway from M.araba to Sao Luis to supp Ly communities 
along the railroad ~nd the po~t at Sao tuis; (ii) a water supply system for 
mining activíties and the Carajas township; (iii) reconstruction and pavement 
of 170 km of roads (PA-275/PA-150) connecting Carajas with Maraba: and (iv) an 
airport, having a 2,000 meter runway capable of accommodating commercial jet 
aírcraft, located inside CVRD's concession near the mine site. 

3. E.nvironmental Management and Protection Componenc 

5 .40 'Ihis component consisted of a number of specific environmental 
monitoring, planning and conservation activities. With regard to monitoring, 

44 
SAR, para. 5.35. A more detailed Qescription of the definitive Carajas 

township is presented in Annex 5-2 of the a~praisal report. CVRD agreed at 
negotiations to sub=it for Bank review and approval an urban development plan 
fo~ a second-stage ex-pansion of Carajas township (for a 50 million tons per year 
mining output level) by June 1, 1985. ' 

45 
the plans for Parauapebas, unlike those for the nucleus at Carajas, 

were not appraised by the Bank prior to loan approval. It was, therefore, agreed 
that CVRD would furnish the Bank with completed plans for this cownship for 
re~iew and approval no later than September 30, 1982. 

46 
SAR, para. 5.40. At negotiations CVRD agreed to prepare such a plan 

jointly with state and ~unicipal agencies by December 31, 1982 and to enter inca 
agreemenc with the appropriate state and local authoritíes co carry it ouc no 
later than June 30, 1983. 

- 

- 
- - - 
- 
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more concretely, CVRD' s Buildings and Proj ects Departmenc (DEPEK) in the 
Superintendency for the Implemencation of Carajas (SUGAR) -- togecher with che 
above mentioned indepenàenc environmental advisory group (GEAMAM) and the 
Internal Environmencal Commissions (CIMAs) - - was given responsibility for 
overseeing project construction activities at the mine, railroad and port sites 
and ensuring that all contractors adhered to company environmental guidelines 
( see para. 5 .18 above). 47 During loan negotiations, CVRD agreed both to 
maintain GEAMAM with staff, functions and responsibilities satisfactory to the 
Bank and to allow it to make site inspections of the project at least twice a 
year through 1985 and ac leasc once a year thereafter. ln addition to the CIMA 
already established at the mine at the time che project was approved, a second 
such commission was to be set up at the port in Sao Luís, with these two groups 
having joint responsibility for monitoring the rail component. 48 ,,-. 

" 
5 .41 A second major element in the environmental subproject was pollution 
control. At the normative level, GEAMAM had already elaborated an environmental 
~anagemenc manual for all of c~!RD's activities including Carajas by the time the 
project was appraised by the Bank, while DEPEK had prepared detailed procedures 
for environmental procection, including che minimization of dust, water and 
noise pollution at the mine and port sites, as well as along the railroad. These 
procedures were to be applied to the activities of all contractors during 
construction and to those o f CVRD itself during the subsequenc operation of 
project facilities. The CIMAs at the mine and port were gíven direct 
responsibility for overseeing implementation of these provisions. 

5.42 Even though pollution problems were expected to be less serious than 
in its southern system, according to the SAR, CVRD, nevercheless, made direct 
use of its earlier experience at the Itabira mines, Tubarao port and 550-km 
connecting railway in designing specific pollution control measures for the 
Carajas project. 49 However, as a result of the concern with marine pollution, 

-· 

"'7 GEAMAM consisted of specialists in Amazonia, Amazonian biology, 
climatology, conservation, geomorphology, soil science and tropical agronomy. 
The Executive Secretary of the group was CVRD's Technical Advisor who reported 
directly to the company' s Presidenc and oversaw DEPEK' s envirorunental activities. 
GEAMAM.'s specific functions included: (i) studying, discussing and proposing 
measures concerning the use of natural resources and cheir conservation í.n CVRD' s 
areas; (ii) suggesting measures to prevent or reduce possible environmental 
damage; (iii) assessing plans, programs or projects on environmental issues and' 
on the use and conservation of natural resources. The CIMAS, in tum, were 
composed of both CVR.D and contractor personnel and were supervised by a senior 
environmental specialist in DEPEK at CVRD headquarters in Rio de Janeiro. (SAR, 
Annex 5-3, paras. 1-5) 

48 Originally, there were to be three GIMAs, but their number was later 
reduced to two. 

"'9 SAR, para. 5.52. The reasons why pollution was expected to be less 
serious at Carajas included the following; (i) Carajas ore is predominantly 
sinter feed which is less dusty than the finer ores produced in the south; (ii) 
Carajas sinter feed is more humid and, chus, ~s shipped wetter than ore in the 
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particularly the flushing of oil holds by cargo ships, CVRD decided to undertake 
a study to determine the .most effective way to cont~ol such pollutíon in the 
port area. During loan negotiations, f~rthennore, CVRD agreed to submic for the 
Bank's approval by December 31, 1982 -- an4 to $ubsequencly carry out to the 
Bank's satisfaction ~~ a pollution control program for the Carajas operatíon. 
CVRD aLsc agreed to maintain a continuous ex.change of views with the Bank during 
the course of project implementation "on the adequacy and progress of all 
environmental, ecological and pollutíon contrro L ac c í.cns undertaken ... ví.ch regard 
to the executíon and operation of the projecc." 50 

5. 43 Finally, t:his component included an "environmencal vo rk program" 
which was to entail a technical and ecological evaluation of the immediate 
project area, together with as.sistance in carrying out; biotic invent()ries, 
conservation and other environmental measures. The proposed work program ~as to 
be detailed by CVRD, in conjunction with Government envirorunental agencies, and 
senc to the Bank for approval by September 30, 1982. 51 CVRD agreed ac 
negociations, moreover, to carry ouc the work program, once a~proved, wíth the 
assistance of oeher agencies in a manner and according to a tímetable 
satisfactory to the Bank. The ecological research later undercaken by the Goeldi 
Museuni í.n Belem, and mencioned in Chal)ter III above, formed part of this 
program. 

5.44 Among the activities which were given priority in the work progralll 
were: {i) environmental zoning; (ii) the definition of conservation traces and 
biotic inventaries; (iii) t:he escablishmenc of greenbelt bufferzones; and (iv) 
the creatíon of ecological stations. Yith regard to environmental zoning, more 
sp~cifically, based on DNPM resource surveys and other relevant data, CVRD was 
expected to prepare a 1:100,000 scale map for the Carajas region, indicacing 
the location of mineral deposits, IBDF forestry traces, agriculcural 
colonization projects, FUNAI reserves and other Amerindian areas. This map would 
then be utilized to facilitate land use planning with the objectives of reducing 
the incidence of incompatible activities and permitting the conservation of 
specific subareas. Based on the results of this exercise, CVRD would review the 
foresc areas, both in$ide its concession around the mine and along the railway, 
in order to identify appropriate locations'tor the establishment of ~onservation 

• 
southern system; and (iii) as indlcaced in Chapter III above, the prevailing 
winds at Sao Luis are from east to weat (i~. city to port) rather than the 
reverse, as is the case at Tubarao. 

50 SAR., para. S. 52. 

51 
The other agencies to be involv~d in this process were: SEMA, t:he 

Special Environmental Secretariat, and SUOAM, the Superincenaency for Ama.zen 
Development, both of which were subordinated to the Interior Ministry; CNPq, 
the National Scientífic and technological Development Council in the Ministry 
of Planning; IBOF, the Brazilian Fo~estry Development Institute connected to 
the Ministry of Agriculture; and IPHA.N, ·the National Historical and Artistic 
Patrimony lnstitute, linked to the Ministry of Education. 

- .... 

- - 
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tracts. 
52 

Biotic inventaries would ·also be undertaken in areas within CVRD's 
concessian where deforestation was envisaged. Bufferzones were to be installed 
soas to minimize negative project impacts on areas immediately surrounding the 
mining sites, port facilities and rail corridor. Lastly, in arder to avoid the 
illegal or predatory use of flora and fauna within its mining concession, CVRD, 
with IBDF's assistance, would establish guard posts on the perimeter of its 
holdings, particularly on the PA-275 highway just to the west of Parauapebas, 
soas to central access to the area. 

4. Amerindian Special Project 

5.45 At the time of appraisal, it was estimated that slightly more than 
4,500 Amerindians lived in 14 different reserves, occupying some 2.2 million 
hectares, within a radius of aboue 100 kilometers from the Caraj as mine and 
railroad, While all of these Amerindian groups already received some form of 
assistance from FUNAI prior to the iron ore project, the agency's effectiveness 
was greacly limited by budgetary, aciministrative and other constraints. Thus, 
in anticipation of the likely acceleration of development in the regionas a 
consequence of Carajas, a special Amerindian protection project was prepared by 
FUNAI to be funded by CVRD in parallel to the Bank-financed iron ore operation. 
Accordíng to the SAR for the latter, the objective of the Special Project would 
be to "minimize potential adverse impacts by undertaking preventive measures and 
by creating more viable conditions within the Amerindian reserves." SJ 

Establishment of the Spêcial Proj ect, int:erestingly, was the first concrete 
application of the Bank's recently issued tribal peoples policy which had been 
prepared largely.in response to the potencial Amerindian impacts of the earlier 
Northwest Region Development Project (POLONOROESTE). 54 

- 
5 .46 As described in an Annex to the SAR, the Special Project was 
designed to include a combination of "emergency and preventive programs, in 
response to possible threats to the physical and cultural survival of the 
Amerindians posed by the rail~ay line; by increases in spontaneous settlement, 
mining and other ext:ractive activities; and ín the anticipatíon of future 
requirement:s to ensure víable and independent forms o f subsistence for the 
Ame:ríndíans." 35 Specific components o f the Amerindian Special Proj ect included: 

52 
According to the SAR, at the time of project appraisal, CVRD had already 

acquired some 20,000 ha for this purpose. 

SAR. para. 5.55. 

54 
Operacional Manual Statement 2. 34 entitled "Tribal Peoples in Bank 

fínanced Projects," issued February 1982. See also the Bank' s publication Tribal 
Peoples and Economic Development: Human Ecologic Considerations, Washington, May 
1982. 

55 
Ibid., Annex 5-4, para. 4. It ·was further observed that the Special 

Proj ect "reflects FUNAI' s philosophy that long- term minimization of adverse 
impacts can be achieved through substantial social and economic assistance to 
(í) create self-sustaíning living conditions inside the reserves that: would 
compare favorably to alterna tive lifestyles of the outside world, and ( ii) 
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(i) land procection; (ii) health; (iii) education; (iv) economic development 
projects; (v) protectíon of the Guaja Indians; and (vi) administrative support 
for FUNAl. 

5.47 nie demarcation and/or protection of Amerindian lands, more 
concretely, was of par~icular concern at the time of appraisal for che nomadic 
and "unacculturaced" Guaja Indians, the Parakana tribe, which was being forced 
to relocate from its traditional lands dueto flooding caused by the Tucurui 
hydropower project, and the Xicrin~Kayapo lndians, locaced just to che wesc of 
CVRD's concession and ~hose land had recently been invaded by a large livestock 
and lumbering enterprise. Under the land protection component of the Special 
Project, resources would be provided to permit FtJNAI to evict existing squatters 
fro~ Indian lands, establish safeguards against future invasions of Amerindian 
areas, redefine and demarcate lands for the Guaja and Parakana tribes, settle 
disputes and pending lawsuits over reserve boundaries and formally register all 
reserve areas with the federal pat:rimony service ( Serviço de Patrimonio da 
Uniao). In addition, funds would be allocated under other com~onencs of the 
Special Project for minar demarcation actions in other Amerindian reserves in 
the project area, general improvements in transportation and communications for 
existing Indian Posts, the establishment of new observation posts, the expansion 
and upgrading of FUNAI 's staff and cae acquisition of equipment needed to 
maintain reserve border markings. 

5.48 From a financial standpoínt, the largest components of the Special 
Project were for the provision of healch services, the promotion of economic 
developmenc projects and support for · FUNAI' s administrative ac·t.i"vities. The 
first of these was designed t.o include: (i) improve~ent of FUNAI's existing 
mobile health services in order to provide bett:er immunizat:ion, curar.ive, 
emergency and dental care; (11) establishmenc of "Casas do !ndio" ("Indian 
houses") in Maraba and Sao Luis to accommodate Amerindians in need of more 
extensive medical treatment; (iii) funding of hospitals in Maraba and Sao Luis 
for the provision of health care to Indians; (iv) the upgrading of healt.h 
services at all 14 FUNAI-administered Indian Posts and in ouclying villages; 
and (v) provision of potable wacer and improved sanit:ation and housing 
conditions in some of the larger Amerindian communities in the project region. 
The economic development component, on the other hand, was intended to assist 
Amerindians to add "modern cultivacion pra.e tices II to t:raditional subsistence 
activities soas co enhance their possibilities of becoming self-sufficient in 
food production and economically more independent. The individual projects t.o 
be supportedf moreover, would be •adopted to each community's needs, cultural 
characteristics and environmental condit:ions and, in the cases of larger 
production schemes, market conditions." 54 

provide Am.erindians with the education requi~ed to eventually deal on an equal 
basis with the surrounding society." 

56 Ibid., Annex S-4, para. 12. More specifically, the component would 
provide equipment, inputs and technical assistance for agriculture, livestock, 
f~it and other food production or excractive projects, &he lae~er including 
Brazilnut and babacu nut collection and·processing. 

- 
- - - - ·- - 
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5.49 The FUNAI administration component would improve transportation and 
housing conditions for staff working at Indian Posts ín the Carajas project area 
and permit the hiring and training of additional field personnel to support 
local Amerindian communities. The education component, in curn, would involve 
the construction and staffing of schools in outlying villages and the 
development of bilingual teaching programs. Finally, the Guaj a protection 
component would fund efforts to contact and immunize small nomadic bands of 
Guaja Indians, located in and around the existing Caru and Turiacu reserves in 
north-central Maranhao, and to improve the sieuation of a group of Guaja that 
had already been attracted into the Caru reserve. 57 These actions would be 
undertaken by FUNAI through an emergency assistance program. 

5.50 In arder to monitor F1JNAI's activities under the Special Project, 
GVRD contracted a group of consultant anthropologists and public health 
specialists indicated by the Brazilian Anthropological Association (ABA). In 
addition, the Government agreed, at loan negotiations. to send bi-annual reports 
on the scatus of project ímplementation to the Bank. :e was also agreed that the 
Bank would have the opportunity to comment on F1JNAI's annual work program for 
the Carajas area and that Bank staff, accompanied by representatives of FUNAI, 
would be permitted to carry out periodic field supervision of the project. 

S. Project Costs and Financing Arrangements 

5.51 Total investment and working capital coses for the Carajas Project, 
including physical and price contingencies, were estimaced at the time of 
appraisal to be slightly under US$ 4.0 billion. When financial costs were added, 
this total was expected to rise to just over US$ 4.S billion. Among project base 
costs (ie. total project coses net of contingencies), 53.5% (US$ 1.7 billion) 
was for the railroad component, 19. 5% (US$ 623 million) was for the mine 
component and 7. 3% and 5 .. 6% ( or US$23 l million and US$ 179 million) were for the 
port and urban development components, respeccively, while the remaining 13.7% 
(US$ 435 million) was for project management. Tbe Amerindian Special Projecc was 
costed at US$ 13. 6 million and the environmental management and protection 
component, while not specified at appraisal, was later found to have involved 
a cost of some US$ 64 million. 58 For the mine, rail, port and urban development 
components, more specifically, investment costs were primarily for civil works 
(including land acquisition and road construction) and the purchase of 

57 The Caru reserve is located juse to the north of the Carajas railway 
and to the northwest of Santa Luzia, while the Alto Turiacu reserve borders 
direccly on the Alto Turi colonization area. The SAR notes that the first contact 
with this latter contingent o~ 26 Guaja Indians had generated "unfortunate 
results" since they were "now grouped ln small settlement:s along the southern 
border of the Caru reserve, immediately opposite a major railway construction 
camp and next to a densely populated small town area, while their concacts and 
health situation go uncontrolled by FUNAI." (SAR, Annex 5-4, para. 14) 

58 The cost of the environmental subproject is. taken from a consultant's 
report recently presented to the Bank's Country Operations Division for Brazil 
(Anderson, Anthony, "The Carajas Iron Ore Project: Assessment of the 
Environmental Components," Belem, April 1989, pg. 27). 
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equipment, while under project management the principal cose categories were for 
CVRD su~ervision and construction management contracts. 

5.52 PrQject financing, in tum, was expected to total US$ 4,5 billion, 
with contingency funding of an additional US$ 400 míllion. Of the total, roughly 
40t (US$ 1.8 billion) was equity capital -- consisting of US$ 1.4 billion 
generated internally by CVRD and US$ 400 million in the form of reinvested 
Government div-idends and CVRD convertible debentures - - and 60% (US$ 2. 7 
billion) was debt. Of the latter, slightly over US$ l. 2 billion was from 
domestic Brazilian sources, primarily BNDES (nearly US$ 700 million) and FINAM.E 
(some US$ 320 million), while US$ 1.5 billion was to come from foreign lenders 
including the World Bank. !n addition to the Bank loan of US$ 304.5 million, 
externai financing af the Carajas Project included over US$ 530 million from 
various Japanese sources, US$ 400 million from the European Economic Commission 
(through the European Coal and Steel Community), US$ 130 million from the German 
KfW and U.S$ 58 million from the US Exim. Bank , among other sources. 

S. 53 The Bank Lo an thus represent:ed 20. 4Z of cocal expecte d foreign 
funding for the operation and 6.7% of total anticipated projec~ financing net: 
of contíngency commitments. Its real significance, as suggested earlier, was 
much greater, however, since most of the Japanese and European financing was 
made conditional upon Bank approval af the project. Furthermore, Bank support: 
of the operation ~as also a relevanc factor in assuring Brazilian Government, 
including BNDES/FlNAME, financing for the project, as well as in CVRD's raising 
of additional equicy capital through convercible debencures. 

D. Qonclusion 

5.54 As the immediately preceding disc~ssion indicates, the Bank's role 
in helping to put together a multi-lender funding package for the Carajas 
Proj ect was, perh.aps, even more significant than its ovn direct financial 
support of the operation which, nevertheless, as was indicaced in Chapter II 
above, represented the largesc single loan to Srazil by the Bank up to that 
time. TI'ie Bank's role in the design of the non-infrastr~ctural and produccive 
components of the operatian, moreover, was also highly relevant, both in the 
case of the environmental subproject and the Amerindian Special Project, while 
it: likewise provided valuable technica.l assistance with regard to the urban 
development component. On the other han~. the number of agreements and resulting 
loan covenants related to on-going preparation activities for the project' s 
environmental, Amerindian and u~ban development components suggests that these 
parts of the operation were far less mature at the time of Board appro~al than 
the mine, rail and port components, which, in fact, were already well advanced 
ín their physical implementation and togethe~ accounted fnr more than 80% of 
total investment costs (or well over 90X of this total when projec~ management 
costs are excluded). 

5.55 TI'iree aspects of the design of the CaraJ~s ?rojecc, as swnmarized 
in the preceding discussion, merit additional coll!lnent before turning more 
specifically to the operation's implementation experiénce, general ~esults and 
impacts on the natural and human envi:i:onments. The first refers to the 
relationship between the iron ore p~oject and the larger Grande Carajas Program 
(PGC). Th.e. Carajas Iron Ore Proje~t was clearly considered· by ehe Brazitian 
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Government -- at least from shortly after the time when the Figueiredo 
administration took office in 1979 -- as the ncenterl)iece" of the PGC, which was 
established primarily in arder ta attract foreígn and domestic private 
investment for the installation of large-scale mining, industrial and 
agricultural enterprises in Eastern Amazonia. The Carajas railway and port 
facilities were, in fact, ex~licitly identified in the federal Decree-Law which 
created the PGC as the key infrastructural investments which would make 
implantation of the "Carajas export corridor" possible. Even though this progralll 
had noc been totally defined ac the time the iron ore project was appraised, it, 
nevertheless, had been legally established more chan a year anda half prior to 
Bank approval of the loan for Carajas, its general thrust was ~ell known and it 
was prominently cited in the Staff Appraisal and President's Reports, the Board 
presentatíon of the proj ect and even the press release announcíng formal 
approval of the Bank's partial financing of the operation. 

5.56 More generally, the role of the iron ore operation in opening up the 
~astern Amazon region for future development is specifically poinced to in these 
documents as one of the major (non-quantified) benefits of.che Carajas Project. 
To quote only one of these sources, the above mentioned press release affirmed 
that "the proj ect is e~pected to have a major impacc on accelerating the 
developmenc of the Greacer Caraj as region by p rov í.d í.ng basic infrastructure 
linking the remate interior by rail with the no:rthern sea coast near Sao 
Luis .... It will spur both directly and indirectly che development of towns and 
areas in the region into commercial, agricultural and industrial centers.~ 

59 

The possible costs, including the potencial environmental coses, associated wit? 
st:imulating accelerat.ed development: of the Eastern Amazonían and Pre·amazonian 
frontíers, however, were not clearly idencified or analyzed by the Bank. 

r' 

5.57 Curiously, moreover -- and this is the second aspect that should be 
highlighced -- unlike the Northwest Region Development (or POLONOROESTE) Program 
in northwestern Mato Grosso and Rondonia, ~hich also involved the introduction 
of a major transportation improvement in a rapidly growing AI!lazonian frontier 
area (and for which the Bank had already approved four loans by the time the 
iron ore operation was presented to the Board), the approach followed in the 
case of Carajas was essentially sect.oral in nature. In ocher words, the Carajas 
Project., despite its expect.ed (and desired) contribution to regional economic 
growth, <.Jas prepared and appraised basically as a mining-cum- infrastructure 
operation, rather than as a multi-sectoral area developmenc prograro containing 
agricultural, forestry, health and regíon-wide envíronmental proeection 
components, as ín POLONOROESTE, ar other regional developmenc subprojects. As 
a result, the Bank-supported Carajas Project incorporated only very limited 
actions related to larger regional development issues (Le . the Amerindian 
component, a few widely scattered urban investments and a contractual 
requirement for execution of an "envírorunental zoning" e,cercise by CVRD and the 
environmental agencies of the fede·ral government). 

5.58 . Undoubtedly, moreover, largely because of th& way in which it was 
ínítially defined and subsequently implemented (ie. without the significanc 
participation of any federal, state or local government agencies other than CVRD 

511 Bank press release of August 12, 1982, op. cit., pg. 2. 
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and FUNAI), the environment:al safeguards built into the Carajas Project were 
essentially restricted to ·che territory directly controlléd by, or under the 
legal jurisdiction of, these two agencies. As noted in Chapter III above, along 
mosc of the Carajas rail corridor this involved an area of only 40 meters on 
either side of the tracks, while, outside of CVRD's concessions at che mine and 
port sites, there was virtually no attempt to control, or even systematically 
identify, the p:i:oj ect' s potencial environmental impact:s. Nor was there any 
effort to determine and plan for adequate land and natural resource use in the 
extensiva areas "opened up" or otherwise affected by the project outside CVRD's 
dominian except in the eastern pare of the Carajas corridor, through the first 
Maranhao Rural Development Project - - described in the previous crrap ce r - · 
which, ironically, was not even mentioned in the appraisal documents for 
Car aj as. 

5.59 ln addition, the iron ore operation was fundamentally inconsistent 
in its approach to dealing with potential regional impacts, since for purposes 
of the Amerindian Special P~oject, designed "in anticipation of an accelerated 
econamic development as a consequence of the Carajas Project," an area of 
influence involving a corridor 100 kilometers wide on either side of the rail 
line and outward from the ~ine was formally adopted in the Loan Agreement signed 
by the Brazilian Goverrunent and the Bank. Except for the protection of 
Amerindian areas, however, very few other actions were proposed for this larger 
region of influence involving a total area of nearly 200,000 square kilometers. 
ln contrast to the explicit preoccupation with the Amerindian communities, for 
example, virtually no attention was given to the project's potentially adverse 
impacts on other populations (eg. small farmers with or wichout land title, 
Brazilnut and babacu nut collectors, garimpeiros, etc.) already residing in the 
area. These populations were substantially more numerous than the Amerindians 
and similarly vulnerable to many of the adverse effects of the "acceleraced 
economic developmenc" expected to result from Carajas -· as the Bank's appraisal 
report for the Maranhao Rural Development Froject itself poincs out -- not to 
mention the large numbers of people expected to be attracced coche region by 
the iron ore operat~on, together vith the other forces that were acting 
simultaneously on the region and which were largely unrecognized and unanalysed 
in the Bank's appraisal of the iron ore operation. 

5. 60 A third aspec.t: related to the design of the Caraj as Project. - - 
which, like the pre~ious considerations, represented a significant shortcoming 
in the Bank's anticipation of its pocential environmental consequences -· was 
not to have more adequately considered the physical and human environmencal 
implications of the longer-run development processes likely to be set in motion 
by the installation of the iron ore mine and its associated transportation 
infrastructure. This oversight is especially puzzling in light of the project's 
expected catalytic role in stimulating future regional economic growth, as well 
as in víew of the general objectives of the Grande Carajas Program which were 
clearly known. The excenc of the present concern with the potencial adverse 
envirorunental effects of t:he pig iron smelters inche c~:~Jas-Sao Luis corridor 
testifies to the significance of this omission. Qf relevance in this context was 
the Bank's adDlitted awareness of the preliminary PGC and CVRD plans "to develop 
the [Eastern Amazon] region into a highly productive center of bas í,c raw 
materials. semi-finished and finished· products" and to establish "the more 
important towns and areas in the region inco commercial and industria~ centers," 
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as stated in the SAR. The bank likewise knew that the proposed regional growth 
centers would include Caraj aa , Mar aba and Sao Luis and chat; the í.ndus trr í.a L 
activities to be promoted Ln the area would Lnc Lude pig iron and semi 
manufactur~d steel products, among others. 

5. 61 In this connection, moreover, given chat íron ore is a necessary 
input for both pig iron and steel production and that the Brazilian Government 
had openly declared its intention to manufacture mineral-based expo rns in 
Eastern Amazonia, the recenc installation or approval of pig iron smelters and 
other metallurgical industries along the Caraj as-Sao Lu.í.s corri dor to take 
advancage of Carajas iron ore and project-financed rail and port infrastructure 
could clearly have been foreseen by the Bank. This was especially the case 
given the history of CVRD' s "southern system," where nwnerous pig iron and steel 
industries gr~w up along the iron ore expo~t corridor (ie. the Rio Doce valley) 
in Minas Gerais and Espirito Santo from the 1940' s onward. Considering, 
furthermore, chat many of these activities have traditionally depended on 
charcoal as a source of fuel and that charcaal produccion has historically had 
a major impact on the rates and extent of deforestation in sout:h-cencral Brazil, 
the likely consequences of installing pig iron industries in the Carajas region, 
where the forest is still comparatively abundant, were also quite foreseeable. 
Not only could the Bank have anticipated the future development of charcoal 
burning pig iron and other metallu~gical industries in the Carajas corridor, 
given its locational advantages and the earlier experience in Minas Gerais, as 
was indicated in the first sectian of this chapter, there 1.s documentary 
evidence that the Bank, in fact, posses=ed concrete knowledge of this 
possibility even before the Greater Çarajas Program was officially launched in 
November 1980. 

5.62 In synthesis, the basic conclusion thac can be drawn from the above 
discussion as to how well the Bank anticipated the potencial environmental 
consequences of the Carajas Project during its design and appraisal stages is 
that the Bank's approach in this regard was largely "nearsighted," both from a 
spatial and a temporal perspective, On the one hand, excep c in relation to 
Amerindían communities, the Bank did not adequately concern itself with the 
project's likely 4irect and indirect impacts on the natural and human 
environments in its larger area of influence, which extended well beyond the 
areas (particularly the 40 meter band on either side of the railroad) over which 
CVRD had legal control. On the other hand , neither did the Sank adequately 
anticipate the potencial envirorunental consequences of future developmencs made 
possible by the project, particularly the industrial processing of iron ore in 
the Carajas-Sao Luis corridor. Finally, the Bank's later unsuccessful attempc 
to pursue a broader regional planning ~trategy by offering to assist the Grande 
Cara.j as Program several menchs after the iron ore proj ect had already been 
approved -- and, thus, after the Bank's potencial leverage in this regard had 
effectively disappeared -- in retrospect clearly appears to have been a case of 
responding wíth "too little, too late." ln light of the subsequent environmental 
and socíal problems in the area of influence of the carajas Project, moreover, 
this latter effort can, perhaps best be characterized as an attempc to "close 
the barn door after the horse had already escaped." 

. - - .----.==. ----~-'":-··· 
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VI. PROJECT 1MPLEMENTATION AND Gt~ERAL RESULTS 

6.01 Betore attempting to assess its environmental and Amerindian 
protection co~ponents and to summarize its broader physical and human 
environmental impacts, it is useful to briefly review the implementation 
experience and principal non-environmental results of the Carajas Project. For 
the most par e , the documentary sources for this review will be project comµletion 
repores prepared by the Bank and CVRD, together with Bank proj ect files. 
Particular attentíon will be giyen to the urban development component ~n chis 
chapter both because the execution experience and results of this part of the 
operation 'will no e be further discussed below and , more imporcantly, because chey 
reflect a number of the unanticipated problems chat have affecced the human and 
physical environments in the project's area of influence more generally. 

A. ?roject Implementation 

1. Effeçtiveness 

6.02 Excepting the Amerindian Special Project and, to a lesser extent, 
the urban development component, implemencation of the Carajas operation was 
relatively problem free. The Loan and Guarantee Agreements for the operacion were 
signed on August 13, 1982, three days after Bank financing had been approved by 
the Board, and the loan became effective on November 12, 1982. Conditions of Bank 
loan effectiveness included the effectiveness of parallel loans from Japanese 
sources, the European Coal and Steel Community and the German Kf!.J. 1 

6.03 Although they were noc formal conditions of effectiveness, CVRD was 
a l so required under the Loan Agreement to furnish by September 30, 1982, for Bank 
revíew and approval, final plans for Carajas township, together wich a planto 
accommodate 10,000 pecp Le at the service town of Parauapebas by 1988. A.n 
environmental "work program" to be prepared j ointly by CVRD and "Government 
envirorunental agene í.e s " was also required t:o be sent to the Bank by this date. 2 

i Loan Agreemenc. Section 7.0l(a). The Japanese loans in question included 
an import loan (US$ 250 million), a direct loan from the Japanese Exim Bank (US 
$ 50 million) and Japanese commercial bank syndication loans (US~ 150 million). 
The ECSC and KfW loans, in tum, we~e for US$ 400 million and US$ 130 míllion, 
respectively. 

2 
Loan Agreemenc Sections 3.0l(c) and 3.lO(e), respectively. Other 

condítions established in the Loan Agreement in connection w í t.h che urban 
devel~pment component included: (i) preparation, and submission by December 30, 
1982, of a land use and zoning plan, satisfactorv to the Bank, for the porc- 
railway terminal area in Sao Luis, Lnc Lud í.ng the r e s e t c Lemenc of ex í.s c í.ng 

squatter groups and measures to control squatter invasions along che highway to 
the.port (Section 3.02(a)); (ii) an agreement by June 30, 1983 between CVRD and 
state and municipal authorities t:o carry out the above mentioned plan for the 
port area (Section 3.02(b)); and, (iii) preparation, and submission coche Bank 
for conunen~ by June 1, 1985, of a plan for the second phase development of 

- 
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- These documents were, in fact, submitted bv CVRD within the escablisheà time 
frame anà were approved by the respeccive te~hnicai divisions of the Bank in late 
October 1982. 

2. Construction and Project Management 

.- 
6.04 Project construction activities, which were already well under way 
by the time the Bank loan was app~oved, 3 also proce~ded smoothly. " The PCR 
attributes this to a combination of the relative technical straighcforwardness 
of the majority of the works involved, 5 despite their large dimensions, and, 
above all, to CVRD's competent ~anagement of the physical conscruccion process . 
This, in turn, reflected both the company's earlier experience in che 
implancacion of similar mining anQ infrastruccure facilities in its southern 
system and its effective utilization of consulcant firms for detailed design and 
other planning activities. as well as for the administracion of construction work 
in the field. 

6 
According to the PCR, construction activities were divided into 

3. :.arge numbe r of 11:nanageable" ccncxac cs , . ..,hile installation of the mine and 
railroad1 in particular represented na pioneering venture [posingj unique 

. - 

Carajas township (Section 3.03). 

3 
According to CVRD' s draft PGR, nearly 24,000 workers were, in f'ac t , 

engaged in project construccion activities in August 1982. This is reported to 
have been the maximum number of construction laborers employed at any po í nc 
during the implementation period. The firsc Bank supervision mission carried out 
in October 1982 affirmed, moreover, that construction works along the railroad 
and in the port area were ahead of schedule and thac project costs, particularly 
for equipment, were proving to be considerably lower than estimated at appraisal. 

4 
According to the Bank's PCR (para. 12), che only major change in inicial 

projecc design was the decision to install one ship-loader, instead of two such 
facilities, as a cost savíng meature, while modifications were also made co one 
of the píers at the port ín order to reduce the effect of eddy currencs. 

.r- 

5 
PCR, paras. 11-12. Toe major excap t í.on was the bridge across the 

Tocantins Ri ver. Although originally planned only for rail · traffic, this 
structure was later redesigned at; the Government' s request to carry motor 
vehicles as well, thereby providing an important additional t:ransportatíon 
benefit to the ·region, and especially to the area polarized by Maraba. 

6 
According to the SAR (Report No. 392l~BR, op. cit., paras. 6.05-6.06), 

CVRD awarded s í,x large contracts to privace Brazilian engineering firms in 
connectíon with pares of the project to be co-financed by the Bank: five for on 
site constl:'uction management (for railway superscruccure, Tocantins bridge 
construction, port con~tl:'uction and equipment erection, mine installations and 
townsite const:tuction, respectively) and one. to provide general supporc for 
procurement activities, ln addition, nineteen local firms had previously been 
hired to supervise construction of railroad infrastructure, buc most of this 
activity had already been completed by the time the Bank loan was approved. 

,,-... 
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engineering challenges arising frc:,m isolation, lack of infrascruccure, vege.tation 
and adverse weather conditions in the Carajas area." 7 

6.05 At the time of appraisal, it ~as anticipated thac ?roject 
administration within CVRD would require some 750 people -- including 131 at the 
mine sit:e and 189 in Sao Luis - - all of whom were formally assigned to the 
Carajas Implementation Superintendency (SUCAR), in addition to employees of the 
aforementioned consulting management ·firms which were expected to utilize as many 
as 1, 700 people at che heighc of construction activities. CVRD proj ect management 
·,1as heaaded by a Proj ecc Direccor, ·"1ho vas supported by divisions for general 
enginaering, planni.ng and control, construction engineering and contraccs, 
general procurement and aduiinistration, together wich field construccion 
superintendents at Carajas and in Sao Luis. Sixteen specialized Brazilian or 
internacional consultants, including four each for the offices at the mine and 
port sites, were also to be hired by CVRD to assist with on-going project design 
and execution. 

8 
Most of the proposed consultant pos t t í.cne , ho~ever, were never 

fílled as CVRD was lacer successfully able to convince the Bank thac it was 
capable of handling the activities involved with its own experienceà staff. 

6.06 Project implementation was expected to be completed by December 31, 
1986 wíth start-up of iron ore production at 15 million tons per year (tpy} by 
July 1985, followed by expected output levels of 25 and 35 million tpy by the 
end of 1985 and the end of 1986, respectively. Although construction activities 
were proceeding ahead of schedule, in January 1983 CVRD decided, with che Bank's 
subsequent approval, to delay,formal initiation of project operations by one year 
because of deteriorating internacional iron ore markets and associated problems 
in finalizing marketing arrangements for Carajas' ore. tn February 1985, however, 
as the world economy picked up, CVRD again moved up projected initiation of mine 
operations at the 35 million tpy level to July 1987, only six months after the 
date originally established. 

7 
Ibid., para. 12. This is similarly stressed in CVRO's PCR. 

8 
Report No. 3921-BR. op. cit. para. 6.07-6.08 and Loan Agreement, op. 

etc., Section 3.0S(a). More concretely, four consultants were expected to assist 
the Project Director in his management, te~hnical and procurement activíties for 
the mine, railway, port and urban development components, respectively, while 
four other consultants, also based at CVRD headquarters in Rio de Janeiro, would 
work in company departments concerned with procurement issues, concraccing and 
administration, work planning and cost control. The consultants in Sao Luís. in 
turn, would assist the local Superintendent r,f TJorks in the areas of po r c 
constructíon, railway infrastructu~e and superstruccure and planning and cost 
concrol, while those at Carajas would p~rform similar functions in connection 
with mine and townsite construction activities. Two of the consultants, a port 
specialist anda railroad eXl)ert, had, in fact, already been hired by CVRD on 
t:he basis of terms of reference app~oved by the Bank prior to Board presentation 
of the project. 

.• .,,,,. 
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3. Initial Operacions 

6.07 Iron ore mining and export operations, in face, started considerably 
earlier. The second Bank project supervision mission in Apríl 1983 reported that 
the road and transmissíon line connectíng the mine site to Maraba, as well as 
the airport at Carajas, had already been completed. 9 The first 213 kilomece~s 
of the Carajas railroad, covering the strecch becween Santa !nes and Sao Luis 
was ínaugurated by President Figueiredo in No~ember 1983, 10 while the first 
shipment of Carajas manganese ore left the conunercial port of Icaquí near Sao 
Luis later chac same month. 

- 

6.08 The entire length of the railroad was inaugurated ten months ahead 
of schedule, on February 28, 1985, while che first shipment of Carajas iron ore, 
processed by a pilot beneficiation plane at the mine site, was exported to Japan 
through !taqui in May 1985. The definitive iron ore beneficiation plant, in turn, 
initiaced its activities in early December 1985, follo~ed later the sarne monch 
by che scart-uç of a similar plane for manganese ore and departure of the first 
aucomatically loaded ore train from Carajas. By the end of 1985, 563,000 cons 
of iron ore and 115,000 tons of manganese ore extracted from Carajas had been 
exported through the port of Itaqui. -. 

- 
G.09 The complete Carajas míne-raíl-port system began operation with the 
conunencement of ship loading activities at CVRD' s port terminal ac Ponta da 
Madeira in January 1986. The maritíme terminal was officially inaugurated by 
Pr e s í.dent; Figueiredo in March 1986, one day after passenger service on the 
Carajas railway began. Once fully in operation, CVRD reports that 11.6 million 
tons·of iron ore and 115,000 tons of manganese ore were exported through Ponta 
da Madeira in 1986, while another 169,000 tons of manganese ore were exported 
through the pare ac Itaqui, figures thac increased to 22.8 million, 11 174,000 

r 

9 
Supervision mission report dated May 19, 1983. This report also noted 

that regular COUllllercial airplane service had been established between Garajas 
and Brasília, Selem and Sao Luis and that considerable progress had been made 
in terms of the provision of basic infrastructure for Carajas and Parauapebas 
townships. At the time of this mission, moreover, over half of the conscruction 
work necessary to install the Carajas-Sao Luis railroad had also been completed, 
including 70% of that required fo~ the Tocantins River bridge. 

io According to a May 1983 letter from the President of CVRD inviting Bank 
President Clausen to this evenc, this segment of che railroad would be utílized 
ínitially to transport (and export through Itaqui) timber extracced from the 
region around Santa Ines. This was considered by CVRD to be illustrative of the 
1'benefits 

derived from the ex í.s cance of an efficienc transport system in the 
area" and, more generally, of the Carajas Project's "major impact" in terms of 
developing the "potentialit:ies of the region.º 

11 
In its draft PCR, CVRD also records thac the largest ore ship ín the 

world, havíng a carrying capacity of 365, COO dead weight tons and buílt 
especially to transport Carajas iron ore from Sao Luis to Rotterdam, was loaded 
at Ponta da Madeira in January 1987. 
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and 139,000 tons, respectively, during 1987. 12 ln March of 1987 CVRD compleced 
the urban infrastructure required at Carajas township to support iron ore mining 
operations ac the 35 million tpy level and physical implancation of t~e project 
was declared essentially complete by December 1987. SUCAP., finally, was dissolved 
in February 1988 and mining, rail and port operations were fully turned over to 
specific superintendencies under CVRD's Production Directorate. 

- 
6.10 The Carajas iron ore operation, in synthesis, represented a major 
undertaking both in engineering and in physical construction terms. According 
to data provided by GVRD, projec~ implementation involved on the arder of 124 
million cubic meters of landscaping -- of which 110 million cubic ~eters were 
required for the railway alone -- and consumed 452,000 cubic meters of cement. 
It also involved erection of nearly 300,000 square meters of buildings, maínly 
in connection with Carajas tovltlship, some 11.400 tons of metallic structures and 
the installatíon of close to 28,000 tons of equipment. Implantation of the 
Carajas railway involved the laying of more chan 1,100 kilometers of track, 
í.nc Luc í.ng the main line (ie. 890 km) and crossing, •,1aiting and ather service 
areas, as well as utilization of some 2.2 million wooden cies, 2.4 million cubic 
meters of gravel and nearly 160,000 tons o f rails. 13 More generally, as 
sununarízed ín the PCR, 

the project concept was based on the installation and 
use of advanced technology for mining, transport aí 
minerals and supplies, and bulk handling. Mining and 
beneficiation were ... based on state-of ~ the-art equipment 
and infrastructure, suited to the requirement of a low 
cost, high•volume extractive operation. The concept of 
train loading and unloading is modern and efficient, 
high perfo~mance bulk handling and ship loading 
installations were selected for the port and the Carajas 
railroad was designed as one of the most advanced heavy 
haul transport systems [in the world}. 1~ 

4. Proj~ct Costs and Financing 

6. í i Considerable cost savings occurred during proj ecc implementation 
and, as a direct result, an unutilized balance of nearly US$ 74 million, or some 
24%, of the original Bank loan was cancelled 1.5 by the time of last disbursement 

12 
.According to CVRD, Carajas iron ore export~ surpassed the 50 million ton 

mark on June 25, 1988, while total exports for the first three quarters of 1988 
were 22.6 million tons of iron ore and 357,000 tons af manganese ore, with 
roughly 60% of the latter being shipped from Ponta da Madeira. 

13 CVRD, draft PCR, op .. cit., Part III. 

PGR, op. cit., para. 6. 

is As will-be discussed further below, CVRD preferred to cancel the entire 
unused'loan balance rather than apply at least pare of these _resources for _the 
expansion and improvement of .urban infrastructure at Parauapebas/Rio Verde as 

- 
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in April 1988. 16 According to the Bank's PGR, accual non-financial coses of 
installing the project were less than US$ 2.8 billion at completion, as compared 
with an estimated US$ 3.75 billion at appraisal, representing a 26% áecrease. 
The principal reasons for these savings were favorable exchange rates between 
Brazilian and foreign currencies and lower than expected prices for goods and 
services required by the operation as a result of the worldwide recession 
occurring í.n the early 1980' s , together with CVRD' s effective cost control 
measures throughout the course of project implementation. 

6.12 Cost savings were relatively greatest for the mine component, which 
required 401 fewer resources than initially ancicipated. The rail, urban and 
port facilities, in turn, were implemented at coses ranging between 16X (port) 
and 21X (rail) below the corresponding appraisal estimates. Project management, 
on the other hand, utilized 60% more resources than projected ac appraisal for 
reasons chat are not clarified in either the Bank's ar GVRD's PGR. Pare of these 
additional coses, however, may refer to environmental protection activicies, 
~hich were not made explícit in the cose tables presented ín the SAR, but were 
estimated by a Bank consultanc on projecc completion to have been roughly USS 
64.4 million. 17 

6.13 With regard to the Bank loan, more specifically, the major cose icem 
at appraisal was railway equipment (US$' 174.6 million), followed by 
"unallocated" (US$ 52.5 million), construction steel (US$ 29.1 millíon), civil 
works for the mine and townships (US$ 15.5 million), mining equipment (US$ 13 
million), technical assistance (US$ 9 .1 million), port equipment (US$ 6 · 5 
million) anda US$ 4.5 million commitment fee. On completion, the largest cost 
item actually financed under the Bank loan remained railway equipmenc (US $81.6 
million) -- which represented approximately 35% of the loan resources disburs~d, 
although it absorbed less than half of the funds originally anticipated -- wh1le 
the second largest expendi ture category was II technical assis tance" (US$ 80 · 8 
million), whose share of the Bank loan increased from only 3% at appraisal to 
nearly 35X on completion. Most of what was actually financed under the heading 
of- "technical assist:ance" in fact consisted of time tranches of the management 

was proposed by the Bank. 

16 The Bank' s I'CR (Part UI, Table 5) indicates that total financing 
required by the project was some 261 less than originally anticípated·aS the co 
financiers were also able to decrease the amount of loan funds extended for the 
operation. In this connection, CVRD reports that total foreign resources actually 
used for the project were on the arder of US$ 1.145 billion, as compared with 
the US$ 1.488 billion (excluding US$ 400 million in contingency loans which were 
not needed) expected at appraisal. 

17 Report 3921-BR, op. cit., pg. 55 and Andersen, Anthony, op. cit., Table 
3. The breakdown of these costs is discussed in the nexc chapter. The major 
subitems under project management in the cose table presented in the SAR were 
management contracts (US$ -196 million) and CVRD sÜpervision (US$ 183 million). 
Increases in these costs undoubtedly also contributed to the incremenc observed 
at completion. 
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contracts for the supervision of project construction activities. is The third 
most important cost item in terms of actual Bank financing was mining equipmenc 
(US$ 34.4 million), whose participation in the Bank loan also increased 
significantly (from roughly 4t at appraisal to nearly 151 on completion). These 
rather substantial changes reflect revisions in the allocation of Bank loan 
funds at CVRD's request in March and September 1983 and again in March 1984 in 
response to the cost savings mentioned above. 19 

B. Project Results 

l. Production, Sales and Rates of Return 

6.14 The basic results of the project in terms of exports through the 
third quarter of 1988 have already been touched upon above. 1ron ore production 
at Carajas increased rapidly from 1.0 million tons in 1985 to 24.4 million tons 
in 1987 anda projected 28.6 million tons in 1988. Carajas iron ore sales, in 
~urn, jumped from less than 600,000 tons in 1985 to an estirnated 29.8 million 
tons in 1988. ln both cases, however, actual figures lagged considerably behind 
appraisal projections dueto deteriorating iron ore market conditions in the 
early 1980's and the relatively slow recuperation of these markecs during the 
latter part of the decade. Thus, while che project: -was expect:ed to reach 
product:ion and sales levels of 35 million tons in 1988, the actual figures 
remained below 30 million tons. 

6 .15 !n addi tion to lower than expec ced output and sales , i ron ore príce s 
nave also remained well be l ow app-raisal proj eccions, resulting í.n revenue levels 
and, consequently, financial and economic rates of return substantially lower 
chan those initially estimated by the Bank. As noted in the Bank's PCR, even 
chough the price of sinter feed, which is Carajas' principal product, was 
expected to increase by about 2SX in current terms between 1985 and 1988, in 
fact, it declined by 11% over this period, such that in the latter year it was 

18 This is e~plained in an annex to the report of the sixth supervísion 
mission, undertaken in February 1986. According to this annex, two thirds of 
project management costs -- which ultimately corresponded to some US$ 435 
million, or roughly 12% of total non-financial project cost~ -- ~ere directly 
attributable to CVRD, including costs associated with·the operation of schools, 
hospitals and other social facilities installed ator near the mine site, as well 
as that of the Carajas airport, while the other one third ·rere atcributable to 
the management firms (32%) and to actual technícal assistance (11.). 

19 Even after these revisions, however, chere were significant shífts ín 
the relacive shares of the different cost components financed under the Bank loan 
as is indicated by the eventual cancellation of US$ 24.7 million chat had been 
allocated for railway equipment, together with US$ 35 million in the 
"unallocated" category and US$ 6.6 million and US$ 5.3 míllion for mining and 
port equí~ment, respectively. 

- 
- 
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some 56t below the appraisal forecast. 20 Since iron ore sales are also some 15% 
below appraisal projeccions and are expecced to remain ac around 30 million tpy 
cve r che ne xt; several years, ac cua L · revenues are currencly some 40% below 
appraisal escimaces. 

6.16 Thus, even though project capital coses were roughly 25X lower chan 
ariginally expected and operating. costs are also reporced to be lawer chan 
ancicipated, the net effect of these factors, togecher with significantly lower 
revenues, has been a substancial decrease in both the financial and economic 
rates of return of the project in relation to appraisal escimaces. According co 
the PCR, the after cax FRR at the time of completion was l.2X, as compared with 
ll.7X at the time of appraisal, while the corresponding ERR escimates were 3.7X 
and 13.9X, respeccively. As a result, the Bank's PCR concludes that the project 
is "submarginal" when re-evaluated at present price and cost levels. However, 
it also affirms that "s í.nce (Carajas} is a low-cost operation in relation to 
ocher iron ore mines around the world, it can survive even consíderable market 
ccwrisw í.ngs ..,ith minimal financial damage and is expected to show large cash 
surpluses af t e r 1994 when most of the project debt has been repaid." 21 Langer 
run financial perspectives, accordingly, are considerably brighter than the 
current situation. Oespite the làw rates of return presently estimated by the 
Bank, moreover, the Carajas operation has clearly been successful in terms of 
its principal objectives of excracting and exporting large quantities of high 
quality iron ore and generating substantial -- if fewer than originally expected 
-- foreign exchange earnings for the Brazilian economy. 

2. Qirect and Indirect Employment Impacts 

6 .17 As noted above, at the peak of construction activities (August 
1982), roughly 24,000 workers and nearly 2,500 employees of CVRD and private 
management consultant firms were directly engaged in project implementation. 
According to CVRD, on the arder of 801 of the construction workers came from the 
low-income North and Northeast regions, while most of the administracive and 
supervisory personnel, especially CVR.D staff, were brought in from che Center 
South. Many of the construction workers, moreover, chose to remain in t:he region 
after the project was completed either as prospectors, small farmers or rural 
laborers or in some kind of urban employment. The very rapid growch of towns 
such as Parauapebas and its satellite Rio Verde at the eastern edge o f the 
Carajas mining concession is due in good measure to the permanence of former 
construction workers in the area. 

PCR, op. cit., para. 21 and Part III-8. The actual price, more 
specifically, was estimated at US$ 16.2 per ton at completion as opposed to US$ 
35.4 per ton at appraisal. 

20 

21 Ibid., para. 21. The SAR (Report 3921-BR, para. 8. 44) identified 
depressed iron ore prices as one of the risks potentially facing the project, 
but also stated that "most market experts tend to expect price increases of up 
to 2X per annum through 1985 and of greater percentages thereafcer as the market 
strengt:hens." Subsequent evencs have proven that this was not to be the case. 

·-------------._:__----------~~=- 
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6.18 P~oject im?lementation also had very important indirect employment 
impfcts both within and outside the Garaj as corri dor. '!Jhole t.ownah í.ps ( eg. 
Parauapebas and Rio Verde) have grown.up in arder to p~ovide a wide variety of 
goods and services (calllmerce, entertainment, public adlninistration, education, 
health care, etc.) first to construction workers and later to those directly 
involved í.n on-go í.ng project operation and other primary sector activities 
(prospecting, small farming, ranching, etc.) that have developed in its 
illllnediate area of influence. 22 Other types of indirect ~mployment generated or 
sustained by the project, moreover, benefitted the domestic industries -- most 
of which ~ere located in Sao Paulo or elsewhere in south-central Brazil -- that 
provided the materials and equipment utilized in project implemencation. 

6.19 While the information presently available does not permit 
quantification of the industrial employtnent positions created as a result of 
project demands for goQds and services produced oucside the region, CVRD's draft 
PGR does give an idea of the relativa importance of the iron ore operation in 
~his regarà. It indicates that, of the roughlv US$ 980 million in equipment and 
materiais required by the project, 91X (or US$ 890 million) ~as provided by 
Brazilian industry, while only 9X was imported from abroad. Among the major 
domestically produced items consumed by the project was the rolling stock for 
the Carajas railroad which in~luded nearly 2,900 ore wagons, some 570 ocher 
types of cargo wagons, 14 passenger cars and 74 lacomotives. CVRD's PGR also 
points out that the Carajas operation had an important impact on che national 
shipbuilding industry, specifically through joint Norwegian-Brazilian 
construction of two large ore and petrolewn carriers. 23 

6. 20 . As the iron ore proj ect has moved int:o t:.he operation phase, the 
number of employment positions directly associated with it has declined, but the 
job~ created in connection with on-going·mining, rail and port activities, in 
addition to being permanent, also generate high levels of incarne, especially 
when compared with other employment opportunities in the region. As of September 
1988, nearly 4,200 persons were reported by CVRD to be directly engaged in the 
operation and maintenance of the Carajas Project, including some 1,720 at the 
mine site, 1,940 for the railroad and 520 at the port. It is likely that ac 
least 2 to 3 indirect permanent jobs (especially in loctl commercial and service 
activities) have been generated in the region as a result of each direct 
employment position established by the project, particularly in light of the 
relatively high salaries received by CVRD employees. The OED/SEPlAN mission's 
visit to ParauapebasjRio Verde provided strong visual evidence of the importance 
of the Caraj as míning activity for the local econotny which appe azed to be 
booming. Indirect project employment impacts elsewhere along the rail corridor 

22 
The nearly simult:aneous appearance and subsequent r ap Ld growt:h o f 

Curionopolís and El Dorado reflect similar multiplier effects creac:eà by 
prospectíng activíties ac nearby Serra Pelada. 

23 
CVRD draft PCR, Chapter V, "Suprimentos." The Brazilian share of che 

joint shípbuilding·contract was US$ 143.S million. CVRD observes, moreove>:, that 
the proj ect' s impact on the industrial sector ...,as parcícularly imporcant because 
it came ata ti~e of severe recession in the national economy. 

- - 
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have been similar to, if smaller than, those on the immediate periphery of 
CVRD's mining concession. 

3. Transportation Services and Benefits 

6. 21 In addition to iron and manganese ore, the Caraj as railroad provides 
transpartation for both ocher goods and passengers. Even before ore shipments 
began, in fact, the railroad transported lumber for export, as well as equipment 
and conscruction materials (eg. gravel) utilized in project implemencat.ion. From 
the oucsec,. moreover, it. has transported t.he diesel oil that fuels the ore 
trains ::hernselves. Passenger transporcation, in turn, began in 1986. ~ore 
recently (April 1989), as noted in Chapter IV above, the first segment of the 
North-South railroad between Imperatriz and Pequia, near Acailandia, has been 
opened and, by linking up with the section of the Caraj as railroad between 
Pequia and Sao Luís, has permitted rail access between southwestern Maranhao and 
the new state of Tocantins, on the one hand, and the por~ of Itaqui, on the 
other. Ra i L service, both for passengers and cargo, has been particularly 
importanc duz í.ng the rainy season when many non-paved roads i.n che Garaj as 
corridor are impassable. 

6.22 Although the bulk of the goods transported by the railroad still 
consist of Carajas iron and manganese ore -- some 59 million tons of the former 
and 1.1 million tons af the latter through September 1988, according to CVRD - 
- a wide range of other products have also been carried by the railway. These 
include, as already mentioned, diesel oil (320,000 tons through Sepcember 1988) 
and lumber (63,000 tons), cogether with railroad ties (46,000 tons), cement 
(30,000 tons), beverages (28,000 tons), vehicles and machines (16,000 tons), 
other fuels (11,000 tons), soybeans (5,000 tons) 24 and, stat'ting in 1988, pig 
iron (55,000 tons), as well as other types of cargo (254,000 tons) not specified 
by CVRD. The transport of products other than Carajas ores, especially soybeans, 
pig iron and, eventually, other metallurgical products, will become increasingly 
important in the future. ln short, it is clear that, as originally incended, the 
Carajas railroad has, indeed, represented a significant improvemenc in regional 
transport infrastructure and, as such, even aside from soybean and píg íron 
production, is likely to have i.nduced an increase in regional agricultural and 
industrial actívity. ZS 

24 With inauguration of the first section of the North-South railroad, 
soybean shipments in particular should increase substantially since this new rail 
link greatly improves access of the soybean producing cerrado areas in southern 
Maranhao and, especially, Tocantins to export markets via the port facílities 
i.n Sao Luís. 

In general, by reducing transport costs, any major road or rail 
improvement tends to stimulate an increase in agricultural and other Land 
ut:ilizing (or land-based natural resource extractive) market-oriented productive 
activities. This, in face, is the basis of classical agricultural location theory 
and much of.regional econornic growth theory as ~ell. See, for example, Chisholm, 
Michael, Rural Settlement and Land Use, Hutchinson, London, 1968 and Isard, 
TJalt:er, Location and Space-Economy: A General Theory Related to Industrial 
Location, Market Areas, Land Use. Trade and Urban Structure, MIT Press, 

25 
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5.23 The provision Qf passenger transport by the Carajas railroad has 
also resulted in an ímpor~anc benefít to the regional population. Operating 
chr ee times a week ín each direccion between Parauapebas arid Sao Lu í.s , che 
raílroad carríed more than 210,000 passengers during íts firsc nine months of 
service in 1986 and transported on the arder of 400,000 passengers duríng both 
1987 and 1988. Many of these passengers consíst of small farmers and rural 
laborers in northern and central tiaranhao that are seasonally employed in 
prospecting activities in soucheascern Para. The railroad, in shorc, has greatly 
facilitaced the mobílity of the intraregional labor force ín Eastern Amazonia. 

6. 24 Project-sp()nsored road improvetnents have likewise been a major 
faccor in opening up the Carajas co~ridor ·- and especially the western part of 
the project's immediate area of influence .. to additional migration, thereby 
also contributing to rapid rural and urban settlement. The PA-275 highway, which 
was const~cted and paved in connec~ion with the Carajas operation and connects 
CVRD' s mining concession to t:he ex.isting PA-150 highway ( that was also paved 
under the project) and , chus , to Maraba co the north and írnportanc c a c t Le 
ranching areas such as Xinguara and Conceicao do Araguaia to the south, ha~ been 
particularly important in this regard. In addition to constitucing a direct road 
link between Maraba and t:he iron ore p r oj ec t , PA·27S has also facilitated 
overland access to Serra Pelada and other prospeccing areas inche region, to 
the former GETAT agricultural ~olonization projeccs just to the south and east 
of CVRD's mining concession and to the towns of Curionopolis and Parauapebas/Rio 
Verde. 

6.25 Even the Carajas rail line itself has played a role in the 
improvement of road transport in the region. The addition of a road section to 
the Tocantins River bridge, which was originally intended to carry only ore 
trains, has already been mentioned. Especially during construccion, moreover, 
both the access roads to the railway and apparently also the rail bed itself 
were utilized for the circulation of passenger vehicles, including buses, as 
well as bicycles, riders on horseback, pedestrians and even catcle. 26 More 
generally, local public use of project transport infrastructure was not clearly 
or fully anticipated at the time of appraisal and, in addition to representing 

Cambridge, Mass., 1956. Transport improvements are particularly important for 
the development of frontier regions such as Eastern Am.azonia, where the spread 
of commercíal agricultural settlement and primary extractive activities is often 
accompanied by a parallel expansion of subsistence agriculture, together with 
urban-based industrial and service activities largely oriented to local markets. 

26 
A January 1984 CVRD letcer to the Bank in reply to the findings of the 

Bank's third project supervision ~ission (September 1983) notes, for exarnple, 
that internai company environmental working groups had been e s cab Lí.shed in order 
to cansider problems "concerníng people and cattle usíng the (rail] right·of· 
way." In response to what appear- to have been Bank complaints about such 
unauthorized usage of this right~of-way, CVRD affirmed, moreover, chat; "our 
policy must adjust to operational parameters and the requirements of local 
inhabitants and their necessities will be given consideration." 

- - - --------==~- ,,,;~-;,,=====- 
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- 
a relevant -- if largely unintended -- benefit of the operation, also 
illustrates the kinds (and complexity) of regional impacts which large transport 
and other infrastructure projects frequently have, even when cheir objectíves 
are essentially sectoral or macroeconomic in nature. This is particularly true 
in dynamic frontier areas undergoing rapid occupation and settlement, as was 
clearly the case in much of the Carajas corridor, where, moreover, a substancial 
part of this process was directly or indirectly induced by the iron ore project 
itself. 

- 
- 4. Industrialization and Urban Growth 

6.26 Finally, a major indirect consequence of the Carajas Project -- that 
will be discussed more fully in the next section and in Chapters VII and IX 
below -- has been its impact on incipient industrial development and 
urbanization throughout the Carajas corridor. The most direct manifestation of 
this linkage are the Carajas-ore consuming metallurgical industries that have 
either already been installed or are expected to soon be established in the 
region, including both pig iron smelter,s and ocher iron o r manganese ore 
processing activities. More specifically, at the time of the OED/SEPLAN mission 
to the Carajas area in April 1989, four pig iron smelters -- two each in Maraba 
and Acailandia -- were already in operation, out of a total of thirteen such 
industries that had been formally approved for installation along the rail 
corridor with fiscal incentives from the Grande Carajas Program. 

- 
6.27 These thirteen industries -· which are further described in Annex 
II of this report -· if installed as presently planned, would produce more than 
1. 3 million tons of pig iron a year when operational and provide direct 
permanent employment to over 5,000·people. Six of these smelters are expected 
to be located in Acailandia, five in Santa Ines and two in Maraba. ln addition, 
as of March 1989, six other iron ore consuming (eg. ferro-alloy) industries have 
also been approved by the PGC for installation in the region. When operacional, 
they are expected to directly employ roughly another 3,400 "'1orkers and to 
generate more than 300,000 tons of iron ore-based output annually. Of these 
industries, two are expected to locate in Rosario, two in Parauapebas and one 
each in Maraba and Tucurui. Nane of the above industries, however, would be 
present in the Carajas region in the absence of the iron ore project. 

r: 

6. 28 These metallurgical industries and others similar ín nature that 
will be established · in the more distant future to process Carajas iron, 
manganese, copper and other minerals, moreover, will necessarily also generate 
a significant amount of indirect employment, both as the result of the 
production of non-mineral input supplies (eg. charcoal or other local natural 
resource-based fuels) 27 and the provision of transportation and other services 
and -- as in the case of the Carajas mine itself -- as a result of the increased 
demand for locally produced or provided goods and services on the part of those 
directly and indirectly employed in.or by these activities and their families. 
ln short, the mineral processing industries made possible by the availabílity 

- 
27 The production oi charcoal, in particular, is a very làbor intensive 

activity as is the collection of._babacu nuts, which represents one alternative 
to wood-based charcoal as a fuel source for the pig iron smelters. 
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of iron and other ores and the cransport infrastructure and services provided 
through the Carajas Project are likely to have very substantial aná positive 
multiplier effeccs in terms of employment and income throughout. ::he fantire 
railway corridor, extending evento more distant. point:s such as T~curui not 
locaced along the Carajas rail line. 

6.29 Much of this employment will inevitably be generated in towns and 
cities, especially Parauapebas, ~araba, Acailandia, Sanca Ines, Rosario and Sao 
Luís, and, thus, is likely to provide a. major additiona.l impulse for urban 
growth in the region. In all likelihood, moreover, given ~he socio-economic 
characteristics of the surrounding region, the number of people seeking jobs in 
these industries and related commercial and service activities will 
substantially exceed the total that can be productively employed, so that the 
volume of rural to urban migration within the region may substantially 
íncrease. It is also likely that an increasing number of migrants will be 
attracted from outside the iminediate Carajas corridor, particularly from the 
neighboring semi-arid Northeast. ln synthesis, therefore, as was anticipated in 
the Bank's appraisal report, the iron ore project ha.s already been -- and will 
continue to be -· an important indirect source Qf industrial and urban growth 
in Eastern Amazonia. Accordingly, it is of particular relevance to briefly 
consider the adequacy and effectiveness of the project' s urban deve Lopmenc 
measures. 

- 
C. Urban Development Component 

1. Carajas and Parauapebas/Rio Verde 

6. 30 As was indicated in the t,revious chapter, the Caraj as Proj ect 
contained a specific urban development component which consisted largely of the 
installation of a completely new township inside CVRD's mining concession in the 
Carajas highlands and the provision of basic physical infrastructure and social 
services for a similarly new "service town" to be located jus e outside the 
c0D1pany's gates at Para~apebas. As the PCR indicates, the township at Carajas 
was, indeed, successfully constructed and presently provides a high quality of 
housing, basic infrastr~cture and community services (including a variety of 
recreational facílitíes) to CVRD's employees; by contrast, project-relatedurban 
investmencs at Parauapebas have been far from sufficient to meet the growing 
shelter and service needs of the rapidly expanding.population in this town and 
its satellite, Rio Verde. 28 Furthermore, despite tbe availability of land, CVRD 
managers at the mine site have reneged on their initial commitment to house part 
of the non .. CVIU) service workers involved in mining operations at Carajas 
township, 

29 
clearly establishing this nucleus as a company enclave, on the one - - 28 

PCR, op. cit. paras. 16·17. 
29 

Section 3.04 of the Loan Agreement stipulated, more specifically, that 
"CVRD shall reserve about 1,000 lots for additional service workers ín t:he first 
stage of development of [Carajas township} and shall enter arrangements ~ith B~H 
or other financi~l agencies, acceptable to the Bank, for carrying out a ~redLt 
program for financing the construction or purchase of the houses to be built on 
such lots, in ord~r to enable the permanent settle~ent of such service workers 
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hand, ~hile further increasing pressure on already inadequate urban 
infrastructure and services at Parauapebas and Rio Verde, on the other. 

6. 31 Toe OED/SEP"Uili mission confirmed that the defini tive township at 
Carajas 30 has, indeed, been built to very high standards of urban design and 
has been provided with excellent services and community facilities, ~hich, in 
addition t.o primary and secondary · schools, Lnc Lude, a supermarket and other 
s hops, a bus s tation, a e inema, sports arenas, a day caze e enter, garbage 
collection and disposal services and, perhaps, most importantly, a regional 
hospital which, in all likelihood, is the best such facility anywhere in Eastern 
Amazonia outside of Belem and Sao Luis. Residential housing, in turn, compares 
favorably with that in middle and upper middle class suburbs anywhere in Brazil. 
A special guest house for the Brazilian President and other visiting dignitaries 
was also built by CVRD near the definitive Carajas nucleus. The township and 
all basic services within it, moreover, are fully administered and well 
maintained by CVRD. As mentioned in the Bank's PCR, finally, Carajas township 
is noc allowed to grow withouc the consenc of CVRD and is expected to remain at 
its present size until production is subscantially increased. 31 

.- 
6.32 The situation at Parauapebas/Rio Verde presents a sharp contrasc to 
that ac Carajas. The findings of a Bank supervision raí.s s í.on Ln March 1986 
clearly point to che increasing disparities between the cwo project-supported 
urban centers. The report of this mission, more concrecely, affirmed that, while 
progress on "Caraj as new town" was "satisfactory," major problems remained to 
be solved in Parauapebas and Rio Verde which were estirnated, ac that time, to 
have a combinéd population somewhere between 45,000 and 50,000. 32 This figure 
compares with an expected 1988 population of 10,000 upon which the 
infrastructure plans approved by the .Bank in October 1982 for the "service town" 
of Parauapebas were originally based. Rio Verde, more specifically -- located 
just to the east of Parauapebas along the PA-275 highway -- had mushroomed f~om 
a reported population of some 3,000 in early 1984 to on the arder of 25,000- 
30,000 people in early 1986. 33 

in such townsite over a period of about 5 years from the Gompletion_Date." Thus 
far at least, CVRD has noc complied with this condition. 

30 
A temporary urban nucleus, located closer to the ini tial iron ore mining 

site, is being gradually dismantled with the progressive relocacion of CVRD 
employees to the permanent nucleus and the transfer of contract workers to 
Parauapebas. 

ll PCR, op. cit., para. 16. 

32 
Supervision mission report dated April 30, 1986. This document 

highlights the "urgent need" to expand water and sewer net:works at Parauapebas 
and to rebuild and enlarge conununity facilities, including the municipal 
building, police station and jail that had been burned down during a 
demonstration by Serra Pelada gold miners (see para 4.29 above). 

33 
The first of these estimates is given in a supervision mission report 

dated March 9·, 1984. this report ~eferred to Rio Verde as a "squatcer colony." 
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6. 33 Rio Verde, which was comp Le ce Ly unplanned, was described by the 
March 1986 supervision missionas a "burgeoning town," spreading out along the 
híghway, that was soon expected to be conciguous with Parauapebas and whose 
physical infrast:ruct:ure was essentially limit:ed to ungraded lanes and precarious 
elect:rical conneccions. The same report emphasized that, Ln arder to avoid 
epidemies, there was an urgent need to ex.pand t:he existing water pumping 
station, water t:reatment plant and water distribution networks to serve both 
communities, while street upgrading, storm drainage and street lighting, as well 
as additional schools and health facilities, were also needed. 34 In general, 
housing conditions in Rio Verde were also highly inadequat:e -- the highly varied 
and frequently precarious wooden struct:ures strongly contrascing with the 
homogeneous masonry and tile-roofed constructions at Garajas -- while periodic 
flooding of squatter occupied lowland areas was common. The OED/SEPLAN mission's 
visít to Parauapebas/Rio Verde in April 1989 revealed that little had changed 
in this respect. 

6. 34 The growth o f Parauapebas and Rio Verde reflects a number of 
factors, including GETAT' s decision to locace agricultural colonization projects 
near the Carajas Project and extensive go Ld and o che r mineral prospect:ing 
activities in the vicinity, as well a$ the spontaneous establishment of small 
farms and ranches of varying sizes in the a:rea. All of these activities, 
however, were made possible by the road infrastructure installed in connectíon 
with the' iron o~e project and much of the population that has agglomerated in 
Parauapebas/Rio Verde was initially drawn to the area either as construction 
workers or in arder to serve the construction camps through commercial 
activities, restaurants, bars, boarding houses, pharmacies, ~te., in what is a 
very common pattern on the AI!iazonian frontier. Rio Verde, in fact, had its 
origins as the "red light district" for the construction camps near Carajas and 
Parauapebas, juat as Curionopolis initially appeared in arder to provide similar 
services to Serra Pelada go ld prospec tors. Both, however, have subsequently 
evolved into respectable, if still poorly serviced, commercial frontier boom 
towns. 

6.35 Neither CVRD nor the Bank adequacely anticipated the rapid 
urbanizacion brought on directly and indirectly by the iron ore project, 
especially at the western end of the Carajas corridor. As a result, the urban 
infrastructure and service investments provided through the projecc for 
Parauapebas were clearly insufficient. Furthermore, while the Bank' s PCR is 

34 
Supervision mission report dated April 30, 1986, op. cit. This repare 

also observes that, even though CVRD had already spent some US$ 13.7 million in 
Parauapebas, at least another US$ 18 million were requirea to introduce needed 
improvements in infrastructure networks and·community facilities in Parauapebas 
and Rio Verde. The report recommended that these improvements be "se t wi thi.:-, an 
integrat:ed land use planning framework" and p'ropoaed thac such a p Lan be prepared 
by consulçancs to CVRD on the basis of te~s of reference approved by the Bank. 
Such a plan apparently was dr avn up in mid-1986, but. a subsequent Bank 
supervision mission ( in September-October 1986) continued to stress the '.'urgent 
need to rehabilitate, sanitize and expand the urban net~orks of Parauapebas to 
serve the expansion areas in Rio Verde." 

-· . .._, 
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correct ín affirming that CVRD did provide the basic infrastructure for this 
t.ownship as stipulated ín t:he Loan Agreement and t.hat "local and s cace 
authoríties did not com~lement and maíntaín this ínfrastruccure or extend it to 
meet the requirements of a greater than expected influx of sectlers," 35 this 
document neglects to mention that: stace and local aut:horities were never 
effectively involved in the Carajas Project. by CVRD ar the Bank and that they 
simply did not possess the resources r~quired to make the necessary 
improvements. At the time the iron ore operation was being implemented 
Parauapebas and Rio Verde, as well as Curionopolis, were still fonnally 
dístrícts of the municipality of Maraba. This municipality, moreover, was unable 
to adequately cape with the rapidly growing de~ands for urban infras~ructure and 
services in the city of Mar aba itself - - whose population had similarly 
~ushroomed, partly as a result of the canstruction of the Carajas railway -- let 
alone those of outlying towns so~e 100 to 150 kilometers away. 

6. 36 Bank supervision efforts for the uxban ccepcnenc of the Caraj as 
?rojecc ~ere apparencly restricted for budgetary reasons to a single mission - 
- involving less than one week -- a year, which was clearly not sufficienc given 
the constantly widening disparíty between the initial demographic projections 
and the evolving reality of urbanization along the rail corridor. The Bank's 
last specific s~pervision mission for the urban development component was in 
Septémber-October 1986 and it appears that little additíonal Bank follow-up 
regarding urban development problems in the region occurred after this date. 36 

While a letter to CVRD followíng the next-to-last general projeét supervision 
mission in March 1987 does make reference to the Bank's continuing con~ern with 
the "unexpected spontaneous gro'"1th" of these towns and acknowledges that CVRD 
was "currently reviewing" its future role in this regard, the Bank affirm~ only 
that "we would be interested in learning about any decisions in this respect," 
further suggesting that it ~ould be important that "local authorities 
appropriately complement CVRD's actions by necessary infrastructure investments 
and maintenance." 31 

6.37 The Bank's PCR observes, 
execution, the idea of using part of 
to fund additional urban development 
discussed and eventually rejected 

finally, that, toward the end of project 
the undisbursed balance of the Bank loan 
investments at Parauapebas/Rio Verde was 
by CVRD, presurnably because of the 

JS PCR.,. op. cit., para. 17. 
36 

The last docwuents in the project files specifically dealing with urban 
development matters in the Carajas corridor were a back-co~offíce report for che 
September-October 1986 mission dated February 25, 1987 and a memorandum providing 
supplemental comments on the proposed plans to improve Parauapebas and Rio Verde 
dated March 11. 1987. 

37 h f. d. Letter dated June 4, 1987 from the Bank to CVRD concerning te 1n ings 
of the April 1987 supervision missian. No recommendation is made, however, as 
to how -- or with what resources -- either CVRD or "local authorities" should 
go about doing thís. 
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com~aratively high cost of using external resources for this purpose. 38 Inche 
absence of such funding, however, it appears that little further invest~ent in 
urban infrastnicture and services has occurred to date, despite the continuing 
gzowch of these towns. At the time of the April 1989 OEO/SEPLAN mission, 
moreover, GVRD was still in the process of "reviewing its future role" ln this 
respect. The recent transformation of Parauapebas into a municipalicy separate 
f~om Maraba is, nevertheless, a promising development since, starting in 1989, 
the new county would have dire~t access to local mineral tax revenues generated 
by the Garajas Project and other mining activities within its territory that had 
previously been almost totally absçrbed in the city of Maraba. The newly elected 
local authorities had also 1.nitiated discussions with CVRD management in 
relation to the company's on-going 1tmoral obligationN to help improve living 
conditions in the municipality. 

6.38 In any case, as of early 1987, the Bank's already very limit:ed 
involvement in urban development activities in the Carajas corridor effectively 
ceased altogether. The im.mediate reason why this accurred was probably that the 
urban development specialist ~ho had accompanieà this component from appraisal 
onward retired from the Bank at the time of its reorganization in mid·l987. A 
more important and definitive reason was the fact that implementation of the 
operation as a whole was drawing to a close. For both reasons, Bank monítoring 
of, and sporadic attempts to deal with, the serious and persisting urban 
problems affecting the western part of the Carajas corridor vere clearly 
discontinu~d well before these problems could be satisfactõrily resolved. 

6.39 The experience under the urban development component of the Carajas 
operation, thus, raises the broader issue as to both where and when CVRD's and 
the Sank's responsibilities end in a situation such as this in which, even after 
an investment project has been fully implemented in physical terms, it 
continues, directly or indirectly, to generate • . or at least to strongly 
contribute to·· significant social and/or environm.ental problems in its area 
of influence. This is particularly a problem in projects such as the present one 
in which such adverse impacts were poorly anticipated and dealt with from the 
outset and in which no attempt was made (by either the Guarantor or che Sank) 
to financially and institutionally strengthen the state and local government 
agencies that · ultimately have to assume responsibility for the provision and 
maintenance of the basic urban ínfrastructure and services in the areas affected 
by the operation. This extremely important and comple~ issue will be furthe~ 
discussed in the concluding chapter of this report. 

2. Along the Railroag 
' 

6 .40 The urban development · component of the iron ore p roj ecc also 
included comparatively s111all investments in infrascructure arid hous í.ng ac 
va r í.ous localities along the Caraj as railroad, largely f o r the purpose of 
providing adequate shelter and other amenities for company employees involved 
in on-goíng rail operation and maintenance activicies. ~ccording to the SAR, in 

..; 
38 

PCR, op. c:it., para. 17-. The PCR indicates, cn the other hand, chae CVRD ._, 
did continue to provide "cechnãcal, advice" for health, educacion and social _, 
services to these towns. 

- 
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addition to accommodations for some 100 CVRD railroad .maintenance and service 
workers at Parauapebas, some 280 housing units and community facil~ties would 
be provided through the pt"oject for "key railway ope r a t.Lcn personnel" at 
Rosario, Vitoria do Mearim, Santa Ines, Nova Vida, Pequia and Km 650, together 
with roughly another 470 units at Maraba. Th.e latter were to be sold to CVRD 
employees, but financed through the National Housing Bank (BNH), rather than 
built directly by the project. 39 - 
6 .41 T.,lhile no reference to th~ subsequent: itnplementation of these 
investment:s is made in either the p ro j ec c files o r the Bank' s and CVRD' s 
completion reports, rapid visual inspect:ions by the OED/SEPI..AN mission of some 
of the areas benefitted suggest that the projected housing units were, in fact, 
built. 

40 
In addition, OED and SEPLAN were informed by CVRD that it provided 

other forms of urban development assistance (eg. support for planning activlties 
arid road paving) to towns along the railroad, particularly Maraba, buc no 
concrete data on the exac c nature or a.mount of such expenditures were made 
available to the mission. As a result: it is impossible to determine the full 
extenc of CVRD's actual contribution to urban deveiopmenc efforts in the region. 

- 
6.42 Project-related investments for infrastructure and services in 
cities and towns, other than Parauapebas, along che immediate Carajas-Sao Luis 
rail corridor, however, were clearly minimal boch in absolute terms and, more 
imporcancly, in relation to the very rapidly expanding needs of these centers. 
Pare of th~se requirements, moreover, was the direct result of the inflwc. of 
population attracted to the Carajas corridor by construction and other 
accivities directly or indirectly associated wich implantation of the iron ore 
operation, as OED/SEPLAN interviews with local auchorities ín Maraba, Santa Ines 
and elsewhere plainly revealed. The broader urban development impaccs of the 
Garajas Project, however -- which again raise che issue as to where and when 
CVRD's and the Bank's responsibilities should leave off with regard to project 
effects at the regional level -- are dis~ussed in greater detail in Chapter !X 
below. - 

3. Sao Luís 

- 
6.43 At the time of project appraisal, the Bank clearly expressed its 
concern about existing urban development problems ín the area immediacely 

39 
Report No. 3921-BR. op. cit., para. 5.39. No further detail as to the 

specific investments involved is provided in the SAR. - 

r- 

40 
CVRD• s draft PCR provides virtually nc information on the urban 

development component of the projecc except to indicate that instead of the US$ 
179 million (net of contingencies) originally expec cad to be spent for che 
installation of urban facilities, only US$ 144 million were in fact utilized for 
thís puxpo se , This latter figure, nevertheless, still represented an amount 
substantially greater than the cost of many of the Bank ' s individual free 
standing urban developmenc projects in execution throughout the world ac that 
time. The Bank's FCR, moreover, addresses itself only to urban investments at 
Carajas and Parauapebas, totally ignoring interventions under this component 
along the railway and in Sao Luís. 
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surroundíng CVRD's raíl and port terminal facilities at Ponta da Madeira near 
Sao Luis. As observed at the beginning of this chapter, the Loan Agreemenc for 
che Carajas Project included a clause requiring preparation of a land use and 
zoning plan for the area around the port terminal, as well as the signing of an 
agreement between CVRD and state and municipal authorities for the subsequent 
ímplementation of this plan. Particular attention was to be given to the 
relocation of existing squatters along the BR-135 highway leading to CVRD's port 
facilítíes and.to definition of the measures necessary to avoid future squatter 
invasíons ín the area. 

6.44 From the outset, however, CVRD confronted seríous díffículties in 
it:s attempcs to índuce state and local authorities to comply wíth these 
condítions, while its O\ltl efforts to resolve the resulting impasse appear, at 
least initíally, to have been half-hearted. As early as December 1982. a meeting 
between the Bank specialíst responsible fo~ supervision of the praject's urban 
component and his CVRD councerpart concluded that, while the major land uses 
w í t h í.n the company' s pare terminal concession were "·,1ell defined," there vas a 
persiscing need for the areas outside this propercy, especially along either 
side of the BR-135 road, together with the land to the east and south of the 
CVRD concession, to have "the sa.me careful delineacion." u The incernal Bank 
memorandum which reported the results of this meeting, moreover, recommended 
that the land use plan for che port area be extended to two large squatter 
communi ties, invo l ving some 90,000 people, loca ted imme<iia te ly co the s outh 
("Vila M.aranhao") and north ("Vila Anjo do Guarda") of CVRl)'s concession, while 
"mangue (ie. coastal marshland} and beach protection zones" should be defined, 
together with expansion areas for housing, commercial, service and conunun~ty 
facilitíes, since these squatter "towns" could be expecced to double in size 
over the next decade , •2 

6 .45 Changes in the state government, together with d_isagreements between 
local offícíals and CVRD, 43 were apparently largely responsible for delays in 

Internal tnemorandum dated December 30. 1982 regarding the above 
mentioned me«ting. 

41 
The December 1982 memo further suggested that all existing and future 

squatters along the acce s s road to the porc should be "channeled" inco these two 
vilas, while local and state agencies shouló carefully regulate the location of 
industrial activities in the area for envirorunental reasons. More specifically, 
it urges that Npermitted uses should be grouped into two basic categories: one 
t.hat produces no envirotllllental hazards or effluents ( eg. warehousing and storage) 
can be placed near existing wetlands; [while) a second group of industrial 
processing plants with effluents that must be creaced and recycled should be 
located inland with adequace buffer zones ... since the entire [ Sao Luís] pen í.risu La 
is-a large breeding ground for shrimp and crustaceans." 

43 
The state government claimed, more specifically, that newly constructed 

CVRD breakwaters at Ponta da Madeira had altered tidal currencs and were 
resulting in increased sedimentation near the ·porc of Itaqui located just ~o 
the south of Ponta da Madeira. CVRD, however, was later able to prove that thLs 
was not the case, ln addition, CVRI)'s construction of an administratíve center 

- 

'-,1 

- 
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memorandum wrítten after the Bank's third supervision mission in Sepcember 1983 
mentions that CVRD' s relations with both the city of Sao Luís and state 
goverrunenc authorities "continue to deteriorate," while the full mission report 
identifies "the poor relat.ionship and lack of communication bet:ween CVRD and the 
authorities in Sao Luis," together with land tenure problems and "unauthorized 
and uncontrolled settlements in the vicinity of the mine, along che railway, in 
the terminal area in Sao l.uis and ... ín Amerindian reservations," as problems of 
"increasing concern." 44 CVRD' s difficulties with the municipality were, in 
face. only resolved after the coill.pany agr~ed ta help improve local h í.ghway 
infrastructure. 45 - 
6.46 As a result of CVRD's improved relations with the state and local 
governments, the next supervision mission (April-May 1984) was able to report 
considerable progress with respect to the land use plan which, according to the 
Bank's urban development specialist, clearly demarcated industrial, canunercial, 
residencial, inscitutional and ecological zones, together wíth squacter 
sectlements. 46 Even though local officials indicated that this plan had alreaày 
been enacted into law, however, the Bank's urban specialist observed that the 
municipalit.y' s enfo~cement measures remained inadequate. Not surprisingly, 
therefore, che Bank' s fifth supe rv í.s í.cn mission (May 1985) identífied the "urban 
sprawl" around the CVRD site in Sao Luís, together with "the failure to pzope r Ly 
occupy Parauapebas township because of the uncontrollable development of the 
nearby squatter town of Rio Verde" as the project' s principal persisting 

for the port terminal facilities had apparently restricted public access to 
nearby beaches, thereby causing an additional source of tension with the 
municipality. 

44 
Back-to-office ~eporc of Bank envirorunental specialist, following a 

visit to the Carajas Project, dated September 22, 1983 and supervision report 
dated October 13, 1983. 

"5 A letter dated January 19, 1984 from CVRD to the Bank, notes, for 
example, that nadjustments• wíth the municipality of Sao Luís had been made in 
December 1983 after CVRD's payment of local license fees for construction w~rks 
withín the port terminal area anda 11generous donation" to local authorities in 
arder to consjrruct; a bridge linking t:wo key areas within the city, together with 
an agreement bet:ween the nacional highway department (DNER) and the municipality 
to duplícate that part of the BR-135 road connecting the center of Sao Luis with 
Itaqui. 

- 
46 

The urban specialist' s back- co-office report, in face, p r a í s e s the s ca cs 
planning agency for its proposed ecological conservation measures near the port 
sít.e, but also observes that some eight large "squatter coloníes" with roughly 
.so, 000 ínhabitants remained opposit:e CVR.D • s main entrance, havíng "developed over 
the Las e 5 years of CVRD' s activit:ies." In the case of the largest o f these 
communities (Vila Anjo do Gua~da), however, CVRD provided water supply, schools 
and health posts "as their contribution to area improvements." - 
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"environmental is sues." 47 Since chis is che last specific reference in the 
Bank's project documents (including the PGR) to urban developmenc accivities in 
the port area. it is ultimately unclear whether the land use and zoning plan was 
ever effectively implemented or not. 

6.47 As it became increasingly evidene that the municipal governmene 
would be unable to undertake the investments necessary · to upgrade the slum 
settlements in the port vicinity without a considerable injection of additional 
outside resources, finally, it was hoped that such improvements would be funded 
through a Second Medium-Sized Cities Project. This proposed follow-on operation 
~as under consideration by the Brazilian Governmenc and the Bank bet;,..1een 1983- 
86 and Sao Luís was expected to be one of che principal beneficiary cities. 
However, the Bank and the Government later decided not to proceed with a second 
intermediate cities project, which has left Sao Luis largely without: the 
resources necessary to deal with the problems and demands resulting from its 
very rapid rate of growth, due at least in pare to increased Garajas•related 
po r c ac c í.v í cy at; Itaqui and Ponta da Madeira. 

D. Conclusion 

6. 48 The expe r í.ence under the urban developinent component was clearly 
mixed. As indicated in the preceding seccion, implementation of this component 
was characterized by a sharply contrasting performance on the pare of CVRD at 
Carajas (ie. within the mining concession area) and elsewhere -- especially at 
Parauapebas/Rio Verde, but also at Sao Luis and other points along the railroad 
- - where ·che provision of urban services, although by no means the exclusive 
responsibility of CVRD, has e Leaz Ly been far less adequa te and where the 
signifícant ínitial deficits of basic urban infrastructure and services have 
rapidly expanded as the resu~t of equally rapid population growth. As suggested 
above, much of this urban population growth -- particularly in the western part 
of the Carajas corridor -- has occurred directly or indirectly in response to 
the iron ore project. 

6.49 More generally, the results of the Carajas Project were also mixed. 
On the one hand, the iron ore operation was, indeed, an impressive undercaking 
from a variety of standpoints. The Carajas region contains one of the richest 
mineral deposits in the world and the Bank-supported project escablished one of 
the largest open-pit mining operations on the planet -- by one of the world's 
foremost mining ente~rises -- and included construction of a major railroad, 
together with a deep waeer port, two new townships and other regional transport 
infrastru.cture. Iron ore production at Carajas is currently on the order of 30 
million tons pet" year, while smaller amounts of manganese ore are also being 
extracted for export and CVRD plans to initiate che mining of nearby copper 
deposits shortly. Since Carajas output is sold almost exclusively in excernal 
markets, the project will have a significant positive long-run impact on 
Brazil's balance of payments. 

6.50 The: project was prepared, implemented. and appears to be operated 
efficiently, with major infrastructure works completed earlier than scheduled 

47 Supervision mission report dated June 17. 1985. 
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and well under appraisal cost estimates. Altogether, more than 60 small b~idges 
and one major road~rail crossing were built along the railway between Carajas 
and Saa Luis, while the project also included the canstruction and/or pavement 
of some 170 km of highways connecting the mine site to the city of Maraba and, 
thus, to the Transamazon, Belem-Brasilia and other important road links in 
Eastern Amazonia. Total project design, execution and financial costs amounted 
to some US$ 3.5 billion, of which the Bank ultimately financed roughly US$ 231 
million, while other international lenders provided another US$ 914 million. 
Brazilian sources, in turn, provided the remaining US$ 2.4 billion, including 
CVRD's own contribution of some US$ 1.66 billion. 

6. 51 In addition to the ex.tract:ion, transportation and expo r c o f iron and 
manganese ore, moreover, the Caraj as Proj ect has generated other importanc 
benefits and contributed to several significanc developments in its larger area 
of influence. One of these benefits refers to the transport of freight other 
than Carajas mineral output starting in 1985 and of passengers between 
Paraua-pebas and Sao Luis since 1986. ln 1988, for example. some 560,000 tons of 
goods other than iron and manganese ore - - including diesel oil, gaso Lí.ne , 
alcohol and other fuels, gravel, ~ement and other construct:ion macerials, 
lumber, agricultural commodities (especially cereals), beverages, vehicles and 
e qu í.pmeric , pig iron and other products • - cogether with more than 400,000 
passengers were transported by the Carajas railway. With che inauguracion of che 
ínitial section of the North-South railway in April 1989, moreover, the projecc 
financed railroad has, in effect, been extended from Acailandia to Imperatriz, 
from where agricultural and other products generate_d in southwestern Maranhao 
and Tocantins can now be transported for export through Itaqui and Ponta da 
Madeira. The iron ore project has also been directly and indirectly responsible 
for significant employnient and income generation along the Carajas corridor, in 
the process cont:ributing both to the incipient industrialization and spread of 
rural set:tlement, as well as very rapid urban growth, throughout much of the 
area as will be further explored in Chapter IX below. 

6, 52 On the negative side, ho\lever, the proj ect is presently 
characterized by (reestimated) financial and economic rates of return (1.2% and 
3.7%, respectively) which are barely positive and well below che cut-off point 
(lOI) normally utilized by the Bank in order to determine project success or 
failure from an economic standpoint:. These low rates of return are the result 
of a combination of smaller than expected iron ore sales and much lower than 
proj ected iron ore prices, despi te substantial reduct:ions in both proj ect 
installation and operating costs. From this standpoint, therefore, even though 
it has resulted in a well-executed and generally well-managed, large-scale and 
modern mining operation, and even though ~- as the Bank's PCR concludes 48 

48 
The PCR- (op. cit., para. 28) observes, more specifically. that "the 

project's main benefits, resulting from continuous production·of low-cost íron 
ore,· principally for export, are very likely co be sust:ainable over the long 
t:erm. The projected pt'oduccion period was 35 years at: app r ã í.s a.L buc wíll pzobab Ly 
be considerably longer. The technical risks of the operat:ion appear sma_ll. The 
financial risks, already low, will dect'ease after repayment of the bulk of the 
loans in 1995 ... and will make the operation resistant to possible operating cost 
increases .... More~vet', in the long run, an expansion of the project's capacity 
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its benefits are, indeed, highly likely to be suscainable, the Carajas venture 
can not presently be considered a successful project. 

6.53 The project's (largely indirect) adverse í.mpac cs cn the physical and 
human enviranmencs in its excensive area of influence in southeascern Para and 
northern, central and western Maranhao, finally, are the other importanc 
negative feature of the Carajas operation. On the one hand, even though its 
specific envíronmental and Amerindian protection components -- which ~ill be 
assessed in the next chapter - - have, in fac t, had numerous beneficial 
consequences to date, the long-term sustainability of many of these benefits is 
questionable. On the o chez hand, the Carajas Proj ect failed to adequately 
anticipate the potencial repercussions of the large investments involved on the 
natural environmenc in the surrounding region, as well as on its non-Amerindian 
population. Here the bla.me must ultimately be shared between the Borrower and 
the Guarantor and the Bank. 

~.;4 On the Bank side, more sµecifically, evett though both environmental 
and Ameríndian prot:ection components were included in the Carajas operation at 
the Bank's insistence, as the PCR pucs í t , the project's "main weakness" was 
probably the insufficienc ex-ante evaluation of its possible indirect impact:s 
and the lack of appropriate provisions for influencing and controlling these 
impacts "in o~der to avoid or at least mitigace undesirable environmental 
effects." 

49 
Among the lessem; dl.'awn by the PCR from the experience under this 

operation, accordingly, is that "for a project the size of Carajas implanted in 
a fragile environment, the secondary developments should have been carefully 
assessed at: appraisal and more effective preca'-ttions ... built: in to guard against 
the adverse effects of these developments." 50 Toe fundamental correctness and 
importance of this lesson will be highlighted by che discussion of the broader 
physical and human environmental consequences of the Carajas Project in the last 
three chapters of this report. 

to 50 million tpy appears possible, particularly if new projects in Africa_do 
not: materialize. This would provide the project: w í ch additional procec:c~on 
against financial risks because of higher volumes and, thus, further reduction 
in production coses." 

Ibid .• para. 33. 

50 Ibid., para. 3S(ii). 

-~-:;:;;.,~"""? 
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VII. EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL A~~D AM&RINDIAN COMPONENTS 

7.01 The Carajas lron Ore Praject contained specific environmental anti 
Amerindian protection componencs that were briefly described in Chapcer V above. 
The present chapcer will attempt to assess che adequacy, effectíveness and 
sustainability of project-related efforcs co preserve the natural envirorunent 
and to protect indigenous communities directly or indirectly affecced by the 
Carajas Projecc. In the case of the environmental protection component, more 
specifically, the chapter will examine CVRD's actívities within the areas under 
its direcc jurisdiction, including the mining concessíon, the righc-of-way of 
the Ca~ajas railroad and the port concession. Projecc impacts on the natural 
environment in its larger area of influence will be the subject of the nexc 
chapter. Likewise, on the human environmental side, the present discussion will 
restrict itself to project consequences and protection measures specifically 
related to tribal populations. Othe~ human environmental impacts of the .Carajas 
operatlon will be explored in Ghapter IX. 

A. Protection of the Physical Environment 1 

l. Organizational Arrangements for Envirorunental Procection 

- 

7.02 From an administrative standpoint, responsibility for operation of 
the iron ore project is presently divided among three units, all of which are 
subordinated to CVRD's Production Directorace: (i) the Carajas Mine 
Superintendency (SUMIC), which has its headquarters at the mine site: (ii) the 
Carajas Railroad Superintendency (SUFEC), with headquarters in Sao Luis; and 
(iii) the Ponta da Madeira Port Superintendency (SUPOC), also headquartered at 
Sao Luis.? Each of these Superintendencies contains an Environmental Division 
which is advised by an Internal Envirorunental Commiss ion ( or CIMA) . 3 The ClMAs 
which were formally established in June 1981, are currently composed of employees 
from varíous parts of CVRD and members of the local conununity, but, during the 

- 
1 

This section, in addition to presenting the results of the OED/SEPI..AN 
mission FOR the Carajas Project in March-April 1989, also relies heavily on a 
report by Anthony Andersen entitled "The Carajas Iron Ore Projecc - Assessment 
of the Environmental Components" dated April 1989. Mr. Anderson visited the 
Ca~ajas corridor in March-April 1989 under a consulting assignment for the Yorld 
Bank in parallel to ~reparation of the Project Completíon Repare (PCR) for the 
iron ore operation. 

2 
As noted in para. 5.40 above, during the construction phase, these units 

were subordinated to the (then) Departm.ent of Buildings and Projects (DEFEK) 
wíthin the Superintendency for Implementation of the Carajas Project (SUCAR). 

3 
Although three separate commissions were originally envísíoned, the 

functíons of the proposed CIMA for the railroad were later divided and combined 
wíth those for the mine and porc areas based at Carajas and Sao_ Luís, 
resp~ctively. According to Anderson (op. cit., pg. 15), CIMAs were also created 
at each of che urban nuclei established or supporced by CVRl) along the rouce of 
the Carajas railway. 

r: 
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constructionphase, they also included representatives of the private contractors 
involved in project implemencation. These commissions have the responsibility 
to exallline and make recommendations to CVRD managemenc regarding envíronmental 
issues and problems related to the activities of the Superintendencies with which 
they are associated. More s~ecifically, the CIMAs have focused on such concerns 
as environmencal education, waste disposal, landscaping of community areas, 
operacion and maintenance of recreational facilicies, axnong ochers. ln general, 
they appear to have been effective. 4 

7 .03 Toe Environmental Divisions within the various operacional 
Superincendencies for the Carajas Project are presently coordinated by che 
Environmental Superintendency (SUMEI) situaced in the Directorate of 
Gommunications and Envirotunent at CVRD headquarters in Rio de Janeiro. SUME! is 
divided into environmental engineering and natural resources departments and 
possesses its own administrative support unit. 5 The dual subordinacion of the 
Envíronmencal Divisions to the operational Superintendencies in the field and 
SUMEI ac CVRD headquarters has accasionally caused problems with regard to the 
activities of chese units, especially ac the mine site. 6 

7.04 As indicaced in Chapter V, a blue ribbon advisory panel {GEAMAM). 
linked directly to the Administrative Council of che Presidenc of CVR.D, was 
created in Decesnber 1980. ln addition to advising CVRD' s chief execucive on 
environmental matters, GEAMAM, which consists of an Executive Secretariat and 
nine specialists in areas related to environmencal ma.nagemenc and Amazonian 
development, also currently oversees the activities of SUMEI. 1'he role of GEAMAM 
was clearly a major preoccupation of the Bank at che time che Carajas Project. 
was appraised. This is clearly reflected in the Loan Agreement in ~hich three 
of the seven clauses that specifically concern che environmental componenc of 
the operation refer to its activities. More concretely, che Loan Agreemenc 
required CVRD: ( i) to maintain GE:AMAM with staf°f functions and responsibilities , 

" According to CVRD environmental officials interviewed by Anderson, 
however, the effectiveness of the CIMAs may have diminished somewhat in the 
post-implementation period. t 

5 ln addition to overseeing the Environmental Divisions at Garajas and 
Sao Luis (ie. SUMIC, SUFEC and SUPOC), SUMEI also coordinaces silllilar urrí.t.s 
established at Itabira (SUM!M) in Minas Gerais and at Vitoria (SUEST) and 
Tubarao (SUPOT, SUPEL) in Espírito Santo which monitor envirorunental aspeces of 
CVRD's southern system operations. 

6 Anderson (op. cit. pg , 23) has observed, for example, chat, while "this 
arrangement is probably necessary for decentralized administration of activities 
at a given locale ... it c an also lead to conflicts in which the authority of SUMEI 
- - a relatively small Superintendency within CVRD - - is undermined." At the mine 
site, more specifically, SUMIC "tends to monopolize authority and weaken the 
control of SUMEI over the local environmental program." Relations between SUMEI 
and the po~t Superintendency (SUPOC), on the other hand , are reportedly very good 
leading Anderson to surmise that these differences may explain the "apparently 
lower priority given to environmental monitoring at the mine as compared to the 
port." 

- 

- 
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satisfactary to the Bank; (ii) to cause GEAMAM. ta carry out site inspections at 
least twice a year through 19.85 and once a year thereafter and to furnísh CVRD 
with a ~eport, satisfactoty in scape and content to the Bank, after each of these 
visits presenting observations and recommendations as to t:he environmental 
actions being undertaken by the company; and (iii) to provide the Bank ~ith 
copies of these repores, together with CVRD's comments anda description of any 
actions to be taken in response to GEAMAM's recommendations. 7 

- 7. 05 GEAMAM, in short, appears to have been viewed by the Bank as a 
vehicle for carrying cut; supervision o f the various environment:al raeasures 
associated ~ith project execution. As will be illustrated below, however, this 
pioneeríng attempt to transfer a substantial part of enYironmental supervision 
responsibility to the Borrower was only partly successful in the case of Caraj as, 
More generally. on the other hand, based in pare on the Caraj as model and 
experience, consideration o f the establishment of GEAMAM type blue ribbon panels 
to oversee environmental aspects of "major projects with serious and multi 
dimensional environmental. concerns" has rec::.ently been recommended in the Bank's 
new Operational Directive on Environmental Assessment. 6 

7.06 GEAMAM's perfonnance during project implementation, although 
generally adequate, nevertheless, failed to completely comply with the tertns of 
the Loan Agreement described above. According to the Bank's PCR for the Carajas 
operation, "some deficiencies occurred ln the performance of the adví.se ry 

· council, whose composit:ion has not continuously been up-to-strength, whose 
repores were not regularly transmitted to the Bank, whose recommendations were 
frequently not followed by CVRD, and whose site visits were less frequent than 
planned." 

9 
One fonner member of CEAMAM has observed, moreover, that the group 

7 
Loan Agreement, Sections 3.10 (a), (b) and (e). A fourth clause (Section 

3.lO(d)) required CVRD to maintain adequate organizacional and staffing 
arrangements for the proposed envirorunental control activities, including the 
establishment and operation ~f the CIMAs at the mine and port sites. 

8 
Operacional Directive 4.00 Annex A (September 1989). More specifically, 

the recommendatton (para. 15) is that, for projects of the type indicated above, 
"the Bank should explore wit:h the borrower whether the latter needs to engage 
an advisory panel of independent, internationally recognized, envirorunental 
specialists, to review and advise on inter alia, the Terms of Reference and 
findings of thf! Environmental Assessment [ now required by the Bank for all 
investment: proj ~cts that are expected to have significant environmental impacts 1, 
the ímplementation of its recommendations, and the development of envirorunental 
capacity in the implementing agency/ministry. $uch a panel should meet at least 
once a year until the project is operating routinel.y and environmental issues 
have been addressed satisfactorily." 

9 
Project Completion Report dated May 31, 1989, Part I, para. 18. CVRD 

has also hedged on i ts com.mi tment under the Loan Agreement to "maintain the 
oz:ganizationa.1 arrangements and staffing" for environmental control by 
marginalizing the very capable fonner coordinator of the environment:a.l and 
Anieríndian protection components within SUMEI and by substituting the head of 
the Envirónmental l>ivision at the mine site· who was an ecologist. by an 

. ' 
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has assumed largely a "decorative role" within CVRD in recenc years and presencly 
has little effec.tive impact on company environmental policies. 10 Despite these 
problems, the Bank's PGR concludes that "the two environmental commissions (now 
divisions) are daing a generally effective job o f maint:aining high environmental 
standards throughout the area under CVR.D control." 11 

7.01 At the time of the OED/SEPLAN mission in April 1989, finally, the 
staff of the three Environmental Divisions at Carajas and Sao Luis included a 
total of ten professionals having university degrees, 31 specialists with 
vocacional or technical training and 237 ~orkers with less than high school 
education. 12 These workers are supported by 19 uníversíty, five vocacional and 
five primary level SUMEI staff in Rio de Janeiro, who dedicate roughly 60% of. 
their time to company operations in Amazonia. The vast majority of the university 
level staff in the field, however, do not have specific academic training ín 
environmental matters, 13 while most of the Low- skilled employees based at 
Carajas and Sao Luis are responsible for physically carrying out the 
environmencal vigilance and recuperation activities briefly described in the 
following sections. 

2. Environmental Control and Preservation at the Mine Site 

7.08 Included among the environmental control activities at the Carajas 
mine site is the monitoring of air and water quality. Such activities have, in 

agronomist having little prior ecological training and experience. 

10 Toe former GEAMAM member was Professor Aziz Ab' Saber, a. retired 
geographer from the University of Sao Paulo, who was incerviewed by OED on April 
10, 1989. Toe decreasing effectiveness of GEAMAM is attributed by some observers 
to significantly diminished attention by, and the greatly reduced leverage of, 
the Bank -- which had been a major supporter of this group -- once the Carajas 
Project was completed. This, in tum, raises the more general issues of the 
sustainability of such environmental advisory panels once direct Bank involvement 
ceases and the Bank's own responsibilities (if any) for longer-run e~irorunental 
oversight in such cases once the investment proj ects it finances ent:er the 
operatíon stage. 

11 FCR., op. cit. para. 18. 

u Of these totals, four university, 15 vocational and 103 primary level 
staff were located in Carajas, while six university, 16 vocational and 134 
primary level staff were based in Sao tuis. Among the latter, moreover, two 
university, nine vocational and 86 primary level personnel wer~ inche Division 
responsible for the railroad, while the remainder were assigned to the Divizion 
for·port operations. 

13 The situation at the port is apparently better than that at the mine in 
this regard. CVRD higher level environmental staff at both locations, but 
especially at Caraj as, should, · nevertheless be reinforced by the hiring of ' . . 
technicians with more specific environmental backgrounds, wbile ex~st1ng 
personnel would undoubtedly benefit from additional training. 

- 
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face, been undertaken in the areas under CVRD's jurisdiction at leasc in pare 
in =esponse to a clause in the Loan Agreement requiring che company to prepare 
and carry out a pollution concrol program sacisfactory to the Bank. :-:--:.is program, 
more concretely, was to include measures to control marine pollution in the porc 
area and dust, no í.se and wat:er run off at all project conscruccion sites. :~ 
Around the mine site, more concretely, air quality is sampled at six collec~ion 
points on a monthly basis. Yater quality is also monitored through the physical, 
chemical and biological analysis of samples taken four times a year at fifteen 
locations both inside and on the periphery of CVRI)'s concession. These sites 
i~clude the twa retention lakes for iron ore run off and the tailing pond for 
the manganese mine, as well as several spocs on che nearby Itacai~nas, Gelaào 
and Parauapebas Rivers, especially near the places where che Carajas railroad 
and projecc roads cross these waterways. 

- 

7.09 The OED/SEPLAN mission was unable to obcain the results of air and 
~ater quality monitoring activities at Carajas from CVRD. Although envirorunental 
scaff at the mine affirm chat no significant changes in air ar wacer quality have 
occurred since the outset of the project, this could, chus, noc be i~dependently 
verified by the mission. It is clear, however, that monitoring data from the mine 
site, which nave been generated since 1983, are no t; b e í.ng systematically 
processed and analyzed by CVR.D. In cerms of air quality, more specifically, ic 
is, in fact, likely that ~ining operations have had a relatively minar impact. 
This is largely dueto the particular characteristics of Carajas ore including 
its relatively high water content ~hich diminishes che amount of dust generated 
during processing and tran.spol:t operations. rs 

7 .10 Studies undertaken bet\Jeen 1983 and 1986 by researchers at the Goeldi 
Museum in Belem, on the other hand, indicate that water quality in the areas 
around the Serra dos Carajas has, in fact, been altered as che result of human 
incerventíon in the region. 16 The evidence of such alteracion includes changes 

14 
Loan Agreement, op. cit., Section 3.lO(f). More specifically, CVRD was 

required to present its pollution control program for the Bank's approval by 
December 31, 1982. A comprehensive monitoring program was designed by CETESB on 
GVRD's behalf and has been subsequently and, for the most pare, sacisfactorily, 
implemented. 

15 
Andersen, op. cit., pgs. 10 and 26. Yith respect to the latter aspecc, 

Andersen observes that "the richness of the iron ore precludes the need for 
concentration ar beneficiation ather than crushing, grinding, washing and 
classification to abtain fine~grain ore for sinterization and natu~al 
pellets thus greatly diminishing the environmental impact of mining 
operatíons Because of the high rainfall at the Serra, the wacer concenc of 
the ore is typically 9% in t:he rainy seasan and 6- 7% in the dry se ason .... 
Although it greatly increases transport expenae , this ... reduces the dust produced 
during the mining and t:ransport of ore." 

r: 16 
Amaral, et. al. "Projeto Estudo e Preservacao de Recursos Humanos e 

Naturais da Area do Projeto Ferrro-Carajas," final report to CVRD contaíning 
the results of research carried out by the Museu Emílio Goeldí between 1983-87 
under contract t~ CVRD, Belem, 1988. 
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in colar, increased turbidity, a relatively high concentration of sediments and 
relatively low concentrations of dis~olved oxygen. toget.her with the p~esence 
of fecal coliforms at various localities. The principal areas affected include 
several streams, or iga.rapes, near the Se~ra dos Garajas and the Verde and 
Parauapebas Rivers. The Goeldi Museum scientists recommend that improved sanipling 
procedures be developed and additional studies undertaken in order to better 
characterize· regional water quality problems, as well as to guarantee adequate 
continuit.y of water 'resource monitoring, giving special attention to gold, 
manganese and copper mining areas both within and near CVRD's concession. 

7.11 At present, wa~te waters from iron ore mining operations appear ~o 
be adequately treated in t~o sedimentation lakes, the larger having an area of 
314 hectares and the smaller an area of 102 hectares. Considering that the 
estimated saturation period for the la~ger of these lakes is roughly another 
decade, however, an alternative solution will have to be developed by CVRD in 
the futu~e. The tailingpond for the manganese mine, in contrasc, already appears 
co be largely sat.urated and, thus, requires more immediate actention in terms 
of the idencification of a more adequate solution for che recencion of sedimencs. 
There will also clearly be a need to establish a settling pond for tailings 
generated by CVRD copper mining accivtties at Serra Salobo, located some 15 
kilomecers to the norch of the Carajas concessian. t7 

7 .12 Domestic sewage fram Caraj as township, finally, is treated in 
stabílization ponds. ln the absence of consistent reporting, it is presently 
impossible to assess ~hether water quality at and near the Carajas mine site 
has il?lproved as the result of CVRD's water r-esource management efforts. In any 
evene , a detailed. analysis of e,dsting informat:.ion should be undertaken, 
supplemented, if necessary, by more intensive monitoring of both surface and 
subterranean water quality in the region. Furthermore, both CVRD's staff and'its 
laboratory facilities at the mine site will need to be expanded and upgraded in 
order to carry out any such effort. 18 

7.13 Also as pare of project-related environmental monitoring activities, 
five meteorological stations have been installed at different locacions around 
the mining concessLon. These sites include the Carajas airport, the iron ore mine 
and the manganese mine. Based on the handful of years for which meteorological 
information i~ presently available, considerable variability exists among the 
data registered at these posts, primarily reflecting differences in the locations 
and altitudes of the stations which are widely scattered around the hilly Carajas 
region. While it is still too early, moreover, to dete~t any clear tendencies 

17 
Toe Salobo deposits are t:he largest such reserves in Brazil and are 

estímaced to contain some 1. 2 billion tons with an 831 copper concent. :vRD 
expects te, produce on the arder of 45,000 tons of concentrated copper pe:.: "ear 
from this mine, which is -estimaced to tequire an initial investment of rc•:.~hly 
US$ 500 million. 

18 
Anderson (op. cit., pg. 26) reports that CVRD's laboracory at the mine 

site for the chemícal analysis of ~ater samples is "old and clearly in need of 
refurbishing" and is presently under the administration of a geologist who musc 
divide his attention between this and other responsibilities. 

- 
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with regard to climacic variables such as temperature, precipitation and humidity 
that can be attributed to human interventi~ns in the regíon, chese para.mecers 
should continue to be carefully monitored. 

7.14 CVRD's envíronmental preservacion accivities ac the mine site, in 
turn, i.nclude the establishment and maintenance of botanical and zoological 
parks. The objectives of these parks, accordíng to one of the CVRD employees 
directly involved in their admínistratíon, are: (i) to preserve plane and animal 
species; (ii) co educace both those who live in Carajas township and visitors 
::rom outside the CVRD concession v í ch r e s oec c to che ímportance of species 
preservation; (iii) to raise arríma Ls for purp~ses of repopulatíon, g ív í.ng special 
emphasis to primates and studies of feeding, behavioral and reproductíve 
pacterns; (iv) to produce seedlings for reforestation, particularly with species 
that are native to the region; and (v) to provide recreatíonal opportunities for 
local residents and visitors. 19 In order to accomplish these goals, however, 
the CVRD staff responsible for these parks needs to be increased in number and 
better trained. Specific agreemencs with universicies ar scientific research 
inscitutes might be the best way for CVRD to achieve ics proposed objectives. 

7.15 The botanical park at Carajas is locaced in a 100 hectare area and 
possesses research installacions including a herbarium anda seed laboracory 
among other facilities. It also incorl)oraces a 400 meter trail through nacive 
forest along which several hundred tree species are identified. In addition, a 
tree nursery presently provides seedlings·and transplants of some 70 different 
ornamental p Lancs and fruit and lumber trees. The zoological park, in turn, 
occupies .an area of 30 hectares and contaíns more than six hundred animals, 
particularly birds, mammals and reptiles. In arder for these parks to become 
more than tourist attractions, however, ic will be necessary for CVRD to 
reinforce classification. and research efforts which (as of April 1989) had 
substantially faltered dueto a lack of trained personnel. CVRD could do this 
either by the hiring of additional qualified staff or through agreements with 
institutions such as the ~useu Goeldi thac already possess the scíentific and 
technícal capability necessary to carry out such initiatives. 

7.16 A much more significant pare of the project's envirorunental 
protection component, however, has entailed the establishment of forest and 
biological reserves and other buffer zones both insíde and, more recently, on 
the northern and western perimeters of CVRD's concession at Carajas. ln addition 
to CVRD's permanent preservation of some 250,000 ha ~ithin its concession, 20 

in May 1989, the President of Brazil officially decreed the creation of the 

See Nepomucemo, L. et. al. 
SEMA/I'WRB/CVR.!), op. cit., pp. 297-304. 

19 "Atividades da CIMA/Carajas" in 

20 According to Anderson (op. cic., pg. 17), within CVRD's 411,000 ha 
concession at the mine site, 55,000 ha were allocated to three forest reserves, 
nearly 41,000 ha to buffer zones and close to 157,000 ha to "protection." In 
addition, much of the total area expected to eventually be utilized for mineral 
extraction (approximately 132,000 ha) w~ll remain largely preserved in forest 
or other native vegetation (ie. canga) until it is required for mining 
activities. 
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following conservation and p-resel:Vation areas:. ( i) che Tapirape•Aquirí National 
Fo r e s t; , an area of 190,000 ha lacated just to the norchwest cf CVRD' s concession 
at Carajas and immediately to the narth of the Catete Am.erindian Reserve; (ii) 
th~ !apirape Biological Reserve, an area of 103,000 ha just to the north of the 
Tapíra-pe-Aquiri National Forest; and (iii) an Environmental Protection Area 
denominated Igarape Gelado situated immediately to the north of the Carajas 
concession. Zl The Tapirape Biological Rese}=Ve contains a high conc.entration of 
Brazilnut trees, which have now been largely wiped out as the result of 
increasing deforestation in the Tocantíns-Itacaiunas River valleys in areas to 
the north and east of Carajas, and is, thus, expected to serve as an important 
genetic reserve for this species. This area, interescingly, also contains the 
Salobo copper deposits and other significant mineral reserves. 22 

7.17 A final componenc of CVRD's envi~onmental protection activities at 
the Carajas mine site has involved on-going environmental education. These 
initiatives have the objective of improving awareness among company employees, 
their families and the local population more generally, regarding the need for 
conservation measures. Among the activities pursued through this program are 
ecological education courses, the promotion of home gardens, the commemoration 
o f import.ant dates from an envirorunental s t:andpo int ( such as "Amazon Fores t 
-Week") and the cUssemination of environmental concerns through local nevspape r s , 
television and other media, as well as through speeches and presentations at 
schools and other local community facilities. 

3. Environmental Control and Protection at the Port 

7.18 Under the project's env·ironmental component, che monitoring of air 
and water quality is also carried out by CVRD at t.he port site in Sao Luis. For 
the monito~ing of surface water and sediments, more specifically, a total of 
fourteen sampling stations were established, including four in Sao Marcos Bay 
just beyond the port terminal installations, seven in the train unloading area 
and three in the ore storage yards. Likewise, eight sampling stations for the 
monitoring of subterranean water quality have been established in the rail 
terminal area, together with s í,x such stations in the vicinity o f the port 
terminal. Finally, nine air quality monicoring stations have been set up 
immediately around the port site, supplemented by chree additional such stations 

21 
More precisely, these areas were established by Presidencial De~rees 

Nos. 97,718 (Igarape Gelado), 97,819 (Tapirape Biological Reserve) and 97,820 
(Tatirape-Aquiri National Forest), all dated May s, 1989. According to Anderson 
(op. cit., pg. 16), together with the 439,000 hectare Catete Amerindian Reserve, 
designation of these areas as reserves could "assure preservation o f over one 
million hectares in a region that will probably be largely deforested by the end 
o f the century." It also provides a significant: buffer be tveen the area 
characterized by increasing settlement ímmediatelv to the north and south of the 
Carajas concession and the, thus far, considera~iy i~ss occupied Xingu River 
valley farther to the west. 

22 
In addition to large amounts of copper, substantial quantities of gol~, 

molybdenum and silver, as well as radioactive deposits, have been detected ~n 
this area according to Santos. "Recursos Minerais," op. cit. 

- - 
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at various locations in the city of Sao Luis and another station at the nearby 
historical town of Alcantara. 

7 .19 According co CVRD, a wide range of mineral dust and other discharges 
and effluents are monitored at the port site. OED/SEPLAN ~ission interviews with 
CVRD environmental officials at Ponta da Madeira, as well as with represent:atives 
of SUMEI in Rio de Janeiro, revealed, however, that, although environmental 
monitoring activities do cccur on a regular basis, as at the mine site, 
systematic reports concerning air and water quality at the port are not readily 
ava í.Lab La . aa There, thus, appe ar s to be a need to develop betcer procedures for 
the processing and dissemination of the informacion generated through air and 
vat.e r quality monitoring activities, together with t:he possible revision of 
collect:ion points and sampling frequencies. In addition, there is a need to 
expand and improve laboratory facilities and computational equipment, as well 
as to íncrease the number of technicians directly·involved in pollution concrol 
í.n the port area. 2., Despite these p r ob Lams , however. CVRD' s air and vace r 
quality monicoring ~ppears to be considerably more adequate in Sao Luís than at 
Caraj as. 

7. 20 Potencial air pollution problems at the port site, moreover, are 
mitigated by two key factors, the relatively high water content of Carajas ore 
already mentioned in para 7.09 above and the prevailing wind direction which 
blows from the por~ to the sea. Reflecting these characterist~cs, rnonitoríng 
data índicate chac , with the excepe í.cn of the ot"e storage area, air-borne 
sediments are actually lower at Ponta da Madeira than (dueto other industrial 
and vehicular sources) at the neighboring city of Sao Luis. In any case, they 
appear to.be well below internationally accepted limits. On the other hand, 
marine pollution, caused primaríly by oil discharges from cargo ships í.n the port 
area, is apparently a recurring proble~ despite CVRD's commitment under t:he Loan 
Agreement to develop and implementa plan for the control of such pollution. 2' 

23 
The OED/SEPI.AN mission was able to obtain only a single report prepared 

by CETESB from CVRD, but this document, while appearing to contain all the 
relevant: air and water quality parameters, nevertheless, required substantial 
updating. Attem~ts by the mission to obtain information direccly from CETESS in 
Sao Paulo were also unsuccessful. 

2'· 
Based on interviews with the chief of CVRD's Environmental Division for 

the port, moreovel:', Anderson (op. cit., pg. 28) observes that additional 
environmental personnel will be required once large shipments of pig iron and 
ferromanganese begin sínce pollution as the result of iron run off and seepage 
is likely to increase. ~ 

25 
Anderson fop. cit., pg. 21) indicates in chis connection that, even 

though the Bank's Appraisal Report for the Carajas Project (para. 5.52) mentíoned 
that CVRD was engaged in a three year st:udy to define measures to prevent marine 
pollution at Ponta da Madeira, the current head of the Environmental Division 
at the port, who has·occupied this position since 1983, was unaware of any such 
study. 
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7.21 Two waste water treaonent plants are used by CVRD in the port area. 
One is a convencional sewage treatment plant for domestic effluents, while che • 
other consists of a decantation tank and stabilization pond located near the 
area where iron ore is unloaded from trains prior ta being reloaded onto ships. 
lnsufficient informacion made it impossible for the OED/SEPLAN mission to assess 
the efficiency of these treatment systems. However, this should be verified in 
a.ny future or more detailed evaluation of proj ect environmençal protection 
measures. A reforestation program also exists at the port site involving roughly 
40X of the 2,500 hectare area occupied by CVRD. Various tree species are being 
planted in order to forma green belt around the rail and port terminal areas. 

26 

7. 22 A m.eteorological station has also been installed at Ponta da Madeira. 
The principal purpose of this station is to gather information that would permit 
a more complete analysis of atmospheric pollution problems in the area. As was 
also the case at the Carajas mine site, finally, CVRD has undertaken a series 
of envirorunental education activities both for it:s own eraployees and local 
communities at the port site in Sao Luis. These activities are essencially the 
same as those carried out at the Carajas mining concession briefly described in 
para. 7.17 above. 

4. Environrnental Protection alon~ the Carajas Railwav 

7.23 The Carajas railroad is maintained by four stations, one located at 
Sao Luis which is responsible for maintenance actívities between the port 
terminal and kilometer 212, the second at Santa Ines (responsible for the stretch 
between km 212. and km 450), the third at Pequia - - near Acailandia 
(res~onsible for kms 450 to 650) and the fourth at Maraba (kms 650 to 890). Soon 
after construction was completed, a process of restoration of the vegetation 
removed duríng installation of the railroad was initiated in the strip roughly 
forty meters wide on either side of the railway. This was done through a process 
of "hydroseeding," using a variety of native and exotic grass and legume species • 
27 

7.24 Thus far, this treatment appears to have been largely successful 
both in controlling soil erosion and in restoring vegetation to the immediate 
rail corridor. ln several stretches along the railroad, however, erosion 
continues to be a problem and additional central measures, including improved 

26 As pa~t of this program, some 120,000 seedlings, transplanted from a 
nursery established by CVRD at the port area, were planted between November 1988 
and April 1989. 

27 Although hydroseeding is considerably more expensive than convencional 
techniques for the restoration of vegetatíon, i ts principal advanta·ge is that 
it permits the much more rapid reestablishment of vegetative cover, especially 
on steep slopes and, thus, more effective erosion control. Andersen (op. cit., 
pg. 20) notes, moreover, that CVRD successfully adapted this technique to the 
specific environmental conditions present along the railroad corridor and a~so 
used hydroseeding. together with ocher innovative measures, to restore vegetat1.on 
in both the mine and the por~ areas. 

- 
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drainage and further restoration of vegetacion, needs to be undertaken by CVRD. 
In additian to planting different gcaas and legume variecies, CVRD rias also 
initiated the planting of trees produced at the nursery in Sao Luis along the 
r a í.L line. 28 Roughly 90,000 seedlings were planced during the eight monchs 
prior to the OED/SEPLAN míssion and, according to CVRD environmental officials, 
t;he ta.cal program is ex-pected to excend over 15 years. Thís efforc. however, 
should be accelerated. 

- 
.- 

7.25 Finally, CVRD, through its forescry subsidiary (Florestas Rio Doce 
SA) opezanes a number of ex-perimental stations and foresc reserves at var Lous 
points along the Carajas-Sao Luís corridor. These include a 17,000 ha reserve 
at Maraba in sautheastern Para, a 10,000 ha reserve at Buriticupu in central 
Maranhao and smaller areas at Acailandia (2,000 ha), Pindare-Mirím (1,000 ha) 
and Rosario (1,000 ha), the latter three all in Maranhao. The main purpose of 
these stations is to tese the technical and economic viability of different 
·1arieties of planted tree species (particularly Eucalyptus) for cellulose 
?roduccion, However, as will be discussed in the ~ext chapter, the results of 
these experimencs is also of direct relevance for assessing the feasibility of 
forest management for fuelwood and, hence, charcoal productíon. 

/"'' 5. Ecological Research 

7. 26 The environment:al component of the Caraj as Proj ect likewise i.ncluded 
eco logical research ac ti vi ties which "1ere undert:aken, for the mos t pare, by 
scientists at the Goeldi Musewn in Selem. Given the _previous lack of 
envd renmeneal, research in the region, these studies constitute an í.rnpo r cant; 
contribution to s~ientific knowledge about; southeastern Para and central-wescern 
Ma~anhao. 

29 
The Goeldi Museum's work, which was undertaken becween 1983 and 

1987, consisted largely of th~ foll()wing: ( i) a gene ra l, ecological 
characterization of the Caraj as region; ( ii) archaeologícal s t.ud í.e s with emphasis 
on salvaging sites of archaeological significance in or near the mining areas; 
(iii} a botanícal inventory; ( iv) earth sc í.ence studies íncluding the above 
mentioned monitoring of changes in soil and water resource quality; and (v) a 
zoological ínventory with an emphasis on terrestrial and ornithological fauna. 

7. 27 Even though the Goeldi team responsible for carrying out this 
research was comparatively small, a number of r'e l.evant; publications have resulted 
from this effort. Some of this work was presented ata semínar in Belem jointly 
sponsored the Special Secretariat of the Environment (SEMA). the Internacional 

28 
Andersen (op. cit., pg. 20); however, observes that on steeper slopes 

where the risk of erosion is especially greac, conditions for cree establishment 
are considerably more limíted particulariy because of grazing activities and 
fires (for the most part deliberately set co clear pasture land) which have 
become íncreasingly frequent along the immediate rail corridor. 

29 
Prior to the work supported by CVRD in connection with the Garajas 

operation, the Goeldi Museum had undertaken studies in the area between the 
Araguaia-Tocantins and Xingu River valleys in the mid and late l950's, but, in 
general, the project region was (and is) still poo~ly known 1n scientific terms. 

:::zr::::r:::: --·----..- 
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~ildfowl Research Bureau and CVRD in September~October 1986. 30 -:he final 
results o f the research proj ec cs supported under che Caraj as ope r ae í.on are 
summarized in a volume presented by the Goeldi Museum to CVRD in Januar-.; 1988. 31 

This report, while c::.antaining important ínformation from a scientific s candpoint, 
does not, however, attempc to assess the environmental impacts of the iron ore 
project as such. On the other hand, it does provide key elements of ~hat could 
be used as an initial frame of reference (or environmental base line data) 
against which future impacts associateü with the Carajas Project and other major 
interventions in its area of ínfluence can be gauged. It would be extremely 
useful, therefore, if the Museum were to further integrate the various componenc 
analyses soas to presenta more synthetic overview of the regional ecology. 32 

7.28 In briefly revie~ing the ecological studies conducted in connection 
with the Carajas Project, finally, the OED/SEPL\N mission concluded (and so 
indicated to CVRD) both that the work undertaken thus far by the Gaeldi Museum 
should be continued and extended to other aspects of the natural envirorunent in 
~he region and that a more holistic or integrated approach should be pursued in 
future research efforts. Goeldi Museum scientists have, in face, strongly 
indicaced their interest in continuing to undertake environmental research in 
the Carajas corridor, not only because the area under CVRD's control is likely 
to be one of the fe~ places in the region not subject to increasing deforestation 
over time, but also on account of its broad range of ecosystems, ready access 
and excellent infrastructure. CVPJ), however, appears to be reluctant to provide 
significant additional financial support for basic scientific and ecological 
research in the area. 13 

7.29 The continuation of scientific research in the Carajas corridor, in 
addition to permitting further improvement of the still incomplete information 
base concerning th~ region, would also facilitate the ev~luation of environniental 

30 
The papers presented at this seminar, including those by several 

researchers from the Museu Goeldi (eg. arcicles by Silva, Novaes and Oren) were 
subsequently published in SEMA/IYRB/CVRD, ap. cit. 

31 See Amaral, et. al., op. cit. 

32 
This, in fact, ~as directly recommended by the OED/SEPu\N mission to 

Museu Goeldi staff invol~ed in this research ata meeting in Belem on March 31, 
1989. 

33 
Anderson (op. cit., pg , 31) attributes the absence of a greater 

appreciatíon of the need for continuing research at; "'.:araj as to a "Lack of 
scientific perspective within CVRD as a whole, faJ situation [which] can only 
be reversed through a firm commitment by management to promote scientifically 
related accivities." To correct this problem, he proposes that, in addition to 
making a long-term commitment to basic research in the region, CVRD should hire - 
a senior scientist "of sufficient stature to obtain financial support from 
national and international funding sources ..•. [to develop] a roulti•dísciplinary 
research program that should include collaboration with scientific institutions 
in Brazil and abroad. "· He further recommends that the Bank "assUille an active role 
in encouraging CVRJ;) to take these steps." 

- 

- - 

- 
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changes in the area over the long run. This is particularly relevant in the case 
of the iron ore operatíon whose proáuctive life may extend for as longas 500 
years. ln this connectíon, more specifically, the OED/SEPI.AN míssíon recommended 
that: 

- 
(i) CVRD shou l.d continue to support ecological research activities 

in the Caraj as region to be undert:aken by interested Brazilian 
and foreign scientists under the coordination and supervision 
of the Goeldi Museum or some other scientific agency (possíbly 
including a subcommittee of a strengthened GE.AMAM.); 

- (ii) special emphasis should be given to the monitoring of 
environmental impacts in the Carajas corridor in general and 
to studies designed to assess the availability and quality of 
water and soil resources in particular, since these are likely 
to represent important constraincs on future development 
possibilities i~ the region: 

( iii) future research should also seek to improve existing knowledge 
and understanding of the physical envirorunent, including 
greater information on climace differences and changes, at the 
subregional level; and, - (iv) this research program should provide direct support through 
fellowships and research granes to capable students at.both 
the masters and the doctoral levels who are interested in 
preparing theses or dissertations on aspects related to the 
regional environment and development. 

6. Environmental Zoning and Related Measures 

7.30 The final major element of the environmental protection component 
was the development and implementation of an environmental work program for the 
project area. Even though its content vas not specified in detail, the Lo an 
Agreement did require CVRD, cogether wi th the "appropria te environmental 
agencies" of the Brazilian Government, to prepare "a work program, sacisfactory 
to the Bank, related to the environmenc of the Carajas Project (including 
environmental zoning, ecological stations, setting as ide of conservation tracts, 
establishment of buffer zones, biotic inventaries, and other areas of 
environmental protection), and thereafter carry o~t such work program, jointly 
oz with the assistance of such agencies, in a manner and according, to a timetable 
satisfactory to the Bank." 34 As indicated in the previous chapt:er, CVRD 

r- 

34 Loan Agreement, op. cit., Section 3.10(2). The date by which the work 
program was required to be presented to the Bank was September 30, 1982. The 
"appropriate environmental agencies" apparently included SEMA, che national 
forestry institute (IBDF) and SUDAM, among others, with which CVRD was already 
working at the time of project appraisal "to obtaín a technical and ecological 
evaluation of the project and assistance in biotic inventory, conservation and 
other environmental necessities," according to the SAR (para. 5. 51). Section 3 .10 
of the (Loan) Guarantee Agreement signed by the Bank and the Brazilian federal 
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submitted the proposed work program by the date required under the Loan Agreement 
and it was approved shortly thereafter by che Bank. 

7.31 Aside from establishment of biotic inventaries, conservacion areas 
and buffer zones within or on the immediate periphery of CVRD's concession (as 
described in para 7.16 above), the results of this subcomponent appear to have 
been limited to a set of studies later published by SEMA and CVRD, including 
part of the ecological research by the Museu Goeldi briefly discussed in the 
preceding section. 35 While, as suggesced above , these studíes are o f 
considerable scientific relevance, they did no e contribut:e directly to che 
environmental actions taken under the Carajas Project. Most: notably, the work 
carried out under this subcomponent outside the Carajas mining concession did 
not lead to any kind of effective environmental zoning exercise in the project's 
area of influence. 36 ln short, no larger environmental, land use or natural 
resource planning or management process was promoted at the regional level under 
the couiponent. 

7 .32 Furthermore, on the basis of the informacion available, it is unclear 
whether or to what extent government agencies other than CVRD actually 
participated in the preparation and execution of the proposed environmental work 
progrrun, except to sponsor seminars and ecological research. )7 What is clear, 

govertllllent for the Carajas Project. in turn, stipulated that "the Guarantor shall 
cause its environmental agencies to fully cooperate with the Borrower (ie. CVRDJ 
in the preparation and execution of the program referred to in paragraph (e) of 
Section 3 .10 of the Loan Agreement in the ternls set forth therein." Neither the 
Loan Agreement, nor the Guarantee Agreement, however, identified the federal 
environmental agencies to which these clauses specifically referred. 

35 SEMA/IWRB/CVRD, op. cit. 

36 The closest approximation to any kind of ecological or environmental 
zoning undertaken in connection with the Carajas Project appears to have been 
a geomorphological regionalization study by Professor Aziz Ab'Saber (who was a 
member of GEAMAM. at the time) that was later published in the SEMA/!WRB/CVRD 
volume (pp. 201-232) cited above under the title ~Aspectos Geomorfologicos de 
Carajas." Professor Ab' Saber' s regionalizacion was later also utilized in CVRD' s 
diagnostic study entitled Impacto Ambiental e Desenvolvimento Socio-economiço 
ao Longo da Estrada de Ferro Caraias (op. cit.) which contained a chapter that 
presented a "geo-ecological characterization" of the Carajas corridor. 

- 

37 The Bank's PCR (para. 19) argues that implemencation of the measures 
included in the. envirorunental action program "for areas beyond CVRD's di~ect 
control depended directly on the Government's envirorunental agencies ·., 
Implementation of these measures, whích were not part of the project fina~ced 
by the Bank, was less effective dueto the weakness and lack of resources of 
(these] agencies. Implementation of these measures could have been improved if 
the original project design had provided some funding for strengthening of the 
institutions concerned." While the latter statement is· undoubtedly true, the 
information available to the OED/SEPUN mission suggests that agencies other than 
CVRD may have had virtually no partic:ipation in these activities at all.. 
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however, ~s that there was no direct ínvolvemenc of the Grande Carajas Program 
or o f stat:e and local planning agencies in this effort. Nor, apparent.ly, ·.;as 
there any significanc involvement of SUDAM, the encity specifically responsible 
for regional development in Amazonia. As a result, the operation and the 3ank 
appear to ha~e missed an excellent potential opportunity to encourage 
environmencal planning and more r ací.ona l, land use and development in cne Caraj as 
corridor, as well as to better anticipate and ameliorate adverse pl."oj e e e 
environmencal impacts in the project's larger area of influence. 

7. OVerall Assessment of CVRD's Environmental Efforts 

7. 33 Altoget:her, CVRD spenc some US$ 64. 4 million equivalent bet'iol'een 1982 
and 1987 on environmental control and protect:ion activities under the Carajas 
operation, a figure which is equivalent to roughly 2.2X of total project coses. 
Slightly ove r three- fifths o f this total (US$ 39 million) was utilized for 
hydroseedíng and landsca?ing activities, primarily, but not exclusively along 
~he railroad. The second largest expenditure category was àrainage and effluent 
control which accounted for just under 30% (US$ 18.6 million) of the total. The 
other three e~penditure items (air and water quality monitoring, zoobotanical 
park and research) together absorbed the remaining llX (US$ 6.8 million). 

7.34 The hydroseeding, landscaping and drainage measure~. which together 
acccunz for nearly 90% of proj ect enviroruuental protection cos cs . interestingly, 
are also essencial for on-going project operation and the maintenance of project 
ipf~astructure. This is esp~cially evident in the case of t:hose accions taken 
to central erosion control in order to avoid damage and/or disruptions to the 
railroad. In this sense, these were clearly good investments in economic, as well 
as environmental, terms and reveal that CVRI) is aware of the frequenc convergence 
of environmental preservation and operat:ional concerns. Not surprisingly, 
moreover, as the Bank' s PCR indtcates, these are also the areas where GVRD' s 
environmental management has been most consistent and where its future 
'jenvironmental" efforts are ltkely to be largely concentrat.ed. 38 

7.35 In short, as the PCR concludes, environmental protection measures 
at the Garajas mining concession, inunediately along the railroad and in the port 
area have been generally effective and are likely to be sustainable given CVRD's 
proven capabilitíes and obvious self-interest in guaranteeing adequate 
operational condit:ions for project infrastructure and mineral extraction 
activities. 

39 
On the ather hand, those environmental measures which do not 

38 
Toe PCR ( ibid. para. 18) states, more specifically, that "environmental 

actions related directly to mining, transport and bulk handling are exemplary, 
[while 1 environmencal monitoring, education, conservation and basic research have 
been weaker." Anderson (op. cit., pg. 26), Ln turn, affirms that "hydroseeding 
and landscaping in critical areas of the mine, alang the railroad and at the port 
are especially Íinpressive." 

39 
PCR, para. 32. It adds that "environmental managemenc in these az e as 

is simplified by the iact that protection measures have been well designed from 
the beginning and that CVRD, which has efficient environmental staff anda good 
track record, is fully responsible for their implementation." 
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offer a clearly foreseeable return to CVRD -- particularly basic scientific and 
ecological research -- presently appear to be less likely to be sustaíned, whíle 
other measures · - especially the monitoring of air and water pollution · - 
although generally sufficient thus far, need to be further strengthened in arder 
ta adequately counter future threats to the environment directly associated with 
future developments in the region. These developmencs include both the expansion 
and diversification of mining activities within CVRD's concession itself and 
increasing industrialization and urban growth along much of the Caraj as corridor. 40 

7. 36 Outside t:he areas under CVRD' s immediate dominion, on the o crie r hand, 
environmental preservation and control ~ere almosc altogether lacking during the 
project implementation period, strongly contributing to a situation of largely 
uncontrolled niral settlement and urban development, accompanied by increasing 
environmental devastation, which will be described in so~e detail in the next 
two chapcers. As a resul t, while the Caraj as Pro j ec t is , in many ways, an 
exce l l.ene exam.ple of effective environmental management assoc.iated wit.h the 
inscallatíon and operation of large mining and transport facilities, at the same 
time it is also an example of inadequate environmencal planning and concrol ín 
the larger region directly and indirectly affected by these investments. ~ile 
c1:edit for the former can be attributed j ointly to CVR!) and the Bank , which 
strongly supported - - indeed insisted on ~ ~ proper envirorunental protect:ion 
measures in connection with che Carajas Project, biame for the latt:er musc also 
be shared between the two . . 

8. The Bank's Role 

7.37 As noted in the first section of this chapter, the Bank essentially 
delegated much of the supervision of the environmental aspects of the Carajas 
Project to CVRD, more sl)ec:ifically to GEAMAM, the ClMAs and the company' s 
professíonal environmental staff. While the idea of developing an internai 
environmental monitoring capability \i1ithin CVlU) was, in fact, a good and 
necessary one, in retros1>ect it is evident chat, in practice, this alone was 
not sufficient to assure full compliance with the environmental covenants of the 
Loan Agreement, especially in relation to che envirorunental planning and 
management measures to be taken outside CVRD's immediate areas of interest and 
legal and physical concz-o L, ln any evenr , such rneasures were only vague l.y defined 
in substantive and in instit~tional terms at the time of project appraisal. an 
ambiguity ~hich is reflected in the Loan Agreement itself. 

7. 38 ln synchesis, it appears, in hindsight, that Bank supervision of the 
environmental component and, more importantly, Bank monitoring of the physical 

•0 As Anderson (op. cit., pg. 28) observes, "although C1lRD's pollution 
cont:rol efforts are exemplary, this should not justify decreased expenditures 
for monitoríng. Future miníng of less concentrated minerais such as copper, 
increased cransport and shipping of less chemically stable materiais such as 
pig iron and population growth and industrialization in the porc and along the 
raílroad represent potentially serious challenges co the maintenance of 
enviromnental quality within the project area. The impacts of th~se activities 
can only be assessed if crucial enviromnental parameters are adequately monitot:ed 
bnth before and after these activities begin." 

- - - - 

- 
- - 

___________ .,.._ 
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environmental impacts of the Carajas operation in i~s larger area of influence, 
should have been considerably more intensive from c~e outset. Bank oversight of 
the project' s environmental c cmponerrc was, in face, clearly foreseen inche Loan 
Agreement through a specific clause which requireci chat CVRD, "at: the Bank' s 
request, exchange views with the Bank on the adequacy and progress of all 
environmental, ecological and pollution concrol accions undertal:<en. by the 
Borrower wit:h regard to the execution and operation of che Project." 

41 However, 
due, in all likelihood, to a combination of the com~arative shortage of Bank 
environmental staff during the early and mid-1980's and CVRD's own substancial 
environmental monitoring capabilities, Bank supervis ion efforts in this area were 
limited. "2 - - 
7. 39 The more serious sho r ecomí.ng with regard to the Bank' s par e í.c í.pat.í.on 
with res-pect t:o the physical environmental aspects of the Caraj as operation, 
however, is the narrow approach taken in the inicíal definition of potential 
p r o j ect ar proj ect-related environmental impaccs, both in spatial and in temporal 
ce rms . Since this failing was already discussed í.n some detail in Chap ce r V 
above and will be revisited in the final chapter of this reporc, it will not be 
further examined here. It is important to observe, however, that, even had che 
Bank's supervision of the project's environmental component been significantly 
rnore intensive than ít, in fact, ',,/as, this probably still cou Ld not have 
corrected the deficiencies which resulted fundamencally from the absence of a 
more adequa te approach to regional environmental p lanning and management in 
initial project design. 

/'"'. 

7. 40 Finally, · it is also evident in retrospect: that the terms of the Loan 
Agreemenc itself were insufficiently well defined to adequately guide either 
CVRO or those responsible for project supervision in the Bank wíth regard to 
their responsibilities for environmental planning, monit:oring and preservation 
í.n connection with the Carajas Project. Section 3 .10 of the Loan Agreement states 
textually that "the Borrower shall take all action as shall be required to ensure 
that the ex.ecution and operation of the Project are carried ouc with due regard 
to ecological and ot:her environmental factors" prior to indicating the more 
specific requirements with respect to the activities of GEAMAM and the CIMAS, 
the preparation and implementation of the environmental "work program," pollutíon 

- 41 Loan Agreement, op. cit., Sectíon 3.lO(g). 

.,,,-. 

42 Based on his interviews with CVRD environmental personnel, moreover, 
Anderson (op. cit., pg. 25) affirms that "key sca.ff at CVRD reporta lack of 
cont:inuicy in the Bank's inputs concerning the environmental components of the 
Projecc, whích has severely hampered its effectiveness." The OED/SEPLAN mission, 
however, was alsa ínformed by CVR.D envirot1D1ental staff that, from the outset, 
Bank environmental personnel, and Bank operationa1 staff more generally, were 
híghly supportive of their actempts to convince CVRD management of the need to 
include, maint:ain and/or st:rengthen envirorunental cont:rol and protection measures 
as part of the Carajas Project. Conversely, the Bank' s withdrawal from ehe 
Carajas operation after physícal ímplementation was completed is seen as being 
unfortunate from the standpoint of the sustainabilicy of envirorunental protectíon 
efforts at CVRD, particularly in those areas where these efforts do not closely 
coincide with operational priorities. 
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ccmtrol measures and the "exchange of views" between CVRD and the Bank which have 
already been commented upon above. This general statement, however, is unclear 
both as to what "due regard to ecological and other environmencal factors" means 
andas to what noperation of the Project" entails. Some of th~ problems which 
have subsequently arisen as a result of these a.mbiguities will be addressed in 
the concludíng chapter of this report. Suffice it to say at this juncture that, 
in the future, Bank Loan Agreements should be considerably more explicit Yith 
respect: to the environmental management obligations of Borrowers (and, if 
applicable, Cuarantors) for projects such as the Carajas operation that are 
likely to have significant direct and indirect environm.ental repercussions. 

- 

B. Protectíon of Amerindian Communities 43 

7.41 the area of influence of the Carajas Project is presently esti~ated 
to be the ho~eland of some 14,000 Amerindians living in over 130 villages and 
rel)resenting 15 different tribal groups. !n ocde r to mitigate the potencial 
_adverse effects of the iron ore operation on these communities and to prepare 
them for the changes expected to occur as the result of the future occupacion 
and deve Lopmenc of the Carajas corridor, CVRD signed a contract with the Nattonal 
Indian Foundation (FUNAI) in mid 1982 for implementation of an "Amerindian 
Special Project. '' 44 As indicated in Chap ce r V above, this projecc was designed 
to provide administrative, land demarcation, health, economic development and 
educational services to Amerindian populations in the area of influence of the 
iron ore operation. The CVRD/F1JNAI agreement was originally intended to cover 
some 4,500 _Indians.living in a radius of 100 miles from the Carajas mine and 
raílroad. However, based on the suggestions of anchropological consultants hired 
by CVRD, the contract was subsequently extended to include a cocal of twenty four 

- 

43 
This section is drawn from a report by Shelton Davis, Senior Sociologist 

in the Environment Oivision of the Technical Department for the Latin America 
and Caribbean Region (LATEN) at the World Bank. The report was elaborated in 
connectíon with the Bank's PCR for the Carajas Project and is based, in pare, 
on a field visit to the project region in January 1989. Given the recency and 
coverage of this report, OED decided not to undertake an independenc assessment 
of this component and is grateful to Mr. Davis for permission co reproduce his 
findings. 

44 
Section 3.ll(a) of the Loan Agreement for the projecc, more 

specifically, required that CVRD enter into an agreement with FUNAI, satísfactory 
to t:he Bank, providing funding for the Atnerindian Special P~oj ect. Under Section 
3.0S(b)(i) of the Guarancee Agreement, in tum, the Brazilian Government a~reed 
to "cause FUNA! to: (A) enter into the agreement referred to in Section 3 · ·. (a) 
of the Lo an Agreement and to perform all of its obligations under such agre-. ent 
and (B) furnish co the Bank periodic reports on che status of the A.tneri7· ian 
·population living in the Carajas Project area." ln both the Loan (Section 3 .11) 
and the Guarantee (Section 3.0S(a)) Agreements, moreover, it ~as affinned chat 
the intereseed parties (ie. CVRD, the Brazilian Government and the Bank) "agree 
that the strengthening of measures to protect the indigenous Alnerindian 
population in the Carajas Project Areais essencial to the carrying out of the 
Project." 
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Amerindian Reserves occupying large areas of the scates of Para, Maranhao and 
Tocantins. 45 

1. Pre-project ,.\merindian Situation 

7.42 ~ith the excepcion of the Parakana and Awa/Guaja groups, almost all 
of the tribes in the Caraj as region had been in permanent cont:act with Brazilian 
society prior to the project. Some of these gr oups (eg. the Apinaje and 
Guajajara), in face, had been in contact w í t.h non-Indian populations -- including 
settlers, míssionaries and government agents -- for centuries. Other indigenous 
groups (such as the Xicrin-Kayapo, Gavioes and Surui), on the other hand, had 
resisted such contact until relatively recently and only accepted control by 
FUNAI (or its predecessor, the Indian Protection Service - SPI, which was 
replaced by FUNAI in 1967) aft:er violent conflicts occurring as a result of the 
expansion of the agricultural and ext:ractive frontiers in Eastern Amazonia began 
to threaten theír very exist:ence. 

- 

7.43 Despite the significant linguistic and cultural differences among 
the various Amerindian populations inche Garajas area, several generalízations 
c an be made about their situation prior to implementation of the iron ore 
project. First, all of these groups had maintained cheir native languages and 
tribal customs despite varying degrees of exposure to larger Brazilian rural 
society. Tradicional kinship and marriage rules. initiation ceremonies and 
village organizations, together with subsistence economies based on hunting, 
gatheríng, fishing and itinerant agriculture, continued to characteri;e these 
communities. Secondly, although many tribal groups had·declined by as much as 
901 in the early stages of contaçt with Brazilian society and certain isolated 
comm.unities (eg. the Parakana and Awa/Guaja) were still in danger of extinction 
as the result of disease or massacre, most Amerindian groups in the region had 
survived the (frequently fatal) effects of diseases such as measles, influenza 
and tuberculosis introduced by non-Indian settlers and were slowly increasing 
in size. 46 

- 
7 .44 At the time the Carajas Project was initiated, moreover, FUNAI still 
had a relatively limited presence in the region. In those places where it was 
ac eãve , however, the agency' s basic approach to protecting Amerindian communities 
was to attempt to transform them into self-sufficient economic units. ln much 
of the project area, more specifically, this meant that emphasis was given to 
the promotion of extractive activities, especially the gathering of babacu and 
Brazil nuts, as well as to commercial agricultural ( Le , rice production), grazing 
and handicraft production possibilities. Products generated or collected on FUNAI 

While the hiring of anthropological consultancs by CVRD vas not 
specifically required by che Loan Agreement, Seccion 3.ll(b) of this Agreement 
did require that CVRD "take all necessary action to assisc FUNAI to carry out 
the Special ,project." 

r: 46 At the time the project was implemented, in fact, some tribal groups 
in the are a were experiencing a kind of "demographic take of f 1• and some villages 
had demographic profiles (ie. high birth rates, large numbers of young people) 
similar to those of neighboring Brazilian rural cornmunities. 
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reservations were then traded for manufactured goods such as utensils, tools and 
clothing with FUNAI's intermediation. ~1 Finally, even prior to implemencation 
of the iron ore project, the process of frontier expansion in Eastern Amazonia, 
as briefly described in Chapters III and IV above, had already become an 
increasing chreac to the territorial integrity, habitat and phys í.c a L and cultural 
survival of many tribal groups. Thus, che Carajas Project was clearly jusc one - 
~ although perhaps the mosc important - - among numerous elernents in a rapid rural 
settlement and urbanization process affecting Amerindian areas in the region that 
had begun at leasc a decade earlíer. 

2. Desi~n and Irnplementacion of the Amerindian Special Projecc 

7 .45 As noted in Chapter V, the Amerindian Special Project was introduced 
relatively late into the Carajas operation. In fact, CVRD had decided upon the 
design of the mine and the routing and construction of the railway long before 
any consideration was given to the potential direct or indirecc impaccs of these 
investmencs on the In~ian populat.ions ín che region. ~ane of the environmental 
studies which CVRD commissioned in the decade prior to Bank approval of the iron 
ore operation specifically concemplated tribal communit.ies, nor did FUNAI 
undertake any ex-ant:e analysis of the possible ilnpacc of proposed proj ect 
investmencs on the indigenous groups for which it was responsible. 

7.46 Preparation of the Special Project presented to the ~ank by FUNAI 
in January 1982, moreover, did not involve the participation of the affected 
Amerindian populat.ions. Nor was it baseQ on an anthropological assessment of 
the needs and desires of these communities. Inscead, for the most pare it. focused 
on the expansion of FUNAl's physical and administrative infrastructure in the 
Carajas corridor, both at the Indian Post (ie. on-reservation) and ac the 
regional delegacy levels. Largely for this reason, prior to granting its 
approval, the Bank required that the Projecé be reformulated to give greater 
at.tention to the provision of services to Amerindian communities. 

7.47 Sased on the revised proposal, in June 1982 CVRD sígned a five year 
contract with FUNAI providing OS$ 13.6 million equivalent to finance execucion 
of socio-economic projeccs for indigenous populations inche Carajas area. The 
contract stipulated chat, in carrying out these projects, FUNAI would maintain 
its normal activities in the region including the identificacion, demarcation 
and regularization of lndian lands. I t also indicated chat CVRD would hire a team 
of consulcants to monitor implementation of the Special Project (or hereafter 
"Project") in the field, and that F1JNAI, through CVRD, would provide the Bank 
with access to Indian areas for purposes of carrying out its own supervision. 

48 

47 This control, however, was not universally accepted as some Indian 
groups (including the Gavioes on the Mae Maria reservation) asserted their socio 
economic autonomy and resisted FUNAI.'s efforts to monopolize the 
commercialization of ·theír forest resources. 

48 More specifically, Seccion 3.ll(c) of the Loan Agreement required CVRO 
to "take all action necessary to enable che Sank's staff reasonable access to 
(the Amerindian] populàtion and to any information which the Bank may reasonably 
require with regard to the execution of the Special Project and to any further 

- 
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7. 48 From the cucse c , CVRD took an ac t í.ve interest: in the Amerindian 
Project, placing a specific staff person in charge of it, hiring ateam of eight 
anchropologists, two physicians anda lawyer to help monitor its implemencacion 
and using its considerable influence to ensure that FUNAI complied with its 
contractual obligations. On various occasions, moreover, it intervened directly 
in project execution by flying emergency food and medical supplies to tribal 
areas, by pressuring state and federal agencies to remove squacters from 
Ameríndian reserv-es and by providing Indian communities with legal assistance 
in arder to defend their lands. Despite these efforts, however, CVRD frequently 
found. itself frustrated and constrained by FUNAI's poor inscitucional 
performance. Illustrative of the probleUls experienced, during the p roj ec c 
executíon period, the President of FUNAI changed ten times, the agency'$ annual 
operating budget was cut by more than 25%, tts legal power under the 1973 Indian 
Statute was curtailed through the creation of a special Inter-ministerial ~ork 
Grouµ on Indigenous Lands and it underwent a major reorganízation chat further 
àiminished its already limited capacity to provide heaith, educat~an and ocher 
services to Arnerindian areas. 

7. 49 ln addition ta these difficulties, there appears to have been a 
basic perceptual difference bet"1een CVRD and F1JNAI concerning ::he ul timate 
purpose of the Specíal Project. Based on the advice both of ics outside 
consultancs and the Bank, CVRD increasingly came to view progress in Amerindian 
land protection and health service delivery as fundamental to Project success, 
while FUNAI continued to be primarily interesced in bu.í.Ld í.ng . up its own 
infrastructure and capacity to establish commercialized economies at the Indian 
reserves in the region. As a result, by mid-point in the Special Proj ec::.t 
implementation period, as operation of the Carajas rail\lay began and rapid 
demographic growth and agrarian changes were resulting in increasing levels of 
conflict and violence in the area, it became clear thac FUNAI ~a$, in fact, 
ucilizing Project resources mainly to expand its own administracive structu~e 
racher than in orde~ to provide needed land protection and social services to 
Amerindian communi ties. 49 

7.50 As a result, in March 1986, with about 61X of the funds that had 
been allocated under the Special Projec~ already spent, CVRD suspended furcher 

measures being taken for the protection of the interests of the Ameríndian 
population in the Carajas Project Area." Section 3.0S{b)(ii) of the Guarantee 
Agreement required the Brazi.lian Governnient to "affard" Bank staff access t:o this 
same population and information. Section 3.0S(b)(iii) of the latter Agreement, 
in turn, required the Guarantor to "annually, before final approval of FUNAI's 
program for the following year for the prot:ection of and assístance to the 
Amerindian population in the Carajas Project Area, afford the Bank a reasonable 
opportuníty to comment on such program." 

49 
This bias was clearly evident in the disbursement of resources under 

the Special Project between 1982 and 1986, during which period nearly 80% of 
the total was spent for public woi:-ks, equipmenc, personnel and maintenance, 
while only 10% was disbursed for land demarcation, 6Z for health and lX for 
education. 
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disburse.ments in o r de c to force FUNAI to address unresolved land issues, 
especially the demarcation of reserves and the removal of squatters and ranchers 
from Amerindian areas. This initiative proved to be effective since Special 
Project funds were increasingly directed toward land and health matters after 
this date. In July 1987, additionally, with some US$ 3.3 million remaining ín 
the Special Project budget, CVlU) renegotiated its contract with FUNAI, further 
reinforc.ing the emphasis ori these areas, 

7. 51 This reorientation, which was recomniended by CVRD' s consulting 
anthropologists and supported by the Bank, has led to a somewhat more balanced 
ouccome in terms of Project expenditures. Thus, by December 1988, ~ich a total 
of US$ 12.3 million disbursed, land demarcation accounted for roughly 17% af 
these expenditures, whíle health services responded for 11%. Despi te this 
imp~ovement, however, approximately two•thirds of all Special Project resources 
were utilized to finance FUNAI public works, equipmenc, maintenance and 
personnel, while less than ll went was utilized for Amerindian educatian. 

3. General Project Achievements 

7.52 As a result of the Amerindian Special Project, significant 
improve~ents in the conditions of indigenous communities have occurred in the 
region in at least two areas, health and land demarcation. This achievement is 
especially evident when the experience in the carajas region is compared with 
that in other parts of Brazil where FUNAI has not benefitted from the financial 
and/or strategic support of outside agencies such as CVRO an~ the Bank. More 
s-pecifically, according to CVRD' s health consultant, the Lnc r e aa e in the 
Amerindian population in the region which had initiated prior to implementation 
of the Special Project contínued duríng its execution period in at least seven 
of the tribal comm.Q.Oities situat.ed near the iron ore mine in the state of Para 
among which the annual rate of population growth averaged 3.7%. SO· 

7.53 the principal reason for this positive situat.ion, especially among 
recently ccmtacted groups, was the general effectiveness af the health care 
delivery system established by CVRO's medical consultant in collaboratíon with 
FUNAI. This system involved: (i) the placement of crained nurses capable of 
doing simple laboratory, diagnostic and treatment work in all of the Amerindian 
communities; (ii) the reorganízation of FUNAI's mobile medical teams (or EVSs) 
to provide more regular vísits to Indían villages; (iii) the signing of cont.racts 
with regional hospital.s to provide more intensive inedical · care for Indians 
needing such assistance outsid~ their villages; and (iv) the mobilization of the 
federal Public Health Service (SUCAM) to spray against malaria and vaccinate the 
Ameríndian population agaínst other endemic diseases. As a result of t:hese 
efforts, both morbidity and mortality rates appear to have fallen significantly 
among tribal communi ties in the Caraj as re·gion. 

50 
Among the Amerindian groups survey~d. more precisely, population gro~th 

between 1981 and 1988 was positive in all cases, with absolute increments rangLng 
from 8% to 41Z over this period. Even the three Parakana groups, which came ínto 
permanent contact ~ith Brazilian society either just prior to or shortly after 
project initiation, were characterized by relatively high demographic growth 
rates. 

-· 
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7.54 Despite the apparent success of ~~is sucproject, the excent to which 
FUNAI ~ill be able to suscain these activities is questionable dueto its own 
persisting financial difficulties and the imminent conclusion of the CVRD/FUNAI 
agreement. In fact, since 1987 it appears thac there may have been a substancial 
decline in the quality of health care services inche Maraba area, even though 
the situation in this subregion is still considerably better than that in 
Maranhao where, even though health poses were built or renovated with Special 
Project funds, the system of trained nurses, regular EVS visits and hospital 
contracts was never established. Kore generally, the system set up under the 
Amerindian Project appears .to suffer from i~adequace attention to the training 
of Indian health monitors, community health educacion and the adaptation of 
health care services to the cultures of local indígenous groups. Like other 
components of the Special Project, in shorc. the cribal health care system was 
created without either the active participacion of the beneficiary communities 
ar prior anthropological assessment and has been insufficiently integrated with 
ocher health-related aspects of Amerindian life. ~e long-run sustainability of 
Amerindian health improvements in the Carajas corridor, accordingly, is likely 
to prove impossible unless more systematic emphasis is given to these cultural 
and educacional aspects. 

7.55 The other area where the Amerindian Special Project has resulted in 
significant achievements is land demarcation. Largely in response to CVRD and 
Bank pressures, over time FUNAI has come to pay greater attention to tribal land 
Ls sue s in the Caraj as region such that. at present, more land is probably 
demarcated and regularized in the project area in relation to the size of the 
Alnerindian population involved than in any other part of Amazonia. As of early 
1989, DJ.ore concretely, over 3. 2 million heccares had been identified, demarcated 
and/or regularized in 24 Indian reserves in the area of influence of the iron 
ore project. Of these areas, only three (involving some 395,000 ha) had been 
interdicted and identified but nat yet demarcated, while seven (1,230,000 ha) 
had been deraazcaced but noc fully regularized and listed in the Federal Property 
Registry and fourteen (1,620,000 ha) had been both demarcated and fully 
regularized and registered. 51 

7. 56 The principal achievement of the Special Project in this regard, 
however, was that CVRD was able to use ics financial resources and political 
influence to induce FUNAI to move several indigenous areas (eg. the Apinaje and 
Parakana reserves in 1985 and the Geralda de Toco Preto reserve in 1987) through 
the long and arduous process of dema~cation and regularization. This is a 
particularly noteworthy accamplishment c.onsídering, on the one hand, that Indian 
lands in the Carajas region have beco~e increasingly coveted by prospectors, 

5l 
These fig~res, indeed, compa~e very favorably ~ith the nacional 

p~rformance in relation to Indian land demarcacion. As of mid-1985, of an 
estímated 400 total Amerindian areas throughout Brazil, 12% had still not yet 
been identified by FUNAI, 43% had been idencified but not demarcated, 33% had 
been demarcated but not regularized and only lOX were fully regularized and 
registered. In contrast, the corresponding figures for the Carajas area in early 
1989 were: interdicted • 4X, identified - 8%; demarcated - 30% and regula~ized - 
58%. 
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loggers, ranchers, squatters and other interests over the past decade and, on 
the other, that sígnificant bureaucratic and political obscacles continue to 
impede more rapid demarcation of tribal areas. Despite these noteworthy 
successes, however, a number of unresolved Amerindian land issues continue to 
exist, while future threats to the integrity of Indian areas as the result of 
expanding rural sectlement and other activities ( including the growing extraction 
of fuelwood for charcoal production) are likely to increase in the Caraj as 
corridor. 

4. Outstanding Issues 

7.57 As the CVRD/FUNAI agreement draws to a close, more specifically, 
there are several outstanding legal and development issues that will need to be 
dealt with if the future security of Amerindian communities in the Carajas regian 
is to be assured. On the legal side, as indicated in the previous section, at 
least three tribal areas (the Apyterewa Parakana in Para and the Awa/Guaja and 
the Krikací inMaranhao) either stíll need to be demarcated or are _in a situation 
in which the demarcation process is under judicial review. Fur~hermore, ín at 
least five other indigenous areas, Indians have petitioned FUNAI to redemarcate 
their lands, while in four reserves, settlers (or even whole towns as at Sao 
Pedro dos Cacetes on the Canabrava reserve) will need to be compensated and 
relocated. 52 CVRD is aware of these issues and, as of early 1989, still had US$ 
1.3 million remaining in the Special Project budget in arder to complete the land 
demarcation process. 53 However, it is uncertain how long this process will take 
given the substantial bureaucratic and political obstacles which continue.to 
stand in the way of the regularization of Amerindian lands in Amazonia. 

7.58 The second major area of concernis the potential impact of future 
develo-pment projects and -productive activities in the Caraj as corridor on 
Amerindian areas. Nearly all of the indigenous communities in the region are 
already beíng affected and/or are likely to be affected in the future by 
investments over which they will have little, if any, control. More concretely, 
ata minimum, eleven reserves are or will be craversed by roads, eleven already 
have illegal settlers within their boundaries or are being cleared for the 
establishment of cattle ranches, nine have been invaded by garimpeiros or are 
the object of mineral investigation claims or permits, eight are affected by 
hydroelectric projects or crossed by high voltage transmission lines, eight are 
the location of commercial timber ventures, five are the site of agricultural 

51 The redemarcation of indigenous areas is particulat"ly . problematic 
because Decree No. 94,945 of September 1987 mandates FUNAI to complete the 
demarcation of all Amerindia.n lands in the country befare revising the boundaries 
of those areas that have already been demarcated, even if erroneously. 

53 These funds were expected to be allocated primarily to cover the costs 
of demarcation of the Awa and Krikati reserves and to ·resolve out:standing land 
issues at the Apinaje, Xicrin Bacaja/Trincheira, Mae Maria and Catete reserves. 
There are also funds within the current Maranhao Rural Development Project (Loan 
2862-BR approved in June 1987) to complete land demarcation, compensation and 
regularization procedures at the Geralda do Toco Preto, Urucu-Jurua 'and Canabrava 
reserves. 
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settlement proj ects ar rural non- Indian cowns and t".to are affected by the 
extraction of medicinal plants by outsiders. 

7.59 More generally, as illustrated in Chapters III and IV above and in 
Chapter IX below, a process of rapid industrialization and urban and rural 
developmenc continues to occur in the Carajas corridor and is having dramacic 
and possibly irreversible effects on both the physical and the hwnan environments 
in the region, including the traditional habitats and cultures of Amerindian 
populations. These processes and their repercussions, moreover, can only be 
expected to increase in the future, especially to the extent that Indian lands 
are opened up for mineral developments and timber production to fuel pig iron 
smelters and/or other metallurgical industries in the Carajas corridor. 
Accordingly, if Amerindians are to be assured a place in the future of the 
Carajas area, assistance must be expanded and sustained well beyond the sums and 
time horizon envisioned in the Amerindian Special Proj ect undertaken in 
connection with the iron ore operation. 

r. 

7.60 What is required, more specifically, is che effective guarantee of 
Amerindian rights - - as defined undez both the 1973 Indian Statue and , more 
recently, the 1988 Brazilian federal constitution -- to the exclusive use of the 
natural resaurces on the lands they inhabit. 5• Also needed are an educacional 
campaign designed co prepare Indians to manage, protect and develop these 
resources for their own benefit and that takes into account the unique social, 
cultural and environmental chaxaccer í.s cí.cs of the Carajas region. In the absence 
of such measures, even though increased administra tive control over Indian 
communities will almost certainly oceur and advances in the legaliza.tion of 
Indian lands may continue to take place, there will be li tele real assurance chat 
the natural habitats and ~esources of Amerindian populations ~ill be adequately 
protecced or that the self-development of indigenous co!Illllunities and cultures 
will be effectively promoted. 

5. The Bank's Rol~ 

7. 61 As suggested in the preceding paragraphs, the Bank ' s role in support 
of CVRD in íts often difficult: dealings with FUNAI was of considerable importance 
for the tangible (and hopefully sustainable) achievements of che Amerindian 
Special Project. According to the PCR for the Carajas Project, the Bank played 

54 Article 231 of the new constitution explicitly recognizes ••the social 
organizat:ion, customs, languages, beliefs and traditions, and the rights of 
Indians over the lands which they traditionally occupy, it being the 
responsibility of the Union to demarcate, protect and make others respect all 
their possessions." Paragraph 2 of Article 231, more specifically, affirms ~hat 
the "lands traditionally occupied by Indians are destined to their permanent 
possession, [including} exclusive use of the resources of the soil, rivers and 
lakes existing on t:hem." According to paragraph 3 of the s ame article, moreover, 
the exp lo i tation of mineral ( Le , subso il) resources and the use of water 
resources for hydropower generation or other purposes on Indian lands, in tum, 
can only occur with explicit authorization of the federal Congress, "after 
hearing the affected co11UJ1unities," and with their participation in the proceeds 
of any mineral extraction tha.t subsequently occurs. 
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a significanc role in ensuring effeccive implemencation of the A.merindian 
componenc and í.n particular in supporting CVRD "to concrol FUNAI" in the 
execution of the Special Projecc. 55 Unlike che environmencal componenc reviewed 
earlier, moreover, specific Bank supervision missions (consisting either of 
regular Bank staff or specialized consultants) for the Ainerindian Project 
occurred regularly throughouc the period when che Carajas operacion was under 
implementation. · 

7.62 While this supervision effort ~as motivated in pare by the 
requirement mentíoned in para 5.31 above that a mid~term report on the status 
of the Special Project be sent to the Bank's Board of Direccors within some 
eighteen months after loan approval, it reflected to an even greacer extenc a 
genuine concern on the pare of Bank staff with the performance of this component 
and the fate of the Amerindian populations in the region more generally. As a 
result, supervision missions for this component continued to have an important 
impact on Special Project execution well after the mid-term review report was 
presented to the Boarà in October 1984. 56 Given the relatively smooth execution 
of most of the other components of the Carajas Project, finally, it is likely 
that Bank intervention may, in fact, have had the greatest relative impact on 
the Amerindian Special Project. In any event, it is highly likely that, in the 
absence of Bank intervencion, many of the positive results that were achieved 
under this component might not have occurred. Similarly, continued Bank 
participation through the Maranhao Rural Development Project and other future 
initiatives is likely ta be an essential precondition for sustaining progress 
in ~erindian procection in t~e Carajas corridor. 

C. Conclusíon 

7.63 Among other features, the Carajas Iron Ore Project is particularly 
noteworthy for its envíronmental and Amerindian protection cornponents. The 
envíronmental protectíon component, more specifícally, combined pollucion 
abatement and other ecological preservation measures, reflectíng and 
incorporating the company's earlier experience in its southern mLnLng, 
transportation and port complex in Minas Gerais and Espírito Santo. At the time 
the Carajas Project was appraised, moreover, the design of this component was 
considered to representa signíficant innovation in Bank-assisted mining and 
infrastructure operations. Its major shortcoming was that it was essentially 
limited to the areas under CVRD' s direct legal and physical cont:rol. The 
Amerindian Special Project, in tunt, was incorporated into the iron ore operation 
at the Bank's insistence. While neither the environmental nor the Ameri~dian 

-- 

55 PCR, op. cit., para. 34. 

56 This reporc concluded, more specifically, implementation of the Special 
Projecc up to that time had been "uneven," ~ith relatively good progress. on 
health and economic development activities but "slower'progress" with regard to 
the protection of Indian lands. It further noted that, while combined accion by 
CVRD, FUNAI and the Bank had succeeded in reducing some of the "bureaucratic and 
political" impediments to progress on land matters, "conscant attention and close 
monitoring" would continue to be necessary in order to improve performance in 
this area. 
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129 - subproject was directly financed with resources from the Bank loan, both were 
specifically contemplated in the Loan and Guarantee Agreements and were viewed 
by the Bank as integral parts of the overall Carajas operation. 

1. Envirorunental Protection 

7.64 The positive results of CVRD's efforts to preserve or restore the 
natural enviroTUllent at the mine and port sites are clearly evident to t:he outside 
observer. The mining areas are surrounded by forest reserves and buffer zones 
·,.;hich occupy much of the company ' s 411,000 hectare concession. The mining 
concession, moreover, is bordered by a large exist.ing Amerindian reservatíon and 
newly created ecological reserves illlmediately to the west and northwest. In all 
of these areas, the native forest has been -- and is likely to continue to be - 
- largely maintaíned. ln addition, areas have been acquired by CVRD near Maraba, 
Buriticupu and ~lsewhe~e along the Carajas corridor for forestry research, while 
cree nurseries have been established both at the mine site and near the port in 
Sao Luís. 

7. 65 Significant efforts to monitor and control water, dust and noise 
pollution, furthermore, have characterized CVR.D's mining, transport and port 
terminal accivities to date, while an agreement with the Coeldi museum has 
resulted in a systematic inventory of flora, fauna and archaeological sites in 
substantia~ parts of the project region. Through replanting and hydroseeding, 
additionally, CVRD has already restored or is in the process of restoring areas 
nea.r i ts mining and port operat:ions and along the rail line from which vegetation 
had been re~oved during const:ruction. Finally, the company has carried out an 
environmental education program for its employees and local communities 
throughout the railway corridor. In short, in many respects CVRD's environmental 
protection efforts in connection with the Carajas Project represent a very 
positive example as to how environmental and productíve concerns can be 
effectively integrated in a large-scale investment operation. 

7. 66 Thus far, these initiatives appear to have effectively minimized 
the adverse environmental impact~ directly associated with proj ect implementation 
and operation in the territory immediately under GVRD's control. The OEO/SEPLAN 
mission, ne~ertheless, tentatively identified several areas where improvements 
and/or more definitive solutions are required. These include additional 
strengthening -- as well as continual training -- of project environmental staff, 
especíally ac the mine site. the establishment of a more definitive tailing pond 
for the manganese mine, definition of a longer-run solution for the retention 
of run-off from the iron ore mining operation, increased control of erosíon along 
the rail line and greater control of oil discharges by ships in the Sao Luís port 
area. Other basic conclusions reached by the OED/SEPLAN mission with regard to 
the environmental protection component of the iron ore proj ect included the 
f o l lowing: · 

(i) the administrative and technical subordinatíon of the 
Environm~ntal Divisions at the Carajas mine and port sites to 
CVRD's field Superintendencies and to its Environmental 
Superintendency at headquarters, respectívely, has resulted 
in several conflicts and, at least at the mine concession, to 
a lower priority frequencly having been given to scientific 
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(iii) 

( Lv) 

(vi) 
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and ecological concerns relative to purely operational 
considerations; 

actions recolllDlended by GEAMAM have not always been followed 
by CVRD. a fact which seems to reflect both insufficíent 
attention on the part: of company managemenc to the suggestions 
made by this advisory group and insufficient contact by its 
members ~ith the daily operat:i~nal realities of the Carajas 
Project; it is, thus, important both that GE:AMAM be 
strengthened and that its participants be given more frequent 
opportunities to v í.s í.t; the Caraj as region and to inceract: with 
CVRD operacional staff; 

the processing and analysis of air and water quality data, 
especially at the Carajas mine site, is presently inadequate, 
thereby making it difficult to assess the crue effectiveness 
of CVRD envirorunental control systems and equipment; 

with the routinization of m.ining and transport accivities in 
the Garajas iron ore operation, there will be a natural 
tendency for environmental concerns -- parcicularly those not 
also directly associated with operational priorities -- to be 
relegated to a second plane; in order to avoid this, CVRD 
management will need boch to renew its commitment to 
envi:r:onmental protection and to. deve Lop a mechanism that 
permits it to systematically assess the company's activities 
in thís area through some form of environmental performance 
auditing process, ideally carried out either by independent 
consultants ~r a subcommittee of GEAMAM: 

(v) a detailed study of the envirorunental impacts of all mining 
activities directly or indirectly associated with the Carajas 
operation -- including the extraction of copper, manganese, 
gold and other minerals, as well as iron ore, in the region - 
- should be undertaken since development of these activíties 
was clearly foreseeable on the basis of existing mineral 
resource potential studies for the Carajas area; and, 

the potencial environmental impacts of the líkely future 
expansion and "verticalization" of mineral-based industrial 
activities in the Carajas corridor also merit detailed 
analysia. 

7.67 The two latter concerns are of particular importance since, as will 
be discussed in some detail in the following chapters, the indirect physical and 
human environmental impacts o f the Carajas Project have extended well beyond the 
areas under CVRD's immediate central. As already suggested in Chapter V above, 
the failure of the project to adeq~ately anticipate and arneliorate the broa~er 
envirorunental cansequences of the iron are operation at the regional level is, 
perhaps, its most serious deficiency fram both a design and an implementation 
standpoint. This shortcoming, moreover, is all the more unfortunate in light of 
the project' s generally very positive recc,rd wich respect to environmental 
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protection within the territorial boundaries· of the operation itself, even if 
this may ba due more to operational than to ecological considerations per se. 
The fact: that a broader regional approach to identifying and dealing with the 
project's physi~al and non-Amerindian human environmental impacts was not taken 
from the outset, furthermore, is ironic considering that precisely such an 
approach was followed by CVRD and the :Sank in their attempts to protect 
Amerindian communities in the Carajas corridor, while a more integrated regional 
development focus was also applied by the Brazilian Government and the Bank in 
the nearly simultaneous -- if ultimately largely unsuccessful ·- effort to limit 
environmental degradation in nort:hwestern Mato Grosso and Rondonia, while 
supporting the development of thes~ areas through the POLONOROESTE Program. 

2. Amerindian Protecti9n 

- 
7. 68 The Caraj as Amerindian Special Proj ect, following closely after 
definition of a similar "Special Project" for the POLONOROESTE Program, was one 
of the first, if not the first, concrete applications of the Bank's policy on 
tribal peoples. l,lhile implementation of the Garaj as Amerindian Proj ecc was 
considerably more problematic than that of che envirorunental protection 
component, it, nevertheless, appears to have registered impo~tant and hard won 
achievements, especially with regard to land demarcation and the provision of 
health services. However, land-related issues, particularly the regularization 
of tribal areas and the removal of squatters in some Indian reserves, and the 
long•term sustainability of the • results achieved to date remain matters of 
considerable concern. ln order to guarantee the future protection of Amerindian 
communities Ln the area of influence of the Carajas Project, accordingly, present 
efforts in support of these populations should be concinued and expanded. This 
should be done, moreover, in such a way that tribal populations themselves are 
able to assume a Dluch more active role in ehe definition of priorities, the 
delivery of basic social services and the implementation of economic development 
projects in benefit of their respective communities. 

7.69 More generally, perhaps the most important conclusion that can be 
drawn from the experience under the Carajas Amerindian Proj ect is that the 
provision of funds to an agency such as FUNAI is not, in and of itself. 
sufficient to guarantee that this agency will use these resources co the direct 
benefit of indigenous communities •. To the contrary, there appears to be a common 
tendency for (generally resource-starved) Amerindian pzocec t í.cn agencies in 
Brazil and elsewhere to use such funds primarily in order to meet their own 
bureaucratic needs and/or to increase their administrative control over the 
tribal colllDlUllities under their "protectíon". To avoid this tendency, a larger 
share of these resources sheu'l.d be invested directly in Indian communities 
the~selves, giving particular emphasis to land demarcation and regularization, 
together with the provision of adequate health services and basic educational 
skills, all of which are requirEed if Amerindian populations are to be effectively 
able to better manage and control their own affairs. 

7. 70 Any future program for the procection and development of the 
Amerindian.communities in the Carajas corridor ar in other parts of Brazil, 
accordingly, should in~lude the following, am.ong other actions: 

r 
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a detailed assessment of the effects of large infrascructure 
and industrial development projeccs on Indian communities and 
their immediate physical environments in the early planning 
and feasibility stages of such operations; 

the active and infoP11ed participatíon of the indigenous 
communities themselves in the design, implementation and 
evaluation of special projects on their behalf; 

preparation and execucion of a plan for adapting such projects 
to the social, cultural and environmental characteristics of 
each indigenous community; 

provision of resources and direct legal and anthropological 
assistance to tribal populations so that they can design 
and carry out protection and development programs on their 
awn behalf; 

(v) identification, demarcation and regularízation of all 
indígenous lands in the area of influence of large investment 
projects such as the iron ore operacion príor co cheir 
implementacion; 

elaboratíon and implementatíoo. of a plan including the craining 
of Indian health monitors, .communit.y health educa tio~ and 
respect for traditional Indian culture and medical practices 
in any health care program specifically targeted on Amerindian 
populations; 

preparation of a syscematic inventory of existing natural 
resources on tribal lands (including fish, wildlife, forestry 
and other excractive resources) and determinacion of how chey 
can best be used to satisfy Amerindian nutritional and 
commereial needs; and, 

development and implementation of a plan for providing Indians 
with the necessary educational, organizacional and financial 
skills so that they can manage their own resources and 
communitíes in a culcurally appropriate and environmentally 
sustainable fashion. 
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VIII. PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENIAL IMPACTS 

8 .01 Thís and the following chaptar will respectívely summarize che 
principal impacts of the Caraj as Iron Ore Proj ect an the natural and human 
environmencs to date. They will also attempt to portray líkely fu~ure 
environmental consequences of the proj ect-related industrializatíon o f the 
Carajas-Sao Luis corridor, a process which has recently initiated ~ith 
inst:allation of the first four pig iron smelters in Maraba and Acailandia. 
· ... nerever possible, the specific impacts of the iron ore operation will be 
identified. However, in many instances, without much greater empirical research 
chan was possible to undertake in the present study, it is impossible to separate 
the effeccs af the project from those of other public sector or (public seceor 
induced) private sector actions that have recencly occurred in Eastern Amazonia, 
since these intervent:ions have acted together to bring about major environmental 
changes in the area. As in Chapter III above, the focus in this and the next 
~hapter will be mainly on the municipalities traversed by the Carajas railroad, 
but, where of relevance, the project's larger area of influence will also be 
considered. 

A. D~forestation 

1. General Considerations 

8. 02 The increasing deforestation of tropical areas is a matter of concern 
for several reasons. In the words of one noted environmentalist, "forests are 
arguably the rnost import:ant vegetation zone on the face of the earth today ...• Yet 
on every side, from the equator to the arctic, [they) are being depleted or will 
shortly be depleced through human agency ata rate that could well reduce many 
of them to impoverished remnants by the end of the next century." 1 Among the 
world's forest:s, those in tropical areas are of part:icular significance both ín 
biological and in economic t~rms. According to one recent study, even t:hough 
closed tropical forests occupy only about 7% of t:he earth's land surface, t:hey 
contain more than half of the Tworld' s spec Las , 2 To again quote the writer cíted 
at the outset, "tropical forests are specially rich in species and in the 
evolutíonary capacity to generate new species. As tropical forests are cleared 

1 
Myers, Norman, "the Future of Forests," in Friday, L. and Laskey, R. 

(eds.), The Fragile Envi~onment, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1989, 
pg. 22. 

2 
Reid, \Jal.ter and Miller, Kenton, "K.eeping the Options Alive: The 

Scíencific Basis for Conserving Biodiversity... W'orld Resources Institute, 
Washington, D.e., October 1989, pg. 15. These authors note, more specifically, 
that, although "the fraction of the entire world' s species that occu.r in tropical 
forests can't be accurately estimated because the. total nwnber of species in 
several potential.ly large taxonomic groups ... is unknown .... half · of all 
vertebrates and vascular plane spec í.e s occuz in tropical .forests and if the 
tremendous species richness of anthropods in this biorne is any indicacion. at 
least 50% - ~ and possibly as much as 90% - - of the world' s total species are 
found in closed tropical forests." 
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wholesale, there wíll be an impoverishing ímpact on the very course of evalution 
itself.tt 3 

8.03 One reason why tropical forests are important. therefore, is their 
essent:ial contribution to biological or genetic diversity. As the largest 
remaining tropical forest region in che world, Amazonia takes on particular 
relevance in this context. The Alllazon forest alone is estimated to support some 
30,000 species of plant life, as compared with roughly one third this total in 
all of temperate South America and an infinitely smaller number in the forests 
of North America. ~ Furthermore, many tropical plant species in Amazonia and 
elsewhe~e still remain largely unknown, but may contain valuable medicinal and 
other economically important. properties that may be totally lost to mankind as 
the result of deforestation. 

8.04 Toe Amaz cn forest, in short, house s a wide variety of flora and 
fauna. One study, for instance, found that a single hectare of forest near Manaus 
contained 235 differenc ::ree species having more than five cencirnecers in 
diameter, 5 while roughly 2,000 fish species are known to exist in the Amazan 
basin, a number which is eight times higher than chat in the Mississippi River 
basin and cen times greater than that in all of Eurape. The physical survival 
af many fish and animal species in tropical regions such as A.mazonía, in turn, 
intimately depends on the continued integrity of the surrounding forest 
ecosystems. Deforestation, thus, not only threatens the rainforest itself, but 
also endangers many ínsect, fish, bird and animal species through the associaced 
destruction of habitats, ultimately including those of forest· ~ased tribal 
populations. 

8.05 In addition co generating and preserving biodiversity, forests - 
particularly in tropical areas - - provide ocher significant "environmencal 
services," including climate regulat:ion at the local, regional and even global 

3 Myers, op. cit .• pg. 22. To further quoce Reid and Miller (op. cit., 
pp . 10-11), "for most well-studied groups of organisms, species richness 
increases from the peles to the equator. Toe species richness of freshwater 
insects, for example, is some three to six times higher in the tropics than in 
temper ate sites. S imilarly. tropical regions have the highes t richness of mammal 
species per unit area, and vascular plane species diversity is much· richer at 
lower latitudes .... All of Denmark possessas less than twice as many species (of 
all sizes) as there are tree species in one hectare in Malaysia." 

4 Mahar, "Government Policies ... ," op. cit. pg. 1. Oras Reid and Miller 
(op. cit., pg. 11) put it, wforty to one hundred specíes of trees may occur on 
one hectare of tropical forest in Lacin America, compared to only tento thirty 
on a hectare of forest in eastern North America." 

5 Prance, Ghillean, "Introduc tion to Tropical Rain Fores ts . " in Prance , 
G. ( ed.) Tropical Rain Forests and the Yorld Atmosphere, Wescview Press, Boulder, 
Colorado, 1986, cited in Mahar, "Goverrunent Policies ... ," op. cic. Reid and 
Miller (op, cit., pg. 11) observe similarly that one area of Amazonian tropical 
forest near Iquitos in Peru has nearly 300 tree species greater than 10 cm in 
diameter per hectare. 
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levels, while deforestation can result in substantial environmencal 
disequilibria. The most important of these services and disequilibría have been 
sUIIUllarized as follows: 

- 

forests help regulate the hydrodynamics of great 
watersheds and river basins such as the Ganges and the 
Amazon. When forests are cut, particularly on sloping 
land, water runs off unimpeded, taking large quantítíes 
of soil and nucrients with it, thus deplet.ing che 
agricultural potential of the defore$t:ed area and 
causing increased · flooding and silt accumulacíon 
downstream. Forests also help regulat:e climat:e, at least 
at local level, through their moisture-cycling processes 
and their reduction of the reflectivity of the earth's 
surface .... Forests harbour much more carbon in the form 
of plane tissue, detritus and soil than che rest of the 
planet put together, so they play a cr:i:::ical role in the 
global carbon budget. As forests are eliminated by 
burning, they serve as an anthropogenic source of carbon 
dioxide, thus contributing to the 'greenhouse effect,' 
a phenomenon that may transform our planet to a profound 
degree within just another few decades. In varíous ways, 
then, forests exert a great gyroscopic effect in 
maintaining the dynamic stability ... of many biospheric 
functions, including many funct.ions t:hac keep the planet: 
capable of sustaining life as we know it. 6 

- 
2. Tile Extent of Deforestation in Amazonia 

8.06 Until the 1960's, Amazonia remained pract:ically unaltered in terms 
af its forest cover. As indicated in Chapter IV., large- scale spontaneous 
settlement of the eastern pare of the region began only in the late 1950's with 
construction of the Belem-Brasilia highway. Subsequently, in the 1970's, with 
the building of the Transamazonica and the road connecting Cuiaba and Santarem, 
as well as construction or improvement of the highvays linking Cuiaba with Porto 
Velho (BR-364) and this latter city with Manaus and Boa Vista (in Roraima), 
occupation of t~e region accelerated. Largely as a result, the population in 
Amazonia Legal has increased six fold, from 3 millíon to an estimated 18 million 
inhabitants, since 1970. Oeforestation has direccly accompanied this process. 

8.07 Even though considerable,doubts exist concerning the real extent of 
the deforestation that has already occurred in the region, it is, nevertheless, 
known that the rate of alteration of the primary forest in many subareas follows 
an exponential curve and that at least 10% of the cocal area of Amazonia Legal 
(or some 490,000 square kilometers) has been affected. This corresponds to an 
area slightly smaller than that of Spain or, within Brazil, to that occupied by 
the s caces of Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and Parana together. Some estimates 
based on recent LANDSAT images go even higher, with one recent: World Bank 

6 Myers, op. cit., pp. 22-24. 
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publication suggesting that, by 1988, deforestation may have affec~ed nearly 
600,000 square kilometers, or 12% of "Legal Amazonia". 7 

8.08 Even this higher figure, however, underescimaces che actual extent 
to which the Amazonian forest has been "disturbed" by human intervention since 
it is necessary to consider not only those parts of the region where primary 
forest cover has been totally removed, but also the much larger areas where 
hardwood timber of commercial value has been selectively excracted. ~any pares 
of Amazonia which presently appear as forested in satellite photographs have, 
in fact, already been subject to logging accivities, ~hich, in the absence of 
replanting, have resulted in their impoverishment from both an ecological and, 
particularly, an economic standpoint. One study, for example, estimates that as 
much as 20% of the Amazonian forest, involving a tocal of close to one million 
square kilomecers, may already have been partially or completely altered by 
human intervention. 8 

3. Deforestation in the Carajas Region 

8.09 l'he area of influence of the Carajas Iron Ore Project is one of the 
Amazanian subregions that have experienced the highest rates of in-migration 
and deforestation ove r the past two decades. 9 Toe Garaj as Proj ect has direccly 
contributed to these processes by attracting large numbers of people to Eastern 
Amazonia. Even though it was possible to anticipate the amount of deforestation 
likely to result directly from installation of the Carajas rail, mine and port 
facilicies, this e s t.í.mat;e was not made by either CVRD ar the Bank. More 
importantly, the likely indirect impacts of the project on forested areas in íts 
larger region of influence were ignored despite che fact that, even prior to 
implementation of the iron ore operation, existing federal and state roads and 
large-scale agricultural and ranching activities were already resulting ín 
signíficanc rural occupation and deforestation in the Carajas corridor. 

8.10 Deforestation ín the Carajas region has accelerated as a result of 
the following, largely incerrelated, factors directly or indirectly associated 
with the iron ore project: 

' Mahar, "Government Policies ... ", op. cit., Table 1. This areais larger 
than that of France and Switzerland combined. 

8 Malingreau, J. and Tucker, e., "Large-scale Deforestat:íon in the 
Southeastern Alnazon Basin of Brazil," Ambio, Vol. 17, No. :, 1988. ln addition 
to selectively "mining" the forest, loggers frequently damage the areas 
surrounding the more valuable cree species that are extracted dueto careless 
or predatory logging practices. Furthermore, by building penetration roads, they 
effectively open up new areas for settlement by small farmers and posseiros. 

9 Toe corridors formed by other large-scale transport improvements, 
especially the BR-364 highway between Cuiaba and Porto Velho and, to a lesser 
extent:, the BR-165 road linking Cuiaba and Sanearem, are the other major 
subregions that have been characterized by these processes. 
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( i) the attraction of migrants to the area to help install the 
Garajas mine and railroad; many of these workers have remaineà 
in the region to pursue prospecting, small farming and other 
(including urban) employment oppartunities: 

the const?:Uc~ion of new roads and the reconstruction and/or 
pavement of existing ones to provide or improve access to the 
mine site: 

private land speculation along the corridors formed by the 
railway and project-supported roads, as well as in the Carajas 
area more generally, in o~der to take advantage of expected 
increases in landvalues resulting from these and other public 
investments: 

improved access to extensive and previously much less 
accessible parts of the region dueto the new ar improved road 
and railroad infrastructure; substantial pares of che area 
opened-up by che iron ore project have subsequently been 
cleared through the implantation of ranching ventures 
supported by SUDAM fiscal incentives, the expansion of logging 
operations, the establishment of official colonizacion 
proj ects and increasing occupacion of rural areas by squatters 
and prospect.ors; 

(v) lumber requirements for construction of the railroad 
(especially railroad ties) and other facilities (eg. 
buildings, other mine installations, etc.) directly connected 
with the project or to provide shelter and services to the 
population attracted to the region by the iron ore operation 
and other local productive activities; and, 

more recently, the use of fuelwood to produce charcoal for 
the pig iron smelters located along the Carajas-Saa Luis 
corridor. 

8.11 Largely as a result of these interventions, deforestation in the 
project's area of influence has increased significantly over the past decade 
anda half. Studies undertaken by SUDAM based on satellite images reveal that 
the deforested area in the scate of Para has increased from some 24,900 sq. km. 
in 1978 to roughly 114,800 sq. km.. in 1986, or from less tqan 2% of the stace's 
territory in the former year to nearly lOX in th~ latter. 1º The vast majority 
(99.2%) of the areas cleared were originally in forest. 

8.12 Much of this deforestation, moreover, has occurred in the 
southeastern part af the state, where the percentage shares of area cleared in 
most municipalities considerably exceed the average for Para as a whole. ln the 
(former) municipality of Maraba, for example, nearly 20% of the cocal area 

1º 
SUDAM, Levantamento da Alteracao da Cobertura Vegetal Natural - Estado 

do Para, Convenio !BOF/SUDAK, Technical Report, Belem, 1988. 
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origínally in forest had bean cleared by 1986 according to SUDAM. By comparison, 
studies carried ouc in connection wich the RADAM Projecc revealed chat only 0.4Z 
of the municipality had be~n deforested inche early 1970's. 11 According to 
SUDAM alsa, 55% of the total area of the neighboring muni~ipality of Sao Joao 
do Araguaia -- which, like Maraba, is cut by the Carajas railway -- had been 
deforested by 1986. 12 Recent research by IBGE in an 8,000 s q , km. area 
polarized by the city of Maraba, ~oreover, indicates that while only 140 sq. km. 
( or 1. 8X of the total area of the region) had been deforested by 1972, this 
figure had increased to roughly 640 sq. km. (8%) in 1980 and to close to 2,990 
s q . kra . (37%) by 1985. 13 

8.13 In Maranhao, in tum, where rural settlement is less recent than in 
much of southeastern Para, deforestation has also accelerated over the past 
decade. According to figures reproduced in a recent World Bank study, the total 
area cleared ín Maranhao increased from some 2,940 sq. km. ( or 1.1% of the 
state) í.n 1975, to more than 10,670 sq. 1-sm. (4. ll) in 1980 and an estimated 
50,670 sq. km. (19.71) in 1988. 14 ~"hile data at the municipal levei are noc as 
readily available for Maranhao, an IBGE study similar to that carried ouc for 
the region around Maraba found that less ~han ll of the area origínally under 
forest cover around Santa Ines, ..,hich is also in che Carajas-Sao Luis rail 
corridor, remained intacc in 1988. ~s 

4. Direçt Project Impaccs 

8.14 tn addition to the land clearing required for the installation of 
mining, ore processing, transport and urban facilities ator near the mine and 

11 
A study by Orlando Valverde ( '"Conflitos e Equilíbrio Ecologico no 

Povoamento em Expans ao da Faixa Proxima a Estrada de Ferro Caraj as" in Para 
Desenvolvimento, No. 23, Jan-June 1988), in curn, indicates thac 12.41 of the 
municipality of Maraba had been deforested by 1983 which suggests that the area 
cleared bet:ween 1983 and 1986 alone corresponded to more chan half again the 
total deforested in this locality chrough 1983. 

12 Less than 20X of this ~unicipality. in contrast, had been deforested 
by 1983, according to Valverde, op. cit. 

i3 IBGE, Estudo Integrado de Recursos Naturais em Areas Especificas do 
Programa Grande Carajas - Nucleo de Maraba, Rio de Janeiro 1988. 

14 
Mahar, "Government Policies ... ," op. (: í, t. Tab l,e 1. Mahar' s 

corresponding figures for Para are roughly 8,655 sq. km. (0.7% of the state) in 
1975, 33·,915 sq. km. (2.7%) in 1980 and 120,000 sq. km. (9.6%) in 1988. 

15 OED/SEPl.ÃN discussions with lBGE scaff responsible for natural·resource 
studies in the areas around Maraba and Santa Ines, under contract to the Grande 
Carajas Program, Brasília, March 1989. 
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pare sites, l6 · construction of the Carajas railway directly involved 
deforestation of an 80 ~eter strip along most of its length of 890 kilomecers. 
In some sections, however, the area cleared was considerably wider i~ order to 
permit the installation of train stations, crossing areas, maintenance yards and 
housing for CVRD personnel. When the va~ious access areas and complementary 
facílities are included, it is likely that as much as 20,000 hectares, most of 
which was previously in forest, may have been cleared in order to install the 
railroad. 

- 

8.15 The other major source of deforestation directly associated with 
implantation of the railway was the selective extraction of high quality timber 
for the fabrication of railroad ties. Approximately 2. 2 million ties were 
required for construction of the Carajas railroad. Since roughly four ties can 
be prc:,duced per cub í.c meter of lumber and a typical fore$t in che region 17 

generates roughly eleven cubic me ce.r s of high qualíty waod per hectare, the 
equivalent of about 44 ties can be extracted per hectare of foresc. A simple 
calculatíon, thus, suggests that at least 50,000-hectares were seleccively cut 
in order to produce the ties required by the Carajas railroad. Considering chat 
it is likely that not all of the timber extracted for this purpose could be 
converted into ties, the total area affected by this ptocess was probably even 
larger. 

-· 
5. Indi~ect Project Impacts 

8 .16 As indicated in the p rev í cus chapter, mos e of the areas wit:hin 
CVRD's concession at the Serra dos Carajas not currently occupied by mining 
activities and associated transport and urban facilities have been preserved in 
native forest. This situation, however, compares sharply with that just oucside 
the concession boundaries where a "patchwork quilt" of deforested areas can be 
seen in places (including prospecting, squatter and official colonizatíon areas) 
where road and rail access remains limited. Much of the area to the immediate 
south and southeast of the CVR.D concession, more specifically, has already been 
occupied and deforested by farmers and ranchers, while there are strong 
indícations that this same process is also underway to the northeast and north. 18 

r», 

16 
Anderson, op . cit, indicates that the urban , rail and road installatíons 

at the Carajas mine site occupy 14,300, 4,250 and 7,700 hectares respectively, 
while present and future mining activities are expected to require roughly , 
132,000 of the concession's 411,000 hectares. The remaining areas are allocated 
to forest reserves (55,000 ha), buffer zones (40,000 ha) and "protect:ion" 
(155,750 ha). 

17 
Such as the 10,000 ha re-serve locat:ed at: Buriticupu. between Acailandia· 

and Santa Ines in Maranhao, managed by a CVRD subsidiary and visited by the 
OED/SEPlAN mission in April 1989. 

18 
The area inunediately to the west af the CVRD concession, which consists 

of the Cate te (Xicrin-Kaiapo) Amerindian Reserve, however, continues to be 
preserved in prímary forest. 
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Near total clearing, in turn, has occurred along the major transport arteries 
themselves. :9 

8.17 As suggested above, much of this deforestation is the result o f 
activitíes indirectly associated with the Carajas operatíon or made possible to 
a greater or lesser extent by proj ect~relat.ed infrastructural improvemencs. 
wnile it is im~ossible to determine the exact extent of the project's indirecc 
effects on forest cover in its area of influence, the figures presented earlier 
in this chapcer suggest that they have ?robably been substantial. Even though 
the exact limits of this area vary (and, in any event, are both dynamic and 
difficult to identify), local sources confirm that land occupation anà forest 
clearing in the region have accelerated since, and in numerous subareas even 
before, implantation o f the Caraj as railway, affe·ccing an area of at least. 40 
kilometers on ~ither side of the railroad and the PA-275 and PA-150 highways. 

8.18 Considering that much of the deforested land along the Carajas-Sao 
Lui.s corridor, part:icularly Ln the western part of the area. rias been 
tl:'ansformed into pasture supporting very low cattle densities, i t can be 
hyPothesized that the principal motive behind this form of occupation has been 
land speculation. ln addition to the access to governrnent fiscal incentives and 
other subsidies which the installation of "ranching" projeccs permitced until 
very recently in Eastern Amazonia, the creation of pasture and che introduction 
oi cattle has frequently been used in arder to legitimize the occupation of 
large land aréas in the region. Data from the Agricultural Census substantiate 
the increasing importance of cattle (and, hence, of pasture land) in the area 
after · 1970. According to this source, while the number of agricultural 
establishments grew by 6.3% a year and the total land area in farms and ranches 
expande d by 5 .1% per annum between 197() and 1985 Ln the western part of the 
Caraj as corrídor, 20 the cattle population grew by 14. 8% annually, or from 
roughly 86,000 head in 1970 to more than 680,000 in 1985. Zl Much of this growth 
occurred in the mid and late 1970's when installatíon of the Carajas Project was 

19 
The one exception is the Mae Maria Reserve, inhabited by che Gaviao 

Indians and located jus~ to the east of the Tocantins River near Maraba, the 
southern part of which is cut by the Carajas railway. Thus far, this area appears 
to have remained largely in native forest despite numerous invasions by non 
Aineríndian populaeions. 

20 
This area includes the municipalities of Maraba and Sao Joao do Araguaia 

in Para and Imperatriz and, after 1980, Acailandia in Maranhao. 

21 
IBGE, Censo Agropecuario for 1970 and 1980 and Sinogse Preliminar do 

Censo Agropecuario. for 1985. The number o f rural establishments in these 
municipalities, more concretely, grew from roughly 8,900 in 1970 to more than 
22,100 in 1985, while the total area in farms and ranches expanded from just 
under 1.1 million ha to nearly 2.3 million ha over this period. 

--·-··--~~ 
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initiating and the nwuber of ranches approved by SUDAM for installation with 
fiscal incentive in southeastern Para increased significantly. 22 

B. Climate Change 

·""' 

8 .19 Potential í.mpac t;s of major infrastructural and productive 
investments such as the Carajas Project and associated deforestation on climate 
in an area such as Eastern Amazonia can be examined at the local, regional and 
global levels. The gathering of empirical evidence concerning climate change 
r e qu í r e s careful monitoring of variables such as temperature and humidity at 
different locations within a region over a considerable length of time. Toe 
attribution of regional and global climate changes to specific, even if large 
scale, human interventions in the physical environment, however, is complicated 
by the fact that many other anthropic actions are also likely to influence 
climatic variables in the same area. thereby making determination of cause and 
effect relationships very difficult at best. ~ile che available information 
does noc presently permit clear conclusions as to the actual direct and/or 
indirecc impact of the Caraj as Proj ect: on local and extra- local climace 
conditions, it is, nevertheless, possible to indicace what kind of changes mighc 
be expected to result from such an undertaking at: each of these levels. 

1. Local or Microclimatic Impacts 

8.20 As suggested in para. 8.05 above , microclimatic changes occur 
whenever primary foresc is cleared and replaced by other types of vegeta~ion. 
As indicated in the previous section, native vegetation has been removed and 
substituted both as a direct and, more extensively, as an indirect consequence 
of the Carajas Iron Ore Project throughout its area of influence. The 
substitution of forest cover by annual crops or pasture introduces changes in 
the balance of solar radiation and in the local hydrological cycle and, as a 
result, in both temperatures and atmospheric humidity. 23 

8. 21 ln tropical areas generally, rainwater is part:ially absorbed by tree 
cover and subsequently evaporates. In dense tropical forest, more specifically, 
approximately 25X of total precipitation is retained by the vegetation, never 
reaching the soil. This process is especially important for rains of low 

r 

22 On the latter tendency, see Redwood, John III and Barreto, Francisco, 
"Avaliacao dos Programas de Desenvolvimento Rural: Norte e Centro Oeste" in 
UFPE/IPEA/SUDENE, Desigualdades Regionais no Desenvolvimento Brasileiro, Vol. 
3 ("A Política de Desenvolvimento Regional"), Recife, 1984, Chapter 4, Part 4, 
( "Os Incentivos Fiscais da SUDAM e a Ocupacao Recente da Amazonia"), PP. 416- 
435. 

r 
23 Even deforestation in order to plant trees for commercial purposes can 

affect hydrological and other environmental variables at the micro level in 
tropical areas. As Reid and Miller (op. cit., pg. 8) indicate, "establishing 
timber plantations may increase timber productivity, but reducing species 
diversity in this way may increase the frequency of floods and soil erosíon or 
~educe water flows duríng dry seasons, and it obviously harms the species that 
are removed (thereby diminishing the ecosystem' s 'genetic library')". 
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intensity. The remaining 751, however, does fall to the earth, where roughly 
two-thirds later returns to the atmosphere in the form of wacer vapor from the 
transpiration of planes and th~ remaining one-chird is drained by streams - 
commonly known in the Brazilian Amazonas igarapes -- which eventually flow into 
the region's vast river system. 

8. 22 It c an , thus, be estimated that a tropical forest such as that 
coveri~g the Serra dos Carajas, which annually receives some 2,100 mm of rain 
water, returns roughly 1,575 minto the atmosphere through evapotranspíration, 
while the remaining 525 mm run off into local igarapes and rivers. These figures 
further suggest that a large portion of the solar energy in the region is 
consumed in the process o f evaporation. In this ccrieexc , planes and trees 
function as p\lmps absorbing water from the soil and transferring it back to the 
atmosphere as water vapor utilizing solar energy. The energy chat is effectively 
stored ín the water vapor, which corresponds to on the oxde r of 7SX of "net 
~adiation" (ie. the difference be~een initial radiation and the ene:rgy which 
subsequently returns to space), is denominaced "latenc heac," ..,hile the 
remaining solar energy is used either for photosynt:hesis ( 21) or co •,1arm the 
atmosphere (231). 

8, 23 TJith the replacemenc of forest by ocher types of ve ge ca t í on , the 
quanti ty of water lost through surface run-off increases. As a result, the 
amount of water that penetraces the soil and is available for absorption by 
plant and tree roots (where they exi~t) is correspondingly smaller. As a further 
consequence, evapotranspiration in a non-forested system is lower than thac in 
a fores ted one . This likewise means that: the balance of solar radiat:ion is 
altered, with a smaller fraceion of solar energy ucilized to produce water vapor 
or "latent heat" and a larger share utilized to warm the atmosphere. 
Accordingly, deforested areas tend both t:o contrr í.but;e less to atmospheric 
humidity and to be generally warmer than those remaining under theír original 
vegetative cover. 

8.24 The extent to which the above mentioned phenomena actually occur 
can be determined through the systematic measuremenc of temperatura and hwnidity 
variations over time in areas that are cleared of nacive vegetation. The 
greatest change is normally manifested by maximum daily temperatures. 24 

Deforestation, similarly, contributes to a decline in relative humídity of the 
air, as well as in absolute atmospheric humidity levels. 'the intensíty of the 
resulting variat:ions in temperature and humidity, however, will ultimately 
depend on several factors, especially soil types and depths, the kinds of 
substituta vegetation which are planted or grow spontaneously once the original 
forest is removed and the fartning or ranching practices that are utilized in 
each locality. ln addition to the variations -=esulting from c:hanges in the 
hydrological and thermal balances, deforestation can also lead to a modification 
of local air circulation patterns which directly and indirectly influence the 
balances previously mentioned and are further affected by local copographical 
conditions. 

24 
Increases of more than 5 degre~s Centigrade ín maximwn cemperacures 

have been recorded in defo~ested areas in some parts of Africa for example. 
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2. Re~ional or Kesoclimatic Impacts 

8. 25 The aggregation of microclimatic changes, when t:hese cake place over 
large areas such as Eastern Amazonia, c an a Ls o result in alterations in the 
dynamic equilibria which determine atmospheric and climatic conditions at the 
regional level. ln the specific case of the area of influence of the Carajas 
Project, the impact of local climate changes may be even more extensive since, 
as was indicated in para. 3.25 above, t:his region intercepts air masses which 
sweep westward from the Atlantic Ocean to the Andes across all of Amazonia. With 
the occurrence of large-scale deforestation in the Great:er Carajas area, it can, 
thus, be expected not only that increased surface run-off will decrease the 
storage of rain water in the soils and result in greater erosion, but also that, 
over time, the air masses which flow over the region will become both warmer and 
less humid. Since these air masses are responsible for much of the rain which 
falls in the areas to the west of Carajas, it is possible that increasing 
deforescatíon in Eascern Amazonia may eventually result in rising temperatures 
and decreasing precipitation, esl)ecially during drier pares of t:he year, 
throughout much of the region. 25 

3. Global Impacts 

- 8.26 Large-scale modification of land use and deforestation in the area 
of influence of the Carajas Project may also contribute to global climate change 
in at least two ways. ~ith the change in the regional hydrological balance and, 
consequently, in the solar energy balance, a smaller quancity of wacer vapor is 
generated by evapotranspiration in Eastern Amazonia. Pare of the water vapor 
produced in tropical areas is normally transferred to the polar regions where 
it is condensed, in the process liberating heat originally generated Ln the 
tropics and warming the polar atmosphere. Significant changes in tropical land 
use and vegecation, thus, can affect the transfer of solar energy from 
equatorial to ~alar regions, such that the associated decrease in the generation 
of "latent heat" in warmer areas also leads to a decrease in the heat 
transferred to colder parts of the globe. 

8.27 'Ihe other and better known way in which excensive deforestation can 
influence global climate change is through its contribution to the "greenhouse 
effect." As indicated in para. 8.05 above, the clearing anc:l subsequent burning 
of forest areas (and of charcoal originating either in native or planted forest) 
results in a transfer of carbon stored in the earch's biomass to the atmosphere 
in the form of carbon dioxide. Toe release of carbon dioxide, in turn, 
contributes to global warming since this, together with other "greenhouse 
gases," increases atmos-pheric retention of long-wave heat. radiacion emitted by 
the earth. The quancity of carbon lost during che transformation of forest cover 
into other types of land use in aceas of dense vegetat:ion such as Eastern 
Ama~onia has been estimated at between 140 and 250 tons per hectare. 
Accordingly, the total emission of carbon dioxide due co the deforestation that 

25 See Salati, Eneas and Nobre, Carlos, "Possíveis Alteracoes Climaticas 
na Amazonia em Decorrenêia do Desmacamento," 111imeo, Piracicaba, Sao Paulo, 1989. 
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is estimated to have occurred in Para and Maranhao over the past decade is on 
the arder of 2.8 billion metric tons. 

C. Fauna 

8.28 The native fauna in tropical frontier areas such as Eastern Amazonia 
have come under increasing pressure as extractive activities (mining, logging, 
etc.) and rural settlement have advanced. The principal causes are: 

(i) destruction of natural habitats; in the case of the ill!lilediate 
corridor formed by the Carajas rail line, this effect is 
aggravated by the fact that the 80 meter strip created an 
initial discontinuity across numerous local ecosystems, and 
this hiatus has greatly increased over time as the result of 
subsequent extensive deforestation on eíther side of che 
railway; 

(ii) fire, which is the traditional practice used by farmers and 
ranchers to clear che forest and later to eliminate weeds and 
other second growth vegetation in order to "clean" pasture 
lands, a Ls o descroys mating areas, nests, eggs, young and 
adult insects, birds, mammals and other wildlife; and, 

(iii) legal and illegal hunting of both smali and large birds and 
animals; large mammals such as the jaguar are still hunted 
for the value of their skins in· the Carajas area even though 
this is illegal, while many bird species, especially 
songbirds, are captured live and caged for sale in southern 
Brazil. H 

8.29 Various kinds of anthropic actions, moreover, directly affect the 
stock of aquatic fauna in the region. These include clearíng the foresc in the 
valleys (or varzeas), and along the banks of igarapes, rivers and lakes. The 
elimination of such forested areas, which is prohibited under Brazilian law, 
adversely affects both the food supply and the reproductive patterns of many 
fish species. 27 In addition, water pollution, through the use and subsequent 
run•off of fertilizers and pesticides in nearby agricultural areas, together 
with the utilization of mercury for gold ~rospecting, noc only results inche 

2& Numerous ~uncers were encountered in various parts of the Caraj as region 
by the OED/SEPLAN mission in April 1989. 

21 Mahar, "Government Policies ... , " op. cit., for ex.ample, cites a 
"pioneering study" af Arnazonian fisheries which found that mo s c of the commercíal 
fish spec ies in the region f eed on frui cs , seeds , ins ec cs and de t:ri tus from 
nearby forests that are flooded on an annual basis. The scudy concluded that 
deforestation of these areas would result in a significant reduction of these 
species and, by extension, of the income generated through their capture and 
commercialization. See Goulding, Michael, "Amazonian físheries," in Moran, Emilio 
(ed.), The Dilemma of Amazonian Deyelopment, Yestview Press, Boulder, Colorado, 
·1983. 

. ...., 
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death of large numbers of fish and other aq~atic fauna. but also contaminates 
many of those which survive, thereby presenting a potentially serious human 
health hazard as well. 

8.30 A further source of surface (and subterranean) water contamination, 
moreover, is that resulting from increasing and largely uncontrolled urban and 
industrial growth in the Caraj as region. tn the absence of adequa te basic 
sanitatíon ínfrastructure and other pollution control measures, the disposal of 
untreaced domestic sewage and industrial effluents into local streams, rívers 
and other water bodies has increased proportionately to the rate of urban growth 
in the area over the past Polo decades. As will be further discussed in the nexc 
chapcer, this situation has presented an increasingly significant health risk 
to both the local aquatic and hUillan populations. 

D. Soíls and Surface ~aters 

- 
3.31 Changes in the quality of both soil and water resources have also 
occurred in the Carajas area. ~ithin CVRD's concession ac the Serra àos Carajas, 
soil alterations have occurred in the mining, ore processing and transportation 
areas, as well as at the site of the urban centers. Some degree of "1ater 
pollucion also occurs at the mine site due to the "washing" of iron and 
manganese ores as pazt; o·f their processing prior to being transporced to Sao 
Luis. The two lakes created by GVR.D at the mine site to retain suspended solids 
appear to be generally effective and are dimensioned for at leasc a decade. It 
is unclear, however, whether these lakes can be operated at present levels of 
efficiency much beyond this time, such that, as indicated in the previous 
chapter, alternative, longer-run solutions will need to be defined. 

- 
8.32 At the port site in Sao Luis, in turn, earth moving and associated 
soil modifications were also subst.antial as a result of the inst:allation of 
administratíve, maintenance, storage, transport and unloading facilities. As is 
also occurríng at the Garajas mine site, however, affected areas at the port are 
presently being recuperated by CVRD through the replanting of various tree 
species. Re~idual waters containing sediments generated in the ore unloading 
area, ín turn, are treated in a decantation lake, while domestic wastes are 
processed by an on-site sewage treatment plant. 

- 
8.33 As is the case wtth deforest~tion, the situation with respect to 
soil and water quality is much more problematic along the Carajas railway than 
at either the mine or the port sites, mainly because of the project's indirect 
tmpacts. The principal problem is the difficulty of implanting sust:ainable 
agricultural and ranching activities along the Carajas corridor since, as was 
indicated in para. 3.26 above, most soils in the region are charact:eri~ed by 
low natural fertility. ln many subareas, soils are eicher coo sandy o r too 
poorly drained to adequately support crop production. In this context, moreover, 
land clearing for agriculture or cattle raising in tropical areas such as 
Eastern Amazonia normally has several adverse environmental consequences 
including; (i) decreasing soil fertility dueto the loss of nutrients through 
leaching; (ii) disappearance ~f the most fertile upper layer of the soil as the 
result of eros1on; (iii) reduction of the quantity of organic material in the 
soil previously provided by the now absent f~rest; and (iv) an increase in soil 
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densities through compaction, a problem which can become especially critical 
when heavy machinery is used in connection with agricultural activities. 28 

8. 34 Experience in the Caraj as region has shown, furthermore, that, 
within several years after forest is converted to pasture, a proliferation of 
weeds and other second growth vegetation normally occurs that is both difficult 
and costly to control. As a result, many pasture lands quickly become degraded 
and are abandoned ""1ithin five to ten years after they are cleared, in the 
process fueling further deforestation in order to support the cattle that are 
displaced. Even in areas of better soils, moreover, fertílity loss cends co 
occur over time dueto a combination of poorly planned soil resource ucilizacion 
and generally non·e~istent soil conservation practices. As a consequence. soil 
degradation has become a critical problem in much of the Caraj as corridor, 
having become particularly dramatic in some subareas (such as that around Santa 
Ines) where reforestation has become an urgent necessity. 

8. 35 The contaminacion of surface waters, in turn, is largely cne result 
of changing land use, together with the expanding sectlement associated with 
recent regional development trends, especially rapid urbanization and 
uncontrolled gold prospecting. Mercury contamination, in particular, has become 
a serious problem in the Carajas region. Liquid mercury is added to river 
sediments in the process of gold extraction to forma gold-mercury amalgam. Pare 
of the mercury used in this process inevitably spills into adj acent wat:er • 
courses. The a.JJlalgam is then heated to separate out the gold, giving off mercury 
vapor which is frequently inhaled by prospectors, often resulting in ~ercury 
intoxication whose symptoms include memory loss, tnsomnia, irritability anda 
variety of gastro-intestinal and muscular disorders, among other problems. 

8. 36 A l:'ecent study undertaken in gold prospecting areas in varíous parts 
of Para has evaluat:ed the degree of mercury contamination among ~arimpeiros 
through the chemical analysis of hair sarQ.ples. 29 The concentrations of mercury 
encountered varied in accordance with the length of time individual prospeccors 
had been involved in placer mining activities and the specífic tasks in which 
they were engaged. Mercury con~entrations among this population ranged from 1.5 
parts per million (ppm) to 13. 7 ppm, while many of t:he persons exanrí.ne d 
displayed the sympcoms of mezcury intoxication described above. Local Amerindian 
groups were also tested with the Kaiapo Indians in the Gorotire Reserve found 
to have t:he highest concentrations of mercucy (4. 7 ppm) among the different 
tribal populat:ions surveyed (for which the average vas 3.0 ppm). Since the 
Kaiapo do not themselves participate in pro~pecting activities, it is probable 

28 Anderson (op. cit., pg. 8) similarly observes that "most of the land 
uses that substitute forest cover are tnherently unsuscainable, as ís evídent 
from the vast stretches of abandoned pastures that accompany the railroad 
throughout most of its length. Concomitant with defo~estation are species loss, 
soil compaction. flooding, spread of diseases, deculcuration of indigenous 
peoples and general impoverishment of rural inhabitants." 

29 Sena Couto, R. , Camara, V. and Sabroza, p. , "Into'lticacao Mercurial: 
Resultados Preliminares em Duas Areas Garinipeiras no Estado do Para, n ~ 
Desenvolvimento, 1988. 
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chat; the source o f intoxicacion is the nearbv Fresco Ri ver, which receives 
:nercury run-off from numerous g_arimpos in th~ municipality o f Sao Fe Lí.x do 
Xingu, located directly to the west of the Carajas Iron Ore Project. 30 

E. Pig Iron Smelting 

1. Pig Iron and Charcoal Production 

.- 
8.37 The production of pig iron along the Carajas-Sao Luís corridor is 
a direct and natural consequence of the extraction of iron ore at the Serra dos 
Carajas. 31 Four pig iron industries, two in Maraba and two in Acailanàia, all 
of which were visited by the OED/SEPLA.N mission in April 1989, are currently in 
operation and numerous others have been formally approved by the Greater Carajas 
Program (PGC). The industries already installed each currently have the capacity 
to produce on the arder of 60,000 tons of pig iron per year (tpy), or roughly 
240,000 tpy colleccively. When all of the smelters that have thus far been 
approved by the PGC are considered, the total productive capacity expected to 
be installed in the region over the next decade is on the order of 1,578,000 
tons per year. Furthermo~e, recent planning studies for the Carajas corridor 
project that annual production of pig iron may be as high as 2.8 million tons 
by the year 2010. 32 Starting with .. and in addition to .. pig iron, finally, 
many of the metallurgical industries expected t~ locate inche Carajas corridor 

,- 

.- 

- 
30 Altogether, according to a May 27, 1989 article in the Folha de Sao 

Paulo, it is estimated that more than 600,000 &arimpeiros may presencly be 
operating in Amazonia. Gold production in the region ~as reportedly on the arder 
of 700 tons between 1980 and 1988. Since roughly two tons of mercury are utilized 
per ton of gold produced, chis means that on the arder of 1,400 tons of mercury 
may have been discharged into the Amazonian environment over this period. As much 
as half of this total appears to have been in the state of Para, with most of 
the- rest occurring in Rondonia, Mato Grosso and Roraima . 

. - 
31 Moreover, as indicated in Chapter V above, the escablishment of pig 

iron and other iron ore based induscries in the area was pare of GVRD's strategy 
from the outset which was later macerialized inche basic design of the Grande 
Caraj as Program (PGC) to which CVRD' s earlier planning studies directly 
contributed. As Anderson (op. cit., pg. 35) pucs it: "the installation of 
metallurgic industries in the region has long been envisioned by CVRD as a 
logical offshoot of the Iron Ore Project, and it was an integral pare of the PGC 
development model from its inception." 

32 These studies, which were jointly contracted by CVRD and the PGC and 
were nearing completion at the time of the OED/SEPlAN mission in March-April 
1989, have focused largely on the potencial future induscrialization of the 
Carajas corridor. They were undertaken by a consortium of privace consulting 
firms headed by NATRON SA., a Rio de Janeiro based engineering concern. The 
OED/SEPlAN mission met with a representative of NAT~ON in Brasília in March 1989 
who swnmarized the principal conclusions of the studies. The final results, 
however, have not yet been made public by PGC/CVRD and, thus, were not available 
for preparation of the present report. 
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over the next several decades plan eventually to "·rerticaliz.:e" their output by 
producing various types of finished steel coDIIXl.odities. 33 

8. 38 The installation of pig iron stae Lce r s in che Carajas-Sao Luis 
corridor can be analyzed from various standpoints, ~ncluding their ecolagical, 
economic and social sustainability. The balance of this chapter will facus on 
the likely environmental impacts of pig iron smelting in the region. Since no 
physical constrra í.nt; exists with respect to the Lorig- term supply of íron ore 
given both the dimensions and the quality of the Caraj as reserves and the 
availability and efficiency of CVRD's transport infrastruccure, the criticai 
variables with regard to the economic feasibility oi this activity are the cost 
and sustainabillty of the principal energy source for stnelting operations. 34 

8.39 The pig iron industries that are already in operation, as ~ell as 
most of chose which are currently planned for installation in the Caraj as 
corridor, use ar planto use ~ood-based charcoal both as an energy source and 
as a reacting agent. According to information obcained in the f í.e Ld by the 
OED/SEPIJ..N mission, these industries use an average of 0.85 tons of cha~coal to 
produce one ton of pig ir~n. Thus, as a first approximation, roughly 204,000 
tons of charcoal are necessary in arder to produce 240,000 tons of pig iron per 
year. The area of forest that ~ould have to be cut: annually in order to generate 
this amount of charcoal can be estimated on the basis of che requirements of a 
s~ngle pig iron furnace of the type already inst:alled in the region, each of 
which is capable of producing app~oxi~ately 5,000 tons per month. 3~ 

·.._ 

33 In addition to PGC fiscal incentives, several faccors help to explain 
the attraction of metallurgical industries to the corridor. As summarized by 
Andersen (op. cit., pg. 37), they include the following: "the iron ore furnished 
from Caraj as is of exceptionally high quality, and the railroad provides 
inexpensive and reliable transport of raw materials and finished products. The 
region contains a large and underutilized labor pool, local labor unions are 
practically nonexistent, and wage levels are among the lowest in Brazil. Land 
in the region is comparatively inexpensive, and ample and relat:ívely cheap 
scuzcas of non-mineral charcoal are available from the currencly excens í.ve 
forests." 

34 
The other mineral inputs for pig iron pro<iuction do not present 

limitations either since they are required in much smaller quantities, are 
available locally in adequate supply and their prices a~e rel4tively low. These 
inputs include quartzite (which is used in the proportíon of 0.1 ton per ton of 
pig iron), limestone (also 0.1 to 1) and manganese (less chan O.OS ton per ton 
of p í.g iron). The ratio between iron ore consumed and pig iron produced, in curn , 
is roughly 1. 8 to 1. See, !DESP, "Impacto de Implant:acao do Polo Siderurgf.cç na 
·E:strutura Produtiva e no Movimento Migratorio em Maraba." Relacorio de P~sguisa 
No. 12, July 1988. 

35 
Accordingly, for the production of 60,000 tons of pig iron per y~ar,.at 

the 0.85 to l ratio, on the order of 51,000 tons of cbarcoal are requLred, a 
figure which corresponds to 4,250 tons of charcoa1 per month or an average of 
some 142 tons per day. 
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8.40 Toe wood burning "hot tail" (rabo quente) ovens utilízed to prepare 
charcoal in the Carajas regíon generate an average of 1.1 tons of charcoal every 
seven days, or roughly 4.4 tons per monch. This means that, in order to maintain 
a smelcer with an average output of 5,000 tons of pig iron per month (and taking 
ínto account losses in loading, unloading and transporcacion), roughly 1,000 
charcoal producing ovens will be required. Even though pare of the charcoal 
produced ín the region, at presenc, is derived from leftover scraps of lwnber 
at local sawmills, this should not be considered as a major long-cerm source 
since recent legíslation restriccs the cutting of primary forest, both for che 
implantatíon of agricultural and ranching activities and for charcoal 
produc tíon. 36 

8.41 More Íml)Ortantly, however, since deforestation is likely to continue 
-- legally or illegally -- at least in the short and medium run, as sources 
closer to the pig iron smelters are exhausted the extraction of fuelwood and che 
production of charcoal ~ill necessarily tend to occur at increasingly greater. 
distances from the towns and cities where chese industries are located ·- and, 
thus, with increasingly higher transportation coses -· a face which has clear 
implications for the long-term economic sustainabilicy of these undertakings. 

37 

ln any event, it is evident that, if current regulations limicing deforestation 
and requiring the "rational exploitacion" of foresc resources by_ pig í.r on 
smelters are not enforced by state and federal environmencal proceccion 
agencies, ·che remaining native forests ln the areas surrounding Maraba and 
Acailandia (and evencually also Santa Ines, Santa Luzia and Pindare-Mirim, among 
other towns and cities in the Carajas corridor) will be pt"ogressively cl.eared 
until they disappear altogether, justas previously occurred in Minas Gerais as 

36 More concretely, SUDAM fiscal incentives for the installation of cattle 
pro j ec ts in Amazonia were suspended- in Oc tober 19 88 and the then Brazilian 
Institute of Forestry Development (!BDF), which is now part of the Brazilian 
Institute for the Envíronment and Renewable Natural Resources (IBAMA), recencly 
required that all industries, including pig iron smelters, consuming more than 
4,000 cubic meters of charcoal per year supply their own fuelwood direccly ar 
under contract wich third part:ies "on the basis of rational exploitation" in an 
amount "equivalent co the consumpeion of the industrial unit, including fucure 
expansions." (See IBDF Norma tive Decree, or Portaria Normativa, No. 06-0 of 
January 5, 1989). These industries, which were already required under Portaria 
Normativa No. 242 of August 17. 1988 to present an Integraced Industrial 
Forestry Plan (or PIFI) for approval by IBDF, are obliged under the more recent 
Decree to supply SOX of their toeal charcoal needs out of their own forescry 
projects by 1990 and 100% of their needs fro~ these projects by 1995. 

31 Anderson (op. cit. pg. 35) observes, for example, thac in the case of 
Minas Gerais, charcoal currently represents some 60-70% of the price of pig 
iron. Under such conditions, reforestation is economically inviable which 

-: probably accounts for che face that pig iron industries in that scate presencly 
derive only about 201 of their non-mineral charcoal from plantations, the rest 
being supplied from native forests at distances as great as 1,000 kilom~ters. 
For thís reason, he concludes thac "high fuel costs relativa to final product 
va Lue is probably the single most important factor · contributing to the 
instability and general stagnation of pig-iron industries in Minas Gerais." 
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a result of t.he installation of met:allurgical industries. 38 Toe realistic 
prospect:s for achieving che "rational exploitat:ion" of forest resources í.n 
Eastern Amazonia should, thus, be examined in furcher detail. 

2, Sustained Foresc Management; Reguirements - 
8.42 On the assUlllptions that wood-based charcoal (as ovposed to mineral 
coal, natural gas or other fuel source) technologies are maintained and that pig 
iron smelters and other metallurgical industries will continue to be located or 
expanded along the Carajas-Sao Luis carridor, the medium and long-run solution 
for sustainable fuel production would require the utilizacion ( and 
reutilization) of native and/or planted forests through techniques of "sust:ained 
management." 39 Precise determination of the area necessary for sustained forest 
management, hovevez , is difficult given the present lack of scientifically 
reliable information in the region. In addition, a wide variation exists with 
regard to the amount of carbon scored in the biomass in the various ecosystems 
alang t:he Carajas corridar. :'hese differences are largely dueto soil varíations 
at the subregional level .. nich, in turn, reflect, distinct t:opographies and 
local climate conditions, aDtong other factors. 

8.43 Utilizing information obtained during the OED/SEPLAN vísít to the 
forest reserve at Buriticupu, the fo l.l.cwí.ng analysis will take the 
aforementioned differences into account . Based on an inventory of existing 
species, the amount of timber appropriate for commercial utilízat:ion by sawmills 
and for use as fuelwood (or "lenhã") for charcoal production has been determined 
by CVRD' s forestry subsidíary ac Buriticupu. Consídéring three alternacive 
intensities (or "treatmencs") for exploiting a forest with c.haracteristics 
similar to the reserve at Buríticupu (ie. clear cutting, selective harvesting 
of all individual trees having diameters larger than 45 cencimet:ers, and 
selectíve cutting of trees with diameters under 10 cm and over 45 cm, leaving 
the rest, together with four large trees for seed production, to grow for future 
exploitation), the average values of lumber and lenha obtained were: (a) clear 

38 
For reasons which are discussed more fully in section 3 below, Andersen 

(op. cit., pg. 42) concludes that, despite ~ecent IBDF regulations, the continued 
installation of charcoal-consuming industries in the Carajas corridor is likely 
to be a majo~ cause of future deforestation in the region. More specifically, 
he estimates that defo~estation for charcoal production may involve an area of 
some 1,524 sq. km. per year. This estimate lies roughly midway between similar 
projections by Fearnside (1,000 sq. km/year) and Valverde (2,237 sq. knl./year) 
contained in "technical annexes" to a document prepared by an entity called the 
Popular Juridical Support Institute entitled "Inqueritc :ivil: Programa Grande 
Carajasn (Rio de Janeiro, January 1989) in a suit to force the PGC to halt the 
approval and installation of additional charcoal-based metallurgical industries 
in the Carajas area. · 

39 
"Sustained management" techniques generally imply selective cutting of 

are~s originally in primary forest on a rotating basis over a multi-year cycle. 
Rotatíon normally occurs over a 12 to 20 year cycle, although in some cases a 
25-30 year rotation period is required dependí.ng on the specific characteristics 
of the forests and ecosystems involved. 
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cutting of trees ~ith dia.meters aver 45 cm - 15 m3 af lumber and 161 sceres of 
Lenha; and (e) selective cutting of trees having diameters under 10 cm and over 
45 cm - 15 m3 of l\Unber and 248 steres of fuelwood. 41 

8. 44 Assuming a production of 1$:nha on the arder of 250 steres per 
hectare (as at Buriticupu when roughly 100 trees of medium diamecer and 4 trees 
af large dia.meter are left for regeneration) anda rotation period of 20 years, 
t.he az e a required to produce sufficienc charcoal to support the pig iron 
smelters along the Carajas corridar can be estimated. As previously noted, 0.85 
r.ons of charcoal are necessary to produce one con of pig iron. Since 0.85 tons 
carresponds ta roughly 3.8 cubic meters of charcoal, some 3.8 m3 af charcoal are 
required to produce one ton of pig iron. Since approximacely three steres of 
fuelwood are required, in tum, to produce one cubic meter of charcoal, on the 
ord~r of 11.4 steres of lenha are, thus, necessary to produce one ton of pig 
i.ron. 

- 
8.45 ln the aggregate, this means that in arder co produce ó0,000 tons 
of pig iron per year, a smelter which conswnes on che arder of 51,000 tons of 
charcoal will, in effect, require some 680,000 steres of harvested fuelwood on 
an annua I basis. Admit.t:ing, as above, that 250 steres of fuelwood can be 
extract:ed per hectare, this i~plies that one pig iran furnace will requíre lenha 
from an area of approxímately 2,720 ha of native forest, ar í cs equivalent:, 
annually. With a t:wenty year rotation period, this then implies that an area of 
54,440 ha.will be needed to sustain a single furnace producíng 60,000 tons of 
pig irona year. - 

- 
8 .46 Using basic data on che "productivity" of the native forest from 
another CVRD reserve area at Maraba in southeastern Para gives somewhat 
different results. At Maraba, the quantity of commercially exploitable timber 
is roughly 30 m3/ha (as compared with 16 m3/ha at Buriticupu) and the amount of 
lenha per hectare is also higher, due in part to better soil and climate 
conditíons. Assuming that these more favorable conditions will perniit a 
reduction of the rotation period from 20 to 15 years and that the average amount 
of fuelwood pzoduced is on the order of 280 stli!res/ha (as opposed to 250 
steresjha at Buriticupu), based on the same calculations presented in the 
previous paragraph, it can be estimated that one 60,000 ton pig iron furnace 
will require 2,430 ha of forest per year ora total forested area of 36,450 ha 
for a 15 year regeneration period. ,,,... 

40 
The volumC! of fuelwood is conventionally measured in "steres" with one 

stere being equal to one cubic meter of stacked wood including the (inevitable 
and variable) space_b~tween logs. 

41 
I t sh~}lld be-::noted, however, chac , at Buri ticupu, ·the lumber that coul.d 

be effectively u1:ilized by sawmills, which was originally estimated to be as much 
as 200 m3 per hectare, was found to be considerably less than this amount in 
practice (ie. 16 m3 per hectare on average) because of substancial termice and 
fungus damage, together with inadequate crunk shapes, among many of the larger 
trees. This situation is apparently co1I11Uon in much of the area. 
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8. 4 7 The differences be cween che cwo secs of figures presented above 
reflecc local variations in forest co~position, soils, climace, regeneration 
capacicy and forest management techniques in different parts of ~:le Car aj aa 
corridor, as well as rotation periads of different lengths, characceristics 
which -- for detailed planning pu~oses -- must ultimately be determined for 
each specific locality from which fuelwood is to be extracted. An average of 
these ~o results, however, can be used to approxiniate the area required to 
generate sufficient charcoal to sus ca í.n pig iron production in the amounts 
currently projected along the Carajas-Sao Luis corridor. Accordingly, assUI11íng 
chac some 45,450 hectares of forest "2 .;ill be needed to s uppo r t; annual 
produccion of 60,000 tons of pig iron, in order to produce the 1,578,000 tons 
of pig iron per year presently projected by the Grande Carajas Program for the 
late 1990's, a total area of roughly 1,195,100 ha (ar 11,951 sq. km.) of forest 
will need to be sustainably managed. ~ith an expected produccion of 2.8 million 
tons of pig iron per year, this area would increase to approximacely 2,120,600 
ha (or 21,206 sq. km.) by che year 2010. •3 

8.48 A more detailed analysis would also need co determine the amounc of 
primary forest still available for sustained management in the areas surrounding 
pig iron production centers in the Carajas corridor. According to a diagnostic 
study undercaken for CVRD by the Federal Rural University of Rio de Janeiro, 
some 10,060,000 ha of forest remained uncleared in a 300 km wide strip along the 
Caraj as railroad in 1985, of which roughly 7., 320,000 ha (73%) was unexploited 
and 2,740,000 ha (27%) had already been selectively logged. These figures, 
however, do not separace out Amerindian Reserves, parks and other reserve areas, 
which occupy substantial areas and should be deducted in order to determine the 
accual area potentially ava.ilable for f"Uture forest management. Furthermore, 
given the very rapíd rate of deforestation occurring in the region, the above 
escimates would need to be updated for planning purposes and the remaining 
available forest areas ( ie. net of official reserves) would have to be 
specifically located in relation to the pig iron producing poles (eg. Maraba, 
Acailandia, Santa Ines, etc.) inche corridor. 

3. Su§tained Forest Management; Possibilities 

8.49 According to specialists familiar ~ith both the Carajas region and 
the characteristics of Amazonian frontier development more generally, the real 
possibilities of implanting a system of sustained forest management in the area 

42 
'!bis is a si~ple average of the figures estimaced on che basis e~ the 

data for Buriticupu (54,440 ha, twenty year rotation) and Maraba (36,45~ ha, 
fifteen year rotation), respeccively. 

43 
To give a beccer idea ~f the comparative size of the areas involved, 

according to the most reçent Agricultural Census, the cocal area planted in 
temporary and permanent crops in the state of Para in 1985 was roughly 1,050,000 
ha (.?r 10,500 sq. km.) , while the corresponding figure for t:he state of Maranhao 
was on the order of 1,330,000 ha (13,300 sq. km.). 

- 

- 

- 
- 
- 
- 
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are probably limited. 44 A report recently prepared for the World Bank by a 
forestry expert based at the Goeldi Museum in Belem, for example, observes that 
"long-tenn studies of nutrient cycling have led to the conclusion that lowland 
forests in Amazonia should be managed for moderate extraction of high-quality 
products such as fine timbers, whích can be exported with relatívely little 
nutrient loss. In contrast, these studies show that harvesting of large 
quantíties of biomass for production of low-quality products such as pulp or 
charcoal can lead to unsustainable nutrient lasses and long-term degradation of 
forest ecasystems." 4!j Toe same report a Ls o quo t e s the chief of research at 
CVRD' s forestry subsidiary at Buritic:upu as affirming that it is "still too 
early" to assess the Long- term effects of the forest managetnent studíes 
presently beíng carried out in the region. 

r-, 

8.50 In addition to these technical constraints, the experience thus far 
with attempts at forest management by pig iron producers in the Caraj as corridor 
suggest that these efforts have been half-hearted at best. In one case, for 
example, one of the t~o pig iron manufacturers based in Acailandia contracted 
with CVRD's forestry subsidiary to manage 6,000 ha of the reserve at Buriticupu 
in order to produce charcoal. After less than 50 ha of this area had been 
exploited, however, CVRD terminated the contract because the índustry had failed 
to comply ..,ith the provisions of the agreed management ·plan. The same pig iron 
company subsequently bought a previously logged 5,200 ha area and has announced 
its intention to acquire a total of 18,000 ha for charcoal production. This 
area, however, would only theoretically be able to generate che a.mount of 
fuelwood required if it were to be cut once every 6 to 9 years, a rate which 
falls well below the 12 year rotation period specified by the company in its 
management plan for the area and is even farther below the 25-30 year rotation 
period recommended by GVRD•s forestry subsidiary. 46 

8.51 Anoeher factor juseifying skepticism as to the real possibilities 
of effectively introducing suscained forest management in the Carajas areais 
the currene institutional weakness of the federal and stace agencies responsible 
for environmental protection -- including the prevention of deforestation -- in 
the region. At present, official control of deforestation and environmental 

,.,,...._ 

44 
See, for example, the "technical annexes" by Fearnside, Valverde and 

others in the document prepared by the Instituto de Apoio Juridico Popular, op. 
cit. 

u Anderson (ap. cit., pg .. 38). The studies cited were undertaken in 
Suriname by researchers connected with th~ Agricultural University in Wageningen, 
Holland. See Graaf, N., ''A Silvicultural System for Natural Regeneration of 
Tropical Rain Forest in Suriname," 1986_, and Poels, R., "Soils, rJater and 
Nutrients in a Forest Ecosystem in Suriname," 1987. 

- 
46 

lbid., pp. 39-40. As a resuft,- Andersen concludes that the company will 
c Le ar Ly "require a far larger fores e area if i t is to achieve i ts stated 
obj ective of sustained forest management" and adds the opinion that "these 
díscrepancies are no accident: they reflect a consistent lack of concern for 
the long·~erm co~sequences of foresc ex-ploitat:íon." 

- 
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degradation, more generally, in the Carajas corridor is sporadic at best. 47 As 
described in the aforementioned forestry consultant's report, "with staffs that 
are poorly trained, underpaid and undermanned, and operating budgets that are 
~oefully inadequate, the state [environmental protectionl agencíes ... are 
incapable of enforcing sustained forest use over the vast and poorly accessible 
areas within their districts." •a As a result of these and related 
considerations. the consultant concludes that: 

all evidence suggests that the likelihood of [pig-iron 
industries] using the natural forest sustainably is 
almost nil. This is true not only because of the nacure 
of pig-iron industries, which -- with their low profit 
margins and high economic inscability - - makes them 
inherently ill-suited for the long-term economic 
comm.itment and risks associated with forest management. 
I t is also true because of the nature of the local 
government agencies responsible for regulating the use 
of natural ~esources. Furthermore, the very nature of 
frontier expansion in Amazonia ac t.s to undermine the 
implementation of sustainable forms of forest 
exploitation .... ln short, a combination of ecological, 
economic, political and social factors mitigates against 
the sustained use of forests for charcoal production in, 
the FGC region. Despite governm.ent attempts to legislate 
sustained forest management, the establishment of pig 
iron plants and other charcoal-demanding industries will 
inevitably lead to the destruction of native forests. 49 

•7 The OED/SEPü\N mission was informed by the state IBDF representative 
in Belem in April 1989, for example, that he had to rely on only some 40-50 
inspectors possessing limited logistical support to "control" illegal 
deforestation in the entire state of Para which has an area of nearly L. 3 million 
square kilometers. 

Andersen, op. cit., pg. 41. 

49 Ibid., PP. 41-42. Wit:h respect to che "undermining" impacc of frontier 
expansion in Eastern Am.azonia, more specifically, Anderson refers to increasing 
pressures on posseiros to invade land "subjected to extensive and unapparent 
forms of occupation" such as forest management. In this connection, one of the 
two pig-iron industries located in Maraba informed the OED/SEPLAN mission that 
just such a land invasion had recently occurred in an area chat it had acquired 
to produce charcoal under a sus tained management arrangement. An addi tional 
complicating factor mentioned by Andersen is the increasing risk of fire in areas 
subjected to selective forest: exploitation. This danger is parcicularly serious 
in the area around Acailandia, where annua1 rainfall levels are lowest along the 
Caraj as corridor and where the future demand for charcoal is likely to be 
considerable. · 

·- 

...., 
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4. Reforestation 

8. 52 Given che dim prospeccs described above, well before primary forests 
disappear altogether in the Carajas regian, ocher apcions for the production of 
biomass and/or the use of alternative energy sources need to be seriously 
considered. If the predominant combustion technology among pig iron industries 
is to continue to rely on wood-based charcoal, the alternative of producing 
lenha in tocally reforested areas ~ill also need to be carefully examined. Both 
from a technical and an economic standpoint, however, the viability of large 
scale reforestation in Eastern Amazonia appears to be questionable. 

a:s3 Based on prelimínary tese results with various species of planced 
EucalYt)tus obtained by CVRD's forestry subsidiary at several localities along 
the Carajas corridor (eg. Acaílandia, Buriticupu, Maraba, Nova Vida, Ptndare~ 
~irim and Rosario), expected productivity appears to average around 280 mcs per 
hectare for a seven year cutting cycle. Under these conditions, in order to 
rnaintaín one pig iron furnace producing 60,000 tons per year, a total planced 
area o f 17,010 hectares would be required. Toe p roduc t í on c f a ec ca l, of 
1,578,000 tons of pig iron on an annual basis, in t~rn, would require 
approxi~ately 447,360 ha (or 4,474 sq. km.) of planted forest, while production 
of 2.8 million tons of pig iron would necessitate on the order of 793,800 ha 
(7,938 sq. km.) of reforested area. 

8.54 The actual experience with reforestation in Amazonia, ho~ever, has 
thus far been ltmited, while the areas mentioned in the previous paragraph 
greatly exceed those which have been reforested in the region to date. The 
largest area of tree plantations in AJnazonia is located at the Jari Project, a 
1.6 million hectare estate on the Jari River in northern Para, formerly owned 
by the American entrepreneur Daniel Ludwig. Through 1986, this project included 
the plantation of roughly 75,000 ha (750 sq . km.) of Eucalyptus and ocher 
species, primarily for the product:ion of cellulose. 50 The attempts to introduce 
large-scale homogeneous Gmelina, Pinus and Eucalyptus · varieties at Jari, 
however, have been plagued by various kinds of diseases and other problems thac 
have adversely affected their productivity. 

8.55 An even more serious drawback, however, refers to the cost and, 
thus, the financial and economic viability, of reforestation in the Carajas 
corridor given present pig iron prices. While precise figures are not 
immediately available, as the earlier experience in Minas Gerais suggests, the 
costs of reforestation in Eastern Amazonia, despite low land and labor prices, 
are likely to be sufficiently high to make the planting of fuelwood for the 
production of charcoal inviable. ln any event, the cost of producing charcoal 
from fuelwood plan~ations will certainly be considerably greater than that of 
extractíng lenha from the native forest, at leasc in the shorc and medium run. 
ln economic terms also, the difficulties e~perienced at Jari are instructive. 

50 
See Fearns ide. Philip, "J ari at Age 19: Lessons for Brazil' s 

Silvícultural Plans ai: Ca,rajas," Interciencia, Vol. 13, No. 1, Jan-Feb., 1988. 
lt should be added thac commercial reforestation at Jari scarted in 1973 and 
the maximum area planted in any one year (1983) was roughly 22,900 ha. 
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As summarízed ín one recent artícle on the project after nearly t:wenty years of 
operation: 

Jari's plantations have proved to be far more costly and less 
productive than originally envisioned. Problems have included 
inappropriate soils for some of the species planted, 
intolerance of some species to the occasionally severe dry 
periods inherent ín the variable climate that characterizes 
Amazonia, anda variety of peses and diseases. Des~ite these 
problems, Jari continues to pursue silvicul~ure in the 
expectat:ion chat future increases in world pulp p rí.c e s , 
combined with continued reduction of costs and risks ín the 
produccion process, will make the operation profitable. 
However. neither Jari's continued dedication to silviculture 
nor its substantial achievements ln eliminating operating 
lasses can be interpreted as meaning that large scale 
silvicultural plantations are now an economically viable 
development mode in Amazonia. 51 

8. 56 In extrapolating from this experience to the projecced fuelwood 
needs for charcoal productío~ in the Carajas corridor, che sarne article observes 
that "because of cheir vast area, the silviculture plantations necessary to 
supply the pig-iron planes of Carajas would face problems and uncertainties even 
greater than those at Jari. The magnitude of the investment required by such a 
scheme also indicates the likelihood that the ... pig- iron planes ... will use large 
amounts of wood from felling nae íve forests for as long as these forests 
continue to exist in the area." 52 Finally, the article on Jari concludes in a 
manner similar t:o that of the earlier discussion on the possibilities of 
effectively introducing sustained forest management in Eastern Amazonia, by 
recognizing that "native forest felling does avoid, at least temporarily, the 
costs of planting and maintenance associated with silviculture. The pig-iron 
plants of Carajas are cherefore likely co become major forces speeding the 
deforestation of Eastern Amazonia." !ll 

.51 Ibid., pp. 23-24. 

52 Ibid., pg. 24. On the basis of the characteristics of the first seven 
pig iron smelters approved by the PGC by 1986, Fearnside estimates that mo7e 
than 710,000 ha of Rucalyptus plantations would be required to supply their 
charcoal needs. This figure is equivalenc to nearly ten times che area p:anted 
in trees at Jari. 

53 Ibid., pg. 24. Fearnside further concludes that che problems ínvolved 
in sustaining large-scale reforestation efforts such as Jari apply not only to 
the Caraj as corridor. but "to ?ny proj ect that calls for estab Lí.shí.ng vast 
expanses of tree plantations in the region." Accordingly, he recommends that "the 
planners at Carajas and other projects should ponder well the lessons learned 
at Jarí." 

- 

- 
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5. Alternative Energs Sources and Plant Locations 

8. 57 ln light of the doubcful technical and economic viability of 
reforestacion, together with the likely impossibility of incroducing adequate 
forest managemenc practices, on the s~ales required in the Carajas corridor, 
alternatives to wood-bas.ed charcoal as the energy source for pig iron smeltel:s 
should be carefully considered, 54 as should alternative locations for planned 
metallurgical industries in the ~egion. One possibility, for example, would be 
to use babacu palms that are extremely abundant in several subregions both in 
Para and, particularly, in Maranhao and which tend to appear in many places 
throughouc Amazonia whenever the nacive forest is removed. Expériments have 
already been made invoiving the burning of babacu nut husks which appears to 
produce a charcoal of e,tcellent quality. This source has the additional 
advantage of being highly renewable, since the fruit of the tree is utilized 
rather than the tl:Unk. In any case, further study is required with respe~t to 
the requirements of babacu nut gathering (especially on p r í.vace lands) and 
combustion, as well as in relation to more racional planting techniques and the 
genetic improvemenc of babacu palm species. 

8.58 Other alternative energy sources include coke (ie. mineral coal), 
which would have to be imported either from southern arazil (Santa Catarina) or 
abroad (Colombia) and natural gas , which ..._ould need to be brought in from 
weste1:n Arnazonia or from off~shore sources at the mouth of the Amazon River, 
among other possibilities. ln conjunction with consideration of fuel sources 
other than waod-based charcoal, moreover, alternacive locations for pig iron 
production should also be explored. One possibility, for inscance, might be to 
concentrate such production near the coast (ie. in the vicinity of Sao Luis), 
where the cost of imported coke would be less than at other points along the 
Carajas corridor dueto the avoidance of inland transportation costs. Some of 
the sarne ships tha~ take iron ore and pig iron to external markets from the port 
at Ponta da Madeira could undoubtedly also supply coal relatively economically 
to Sao Luis, especially when compared with locations farther to the west. 

8. 59 In any event, a full analysts of alt:ernative energy sources and 
plant locations for the production of pig iron and other íron ore-based 
metallurgícal products should be undertaken prior to the approval or 
installation af any additional industries in the Carajas-Sao Luis corrídor. This 
study should clearly assess the environmental and social, as well as the 
economic, cos es · and benefits of the various alterna tives considered before 

s• As will be further explored in the next chapter, an additional argument 
against the production of wood-based chaxcoa.L concerns the health problems 
assocíated with operation of the "hot; tail II ovens, principally the constant __ 
exposure of charcoal producers to the smoke given off by the burning process. 
Recognizing the health hazards involved, the Secretaríat of Health in the state 
of Para, for example, has required that all rabo quente ovens presently annexed 
~o sawmills located within the city limits of Maraba be transferred to areas 
outside the urban center. 

·. 
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making recommendations for the future development of the region. 55 !n addition 
to its potential impact on deforestation, moreove~. this study should consider 
other environmental constraints on industrial development at different 
localities along the cor~idor including such variables as water availability, 
climate and wind direction and intensities at different times of the year - 
especially in places such as Acailandia and Maraba -- as well as the specific 
pollution and human health risks associated with charcoal. pig iron and other 
metallurgical production activities in the region. 

- 
8. 60 As TJill be further discus.sed in the concluding chapter of this 
report, finally, any such assessment should be complemenced by a larger ~ulti· 
sector regional planning exercise for the Carajas corridor. This musc 
necessarily include the definition of s~bregion specific sustainable rural land 
use and urban development strategies and the identification of corresponding 
regulatory and investment needs and alternative financing sources, a.Inong other 
measures. ln addition to the federal government, municipal and state 
auchorities, ~GOs and represencatives of direccly affecced local populations 
should accively particípate in any such planning exercise, as well as inche 
subsequent implementation of the resulting development interventions. Given its 
pasc Lnvo Lvement; in the iron ore proj ect and other - - especially rural 
developmenc - - activities in t.he Carajas co r r í.do r , moreover, che World Bank 
should be willing to support these regional planning activities and , if 
requested by the Brazilian GQvernment, to help prepare and fínance associated 
investment programs. 

F. Conclusion - 
8.61 As indicated in the previous chapter. in many ways the Carajas Iron 
Ore Project provida$ a positive example as to how environmental concerns should 
and can be integrated into the design and implementation of large-scale 
infrastructure and mining investments. On the other hand, the operatíon also 
provides a clearly negative example as to what can happen in physical 
environmental terms when similar ccncezns are not systematically extended to the 
larger area of influence of such interventions. Largely as a result o f the 
highly differenciated treatment ~ - from an envirorunental planning and protection 
standpoint - - · given to the areas over which it did and did no e have direct 
control. the envirotllllental situation outside CVRD's concessíons at the mine and 
port sites and beyond the 80 meter right-of-way of the Carajas railroad is, at 
present, distinctly different fro~ that within these boundaries. 

8.62 The areas outside CVRD's control, but adjacent co the Carajas-Sao 
Luís railway and located along the roads installed and/or upgraded in connectíon 
with the iron ore project, in particular, presenta sharply contrasting picture 
to those inside the company's mining and por~ concessions. 'Jver the past decade 

- 
55 

Such a study has, in fac.e, already been proposed to t:he Brazilian 
Government by the Bank under the auspices of the UNDPjYorld Bank Energy Sector 
Management Assistance Program (ESMAP). See, for example .• ESMAl?, "Brazil: Carajas 
Energy Supply Options Study - Activity Initiation Brief," Yashington, August 1988 
and ESMAP, "Brazil: Caraj as Energy Supply Options Study • Terms of Re_ference," 
Washington, September 1988. 
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and a.half, e~tensive areas in the Carajas corridor have been subject to rapid 
deforestation, including the unlawful removal of forest cover on steep slopes 
and hilltops, in masc cases allegedly for the installation of pasture land. Very 
fe~ cattle, however, are presently in evidence on much of the land initially 
converted to pasture, while there are clear signs of second growth vegetation 
and soíl erosion in ~any areas. Between the ~ine site and Maraba along both the 
Carajas railway and the PA~275/PA-150 highways, more specifically, very little 
forest cover can still be observed, while the only stretch of continuous primary 
forest remaining along the roughly 200 km rail link between Maraba and 
Acailandia is where it cuts the Mae Maria Amerindian Reservation. Even in less 
accessible areas on the southern and northern perimecers of CVRD's concession 
at Garajas, a patchwork of deforested areas where small settlers and prospectors 
are attempting to establish themselves can be clearly seen from the air. 

t 

8.63 According to early ~orld Sank project preparation reports, however, 
much of the above mentioned areas, together with other subregions traversed by 
::he Carajas-Sao Luís raih.tay between Acailandia and Santa !nes, were almost 
entirely covered by pri~ary forest prior to project ímplementation. The Bank's 
Staff Appraisal Report, for e~ample, observes ~hat the railroad route between 
Santa Ines (km 200) and Carajas (km 890) "lies through jungle with large and 
dense timber and lit:tle civilizat:ion." !oday, the "jungle" and í.cs "large and 
dense timber" are nowhere to be seen, while the signs of "civilizatian" are 
increasingly evident. More generally, much of the area in southeastern Para and 
central and wescern Maranhao has undergone substantial land use change over the 
past two decades. According to data obtained by the OED/SEPLJI.N mission in April 
1989, on the arder of nlne million hectares had been deforested in Para, mainly 
in the southeascern part of the state, between 1978 and 1986, while roughly four 
million hectares suffe~ed a similar fate in Maranhao between 1980 and 1988. 
Associated with this deforestation, moreover, have been local and, perhaps, 
regional and even global climate change, .the loss of terrestrial and aquafauna 
and other forms of biodiversity, localized soil and wacer contamination, among 
other kinds of physical environmental degradation. 

8.64 While the Bank-assisted Carajas Iron Ore Project can not be held 
directly responsible for much of this environmental damage, it has, 
nevertheless, indirectly -- if unintentionally -- contributed to this process 
by greatly improving accessibility to and within the region and by at:tracting 
considerable numbers of ne~ settlers to the area. This has particularly been the 
case along the immediate rail and road corridors established by the project. 
Many of the recent migrant~ to the Carajas area caine initially as construction 
workers ar in pursuit of other employment opportunities directly or indirectly 
associated with the iron ore operation as well as in connection with nearby 
prospecting and agricultural colonization venturas whose physical access was 
made possible or greatly facilitated by project-related ínfrastructural 
improvements. 

B. 65 As will be further explored in the nexc chap ce r , furthermore, 
improved physical access has also enhanced land values and stimulated increasing 
land concentration in the area by making it more attractive for outside 
investors to establish large•scale cattle ranching projects. In parts of the 
region, this process has contributed to the expulsion of small farmers and 
occasíonal violent conflicts over land occupation. Many such ranching projects, 
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additionally, have been implanted essentially as a way of gaining access to 
official fiscal favors and subsidized credit, as well as to ac qu.í.r e large 
parcels of land, which are held primarily as a hedge against inflation and/or 
for purposes of speculation. !n the process of preparing past:ures on these 
holdings, moreover, co1DD1ercially valuable hardwood is normally extracted and 
sold ta the booming local lumber induscry, primarily for export to south 
central Brazil or abroad, while most af the remaining vegetation is burned. In 
much of the project's a~ea of influence, finally, once the primary forest is 
cleared, the underlying soils rapidly tend to lose their nutrients, and, hence, 
their productive value either as pasture ar for agricultural purposes, while 
processes of physical degradation, abandonment and the clearing of new areas 
generally follow. 

8.66 The Carajas Project, thus, has tended to reinforce and, in certain 
areas, accelerate the adverse physical environmental impacts of other public and 
private sector interventions (road building, fiscal incentives, prospecting, 
etc.) already acting on the region, in the process contributing to ste?ped up 
deforestation, an associated loss of biological diversity and other negative 
ecological consequences. Further exacerbating the project's direct and indirect 
impact on the physical environment to date, moreover, is the recent installation 
of a number of charcoal bu~ning pig iron s~elters along the Carajas-S~o Luis 
corridor. \Jhile present levels of pig iron (and, hence, charcoal) output are 
still relatively small, all four existing industries have plans to expand and/or 
"verticalize" their production, while numerous other pig iron proj ects have 
already,been approved by the Grande Carajas Program for future installation in 
the region. A recently concluded planning exercise for the Carajas corridor, in 
face, anticipaces regional production of some 2.8 million tons of pig iron and 
9. 5 million tons of steel products annually, potentially requiring annual 
consumptian of some 5.5 million tons of charcoal, by the year 2010. 

8. 67 Estimates made by the OED/SEPLAN mission are that, in arder to 
generate sufficient charcoal to meet the above mentioned target for pig iron 
production in the ye.11r 2010 through a process of "sustained forest management," 
an area of more than 2.1 million hectares (ar 21,000 sguare kilometers) would 
be required. Despite recent official regulations, moreover. the likely 
alternative to sustained managem.ent: and/or the complete reforestation of 
existing degraded and largely abandoned pasture lands -- both af whích imply 
substantial coses and technical uncertainties -· is the continued devastation 
of the remaining areas of primary forest in the Carajas region, followed by the 
extraction of fuelwood at increasingly greater distances over time from the 
centers where the pig iron industries are located. !his, in fact, is precisely 
what occurred historically in order to fuel pig iron smelters in Minas Gerais, 
a process that strongly concr Ibuced to t:he virtual disappearance of native 
forests in that state. Among the risks associated with the potential destructíon 
o f the remaining primary forest in che Caraj as corridor, mo r eove r , is che 
increasing pressure likely to be generated on the ·.;ery Amerindian areas which 
t~ Bank-supported iron ore projecc has- sought to protecc and preserve. 

8. 68 Since cantinued clearing af the na tive forest:. is likely to involve 
a financial cost which is significantly lower than that for either sustained 
forest management or reforestation, at least in the short and medium run, cara 
must be taken by the appropriate -- but, at; present, technically and 

._,· 
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institutionally weak -- official environmental protection agencies to verify and 
control the sources of charcoal utilized by pig iron producers in the Carajas 
corridor. In addition, the viability of alternative energy sources and plant 
locations for pig iron and other metallurgical industries should be thoroughly 
examined, taking the potential environmental and social, as well as economic, 
costs and benefits af the various possible options clearly into account. This 
exercise, in tum, should be complemented by larger multi-sector regional 
planning and deve-lopmene efforts for the Carajas corridor, which should 
necessarily include the active partictpation of local governments and directly 
affected populations, as well as state and federal planning and environmencal 
agencies. As a logical extension of its earlier involve~ent in the Çarajas Iron 
Ore Project and in several rural development operations in the region, finally, 
the Bank should be willing to provide technical and financial support for these 
activities. 

r"', 
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IX. HJJMAN ENV!RONMENTAL IMPACTS 

9.01 This chapter Will examine the principal human environmental impacts 
associated with the Carajas Prc:>ject, excluding those specifically involving 
Amerindian conununities which have been desc.ribed in Chapter VII above. For 
purposes of the following discussion, "human environmental" impacts ~ill include 
the p roj ect' s effects on population growth, migrat:ion and emp Loymerit; and on 
·,arious aspects of recent rural and urban development:., includíng public health 
conditions, in its immediate area of influence. Since -- in the absence of much 
more extensive field research than could be undertaken within the resource 
limitations of the present st:.udy - - it W'ill frequently not be possible to isola te 
the specific consequences of the iron ore operation from those of other public 
and private interventions occurring ac roughly the same time in the Carajas 
corridor, much of the discussion which follows will concern larger soc í.o 
economic transformations which have affected --· and continue to affecc -- non 
Amerindian populations in the region. T..fuerever possible, however, che direcc 
linkages between the phenomena discussed and the Bank-supported Carajas Projecc 
will be identified. 

A. Population. Migration and Employmenc 

9.02 The Carajas P~oject has contributed to a large influx of pop~lation 
to the railway corridor, especially in the western portion of this area. !BCE 
population escimates for 1985 indicate that the cnunicipalities located along 
the corridor, as a group, witnessed population growth on the arder of 5.8% a 
year between 1980 and 198S, as compared with roughly 2.2% for Brazil as a whole 
during this period. Total population in the area, according to these estimaces, 
increased from slightly over 1.1 million inhabitants in 1980 to nearly 1. 5 
million in 1985, or by more than 350,000 people. In all likelihood, these rapid 
growth rates have .continued over the past several years, although a definitive 
picture regarding demographic tendencies in the Carajas area during the latter 
half of the present decade will only be possible once the results of the 1990 
census become available. 

9 .03 More concretely, IBGE estimates suggest that population in the 
municipali ty of Maraba more than doubled from just under 60,000 in 1980 to nearly 
134,000 in 1985 , thus expanding at an average rate of 17. 4% per year. In 
Imperatriz, in tum, even though the demographic growth rate was less dramatic 
(6.9%) than in M.araba, the population increment in absolute terms was even 
greater, with che number of residents increasing from some 220,000 in 1980 to 
over 307,000 in 1985, when Acailandia -- which was dismembered from Imperatriz 
after 1980 -~ is included. The new municipality of Acailandia alone registered 
an estimated population of more than 70,000 in 1985. 1 

1 
SUCAM estimates (as reported in Gistelinck, op. cit.) indicate that, by 

1986, population in Imperatriz exceeded 281,000, while that in Acailandia was 
slightly over 83,000, bringing the combined total to nearly 365,000. 

- - 
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9. 04 At the other end of the Caraj as co r r í.dc r , moreover, gr owch was 
similarly impressive in absolute terms with che populacion of Sao Luís expanding 
from 450,000 in 1980 to close to 565,000 five years later according to IBGE 
estimates. 2 Smaller municipalities along che corridor, especially Sao Joao do 
Araguaia (5. 7X) and Itapecuru-Mirim (5. SX) likewise registered significant growth 
rates, while populacion also increased substantially in Santa Luzia, Santa Ines 
and Vitoria do Mearim (which were all estimated to have grown ata rate around 
4.4X). Only Anajatuba, Pindare-Mirim, Arari and Rosario -- all of which are 
relatively small municipalities located fairly close to Sao Luis -- while still 
registering positive population growth rates, may have suffered net ou e 
migration during the 1980-85 period according to I3GE estimates. 

9.05 In comparison with the eastern pare of the Carajas corridor near Sao 
Luís, all the other municipalities in the area -- especially Maraba, Imperatriz, 
Sao Joao do Araguaia, Itapecuru-Mirim and Sao Luís -- received substancial net 
in-migration during the first half of the 1980's. Much of this is líkely to have 
occurred directly or indireccly as a resulc of the Carajas Project, although the 
discovery of gold ac Serra Pelada and the GETAT colonizacion projects were also 
important factors in the inflow of population co Maraba. While IBGE does noc 
break down the 1985 population estimates by urban versus rural location, most 
of che observed increase undoubtedly tookplace in cowns and cities, particularly 
Sao Luís, Imperatriz, Maraba, Acailandia and Parauapebas, with much of the growth 
of the latter three being a direcc consequence of the iron ore project. 

9.06 As described in somewhat greater detail in Chapter VI, the Carajas 
Project has been responsible for substantial amounts of temporary and permanent 
employment in the area. CVRD indicates, for example, that when construction 
activities were most intense at the mine, rail and port sites (August 1982), a 
total of some 27,000 workérs was employed. The vast majority of these workers 
were brought in by concractors from outside the immediate Carajas area, both from 
southern and northeastern Brazil. Many of these migrants, however, chose to 
remain in the region after construction activities were completed. Permanent 
employment at the mine, along the railroad and at the port by CVRD and its 
service contractors, while involving considerably smaller numbers than during 
the construction phase, is, neverthelesl, significant:. According to CVRD's draft 
PCR, as of September 1988, nearly 4,200 people were employed ac the mine, port 
and along the railroad in order to operate the projecc ac a level of roughly 30 
million tons of íron ore per year. A large share of these employees_was also 
brought in from outside the region, mainly from CVRD's southern system in Minas 
Gerais and Espiri.to Santo. More will be said about the project's impact on 
employment generation below in connection with ics effects on urban development 
in the Carajas corridor. 

B. Rural Developmenc 

9. 07 Under the heading o f rural developmenc impacts, a number of specific, 
but interrelaced, recent transformacions in the rural sector in Eastern Amazonia 
will be briefly described. These include accelerating land speculation and 
concentration, growing land conflicts and rural violence and changes in rural 

2 SUCAM esti.mated a population of just under 597,000 in Sao Luís Ln 1986 · 
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occupational structure and land use, together with i~~acts on rural health and 
food security and on socio-political organization i~ the countryside over the 
past decade and a half. As suggested at the outset: of this chapter, these 
tendencies are a combined and complex. r e sporise to a variety of pub l.í,c and pr ívat;e 
sector interventions in the Carajas corridor over the past several decades, the 
iron ore operation being the foremost among them. 

l. Land Speculation and Concentration 

9. 08 Available evidence strongly suggests thac the C\otin processes of Land 
concentration and property speculatian characteristic of Amazonían deveiopmenc 
over the past twenty five years have been reinforced in a substantial part of 
Eastern Amazonia by the Carajas Project. Although polarization of land 
ownership in the region had already reached an advanced stage before 1980, the 
iron ore operation has clearly exacerbated this process. The proj ect, more 
specifically, has stimulated increased land occupation in the immediate vicinity 
of the mine, railway and porc areas, as well as along the roads (PA-275 and PA- 
150) inscalled and/or upgraded under the operacion. To the extent that the iron 
ore project is a sine gua non of associated undertakings such as the Grande 
Carajas Program and the North-South railway, moreover, it has also served as a 
catalyst for land·concentratíon in a much larger area. 

9.09 . In direct terms, construccion of the mine and·railway ta Sao Luis, 
together with the highways connecting Carajas and Maraba, has led to a general 
rise ín rural p~operty values along.the entire Carajas rail and road corridors. 
This impact has been especially significant in the areas near major towns and 
cities such as Maraba, Acailandia, Santa Ines and Sao Luis where industrial and 
related infrastructural developments are, or soon will be, concentrated. 
E~pansion of the highway network as a function of the Carajas operation -- and 
the resulting improvement in access both to and within the region -- together 
with major influxes of laborers seeking employment on in project or project 
related construction and the closely associated growth of a variety of local 
commercial and service activities have a.11 contribu.ted to the recent appreciation 
in land values in the region. 

9 .10 An additional boost to property values and land prices has occurred, 
moreaver, dueto the dismemberment of large municipalities as an unanticipated 
consequence of the Carajas Project investments, the rapid growth of rural and 
urban populati.on in ou.t:lying districts of territorial.ly la:r:ge municipios and the 
political pressure for independence thus generated. New and fast-growing towns 
such as Parauapebas, Curionopolis and Acailandia -- emancipated from Maraba and 
Imperatriz, respectively -- have recently (1988) acquired their own municipal 
status and with it control over their own financial accivíties and increased 
local revenues, whi~h, in the case of Parauapebas and Curionopolis, include those 
generated from the iron ore and gold mí.ne s ae carajas and Serra Pelada, 
respectively. The rnunicipality of Maraba, on the other hand, has lost: these 
important revenue sources. 3 The increase in---land values associated with the 

3 
In compensation for the disrnernberment of Parauapebas, local authorities 

agreed that a large pig iron smelter, that was or~ginally to have been set up 
at Parauapebas, would be relocated to Maraba for future installatíon in the 

...,· 
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creation of new municipalities can be particularly dramatic; following eh~ birth 
of the muuícipality of Parauapebas in late .1988, for example, rural propercy 
values in some areas rose by nearly 3000% -- from Crz$ 7 to Crz$ 200 per hectare 
-- according to local informants. 

9.11 Another possible future political-administrative-financial 
repercussion of the Carajas Project should also be mentioned. TJhen OED visited 
the Carajas-Maraba area in April 1989, a significant politica.l movement, led 
primarily by local mayors, was emerging -- similar to that which resulted in the 
creation of the state of Tocantins -- having the objective of pecitioning the 
federal government to establish another unit of the Brazilian federacion to be 
called the state of "Carajas." 4 Should the creation of a ne~ state in southern 
Para, in fact, occur at some point in the future, this would result in the 
generation of significant additional revenues -- initially in the form of federal 
transfers ~- together, in all likelihood, with stepped-up investments in physical 
infrastructure and associated further appreciation of rural land values in the 
area directly polarized by the Carajas mining operation. 

9 .12 The íron ore project has also contrr í.buced in Le s s immedíately evident 
ways to the generalized crend in Amazonia toward rising land values and the 
concentration of property ownership. Tax breaks and other incentives granted to 
livestock, lumbering and pig iron, among other, enterprises under the Grande 
Carajas Program have made Eastern Amazonia an increasingly actractive place for 
private investment. At the same time, such subsidies, combined with high rates 
of inflation, have encouraged the acquisition of large land holdings purely for 
speculative purposes. Dueto the territorial overlapping with longer-standing 
regional deve lopment. pro grams in the Northeas t: and Amazonia, moreover, many 
business ventures receiving tax holidays under the Grande Carajas Program can 
also benefit from SUDENE or SUDAM incentives. ~ The construction and recent 

recently established industrial district situated directly to the south of this 
city. The industrial districc of Maraba is located becween the PA-150 highway 
and the Carajas railway and houses cwo of the four pig iron plants presently in 
operation in the Carajas corridor. CVRD plans to build a sl'A>rt spur from the 
existing railway into the Maraba industrial district, primarily in order to serve 
the pig iron smelters. 

. 4 The creation of new states in 8razil, especially in the Center West and 
North regions, has a nUDLber of recent precedents asíde from the aforementioned 
case of Tocantins. The former state of Mato Grosso was divided into two states - 
- Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul-· in 1979, while the Federal Territory of 
Rondonia was formally elevat:ed to statehood in December 1981. Tbe new 
Constitution approved by the Brazilian Congress in October 1988, moreover, in 
addition to creating Tocantins, also authorized the future transformat.ion of the 
Federal Territories of Amapa and Roraima into states. 

5 Enterprises located anywhere Ln the state Maranhao are eligible to 
receive incentives granteâ by SUOENE, which covers the entire Northeast census 
region plus the northern part of the state of Minas Gerais, ~hile those located 
west of the 44th parallel -- just to the east of Sao Luís -- can also benefit 
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opening of the first segment af the North-South railway has likewise increased 
the upward p:ressure on Larid p r í.c e s in t:he region and encouraged propert:y 
concentration in the Carajas corridor, particularly in the area between 
Acailandia and Imperatriz, as well as elsewhere in southern Maranhao, Tocantins 
and beyond. 

9.13 Agricultural census data reveal a strong tendency t:oward increasing 
land concentration in most of the microregions containing or bordering on the 
Caraj as railway corridor from t:he Lncep t í on of t:he mine and its associated 
transportation infrastruccure in t:he late 1970's and the PGC in 1980. 6 

At the 
microregional level, between 1980 and 1985, the proportion of total farmland 
occupied by small holdings with less than ten hectares - • which account for 
roughly 70-90% of all cultivators -- fell from lSt to 4% in Pindare, from 5% to 
31 in Imperatriz, from lOX to 6% in Mearim, from 3% to 0.2% in northern Goias 
(ie. the "Parrot's Beak") and from 44t to lSX in Sao Luis. Conversely, the area 
in establishments larger than 1,000 hectares -- which accoune for less than one 
percent of all farmers -- grew substantially over the same period from 9% to 53% 
in the Sao Luis microregion, from 10% to 371 in Pindare, from 22X to 37I in 
Imperatriz and from 38% to 58% in what was formerly northern Geias. 

9.14 While data at the state or microregional level íllustrate the broad 
tendency with respect to land concentration in Eastern Amazonia, informatíon 
for individual municipalities helps to pinpoint more localized Lmpac t.s on 
landownership patterns in the areas immediately affected by the iron ore proj ect. 
ln the municipality of Santa Ines, for example -- which, .in addition to being 
directly served by the Carajas railroad, is also the proposed future site of a 
number of PGC approved metallurgícal plants -- smallholders with less than 100 
hectares have seen their share of farmland drop from 331 to 21X between 1980 and 
1985. The area in establishments between 1,000 and 10,000 hectares in this 
~unicipality, in turn, more than doubled from 23% to 49% over chis brief period. 
Yet even census data at the municipal level is of limited use when analyzing the 
spatially concentrated changes in landownership that appear to have occurred as 
a direct result of the infrastruc-cural investmenes associated with the Carajas 
Project. Informants in Maraba, for instance, indicated to OED that, in the late 

-' 
from incentives granted by SUDAM, whose area of jurisdiction is "Legal A.mazonia." ...., 

.,; 
6 The "homogeneous microregion" is a unit utilized by IBGE for statist:ical 

purposes. Each such microrégion aggregates a number of contiguous municipalities 
within the same state having roughly similar ecological characteristics and 
generally, but not always, polarized by a relat:ively large urban center. The 
microregions (and respec~ive municipalities) in the immediate Carajas railway 
corridor are: ( i) Sao Luis (Sao Luis and Rosario); ( ii) Baixada. Occidental 
Maranhense (Anajatuba, Arari and Vitoria do Mearim); (iii) Itapecuru (Santa Rita 
and Itapecuru-Mirim); (ív) Píndare (Santa Luzia, Santa Ines, Pindare-M.irim); and 
Im~eratriz (Im~eratriz and Acailandia) in Maranhao; and Maraba-(Maraba, Sao Joao 
do Araguaia, Parauapebas and Curionopolis) in Para. The larger area of influence 
also includes the Mearim microregion in Maranhao, the Xingu,. Araguaia Paraense 
and Guajarina microregions in Para and the Extremo Norce Goiano microregion ín 
Tocantins. - 
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l970's farmers in parts of the municipality had already purchased large traces 
o f land along the proposed path of the Caraj as railway, subsequently .accelerat:ing 
t.he pace of deforestation and pasture formation. Carefully focussed field 
studies, however, would be necessary to ascert:ain the precise nature, extent and 
motives of such localized changes. 

9 .15 Thes,e concentrationist tendencies, however, are neither 
geographically uniform, nor constant over time. During the 1980-85 period, for 
example, the agricultural census shows an increase in both the number of 
smallholdings and the proport:ion of fannland occupied in establishments of less 
than 100 hectares in some microregions such as Maraba and Xingu. This apparenc 
anomaly is due to several factors. Firstly, IBGE census data tend to 
substantially understate the actual degree of land concencration since they 
measure spatial units ("establishments") without regard to multiple holdings by 
the same owner or his direct family members. Secondly, in relatively small areas 
· - · such as parts o f the "Brazilnut Polygon" near Maraba - - che inflWt of 
'Josseiros, subsequent est:ate occupations, the MIRAD interventions and GETAT 
sectlement schemes -- all of which were briefly described in Chapcer IV above 
-- have produced some de facto land redistribution to the benefit of 
smallholders, albeit on a relatively limited scale and with no guarantee that 
this process may not soon be reversed in the absence of production support and 
other basic services. 1 Tiiirdly, in recent years there has been a shift of 
capital investments from AmazQnia to the more fertile Center Wesc cerrado, which 
is clearly reflected in the rapid expansion of soybean production, livestock 
herds and mechanized agriculture in the latter area. Finally, the general 
economic erisis of 1980-83, financial reforms 'which facilitated p'rofit-making 
on the domestic money markec and the declining availability of subsídízed rural 
credit may also have slowed down large land acquisitions in Eastern Amazonia by 
1985. 

2. Land Conflicts and Rural Violence 

9 . 16 Brazil, in general, and Eas tern Am.azonia, in particular, have 
witnessed a. gradual escalation in rural violence si.nce the mid-1960' s as a result 
of the growing struggle over land among small cultivators and Amerindian groups, 
an the one hand, and large commercial farmers, ranchers and speculators, on the 
other. Land-grabbing (grilagem) has inexorably followed t:he agricultural frontier 
as mígrants have moved westward from the Northeast and northward from the South 
over the past three d~cades. Although land conflicts are by no means a recent 
phenomenon on the Bra%ilian agricultural frontier, there has, in fact, been a 
m.arked increase in rural violence in Eastern Amazonia during the 1980's. To the 
extent that they have pushed up land values, encouraging property concentration, 
and stimulated in-migration, encouraging competition for land, the Grande Carajas 
Program and the Carajas Iron Ore Project must share some of ~he responsibilíty 

t 

7 
The limited success of these proj ects is epitomized by the rec~nt 

reconcentration of properties in the GETAT colonization schemes near CaraJas 
descríbed in Chapter IV. La.nd titling by GETAT may also have had a margínally 
positive effect, but, as likewise indicated · in Chapt:er IV, it has served 
primaríly to consolidate existing polarized landownership rather than to bring 
about significant property redistribution in favor of small farmers. 
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for chis trend. At the same time, the rise in rural víolence in the Carajas area 
í.n the mid-1980' s is a Ls o partially due to the agrarian refonn Lav (PNRA), 
disc.ussed in Chapcer IV above, ..,hich, by excluding nominally "productive" 
properties, has led directly both to additional pasture formation and increasing 
attempcs co evict small farmers. Federal and stace laws requiring the 
deforescacion and conversion. to pasture of a given proportion of the total area 
claimed as a prerequisite for obtaining legal land title have further exacerbated 
this proc.ess. 

9.17 According to official figures, by 1981 over half of Brazil's land 
conflicts took place in Amazonia, with this share rising to almost ~~o thirds 
by 1987. 

8 
The nparrot's Beàk" area near che Carajas Projecc in Eascern Ama~onia 

is a particularly strong focus of rural violence. This area witnessed 104 land 
related deaths in 1985 and 69 such fatalities in 1986, corresponding to roughly 
two-thirds of the combined total for the states of Para, Maranhao and Geias (now 
Tocantins and Goias). In the firsc six months of 1985 alone, no fewer than 36 
peasanc farmers from only three municipaliti~s in the Carajas Project area died 
ac the hands of gunmen in land conflicts, while 16 such deaths occurred in a t~o 
week period Ln 1986. 9 Long,standing disputes in six.teen estat:es Ln the 
municípios of Maraba, Sao Joao do Araguaia and Santa Luzia, in the immediate 
Caraj as rail corridor, and neazby Xinguara and Coric e Lc ao do Araguaia Ln 
southeastern Para, accounted for almost 90 deaths between 1985 and 1987. 10 

9.18 Traditionally, most deaths associated with land conflicts in 
Amazonian frontie~ areas have resulted from the hiring of gunmen by large · 
lando"1ners to expel peasant farmers. ln Eastern Arnazonia, however, che rising 
number of fatalities is due in part to more widespread and becter organized 
resistance by ~osseiros. The posture of more active resiscance is reflected in 
the spread of estate occupations (invasoes) throughout the region, as well as 
in the increased number ,of gunmen and bodyguards killed by their intended victims 
in land disputes. ln the case of the sixteen estates in the Carajas region cited 
above, for exarnple, fully one-third of the fatalities fell into this category. 

3. Rural Occupational Structure 

9.19 The changing pattern of rural landownership in much of Brazil has 
been accompanied by a modified occupatLonal structure whose main characteristic 
has bee~ a gradual redtiction in the number of independent smal1holders in 
relation to other categories of rural workers. !n Amazonia, generally, and in 
Eastern Ama~onia, in particular, an official policy bias againsc small producers, 
together with open public sector support of large enterprises such as cattle 
ranches and relatively poor soil conditions and inadequace agrícultural services, 

8 
MIRAD, Conflitos de Terras, Brasilia, 1987. 

9 
Centro de Educacao, Pesquisa e Assessoria Sindical e Popular (CEPASP), 

"Questoes Fundiarias," Maraba, mimeo, 1986. 

10 
The assassinations of several prominent activiscs, including lawyers 

and churchworkers, who support~d small farmers in the region, duríng the same 
p~riod further highlighted this problem. See ·ADlnesty Internacional, op. cit. 

- 
- 
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has prevented the region from permanencly absorbing small cultivators on a 
significant scale and stimulated rural oun-rní.gxac í.on , as W"ell as a sharp increase 
inW"age labor, in many subareas. In Brazil overall, the proportion (and numbers) 
of landowners and their families in the rural labor force dropped from 80% (16.3 
million) in 1975 to 74% (15.6 million) in 1980. Over the same period, however, 
temporary wage laborers increased from 8% (1.7 million) to 10% (2.2 million) and 
permanent wage workers from 7% to 10%.of the rural labor force. 11 

9.20 In Amazonia, according to lNCRA data, temporary wage labor grew by 
120% between 1972 and 1978 and by SSX from 1978 to 1986. These workers were 
absorbed mainly by smaller and medium-sized properties in the 10 to 100 and 100 
to 1,000 hectare categories, which together employ two-thirds of all temporary 
farmhands. Toe number of temporary laborers in the region almost tripled between 
1972 and 1978, from 24,000 to 65,000. ~ile preliminary INCRA sur.rey results for 
1986 do not permit such disaggregation, it is likely that this trend continued. 
The increase in the use of permanenc wage labor in Amaz~nia has certaínly been 
significant in the early 1980's, demonstracing a rise of over 7X during this 
period. 12 Large-scale acquisition of land for pascure formation and excensive 
grazing practices (ie. very low catcle densities per hectare), as well as pure 
land speculation, have not only squeezed out small farmers, but have also 
generated little employment. 

9, 21 Land concencration· in the area traversed by the Caraj as railway, 
more specifically, has produced what many local obse:rvers call an "emptying of 
the countryside," as smallholders have left either under direct pressure oras 
the result of wider factors emanating from adverse agrarian policies and the 
macroeconoMic situation which make farming on this scale increasingly difficult. 
ln the municipalities bordering on the Carajas rail~ay, two-thirds of the 
region's 100,000 or so farming families do not own the land they work, but are 
increasing;J.y hired under temporary verbal cancrac.ts as wageworkers, sharecroppers 
or tenants. 13 Furthermo~e. many of these farm workers are no longer allowed to 
live on the land they cultivace, but reside in poor squatter neighborhoods in 
burgeoning towns such as Acailandia and Maraba, travelling increasing distances 
to their places of work. Independent smallholders tend to be concencrated in 
relatively reduced areas which have successfully resisted the monopolization of 
land by large estates such as the "Brazilnuc Polygon" in Para and areas near che 
Pindare and Curu Rivers in Maranhao or where official colonization schemes - 
such as those on the southern periphery of the Carajas Projecc or situated along 
the Transamazon highway near Maraba ·- have provided some (limited) security of 
tenure. 

Guanziroli, C. "Informacoes Basicas 
Brasileira," mimeo, !BASE, Rio de Janeiro, 1984. 

sobre a Estrutura Agraria 

12 
See the following INCRA publications: Estatísticas Cadastrais 

Recadastramento 197i, Vol. 1, Brasília, 1974; Estatísticas Cadastrais 
R$cadastramento 1978 - Brasil e Grande~ Regioes, Vol. 1, Brasília, .1985; and 
Estatísticas Cadastrais Anuais (Dados Preliminares), Brasília, 1986. 

u Gistelinck, op. cit. 
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9. 22 . One new source of rural emp Loymerrt; arising from che Caraj as Iron Ore 
Project, ín addition to temporary jobs created by construction activities, is 
the production of charcoal as fuel for pig íron smelters and other industrial 
plants along the rail~ay corridor discussed in the previous chapter. 
Metallurgical companies provide financial incentives and technical assistance 
for the establishment of charcoal ovens to both large and smaller landowners 
~illíng to use their tímber reserves in this fashion. Although part of the wood 
utilized for this purpose presently comes from sawmill r e s í.dues , these will 
quickly become insufficient as the demand for charcoal grows. Already, little 
more than a year afte~ the first pig iron smelters came on stream, there are 
signs that growing numbers of small cultivators are contemplat.íng becoming either 
suppliers of timber to charcoal producers or chaxcoa L manufacturers themselves 
in arder to supplement their low incomes. A class of middlemen (empreiteiro~) 
acts as íntermediaries between small producers with no transporc facilities of 
their own and the pig iron industries. In addition, there has been a steady 
increase in the number of wage laborers (carvoeiros) ~ho man and supervise che 
char coaj, production process using batteries of mud-brick, dome-shaped rabo quente 
avens. Dueto the speciali~ed nature of this process and t.he lacK of trained 
local manpower, part of the labor required to operate chese ovens is brought in 
from Minas Gerais, where charcoal has long been ~roduced for the local iron and 
s t ee L industry. 14 

9 · 23 One recent compara tive study of two communitíes near Mar aba suggescs 
that, where small farmers already possess land titles and telative security of 
tenure, charcoal manufacture is an atcractive option, but that untenured 
posseiros have been less tempted to pursue this activity for fear of being 
evicted on the grounds of carrying out destruccive deforestation. However, high 
transportation ~osts dueto poor road conditions, increasing dístances of timber 
sources, the relative dependence on skilled labor from outside the region, as 
well as growing political pressure to li~ic.predacory use of the rainforest, 
could ímpose li~its on the extent to which such accivities can offer significant 
employment opportunities in and around towns and cities such as Maraba, 
Acatlandia, Santa lnes and Rosario. tn Santa Ines , moreover, as sugges ted in the 
previous chapter, the possibility of using babacu husks rather than timber could 

t result in an alterna tive - - and much more easily renewable - - source of charcoal. 
Many potential charcoal producers among the farming population, furthermore, are 
concerned about the environmental damage which such activities could cause in. 
terms of deforestation and ass9ciated erosion and soil degradaeion. 15 Clearly, 
this is an area requiring more detailed investigation before the pig iron and 
seeel industries are permi~ted to expand further in the Carajas corridor. 

9.24 In SU1Xmlary, ~ith the exception of several centers of small farmer 
actívity along the Carajas railway corridor -- sue~ as the nBrazilnut Polygon" 
near Maraba and the Pindare region near santa Ines - ~ the crends observable 
duríng the 1970's have continued throughouc the 1980's. As landownership has 

1~ 
See, for example, Baer, Werner, The Development of the Brazilian St~el 

Industrí, Vanderbilt University Press, Nashville, Tennessee, 1969. 

15 
IDESP, Agricultura e Sideru~gia numa Regiao de Front~ira, Research 

Report No. 14, Belem, October 1988. 
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become more concentrated and p as cur e formation more promínent, indepenàent 
smallholder farming has become less sustainable in social, poli tical and 
ecological terms. The Carajas Iron Ore Project and th~ wider program to which 
it is linked have indirectly contributed to or reinforced these processes at the 
regional level. ln addition, more dírect impacts on employment are evident. Some 
diversi~ication of job opportunities has been generated by large-scale 
constl:Uction works at the mine and along the railroad. Gold.prospecting inche 
region, stimulated to a large degree by Carajas miníng interventions, is also 
important either as a complement to or substitute for small fatming actívitíes 
which - - in the absence of official support - - have become increasingly 
precarious in much of Eastern Amazonia. The installation and likely future 
expansion of metallurgical industries along the Carajas corridor, together with 
related activities such as charcoal production. finally. have introduced totally 
new elements in this process, whose long-run impact on rural employment patterns, 
while likely to be substantial, is difficult to predict at this early stage. 

4. Rural ~and Use 

9. 25 Changing patterns c f landownership and rural employment in the 
Carajas corridor have been accompanied by distinctive trends in land use and 
cropping patterns. The growth of large estates in Eastern Amazonia goes hand in 
hand wíth pasture formation as a prerequisite for livestock raising 
(pecuarizacao) and to demonstrate "productive" occupation, in many instances 
masking the ultimate objective of property speculation. Heads of beef cattle 
increased by 14% in all of Brazil between 1980 and 1985, but figures for many 
subareas in the Carajas region have been considerably higher, with herds growing 
by anywhere from lOt (Maraba) to 240% (Araguaia Paraense, immediately to the 
south of Maraba) during this period. In Easte~n Amazonia, moreover, the area 
planted in long cycle or pernianent crops has tended to increase much faster than 
that in short: cycle or temporary crops which form the mainstay of the local diet:. 16 

These trends are consistent: with the gradual decrease in ímportance of 
independent small farmers in much of the larger Carajas region. these 
smallholders, although occupying only 20X of the farmland, produce roughly 80X 
of the area's basic food crops and generate more than 80% of the jobs in the 
countryside. 17 

9. 26 Sucb changing land use pat:terns are not peculiar to Amazonia. 
Natíonwide duríng the past three decades, concentration of landholdings has been 
accompanied to a substantial degree by a shift to commercial czops such as 
soybeans, oranges, coffee and sugar. Col:'respondingly, production of basic 

16 
Data are drawn from IBG? agricultural census reports for 1980 and 1985. 

In the state of Para, for e~ample, the area devoted to ~xport crops such as 
coffee, cocoa, black pepper and rubber gre~ by 2SX between 1980 and 1985, and 
beef cattle expanded by 34%, while growth in the area planted torice, beans and 
manioc amounted to only 12%. 

17 
Burger, D. and Kitamura, P. "Importancia ~ Viabilidaâe de uma Pequena 

Agricultura Sustentada na Amazonía Oriental," in Kohlhepp. G. and Schrader, A. 
(eds.), Homem e Natureza na Amazonia, ADlAF/Forschungschwerpunkt Lateinamerika, 
Geographisces lnstitut. Vniversity of Tubingen, 1987. 
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foodst1..1ffs has fallen significantly. Bet'Ween 1975 and 1983, for example, 
Brazilian output of rice declíned by 19'%, beans by 43X and manice by 31X. 18 

I t would be míslea.ding, therefore, to attribute such patterns in Eastern Amazonia 
entirely to the iron ore project or even the Grande Carajas Program. However, 
the arríval of the raílway, resulting increases in land values and associated 
property speculation and the general concentration in rural land ownership have 
clearly exacerbated existing tendencies. TI\is bias is reinforced in the greater 
Caraj as region by the · PGC' s failure to introduce pnogxama to support. small 
farmers which might offset some of these regressive impacts by increasing rural 
employment and boosting local food production. Orie posi t.ive indirect: fut.ure 
impact of the Carajas railroad, on the other hand, may lie in its link wich che 
new North·South railway and the impetus this might give to grain production in 
the cerrado of southern Maranhao and nearby Tocantins. The extent to "1hich 
population elsewhere in the Carajas corridor will benefit from this, however, 
is unclear. 

5, Food Security and Public Health Conditions 

9. 27 In addition to the t.endencies summarize.d above, possibly significant 
impacts on the health and nutritional status of the rural populacion in the area 
of influence of the Carajas Project may occur as t:he result of a loss of food 
security arising frot!l longer-tet:m trends such as che shift from st:aple food 
product.ion to livestock and cash crops for export, the monopolization of land 
in largely unproductive estates, increasing landlessness among small farmers and 
the ríse in temporary wage labor. ~ithin the larger Carajas region, there is 
already evidence of a growing food deficit. Major cities such as Selem, as well 
as to'!Jns along the Caraj as rail line itself, are experiencing problems in 
maintaining supplies of basic foodstuffs which must increasingly be imported from 
the Center-South, over cwo thousand miles away. This observation is corroborated 
by the results of a nacional survey which revealed that Selem and.other urban 
areas in Amazonia had Brazil' s highest prices for st:aples such as root: 
vegetables, green vegetables, beans and fruits. 19 Insofar as changing lanci use, 
employment and produccion paeterns reduce real incomes and purchasing power of 
the rural population. and, in the absence of compensatory faccors, the loss ln 
food entitlements ise likely to be reflected in a lower effective demand for 
staple foods, diminished food int:ake and consequent nutritional and health 
problems. zo 

9.28 There are at present no· disaggregated data for Amazonia which would 
permit closer examination of the spatial distribution of malnutrition. However, 
some information can be drawn from a national survey undert.aken in the early - 18 

Jaguaribe, Helio, et. al., Brasil 2000 - Para um Novo Pacto Social, :az 
e Terra, Rio de Janeiro, 1986. 

19 
Thomas, Vinod, Differences in Incarne, Nutrition and Poverty wíthín 

Brazil, World Bank Staff ~orking Paper No. 505, Washington, 1982. 

2° 
For a general discussion of these relationships, see Sen, A. Poverty 

and Famínes: An Essay on ~ntitlement and Oeprivation, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 
1981. - 
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1980's which indicated that the population in the Amazon region had a caloric 
deficit of 15%, the highest in Brazil. 21 Furthe~ comparative evidence may be 
obtained from studies af sisal production in northeastern Brazil and soybean 
farming and cattle ranching in the South ~hich demonstrate a strong ass~ciacion 
becween expanding commercial crop production, land concentracion and increasing 
malnutrition. 21 Even allo~ing for some increases in off-faI'Ill incomes in the 
Carajas area, it is likely that similar nutritional consequences will occur in 
this region if current trends continue. 

9. 29 Both rural and urban-based workers engaged in che production of 
charcoal along the Carajas railway corridor will probably suffer adverse impacts 
cri their health. Exl)erience with domest:ic charcoal manutact:uríng locally, as well 
as in t:he iron and steel producing areas of Minas Gerais, sugge s cs thac pulmonary 
complaints and chest infections will arise due to amcke inhalatíon and the 
effect:s of prolonged exposure to intense heat. Charcoal employees, moreover, are 
poorly paid and frequently fall víctim to debt bondage (aviamento) ar~angements. 
~orkers ín the charcoal industry in Amazonia, moreover, are noc protected by 
labor legislation, nor do they enjoy social welfare or securicy benefits. 23 ln 
additio~, the situation of such worket's is frequent:ly compounded by the isolat:ion 
of rural production units, the tempo~ary or seasonal nacure of their activities 
and the difficulcy of organizing labor unions under such circumstarices. 

9. 30 Other health problems have arisen or multiplied as the result of t:he 
rapíd increase in population attracted to the Carajas area by inscallation of 
the iron ore mine and railway and the Tucurui hydropower dam starting in the late 
l970's. Health data at the municipal level reveal a substantial increase in 
disease levels in key areas affected by the Caraj as developmencs. ln the 
municipalities of Maraba, Parauapebas and Tucurui, for example, the most common 
officially recorded diseases are malaria, leprosy, tuberculosis, venereal 
diseases and leishmaniasis. together with gastro,intestinal problems due to 
parasitic infections. 24 As noted in Chapcer IV above, malaria is a particularly 
serious problem in and around prospecting {garim~o) areas on the periphery of 
the Carajas mine site and elsewhere in Eastern Amazonia, with Maraba and 
I1nperatriz being among the municipalities currently registering the highest 
number of malaria cases in all of Brazil. These health problems can be attributed 
to various factors, ranging from the introduction by outsiders - - including 

Thomas, op. cit. 

22 
See Gross, Daniel and Underwood, Barbara, ~Technological Change and 

Caloric Coses; Sisal Production in Northeast Brazil," Human Organizacion, Vol. 
73, No. 3, June 1971; Fluerec, P. and Flueret, A., "Nutrition, Consumptíon and 
Agrícultural Change," Human Organization, Vol. 39, ~o. 3, June 1980; and 
Victoria, G and Vaughan, J., "Land Tenure and Child Health in Sout:hern Brazil: 
The Relationship between Agricultural Production, Malnutricion and Ghild 
Mortality," I.nternational Journal of Health Services, Vol. 15, No. 2, 1985. 

i3 !DESP, Impacto de Implantacao do Polo Siderurgico na Estrutura Produtiva 
e no Movimento Mfgratorio em Maraba, Research Report No. 12, July 1988. 

Fundacao SESP, Programa e Orcamentaca? Integrada, Selem, 1989. 
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construction workers, small farmers, rural laborers apd gold prospectors -- of 
previously unknown diseases to the area's insufficient basic sanitation 
infrastructure and inadequate supply of public health facilities in relation to 
the needs of its rapidly g~owing rural and urban populat.ions. Moreover, close 
linkages are also likely to exist between this pattern of morbidity and 
malnutrition associated with low and variable levels of ineomes and employment, 
together with growing food deficits in the region. 

6. Socío-political Organization in the Countryside 

9.31 The increasing competition over access to land associated with the 
s cepped-wp occupat.ion of Amazonia during the past two decades has produced 
several interest.ing modifications in the rural power structure in the immediate 
area of influence of the Carajas railway. Tradicional landowning hierarchies such 
as the Brazilnut. plant:ation owners near Maraba have seen their po~er base eroded 
by che penetratíon of outside co'r1)orate commercial and financial interests from 
southern Brazil, as well as by federal agencies such as GETAT, INCRA, KIRAD and 
CVRD. Z!5 Even though these t.raditional groups may have lost: some of che í r 
cantrol over land in the region, they have simultaneously diversified their 
economic and political interests, many caking full benefit of the boom in urban 
real estate and comme r c í a L activities accompanying Maraba' s r ec e nc rapid 
population growth. 

9.32 The change in socio-political organizacion in the region is also 
partially dueto a strengthening of colleccive action by peasant farmers in 
defence of their landholdings and livelihoods. Although che inscicucionalized 
represent.ation of small farmer interests through political parties and rural 
trade unions has historically ~een weak - - and largely remains so ~ - as indicated 
earlier in this chapcer, more spontaneous forms of smallholder resistance have 
grown significant.ly. Thus, for example, by 1988, one-fifth of the 1.2 million 
hectares in roughly forty large estates in the "Brazilnut Polygon" had been 
occupied by more than 2,000 families. invol ving a total of some 20,000 people. z6 
La.nd conflicts in che region beca.me so incense at one point t.hat they were 
collectively referred to as the "Srazilnui war" ("a guerra dos castanhais"). 
Specific studies reveal the evolut:ion of the defensive tactics ut:ilized by 
QOsseiros from disorganized to well-coordinated actions in response to their 
situacion. 27 Peasant occupations, in fact, became so entrenched in the 

25 Emmi, M. "Estrutura Fundiaria e Poder Local: O Caso de Maraba," M.Sc. 
thesis, NAEA, Federal University of Para, Belem, 1985. 

26 C~mmissao Pastoral da Terra, Relatorio de Conflitr,s - 1988, Belem, 1988. 

27 Hebette, Jean and Colares, Jose, "Small Farmer Protest in the Greater 
Carajas Program," in Coodman and Hall (eds.), op. ~~:. Even though no precise 
estimates are available, evidence culled from a variet.y of sources suggests that 
as many as 6,000 peasant families, or some 50,000 people, have been involved in 
estate _occupations in recent years in Para and Maranhao. These invasoes have, 
on occasion, been supported by rural trade unions, especially in Para, and by 
other organizations ·- including the Church and local NGOs -· represent.ing the 
interests of landless farmers. 
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"Brazilnuc Polygon" that, .as indicaced in Chapter IV above, the Ministry of 
Agrarian Reform (MIRAI)) was led co intervene in 1988 to purchase and legalize 
some of the disputed areas in favor of the occupying small farmers. - 
C. Urban Development 

- 
9.33 The Carajas i~on ore ope~ation's impact on urban development can be 
seen ín t.e rms of both benefits and coses. Among the former are important: services 
provided as the result of project investments in interurban transport 
improvements and intraurban basic sanitation and social infrastruccure. They 
also Lnc Lude project-related urban employment and income generacion already 
touched upon in Chapter VI above, TI\e latter include the negative aspects of 
rapid urbanization, associated infrastructure and service deficiencies, 
underemployment, poverty and public h~alth problems - - part:icularly in the 
western part: of the Caraj as corridor ( ie. the area between Acailandia and 
Parauapebas) -- cogether with urban displacement and involuntary resettlement, 
especially inche pare area at Sao Luis. The following paragraphs will discuss 
these factors in somewhat greater detail. 

- 

1. Infrastructure and Basic Services 

- 

9. 34 The Carajas Projecc has brought some clearly identifiable direct 
benefits to towns and cities along the railway corridor. As noted in Chapter 
VI, even though the Carajas railway itself was originally designed to carry only 
íron ore, dueto local demand it now transpores a variety of other kinds of 
freight anda significant and growing nwnber of passengers. Thus, as reported 
earlíer, in 1988, the railway carried some 560,000 tons of merchandise ranging 
from food products to diesel oil ·and pig iron, in ehe process generating 
considerable savings in cransport costs. 28 From the time passenger services 
were introduced in 1986, on the other hand, the number of persons transported 
by the Carajas railway has rapidly increased from some 200,000 in the first year 
of operation to approximately 407,000 in 1988, according to CVRD figures. Given 
present levels of demand, moreover, CVRD is planning to increase passenger 
service from three to four round trips per week. In addition, as also observed 
in Chapter VI, outside its concession at the mine site, CVRD built basic 
sanítation infrascructu-re, as we Ll, as a secondary schco L and a hospícal, in 
Parauapebas, made urban road improvements in Maraba, and erected housíng for íts 
employees in various towns and cities along the rail corridor. 

2·. Employment Generation 

9. 35 During cc:mstruction, the iron ore operation directly generated a 
substancial amount of direct, íf te~porary, employment which resulted in demand 
for, and additional employment and income from, a ~ide variety of conunercíal and 
service act:ivities in the region, especially in the area near the mine site. 
Permanent- employment during the operational phase of the projecc, in curn, 
presently amounts to some 4,200 jobs within CVRD alone, a total which is expected 

28 

freight 
and 60X 

Gistelinck (op. cit.) notes that, dueto very low operating costs, raíl 
charges in the region are roughly only one-third chose of road haulage 
cheaper than river transport. 

·--~-· 
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to increase by as much as another 20% when the mining operat.ion expanda to. 35 
million tons fer year. Even at. the current level of production, however, the 
permanent jobs provided directly by the project, in all probability, support a 
total of between 20,000 and 25,000 people when family members and ocher 
dependents are considered, and it is likely that perhaps cwo to three times this 
number are supported th:roughout the Carajas corridor frotn various forms of 
employment indirectly related to the operation. Since CVllD sala:ries are high by 
local standards, moreover, sois the resulting demand for goods and services, 
much of wh í.ch is met by a thriving commercial sector loc.at.ed at; nearby 
Parauapebas/Rio Verde. TI-i.e indirect employnient and income impacc of the project 
at ot.her localities, including Maraba, Acailandia, Santa lnes and Sao Luis, while 
undaubtedly smaller than at Parauapebas/Rio Verde, has, nevertheless, contributed 
to the recent dynamism of these local economies. 

9.36 Additional jobs will be created as the result of a range of mineral 
?rocessing activities associated with the iron ore operation, including pig iron 
smelting and ferrous alloy production. The thirteen industrial projects approved 
through January 1989 by the Grande Carajas Program alone, Lf inst:alled as 
planned, would result in an estimated S, 200 direct and 31,500 indirecc employment 
opportunities in the Carajas corridor. A relatively small proportion of these 
jobs would be in the factories themselves, the majority being derived from 
associated charcoal production. It has been estimated, for example, that one pig 
iron furnace requiring an annual supply of 216,000 cubic meters of charcoal 
would need to be setved by ten production units employing -- between lumber 
gathers and chazcoa L manufacturers • - as many as 650 workers. 29 Official 
projections for the total amounc of employment to be generated in various 
indust~ial b~anches (ie. in metallurgical, food processing, construceion, 
lwnbering, charcoal and other industries) are that some 85,000 jobs will be 
created directly and another 106,000 indirectly in the railway co~ridor by the 
Year 2000. Alt.hough such estimates must be treated with caution, it is, 
nevertheless, likely that the growth of industrial activities will, over time, 
provide additional employment within the processing units themselves and, more 
generally, encourage the development of local commerce to services to support 
the needs of an expanding urban population and cash economy alon~the corridor. 

3. Project-Related Urbani;ation 

9.37 Many of the region's severe urban social, economic and physical 
envi.ronmental problems stem from the sheer speed with "1hich towns and cities 
have expanded since 1980, placing heavy pressure on already inadequate 
infrastructures and local service provision capabilities. As indicated above, 
Sao Luis had a total population of roughly 450,000 in 1980. but current: estimates 
range as high as 850,000 and it is expected that, by 1995, the city's population 
could reach 1.3 million. Growth rates of smaller urban centers along the Carajas 
corridor have been even more rapid. Acailandia, for example, ~3 a district of 
Imperatriz boasted only a few thousand inhabitants in 1980, but now as an 
independent municipality has a population well over 80,000, while Maraba has more 
than quad~pled in size in less than a decade from a town of 40,000 in 1980 to 

·a city with close to 200,000 ~nhabitants in 1989, according to local authorities 

Z9 Ibid. 
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interviewed by OED and SEPLAN. The t.1in towns o f Parauapebas and Rio Verde. 
separaced only by a small river and located adjacent: to CVRD's mining concession 
at Carajas, did noc even exist until the iron ore project carne into exiscence, 
but now have a combined populat:ion on the arder of at least 25-30,000 anà have 
gro~ at rates as high as 30% a year. Ove r the next decade, other towns are 
likely to expand rapidly along t:he railway at places like Nova Vída and 
Buriticupu ín Maranhao around planned p í.g iron smelters and agroindustrial 
enterprises. Overall, along the Carajas corridor one estímate is that half a 
million people will have left the countryside by 1995, turning what was until 
recently a predominantly rural population inca a largely urban one. 30 - 4, Infrasc6uctural Deficiençies and Disparití~s 

- 
9.38 Although municipal governments, with limited assistance from CVRD, 
have·made some limíted attempts to provide the fast-growing urban centers along 
the Carajas corridor with improved facilities, on the whole these efforts have 
~een inadequace. The rapid in-migration stimulated directly or indirectly by the 
iron ore project anà other public interventíons ín the region has ~laced a heavy 
burden on local authorities which have been universally.unable to expand urban 
services sufficiently to meet rapidly growing local needs. Political changes 
have, in some cases, exacerbated this situation. As noted above, Maraba has 
recently lost significanc revenues derived from taxes on Carajas ore production 
and (federal gover~ent-controlled) gold prospecting at Serra Pelada through the 
dismemberment of the former districts of Parauapebas and Curionopolis. ln some 
cases, moreover, CVRD and the Bank totally misjudged the pace of urbanization. 
Parauapebas was expected to have a population of 10,000 by 1988, but; has exceeded 
this projection by ac least SOX, while its satellite, Rio Verde, which presently 
has an equivalent size, was not contemplated at all. 31 

- - 
-· 

9.39 The growth of Parauapebas/Rio Verde, as suggested in Chapter VI, has 
significantly exceeded original expectations for several reasons. One motive has 
been the location and subsequent semi-abandonment of the GETAT colonization 
projects near the Carajas mining operations. \n\ile made passible largely as the 
result of the projecc-provided PA-275 road connection between PA-150 and the 
Serra dos Carajas. the development of these colonization projects vas not 
formally authorized until October 1982, ar roughly one month after CVRD had been 
required to submit definitive plans for Parauapebas to the Bank for review and 
approval. !bus, the additianal demands associated with installation of these 
schemes were not taken into account in planning the town' s initial basic 
infrastructure. Nor were the demands generated by the widespread and rapidly 

30 Ibid. 

31 
According to the SAR (para. 5. 38), CVRD originally planned b as í,c 

set:Vices in Parauapebas for a population of 5,000, but later·revised its plans 
at the Bank's insistence to accommodate 10;000 people by 1988. The SAR furcher 
indicated that, if necessary, an adjacent area -- presurnably the locacion of 
present-day Rio Verde, immediately to the east of Parauapebas -- could be used 
to absorb additional growth of the town up to a population of 20,000 by the Year 
2000. If present trends continue, howe'7er, _Parauapebas/Rio Verde' s population 
would, ín fact, exceed, 50,000 by the Year 2000. 
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expanding small-scale prospecting activities in the areas around the Carajas 
mining concession -- for which the ~ban agglomeration at Parauapebas/Rio Verde 
has subsequently come to serve as an important support center -- fully taken inco 
account in this process. 32 

9. 40 Also contributing to the greacer than expec ced growth of Parauapebas 
has been CVRD's refu~al to house service workers at the definitive urban nucleus 
at the Carajas mine site despite the availability of land at that location and 
an agreement with the Bank at loan negotíations to che effecc that CVRD would 
reserve lots for the permanent settlement of service workers in the townsite 
over a period of abou.t five years from projecc completion. 33 As a r e.su Lt; , 
Carajas township has in reality become apure company town, providing a quality 
of housing and basic urban infrastructure and services to CVRD employees far 
superior to that available to contracc service ~orkers and most other residents 
at Parauapebas/Rio Verde and in other urban areas in the region. Physical access 
to the Caraj as cownship, as to the Caraj as mine site, airport and other 
f:acilíties, moreover, is tightly controlled by a GVRD security force located j ust 
across the river to the west of Parauapebas on the continuation of the PA-275 
highway, which, within the CVRD concession, is operated as a prívate road. 

9.41 The inicial disparity in service and amenity levels betw~en Carajas 
and Parauapebas/Rio Verde has been further exacerbated by the face that, while 
CVRD directly operates and maintains all urban infrast'C\lcture and communicy 
facilities at the former, until very recently this responsibility in the case 
of the latter was left: to the (former) municipality of Maraba. The seat of this 
municipali ty was locat:ed in the cicy of Maraba. some 170 kilometers from. 
Parauapebas, which, as suggested above, has also faced extremely rapid growch 
in demand for urban inft'astructure and services over the past decade. As a 
consequence, Parauapebas/Rio Verde was largely neglected by municipal 
authoríties, with needed urban ínfrascruccure remaining largely unbuilt and much 
of the exist:ing projecc-supported infrastruct:ure and facilities being poorly 
operated and maintained. Now that Parauapebas is an independent municipality with 
its own revenue base, it is hoped that this situation will impt'ove. The necessary 

32 The director of the hospital at; Parauapebas indicated to OED, for 
example, that a substancial pare of its clientele consists of local garimpeiros 
who have fallen victim to malaria or frequent incidents of violence (knife fights 
apparently being the preferred variety) either at the prospecting camps or in 
town dut'ing periods of "rest and relaxation.• Parauapebas' satellite, ~io Verde 
-- as is the case with many frontier towns, including Curionopolis n~~r Serra 
Pelada ~ - in fact had its origin as a group of baz s , restaurants and "ni~~:=clubs" 
to serve Carajas construction workers and local prospectors. Due to --.._~ high 
incidence of tnala~ia and other diseases, another important service p rov .ed by 
towns such as Parauapebas/Rio Verde and Curionopo1is is both formal and : :?rmal 
health care, t:he laccer administered mainly by local pharmacies. "1hich, t.· ,~ether 
with a variety of ot:her private health services, t:end to proliferate rap~àly in 
growing Amazonian frontier areas. ln Rondonia, where the situation is ·.milar 
to that near Carajas, for example, this necessary, but; often highly explo:..:3.tive, 
activity has been locally baptized as "the malaria industry." 

33 
SAR. para. 10.01 (b} (ii} "Agreements with CVRD." 
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upgrading of local service levels, however, will require significant additional 
investment$ in urban infrastructure that go well beyond short-run municipal 
resource generat:ion capabilities. 

9.42 More generally, all of the ~ajor towns and cíties along the Carajas 
railway corrídor •· incl~ding Acailandia, Sanca Ines and Sao Luís, in addition 
to ParauapebasjRio Verde and Maraba - - suffer from commcn problems in t:his 
regard. Water supplies are usually untreated, sewage and trash collection and 
storm drainage syst:ems are restricted to few, higher income neighborhoods, while 
sewage treat:ment and adequate solid waste disposal are basically non-existent. 
Parauapebas' water supply, for example, is t:aken directly f=om t:he locai river 
which is contamínated with mercury from gold prospecting activities at nearly 
"Serra Peladinha" and other ~arimpos, and there are no cisterns to capture the 
abundant rainfall. Toe small minorit.y of thsa population possessing t:he necessary 
resources sink their own wells. However, the widespread use of private wells, 
t:ogether with the effects of extensive deforestation ar~und most towns in the 
area, could lead to a significant lowering of the wat:er table. Few roads in the 
towns (including Parauapebas/Rio Verde) and poorer district:s of larger cicies 
( especially Mar aba and Acailandia) are paved , leading to substancial soil erosion 
and, in extreme cases, the collapse of houses built precariously by squatters 
on marginal areas of land. Throughouc the area, urban transit is difficult in 
the rainy season and the poorly drained dirt streets quickly become rutted by 
vehícle traffic. 

S. Urban Povert:y and Public Health 

9.43 Dueto the extremely rapíd influx of raigrants, expansion of towns 
and cities in the Garajas corridor has been largely synonymous with the growth 
of squatter neighborhoods in which, perhaps, as much as 801 of the non-rural 
population currently lives. In majo~ centers such as Sao Luis and Maraba, entire 
new poor dístricts (bairros populares) have sprung up. The satellite town of Rio 
Verde is essentially a poorly-servtced, large-scale squatter settlement, whi~~ 
has mushroomed to a ~opulation of 15,000 or more in little over five years. 
ln these low-income neighborhoods, the level of formal employment among male 
adults usually does not surpass lOX, the majority combining seasonal jobs in 
agriculture with irregular activities in construction wark and gold prospecting 
or being engaged in a variety of marginal urban commercial and service 
occupations (biscat~). Women -- and many children -- are similarly 
(under)employed ín a wide range of informal commercial and service activities. 

9.44 'nlese urban dístricts, moreover, are often located in swamplands, 
subject to periodic flooding -- as in parts of Rio Verde, Maraba and Sao Luis 
-- ar on steep hillsides -- as in Acailandia -- ~hich are poorly províded, if 

34 
Local ínformants indicate that Rio Verde was settled by squatters 

largely because the adminístrator of Parauapebas appointed by the municípality 
of Maraba initíally made lots in the latter available only to those who could 
demonstrate their ability to build permanent structures complying wit:h minimum 
design standards. As a result, t:he contrast in housing standards between Rio 
Verde and Pa~auapebas is nearly as striking as chat between the latter and 
Carajas township. 
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at all, with municipal services. As suggested in the previous section, these 
neighborhoods generally lack running water and health care facilities, have no 
sewage or drainage networks or paved roads, and even schools are frequently 
lacking or greatly overcrowded. Access to formal eàucation, in fact, remains 
precarious in much of the region; in poor neighborhoods in Sao Luís, for exa.mple, 
only 44% of primary school-aged children are effectively enrolled, while in the 
municipality of Maraba, 65% of the popula~ion received no more than one year of 
schooling. 35 l..ack of basic facilities -- from school buildings to teaching 
materials -- and of adequately trained teachers, together with the need to 
supplement family incomes, contribute to the low enrollment and high drop-out 
rates in local urban areas. 

9 .45 \Jidespread urban poverty and malnutrition are reflected in high 
indicas of infant mortality, which average 125 per 1,000 live births í.n Sao 
tuis. In the same city, almost 90% of the low~income population suffers from 
infections caused by intestinal parasites.- 36 miile mast of these problems stem 
only partially and indireccly from che Caraj as Proj ecc given the numerous factors 
which have induced migration to, and urban growth in, the region, some public 
health impacts are more directly linked to iron ore mining and the associated 
verticalization of production. Such is the case with atmospheric pollution from 
the pig iron (and future steel) planes, as well as from charcoal produccion. 
State health authorities ín Para, for examp Le , have already documented an 
increase in allergic, res~iratory and dermatological complaints ín the city of 
Maraba which are directly related to the new industrial developments there. 37 

As a consequence, the state health secretariat has recently required that all 
charcoal producing rabo guente ovens be located outside the city boundaries. 

6. Urban Displacement and Resettlemeut 

9 .45 One major direct urban impact of t:he Carajas Iron Ore Project, 
finally, is the displacement of population in Sao Luís to make way for the 
construction of CVRD' s rail and port terminal fac:ilitíes. Although accurate 
figures are difficult to obtain, informed local observers estimate that as many 
as 10,000 people -- CVRD admits to 1,800 -· mainly f:rom small conununities of 
fishermen and farmers within the city' s "greenbelt" were removed in order to 
build these installations. An additional 20,000 people were displaced by the 
nearby ALUMAR aluminum plane, which occupies fully one-fifth of the island. As 
noted in Chapter IV above, environmental problems also arose dueto seawater 
pollution created by building operations and was~e disposal at the ALUMAR site, 
resulting in declining fish catches. From a social standpoint, however, the 
greatest controversy surrounded the manner in which expropriation and 

33 the figure for Sao Luis is taken from Gistelinck, op. cít, while that 
for Maraba is drawn from IDESP, Est:atisticas Demograficas do Para, Belem, 1987. 

36 Gistelinck, op. cit. Intestinal parasite•related diseases were also 
reported by local officials to be the principal health problem affecting children 
in Parauapebas/Río Verde, as well as being a·principal cause of infant mor~ality 
in the immediate Carajas area. 

37 FSESP, op . cit. 

....,· 
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resettlement were carried out since many displacees apparently receíved no 
compensation in terms of alternative homes or jobs and were given limited cash 
indemnity. 

9 .46 A detailed anthropological study of the fishing village of Boqueirao, 
part of the 2,200 hectares expropriated by CVRD in 1978 in order to build its 
rail terminal and port complex and only one of several small communities 
affected, illustrates the problem. 38 Faced with the prospect of summary 
eviction and, as squatters withaut land titles, the prospect af only minimal 
compensation for improvemencs (benfeitorias), the community defended its 
interests in the courts over a period of five years. During this time, it is 
alleged that the víllagers were subj ected to intímidatory tactics, which led many 
claimants to abandon the cause. After a protracted legal struggle, CVRD agreed 
to relocate some thirty remaining families to a new hilltop site (originally 
known as "Montes Pelados," nov renamed n Alto do Alegre 11) and to provi de a primary 
school, social center, eleccricity supply and communal standpipes. These 
families, however,. did noc receive their ?locs uncil three years after paymenc 
of monetary compensacion for improvements on che land that had been expropriated, 
during whích time much of the cash had been spenc on family support. 39 As a 
result, many people had insufficient funds co purchase construccion macerials 
to rebuild their homes and had to rely on charity. Furchermore, cheir previous 
occupacions as fishermen and farmers were no longer viable ac the new locacion, 
the sea being eight kilometers away and the local soils qeing completely 
infertíle. 

9.47 Despite the problems experíenced by the people of Boqueirao, this 
village was apparently the exception to the rule in obtaining any substancial 
compensation at all. Most of the traditional, closely-knit conununities affected 
by Carajas and ALUMAR-related developments were simply disbanded 'W'ith no 
attention given to providing alternative sowrce s of hous í.ng or employment. Many 
displacees simply relocated in squatter settlements such as nearby I taquibacanga, 
which is presently estimated to have a population of more than 80,000, whíle, 
in all likelihood, net underemployment in the area increased. One striking 
indication of the social impacc of this large movement of people is given by the 
reported ríse in infant mortality rates among evicted groups from 90 to 190 per 
1,000 live births. 'º 

38 Oliveira Santos, M. Nos Mares do Ferro: Reperçussoes Sociais do PGC 
para os Setores Populares do Maranhao, M.Sc., Department of Sociology, Federal 
University of ·ceara, Fortaleza, 1984. 

39 Andrade, M. and Correa, e. "Mataram a Pobreza," Para Desenvolvimento, 
No. 20/21, 1986-87. 

40 See Galvao, op. cit., and Gistelinck, op. cit. As noted in Chapter IV, 
however, local pressure groups such as the "Committee for the Defence of the 
Island of Sao Lui~" and Church organizations mounted a vociferous protest 
campaign which achieved a degree of international attention through newspaper 
reports and television documentaries. 
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9.48 For the most part, this problem occurred prior to intensive World 
Bank involvement in the Caraj as Proj ect - - which dates essent:ially frotn the • 
preparation mission in early 1981 - - s í.nce CVRD' s cons trruc t í.on activities and 
the associated dislocation of population in t:he port area were initiated in 1978. 
As the displaced populations had already left the immediate area before the Bank 
beca.me aware of the problem, there was, technically, no formal violation of the 
Bank's policy on involuntary resettlement, which, moreover, did.not even exíst 
until February 1980. ~1 On the other hand, from the time Bank staff began to 
examine the urban component of the Carajas P~oject in early 1982, the need to 
adequately plan and provide for the upgrading of squatter communitíes near the 
port area in Sao Luís was persistently raised both with CVRD and the relevant 
state and municipal authorities during a succession of preparation and 
supervision missions, with little concrete results. A subsequent attempt to deal 
more directly with this problem by including Sao Luís in a proposed second Bank 
financed medium sized cities project was also frustrated when the Bank and the 
Brazilian Governmerit later decided not togo ahead with this operation. ~2 

D. Conclusion 

9.49 Although it is difficult to measure the human environmental impacts 
of the Carajas Project with any degree of precision, the above discussion reveals 
that the iron ore operation and associated infrastructural and industrial 
investments hava had, and will continue to have, a major influence in determining 
the nature and intensity of social change both within the í.mmed í ace railway 
corridor and in the larger Caraj as region more generally. Disaggregatíon of 
Carajas Project-related impacts is made problematic due to the profusion of 
federal and other development initiatives, such as highway building and PGC, 
SUDAM and SUDENE fiscal incentives, as well as the operation of macroeconomic 
and other factors which tnfluence the migratory process, local settlement 
patterns, pressure on land and the pace of urbanization. Nevertheless, it is 
possible to identify those social benefits and co s cs that are attributable 
largely or in part to the iron ore operation. 

9.50 'nlere can be little doubt that benefits have accrued to the Carajas 
region and its population from development of CVRD's mining complex, railway 
and port: inst.allations. These include the creation of short and longer- term 
employment in mining, construction, metallurgical industries and associated 
COIJIJJlerce, the provision of freight and passenger rail service and -- in the area 
between Carajas and Maraba. as ~ell as across the Tocantins River 43. -- road 

41 See OMS 2. 33 entitled "Social Issues Associated with Involuntary 
Resettlement in Bank Financed Projects," February 1980. 

~2 The first Medium Sized Cities Project, approved in June 197~ and closed ! 
in December 1986, involved a loan of US$ 70 million (Ln. 1720-BR) and included 
a num.ber of secondary cit:ies in northeastern, central and southern Brazil, but 
Sao Luis was not among them. 

43 Origiµally; the highway section of the railroad bridge across the 
Tocantins River was to be built at some undeterm.ined future date by the Ministry 
of Transportation-using resources not associated with the Carajas Project, but 

- - - - 

- 
-· 
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transport, as well as the introduction of urban infrastructural improvemencs, 
principally at Carajas and Parauapebas. ln addition, the project-related increase 
in local consumer àemand and the resulting stimulus to commercial and service 
actívities already observed in the area is likely to expand employmenc and income 
generation even further in the future as che project-induced induscrialization 
process in the Carajas corridor intensifies and diversifies. However, ~tis also 
clear ·that the iron ore -project has had several significant negative consequences 
from a human environmental standpoint, some of which are idencífiable as a dírecc 
result of the Caraj as operation and athers which are largely by-produccs of 
~rends already underway in the region, but which were exacerbated by the Bank 
financed CVRD venture. 

9 . 51 In rural areas, there has been an incre ase in land v'a.Luea and 
propercy concentration along the Caraj as corridor since the late 1970' s, 
especially ator near designated "development peles" such as Maraba, Acailandia 
and Santa Ines, where future industrial investmencs will be concentrated. Land 
conflicts and growing landlessness, with a shift to wage labor and the conversion 
of forest to pasture, are all pare of this process. Subsequenc dismemoermenc of 
larger municípalíties (ie. Maraba and Imperatriz) in good measure as a resulc 
of the Garajas Project's influence, moreover, has reinforced property speculation 
in both rural and urban areas. The growth of a charcoal induscry to supply pig 
iron and other metallurgical planes, whose existence is entirely dependent on 
CVRD iron ore and transportation infrastructure, is likely to encourage furcher 
land concentratíon, together with an acceleration of the already rapid rates of 
deforestation in the area. These may be regarded as direcc ~mpacts of the iron 
ore p~oject, although complemencary governmenc programs described ín Chapter IV 
above have also played an impo~tant role. 

9.52 The CVRD project has had an even more marked effect on the recenc 
nature and rate of urbanization in the Carajas corridor. Towns and cities along 
the railway have experienced phenomenal t'ates of demographic growth over the pasc 
decade. What were sceady rates of rural to urban migration prior to 1980 have 
subsequently become massive influxes of people seeking employment, especially 
at the eastern (Sao Luis) and western (Acailandia-Maraba-Parauapebas-Carajas) 
ends of the corridor. Proj ect-related construction works we r e an importanc 
stimulus to this p roce s s , particularly during the pe r í.od of most íntensive 
activity from 1980-84, but other attractions such as the lure of go Ld prospecting 
-- as 'Well as rural "push" factors -- were also ímportant. As a consequence, 
there is presently a complete mismatch between existing urban infrascructure and 
the ability of municipal authorities to cape with the rapidly growth in demand 
for basic urban services and ·facilities. This is reflected, according to official 
data, in the rapid increase in a variety of health problems anda worsening of 
social indicators such as infant mortality and poverty l.eve Ls . One clearly direct 
impact of the Carajas Project, finally, was the removal of perhaps as many as 
10,000 people from their homes in arder to make way for CVRD rail terminal and 
port installations in Sao Luís. 

r: 
CVRD later constructed both the raíl and the road parts of the bridge using 
project funds. 
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9. 53 During preparation and appraísal of the iron ore proj ect, in 
synche s í.s , the Bank failed to take adequate account. of the broader human 
envirotmlental repercussions of large-scale mining and transport investments in 
the extensive Carajas region. This lapse is su~rising in view of the fact that 
pare of the project was implemented in a relatively mature and well-populated 
Preamazonian frontier area. Previous Bank experience with POLONOROESTE, which 
focused primarily on such wider socio-economic issues, moreover, should have 
provided valuable guidance for dealing with the potencial regional impacts of 
the Caraj as Proj ect and, thus, avoiding some of the more obvious pitfalls. 
Furthermore, even th~ugh the Bank and the state government did, in face, attempc 
to deal with many of these concerns in the eastern part of the corridor through 
the first Maranhao Rural Development Proj ec e , there appears to have been no 
coordination between this initiative and the iron ore project either in Brazil 
or within the Bank. The neglect of the iron ore operation's potential impact on 
the human environment is even more puzzling, finally, given the existence of a 
special Amerindían protection comvonent which was introduced precisely in order 
to anticipace the projecc's likely adverse impact on indigenous g~oups, while 
íts potential negative effects on other vulnerable low•income populacions in the 
area were l~rgely ígnored. 

9.54 Although it is unlikely that current Bank policies and practices 
would allow such an omission to occur in the future, the Carajas Project should 
still serve as a salutary reminder of the potential social costs inherent in 
adopting too narrow an approach to operations that ar e likely to have substancial 
human environmental consequences. The inclusion of ~ore adequate socío-economic 
impact analysis in the inicial stages of the project cycle in arder to bettet 
anticipate the possible negative effects of such operations on the human 
envíronment would permit an earlier definition of compensatory measures that 
might alleviat:e the worst potencial side eff~cts of these interventions. It c ou Ld 
also directly contribute to the planning of parallel or future rural and urban 
development and environmental protection activities in the area of influence of 
such ínvestments. In the case of the iron ore project, in particular, such an 
approach might have permitted the Rrazilian Government and the 8ank to have dealt 
more adequately at the regional level with such crucial questions as rural land 
and other natural resource use, the provision of needed urban infrastructure and 
services and forced resettlement, among other human and physical environmental 
issues. 
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X. THE ~ORLD BANK ANO THE ENVIRONMENT I~ T~S CARAJAS CORRIDOR 

10.01 As the two previous chapters have illuscrated, even though they are 
very difficult to measure ar evento properly idencify. the Carajas Iron Ore 
Project, by itself and in · conjunction with- other public and private sector 
development initiatives, has had -- and is continuíng to have -- significant 
dírect and indirect impacts on the physical and human environments in both its 
immeàiate and its larger areas o f influence. As indicated earlier í.n this report, 
that this has occurred should not be surprising considering that the Carajas 
operation was both an integral part of a broader Government strategy for the 
develop~ent of Eastern Amazonia and was implem~nted ata time when much of the 
surrounding region was undergoing rapid sectlemenc and productive occupacion 
stimulated by a combination of large~scale public sector infrastruccure 
investments and public policy-induced private initiacives in the mining, 
inàustrial anà agro-livestock sectors. These accivities, moreover, were already 
taking a significant toll on the physical and human envirorunencs inche area at 
the time the iron ore operation was prepared. For the most part, however, in 
appraising the Caraj as Proj ect che 8ank gave little attention to either the 
broaàer regional policy contexc or the on-going froncier developmenc process in 
what was soon to become the Carajas-Sao Luís corridar. As a result, the Carajas 
operation concained few measures to deal with.its pc cerrt í.a I environmental impacts 
outside the areas immediately under the jurisdiction of the Borrower, CVRD. - 10. 02 the present chapter will attempc to pull together this and ·ocher 
major conclusions from the overview of the envirorunental aspects and consequences 
of the Carajas Project contained in the preceding chapters. ln doing so, it will 
focus on how the Bank and the Borrower initially perceived and approached the 
project's potential environmental impacts and on the operation's adequacy and 
eftectiveness in dealing with the broader human and physical environmental 
consequences of the invescments involved. ln the course of this discussion, the 
chapter will also attempt to draw lessons from the Carajas experience both for 
possible future interventions in the p:roject' s area of influence and for 
prospective Bank operations involving large mining and: phy~ical infrastructure 
investments and/ar tropical frontier regions, more generally. Finally, the 
chapcer will consider the implications of this experience for Bank procedures - 

including project identification, preparation, appraisal, supetvision, 
monitoring and evaluation - - and will indica te, in passing, areas where 
additional research regarding the project' s envi-ronmental impacts would be 
desirable. · 

-- 

A. Bank and Borrower Approach to Environrnental !ssues 

10.03 As suggested at the end of Chapter V, in recrospect it is clearly 
evident that CVRD's anq the Bank's approach to the identification and mitigation 
of the potential environm.ental impacts of the Carajàs operati~n at the time of 
project preparation and appraisal was excessively narrow. While the SAR does give 
considerable attention to what: it labels "environmental management" of the 
project' s physical implementation and subsequent physical operation, as indicated 
above, this ~efers almost exclusively to the areas under the Bórrower's direct 
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legal control. , The iron ore operation's potential envirorunencal and social 
impacts on its larger area of influence are never addressed in the SAR or other 
preparation and appraisal documents exc~pt, to the Bank's credit, 2 in relation 
~o the nUlllerous Amerindian communities, scattereà throughout the region. which 
were expected to be affected by the "accelerated economic development" considered 
likely to occur as a consequence of the project. 

10.04 As pointed out in Chapters III and V, however, the Bank's approach 
was funda~entally inconsistent in this regard since it essentially ignored the 
face that the above mentioned "accelerated economic development" -- "1hic.h was, 
nevertheless, claimed as a (non-quantified) benefit of the project - - would 
likewise affect both the physical envirorunent and the non-Amerindian populations 
already residing in its area of influence, together with a potentially large 
rrumbe r o f new migrants likely to be drawn to the Caraj as corridor by che 
undertaking. Thus, while the potential indirect economic benefits o f the Caraj as 
?roj ect a e the regional level wet"e, in fact, ex-plicitly alluded to in the 
appraisal documencs, 3 its potenttal social and environmental costs were noc. 
More seriously, as a result of this parcial view of the project's likely human 
and 1;'hysical environmental consequences, the operation concained virt:ually 
nothing in the way of measures to control, ameliorate or compensate for these 
impacts. 

10.05 !n short:, excepting its prospective -- and largely indírect 
lmpacts on local A.merindian groups, th~ project's potential repercussions were 
viewed quite narrowly in a spatial or territorial sense. As the discussions in 
Chapters V and VIII illustrate, moreover, the project's potencial environmencal 
impact.s "'1ere perceived very narrowly in a temporal sense as well. More 

According to the SAR (Annex 5-3 paras. 9-12), the only "environmental 
management" activity that was not essentially limited to areas under che 
corapany ' s dLtect control was "environmental zoning'' which was to entail 
{)reparation of a 1: 100,000 scale map of the "Caraj as Region'' by CVRD indicating 
''mineralized deposits, IDBF tracts, INCRA areas, F1JNAI reserves and other 
Ameríndian-occupied areas ... [whichl will facilitate planning for appropriate land 
use, reduce the incidence of incompatible activities and allow for systematíc 
conservation of s1>ecial tracts." 

z The existence of the Amerindian Special Project in connection with the 
Carajas operation, in fact, was p~imarily due to Bank insistence. There is no 
evidence that CVlU) had considered including an Amerindian component Ln the 
operation prior to Bank involvement. To the company's credit, however, despite 
the considerable difficulties experienced duríng implementatíon of the Amet:indian 
component, many of it:s positive results must be attributed to CVRD' s e Lo se 
supe:rvision and occasional direct intervention in the Special Project, in which 
careful Bank supervision also played an important role. 

3 
As previously noted, according to the SAR, these included, inter ~lia, 

"opening up a remote but resource-rich area of the Amazon," the gene r ac i.on of 
economic activity "directly at Carajas, along the rail-line and at: the port city 
of Sao Luís and indirectly throughout the regionª and the acceleration of urban 
development in the region. 
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concretely, no attempt appears to have been made during appraisal to consider 
the possible long-term physical and human environmental consequences of project 
supported mineral production in its area of influence. Even though the Bank was 
aware of CVRD's proposals for future iron are-based industrial development in 
the Carajas corridor and, at least in a general sense, also had knowledge of the 
fiscal incentive mechanism established largely for this purpose under the Grande 
Carajas Program, the specific linkages between the iron ore proj~ct and other 
regional development activities were not clearly identified prior to or during 
appraisal, nor was attention given to their environmental implications. 

- 

10. 06 Toe seriousness of this latter omission has subsequently become very 
evidenc as a result of the significant threat to the native forest in Eastern 
Amazonia presented by pig iron smelters, the first of which ínitiated production 
in 1988. As described ín some detail in Chapters VI and VIII, these smelters are 
totally dependent on both iron ore and transportation services provided by CVRD 
through the on-going operations of the Carajas Project. They are also dependent 
on presently abundant -- and. ~ence, relacively lo~ cose -- local fuelwood that 
is converted into charcoal in order to reduce iron ore to pig iron. Currenc plans 
are for the substancial expansion of metallurgical activities in the Carajas 
corridor over the nex t; several decades. Despi te recent federal government 
regulations requiring such industrial establishments to produce increasing shares 
of the fuelwood they \.lill consume through "sustained forest management" or 
reforestat:ion pzoj ec t s , in the absence of r í go roua inspection, control and , 'Hhere 
n~cessary, the application of meaningful sanctions by officíal environmental 
agencies and/or the development of alternate fuel sources that do not involve 
destroying the native forest, it is likely chat the already extensive 
deforestation occur:ring in Eastern Amazonia will continue and probably accelerate 
in much of the region over the foreseeable future. -- 
10.07 Only gradually during the course of project implementation does the 
Bank appear to have become aware of the broader human and natural environmental 
implications and consequences of the Carajas operation. Part: of this awareness 
came about, moreover, dueto the reaction of groups o~tside the Bank to evolving 
events in the project's area of influence. Despite this growing awareness, there 
appears to have been a persisting tendency on the pare of CVRD and the Bank ·to 
dissociate the iron ore operation from other developmencs ín the region that 
were not themselves financed through the project -- especially those associated 
wíth the Grande Garajas Program -- but ~ith which it was directly ar indirectly 
línked. 

4 
ln addition, because of the narrow way in which the project' s 

environmental control ~easures were ínitíally defined, the Bank's possib~lities - 
- 

4 
Anderson (op. cit., pg. 8) points out, for example, that chroughout much 

of the period when the Carajas Project was in implementation both GVRD and the 
Bank went to consíderable lengths to distinguish the iron ore operation from the 
PCC. According to Andersen, this position was justified by the argwnent that 
"although the two initiatives were originally conceived as part of a single 
development package ... they have been admínistered separately and ... the 
envirorunentally-related aspects of the PGC are largely outside the control of 
CVRD .... Yet in one importanc aspect, the two initiatives remain ine~trícably 
linked: the on-going establishment within the PGC regíon of metallurgic 
industries that utilize non-mineral charcoal as their primary source of fuel." - 
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of effectively intervening to help resolve emerging environmental problems under 
this operation were, in fact, ve-ry limited. It is, nevertheless, instructive to 
briefly trace how the Bank and cvan were led progressively over time to take a 
more comprehensive view of the Carajas Project's environmencal repercussions. 

1. Evolvin~ Percepcions of Project Environmental Impacts 

10. 08 The first po s c- appraisal reference in the proj ect files to the 
linkage between the Carajas operation and broadar development tendencies in its 
area of influence came in March 1983 -- or less than eight months after a~proval 
of the Bank loan -- in a repare by t~o Bank staff members on a meecing with 
Eu~opean NGOs, ac which CVRD was also represented. This report affirms that a 
document prepared by the NGOs "draws no clear discínction becween the iron ore 
project ... and developments in the Greater Carajas area and sees the iron ore 
project primarily as the backbone for the penetration of the Greater Carajas 
region." 5 According to the participating Bank. staff, the NGOs' critícisms were 
"mainly levelled against the pe r c e í.vad "s t.a r t.-rrp ' role and broader regional 
implications of the iron ore ?roject and less agains~ any of its specific design 
provisi.ons." Among the questions raised, for e xamp Le , was "·.1hy no measures [had 
been) taken to accommodate the plight of poor and landless farmers in the Grt1aater 
Caraj as area, vhí.Le , for Amerindians, an are a of influence of 100 kilome ters from 
the mine and from the railroad had been readily adopced and ccns í.dez ab Le 
resources had been made available?" 6 

10.09 Toe European NGOs concluded that "more forceful s ce p s" should be 
taken by the Brazilian Goverrunent "to accommodate the indirect effects of the 
Caraj as Iron Ore Proj ect in the form of land tenure and regularization and 
poverty·oriented rural development initiatives and environmental protect:ion 
measures." ~ile no specific Bank response to this recommendation is recorded 
iri. the project files, the results of this meeting apparently did provoke an 
encounter shortly thereafter between the President of CVRD and the Executive 
Secretary of the Grande Caraj as Program at which it was resolved that there would 
be a combined PGC/CVRD/CNPq effort to review the environm.encal issues associated 
with recent developments in t:he Caraj as region specifically raised by the NGOs. 7 

The principal outcome of this review appears to have been che preparation, dur í.ng 

5 Internal Bank memorandum dated March 4, 1983. 

6 Ibid. This document goes on to observe that it: vas the NGOs' "víew that 
the iron ore prQject and the prospect of the future Greater Carajas activicies 
have fueled land speculation and, in its wake, a currenc unlawful and forcible 
expul.s Lon of thousands of' small "posseiro" subsistence family farmers from lands 
to whích some of them might, in face, already have a rightful claim .... Further 
they claim that land speculation also entails large-scale envirorunencal 
desc-ruction in the form of ft>rest: clearings and lack of cultivation." 

7 
The occurrence of this meeting was mentioned in an intern_al ~a~k 

mem.orandum dated March 18, 1983. CNPq is the Brazilian National Sc1.ent1.f:lc 
Research Council, which, like the Executive Secrecariat of the Grande Carajas 
Program. vas subordinated to the federal Ministry of Planning (SEPl.AN). 
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1984-85. of a collection of essays on different topics related to developmenc 
oi the Greater Carajas area that were published by CNPq in book form in 1986. 3 

10.10 The nexc explicit reference to the PGC/Carajas Project linkage came 
in the re~ort of a Bank envíronmental specialist following a supervísion mission 
í.n August-September 1983 in whích ít was -affirmed that, "whether we like it or 
not," the Bank-supported íron ore operation had been formally declared pare of 
the Granàe Garajas Program and that CVRD management 'Was becoming "increasíngly 
concerned wíth envíronmental (specífically including human ecology or social) 
issues assocíated wíth the iron ore project in a wider regional concext." The 
report adds that "CVRD' s concern with these matters and their apparenc magnitude 
should prompt the Bank to allocate more attention to them than in the past." 9 

The Bank followed up this m.ission with a letter to CVRD stressing the "great 
importance of social aspects" and by do'Wngrading the project:'s overall 
performance rating on accounc of "the increased seriousness of the problems 
r e Lace d to the envíronrnent." to There is no evidence in the proj ect: files, 
hawever, ~hat the Bank, in fact, effectively increased i t s a c ce n c i.on to the 
broader "human ecological" issues surrounding the operation since subsequenc 
missions essentially l:i.mited their attent.ion to the more immediace problems 
concerning increasíng squatter settlement at Parauapebas/Rio Verde and near the 
port ac Sao Luis discussed in Chapter VI above. 

10 .11 Concern ovez the potential adverse environrnental effects of pig iron 
production in the Caraj~s corridor, in turn, was not specifically raised in Bank 
supervision work untrí L July 1985 and was initially focused on the proposed 
installation of a sin'gle smelter at Parauapebas. 1l The principal pzeoccupac í.on 
í.n this case, moreover, was with the air pollution and associat:ed healt:h problems 
expected to be generated by this industry given that Parauapebas was surrounded 
by hills which cut off ventílat:ion around the town. It was suggested chat Maraba, 
which TJas not. constrained topographically in this way, might be a more 

8 
Goncalves de Almeida, Jose Maria, Carajas: Desafio Político, Ecologia 

e Desenvo1'rimento, op . c í.t • Thi$ interesting work., indeed, covers a broad range 
of physical and human envirorunental issues affect:ing Eastern Amazonia and 
concludes with the proposal of an action program for,the Grande Carajas area 
under t:he suggestive title, "to1'1ard an ecodevelopment policy.n lt is unclear, 
however, to what extent the PGC or the Brazilian Government more generally has 
subsequently followed up on CNPq's recommendations. 

9 
Back-to-office reporc dated September 22, 1983. The report also proposes 

nsupervision missions examining social aspects should be strengthened" and 
the Bank "should address these questíons ac the program level." 

that 
that 

10 
Letter from the Bank t:o CVRD dated October 12, 1983 and supervísion 

repare dated October 13, 1983. The lacter specifically cites "land tenure and 
settlement activities in the vicinity ot the mine and along the railroad and 
reported increased setclements within Amerindian reservations" as illustrative 
of the "increased seriousness" of project-related environmencal problems. 

11 
This is discussed, more specifically, in an internal Bank memorandum 

dated July 22, 1985. 
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appropriate site for the proposed sme Lt.a r . 12 ~ore import:antly, the Bank pointed 
out that, since this was the fírst of possibly a large number of such "metal· 
based" industries, it was an cppo r cune time ta "implement a prudent long-term 
industrial siting p Lan ... including the iron ore mine and CVRD' s concession, 
Maraba, the railroad area, the Sao Luis area and: other sites with industrial 
potential.n 13 It was further suggested that some of the unallocated Bank loan 
funds might be utilized by CVRD to contract "an independent internacional land 
use/environmental planner" for this puq,ose. 

10.12 CVRD's response to the Bank's recommendation appears to have been 
two-fold. On the one hand, in October 1985, with the assistance of ~ndividual 
Braz.ilian consultants, the company initiated a diagnoscic study which was carried 
out over a period of eighteen months and whose report was later published in 
three volumes under the title ~Environmencal Impact and Socio-economic 
Development along the Ca~ajas-Railway." 14 A second response ~as to contract 
another diagnostic and planning exercise to a consortíum of privace consulcing 
firtns headed by a Rio de Janeiro -b as ad engineeríng enterprise, ~7ATRON SA. 
Ãlthough formally labeled a "mas ter plan for integrated regional developrnenc." 
thís latte4 study, which was sponsored jointly by CVR.D and the Grande Carajas 
Program., was primarily concerned with industrial development prospects along the 
Caraj as corridor. 15 

12 
This industry apparently later did 'shift its location to Maraba. The 

report of an April _ 1986 supervision mission by the Bank' s urban development 
specialist ment.í.cns that "the proposal by private investors to build a pig í ron 
plant between Parauapebas and the railway patio appears to be dead due in large 
measure to the opposition of the environmental monitoring unit of CVRD. A more 
logical location is the Industrial District: of Maraba." 

13 
The urgent need for preparat:ion af a land•use plan on account of the 

proposed "Lndustrr í.a L, pig-iron r e Laned , investments ... planned in Pa r auapabas" 
was also mentioned in the Bank's follow-up letter to CVRD following a project 
supervision mission in February 1986. 

14 CVRI), Impacto· Ambiental e Desenvolvimento Socio,economico ao lonao da 
E~trada de Ferro Carajas, op. cit., na date (but presumably 1987). This study 
was coordinated by CVRD's chief envirorunental officer for the Carajas Project, 
involved extensive field woric and contained, together with. a set of general 
conclusions and recommendations, chapters on: (i) the area of influence of the 
_Ga~ajas railway; (ii) a geo-ecological characterization of the regíon; (iii) 
"contem:porary social processes;" (iv) land tenure and agro-livestock production; 
(v) industrial production; (vi) urban development; (vii) health; (viii) 
education; and (ix) food supply. 

15 
The final report for the NATRON study ~as nearing completion at the time 

-0f the OED/SEPI.AN mission in March~April 1989, buc public disseminacion of the 
do~ument has apparently been held up by CVRD and PGC. The mission did, however, 
meet with representatives of NATRON, CVRD and PGC in Brasília in March 1989. Gn 
this occasion, NATRON presented its tentativa projections and proposals for the 
Carajas corridor. As mentioned in Chapter VIII, these include annual pig iron 
production targets· of some 1. 6 million tons by the Year 2000 and 2. 8 million tons 

- 
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10 .13 The broader environmental ramific.acions of pig í r cn and other 
mineral-based industrial activities along the Carajas corridor, however, were 
not mentioned in the project files until May 1986 ~hen a back-to-office report 
affirmed that "the biggest environmental risk [to the regionJ may accrue from 
the píg iron developments expected to begin in 1988." 16 The long-run threat to 
the natural environment posed by pig iron production was also a major topic of 
discussion at an international seminar .. at which the Bank was represented - 
- on economic development and environmental impaccs in humid tropical areas in 
Brazil that was sponsored by CVRD, the federal Special Environmental Secretariat 
(SEMA) and the International \.laterfowl Research Bureau ( IWRE) in September · 
October 1986. One of the principal conclusions af chis seminar, as reporced by 
the Bank' s partícipanc, was that "with the pig iron threat, it is imperative that 
a master plan of the Carajas corridor ... be prepared on ecological, social and 
economic concerns." 17 

10.14 From this time onward, the pri~cipal focus of the Bank's dialogue 
with CVRD and the Brazilian Goverrunent on environmental matters in the Carajas 
corridor revolved around the pig iron industries. However, given the advanced 
state of project implementation and, more importantly, the f~ct that the Bank 
had no contractual relationship with the PGC .. which was the public sector 
agency directly responsible for authorizing pig iron production in the region - 
• the Bank's leverage was, in fact, very limited. ~ithin GVR.l), in turn, based 
on the results of a feasibility study by a. German consulting firm on steel 
production possibilities in the Carajas re~i~n. 18 the chief of the co~pany's 

by 2010. 

16 
Back-to-office report by the Bank's environmental specialist dated May 

29, 1986. This report observed, more spe~ifically, that the first proposed pig 
iron plane would demand some 500,000 tons of charcoal per year from "intact 
forest" and that current plans called for "sustained yield forestry" in a 300 
km radius from the smelter. It further noted that "since sustained yield forescry 
has never been achieved anywhere in the world, it is ~isky to expect it to be 
achieved ín this case .... [and that} exploitation of all charcoalable trees in 
an area followed by long rotation tree plantation means that practically all the 
enviranmental value of the forest will be lost." 

17 
Back-to-office report dated Febi:uary 25, 1987. This report adds that 

"the forests around Carajas could be devascated in 10 years if the pig iron plant 
is allowed to operate near Parauapebas." It 1olas also suggested that "such plants 
should be located closer to ( the) coast where alternate energy sources are 
available wíth less threat to the envirormient." 

18 
The findings of this study were presenced in two volwnes by the Minas 

Geraís-based Korf Tecnologia Siderurgíca Ltda, under the title Centrais de Aco 
ao longo da Estrada de Ferro Çarajas, in 1987. Although the OED/SEPLAN mission 
was not able to consult this study, an internal memorandum by the Bank' s 
environmental officer dated June 25, 1987 commenting on SUMEI's summary of this 
document observes that it provided "a pessimistic environmental assessment of 
the pig iron project and associated charcoal developments and advises [CVRD] to 
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newly established Environmental Superintendency (SUMEI) manifested his own 
preoccupat.ion with the pot.ential long-term t.hreat to t.he native foresc presented 
by the continued installation of pig iron smelcers inche region. 19 An August 
1987 telex to CVRD, moreover, specifically registered t.he Bank's concern with 
the environmental implications of the "pig iron smelters planned within the 
( Caraj as 1 pro j ec t '. s zone of influence. " This telex aLso observed that., even 
though "we are aware that CVRD and the Bank do not. support the smelters .... 
since 100% of the smelter ore will by sold by CVRD and since the gig iron 
produced will be shipped by CVRD's rail, there are direct. linkages." 2 

10 .15 Finally, í.n responding to an August- 1987 letcer from a group of 
internacional NGOs expressing preoccupation over the potencial negative impact 
of the pig iron industries on the natural environment and Amerindian communities 
in the Carajas region, the Bank stated that it shared the concerns of these 
organizations and agreed with their ltrecommendatian .that long-term measures be 
taken to address the process of deforestation and land conflict alreadr, in place, 
including the development of a regional resource management -plan." 1 No such 
plan, however, has yec·been undertaken for che Carajas corridor even though, as 
indicated in Chapter VIII above, the Bank has proposed that a study of 
alternative energy sources for the pig iron smelters be carried ouc under the 
UNDP~orld Bank ESMAP program and, atone time, the Planning Ministry appears 
to have considered undertaking a study of the indirecc regional impacts of the 
Carajas Project. 22 Neither of these studies has yet materialized. 

._, 
use its influence to oppose further cutting o f forest resources for this _, 
purpose." 

19 Internal CVR.D memorandum dated April 7, 1987 contained in Bank project 
files. SUMEI was established in February 1987: 

20 Telex dated August 7, 1987. An internal Bank memorandum dated July 20, 
1987 was even more categorical. The installacion of pig iron smelters in the 
Carajas corridor was descríbed as "the single most urgent envirorunental issue 
in Brazil and, · in all likelihood, in the entire Amazon basin," further noting 
that "the Bank' s ·concern in this matter is warranted .. ,. [since pig iron] 
developments in the Greacer Carajas region are to a large extent a spin-off of 
the Bank-supported Caraj as Iron Ore Proj ect." !t notes, finally, that the 
environmental achievements of this project "are now dwarfed by the prospect of 
generalized deforestation.1t 

21 . Letter from the Bank to the Envirorunental Defense Fund dated September 
15, 1987 (emphasi:s OE.D). This letter also acknowledge.s that "key to the 
development and ímplementation of such a plan would be the screngthening of 
government institutions which handle environmental concet:ns." 

22 Tentacive plans for the latter were d~scribed in a back~to-office report 
dated December 14, 1987 which also mentioned a possible request by che PGC for 
Bank assistance in the areas of agro-ecological zoning, forest management and 
protection and small farmer-oriented activitíes in the Grande Carajas region. 
To OED's knowledge, however, no such request has subsequently been received by 
the Bank. 
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2. The ~~eed for a Re!fuional Approach 

10.16 As the above review suggests, the Bank's perceptions of the 
environm.encal issues associated with the Carajas Project evolved considerably 
over the course of its il:nplementation, from the rather limited · - although 
clearly pertinent · - concern wit:h "environmental management:!' of the installation 
and day - to·day operation of mining, rail and port facilities at the time of 
pre-paration and appraisal to che much broader needs to consider its effects 
(including deforescation and land conflict) on the physícal and human 
envirorunents in its larger area of influence and to e Labo r at;e a "regional 
resource management plan" by the time of completion in late 1987. This evolution 
of perceptions, which ultimacely resulted from a combination of internal Bank 
awareness and external pressures, but, most importantly, from the increasingly 
significant and largely unantícípated consequences of the proj ect ítself, clearly 
points to one of the principal lessons of the Garajas experience for future Bank 
operacíons involving major (especially transport) infrascruccure and produccive 
sector investmencs affect:ing large geographic areas. · 

10 .18 This lesson, more specifically, refers to the need to take a regional 23 
approach to the idencification and assessment of potential environmental impacts 
in cases such as the iron ore operation. This lesson is particularly important 
for projects located in areas that are not only territorially large, but 
ecologically heterogeneous and/or sensitive, as well as for operations situated 
in regions undergoing rapid and complex processes of settlement and productive 
occupation. In shor e , it is particularly important: for operacions in large 
tropical frontier regions such as Eastern Amazonia. As stated more generally in 
a recent Bank publication on environmental management and economic developmenc, 
since the "ecological linkages among sectors" mean that a "system shoclc" such 
as the deforestation resulting from a transportation improvement as in the case 
of Carajas 24 can produce · impacts "in locations quite distant from che initial 

23 Thrcughour; the rest of this discussion the cerms "regional" or "spatial" 
will be used í.nce rchengeab Iy to refer to the a.rea of influence of a ·part.icular 
investment projeet. "Area of influence," in turn, will refer to the geograpbic 
area over which the project in question has a direct and/or indirect impact on 
the physical and human environments, recognizing both that the exact boundaries 
of this area of influence will be both difficult to determine and that they are 
likely to change over time. An individual project's area of influence, moreover, 
will also frequently overlap with those of other private and. public sector 
ínvestments and, t:hus, the respective environmental impacts of .these various 
interventions are also likely to interact. 

24 
Toe example of a "system shock" given in the original text is that of 

agrícultural colonizat:ion in a previously afforested area wh í ch has "various 
cwnulative effects. Loss of tree cover increases soil erosion, erosion adds to 
watercourse sedim.ent:ation, which z e duc e s electricity output and· raises flood 
plains and so on." Pearce, David and Markandya, Anil in Schramm, Gunter and 
Warford, Jeremy (eds.) Environmental Management and Economic Development, Johns 
Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, 1989, "Marginal Opportunity Cost .as : a 
Planning Concept in Natural Resource Managem~nt," pg. 43. 
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ac t; of natural resource degradation, proj ect evaluation ... needs to consider 
effects within a spatial unit of account. 11 25 

10 .19 Expressed in other words, large infrastructure and/or p rcduc t í.ve 
proj ects, especially those which "open up" or substantially contribute to the 
increased settlement of new areas - - even when chis is not their· principal 
obj ective - - need to be viewed and analyzed in terms of their potential 
environmental impacts in both their immediate and their larger areas of 
influence. Furthermore, as suggested in the preceding chapters, this analysis 
should be concerned ·..;i th the indirect, as well as the direc t, environmental 
consequences of such interventions and with their human, as well as their 
physical, environmental impacts. Finally, it should also attempt to anticipace 
their long-run, as well as their short-term. environm.ental effects. More 
specifically, potential proj ect impacts on migration, rural and urban population 
growth and distribution and the expansion and territorial spread of productive 
(including extractive) accivities, together with che likely repercussions- of 
these tendencies on land, water and other natural resource utilization and 
quality should be consid~red at both the regional and sub re g í.ona l, levels, 
Analysis at the subregional level is particularly important when project areas 
of influence are extensive and/or ecologically heterogenous. 

10. 20 ln situations, moreover, whei-e Bank-supported proj ects are themselves 
part of larger development initiatives and/or v~ll interact with other ~ajo~ 
public and priva te investments - .- as was cleal:'ly the case with the Caraj as 
Project ·• the likely results of s~ch initiatives and interaccions in physical 
and human environm.ental terms should also be anticipated to the fullest extent 
possible. More generally, when large-scale Bank-assisted infrastructure and 
productive sector projects are superimposed on areas. which are already being 
rapidly transformed as the result of other development activities •• whether 
induced by the public sector or occurring spontaneously -· it is essential to 
adeq~ately understand the nature and '1Ilderlying dynamics of these processes, as 
well as to consider how the proposed Bank-assisted interventions are likely to 
affect and be affected by existing development trends. 

10.21 This can, perhaps, best be dane by first identifying the probable 
area of influence of the new investments to be made, t.he n surveying and analyzing 
the principal physical, de11tographic, socio-economi.c. political. and institutional 
characteristics of. and t:ecent past and present developm.ent tendencies and 
processes in or affecting, this area and , finally, by attem.pting to "project" 
the likely effects of the proposed operation on th~s scenario, giving particular 
attention to the environm.ental dimensions of these likely impacts. Where such 
information is avail.able, ful:'thermore, the actual envirorunental ilnpacts of 
similar types of investments pre~iously undertaken in areas having similar 

25 
Ibid. pg. 50 (emphasis OED), While che "spatial unit of account" 

recorrunended by Pearce and Markandya is the wacershed, a n t:he case of major 
transport interventíons such as the Carajas rail and road invescments which, as 
was indicated in Ghapter III above, affect a number of different watersheds, 
the more appropríate spatial unit is the area of ínfluence, which can only be 
determined once the project's likely direct and indirect·environmencal impacts 
are identified. 
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characteristics should also be syscematically considered. OVer time, moreover, 
some sort of on-going regional environmental monitoring and evaluation mechanistn 
should be established. This is a distinctly different approach than that followed 
by CVRD, the Brazilían Government and the Bank in relation to the Caraj as 
Project. 

10.22 The first general lesson that should be learned from the Carajas 
experience, in synthesis, is the need for the Bank to more adequately assess - 
- and take into account in project design -- the broader ecological, historical 
and regional policy and develo~ment contexts in vhich any large-scale 
infrastructure and/or productive sector project will be i~plemented and 
subsequently put into operation. This did not occur in the case of Carajas. 
lnstead, the SAR and other preparation and appraisal docwnents give the 
impression that the iron ore project would be implemented in an ecologically 
homogeneous and largely virgin terricory inhabiced by a few Amerindians in an 
area essentially removed from -- ar somehow immune co -- the on-going processes 
anci pressures of frontier ex.pansion. This was clearly not ~he case. The 
impression is also given that. once installed, the only significant: linkage 
becween the Bank-supported operacion and future regional development activicies 
•,rnuld be t:he provision of transport services, which it is suggested, would bring 
noching but benefits to the area and its non-Amerindian population. Subsequenc 
events, however, have a Lso clearly demonstrated that this was not to be the case. 

10.23 In.short, the Bank's appraisal documents for the iron ore projecc 
give the impression that the operation's impact on its larger area of influence 
would be almost universally positive and that the venture would be largely devoid 
of environmental risks or social costs that might require broader Government 
accions. The only exceptions were the environmental proble~s associated directly 
wich construction and subsequent operation of the mine, rail and port facilities 
in the areas controlled by CVRD and, as noted above, the pot:ential adverse í.mpac c 
of project-related or induced developments on local Amerindian groups, which, 
thus, required the intervention and institutional strengthening of the federal 
agency responsible for the protection of indigenous areas, FUNAI. Other than CVRD 
and FUNA!, howe~er, no federal, state or local government agencies had any 
significant involvement in -- or were directly strengthened in connection with • 
- the Carajas Project. 

10. 24 This picture is in sharp contrast with that presented in the 
appraisal docUDtents for the previously approved first chree Bank loans for the 
POLONOROESTE Program. This program was a large•scale road infrastructure and 
rural development intervention in another part of Amazonia. Differencly from the 
Carajas Project, however, in this case the Bank' s appraisal identified the 
potencial environmental and social risks and costs associated ~ith paving the 
1,500 km Guiaba-Porto Velho highway in the absence of a wide range of other 
Government actions. E.ven though the subsequent experience with POLONOROESTE 
clearly demonstrated that, sirnply taking potential physical and hwnan 
environmental impacts into account in project design by no means guarantees that 
all the necessary preventive ar corrective measures will be contemplated or thac 
those whích are included will be properly implemented or even implemented at all, 
from an environmental perspective the relatively much more comprehensive 
"regional" approach followed by the Government and the Bank in Nortbwesc Brazil 
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~as, nevertheless, considerably more appropriate than the narrower, essencially 
sectoral, focus applied in the case of Garajas. 

10. 25 The question can be legitimately asked as to .,1hy the Bank ' s 
approaches to the Garajas and POLONOROESTE operations were so differenc despite 
the fact that they were appraised at roughly the same time (1981) and possessed 
many similar characteristics. Indeed, although located in different parts of 
Amazonia, both operations involved very large total investments, were supported 
by sizeable Bank loans, were centered around major transport improvements and 
involved specific environmental and Amerindian procection components that were 
considered to be - - and, in fact, were - - quite innovacive at the ti.me che 
corresponding loans were approved. More import:ancly, both operations were 
undertaken in territorially large, predoD1inantly tropical, regions and had even 
larger - - and expanding - - areas of influence. Furthermore·, both of these regions 
were ecologically heterogeneous and cont:ained or bordered on subareas thac are 
particularly sensit:ive from an environment:al standpoínt. Finally, both ventures 
·,o1ere Lmp Lemerrced at a time and in the broader socio-economic, political and 
institucional context of on-going froncier accupation by a variety of accors 
responding to a wide range of economic and policy incentives, not the least of 
which were the prospect 26 an<i subsequent reaiity of the Bank-Sul)port:ed 
investments themselves. 

10.26 Two major reasons for che differences in approach we~e thac, despite 
the many similarities between these' operations, they were intended to achieve 
very different objectives and involved different seetors ~Lthin the Bank. With 
regard to Óbj ectives first: of all, while POLONOROESTE sought. to support and 
rationalize the on-going processes of rapid occupation and set:t.lement of the 
Northwest region through a combination of major infrastruccural improvements, 
integrated small farmer development (including agricultural colonization) 
projects, the provisíon of basic social services and environmental and Ameríndian 
protection measures, the Carajas Project was designed to extract and export iron 
ore in order to generate foreign exchange. Only secondarily was the iron ore 
operation expected to contribute to regional development and this "development" 
was seen by the Bank exclusively in economic terms. ln short, the objectives of 
Carajas were largely macroeconomic and sectoral, racher than -- as in the case 
of POLONOROESTE -- primarily regional and social tn nature. 

10.27 A second reason is that the preparation and appraisal of these two 
operations were handled in distinctly different vays by distinctly different 
groups vithin the Bank. The Carajas Project, as indicated above,_ ~as trea~ed 
essentially as a single sec~or (ie. mining cum infrastructure) proJect, desp1te 
the fact that it contained urban development, environmental and Amer-indian 
protection "appendices". Country programs (ie. che then Brazíl Division) appears, 

26 ln both cases, a subst:antial part of the physical occupatíon, land 
concentration and associated deforestation that occurred along the route or in 
the vicinity of Bank-assisted transport improvemencs, in fact, took place in 

. anticipation -- and, thus, in advance - - of these investments. As already 
suggested, much of this occupation in the specific case of the Carajas area, 
moreover, a-ppears to have been undert:aken largely for purposes of land· 
speculation. 
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in fact, to have had little intervention in project preparation and appraisal, 
largely limiting its role to ensuring the participation of the co-financiers, 
while there was no involvement on the part of regional agricultural staff. 
fu4thertno4e, in a technical sense, the project was essentially already prepared 
by the time the Bank became effectively involved. 

10.28 POLONOROESTE, by contrast, ~as approached by the Bank boch from a 
regional anda ~ulti-sectoral perspeccive. !he effort initiated with a clear 
definition of the progra.tn' s terl:'itorial coverage and a multi-disciplinary survey 
mission -- which included a staff ecologisc, together with transporc, 
agricultural and regional economics and development specialists -- was senc co 
the Northwest region Ln parallel to proj ect: identification in an att:empc to 
improve the Bank' s previously ve.ry sket:chy knowledge about the area, its physical 
environment, productive potential, recent settlement dynamics and existing 
government policies and programs upon which, it was felt, the design of any 
fucure Bank-supported interventions should be based. Subsequent preparation and 
a?praisal of the ?rogra~ by the Bank ~ith the assistance of the FAO, moreover, 
involved staff and/or consultants from che regional agricultural, transporc and 
public health proj ect divisions under che general coordination of count:ry 
programs. Differently from the Carajas operation also, overall Bank (and FAO) 
involvemenc in project preparation was considerable. 

10.29 The more narrow approach followed by the Bank in the case of the 
Carajas Project, especially its negl~ct of rural land use and natural resource 
management issues in the railway corridor and the corresponding lack of 
involvement of the regional agricultural projects staff, was both ironic and 
ultimately unfortunate since -- as was indicated in Chapters IV and V above - 
- the latter group was simultaneously engaged in the appraisal of an integrated 
rural development project for Maranhao which involved _the easterrunost part of 
the Carajas corridor among other pares of the st:ate. It is ironic because, 
judging from the project files and appraisal documents, the Bank staff involved 
in the preparation and evaluation of the iron ore project appear to have taken 
no notice of the activities of their agricultural colleagues, even though the 
geographíc areas directly affected by the two operations significantly overlapped 
and, as the agricultural staff were aware, but the mining/transport specialísts 
were apparently not, implernentation of the Carajas Project would have a major 
impact on future development in the eastern part -- as well as along the rest - 
- of the corridor. It is also unfortunate because the Maranhao Rural Development 
Project atte&pted to incorporate a number of very interesting land use planning 
and envi~onmental protection feat11res wh~ch. if applied at that time along the 
entire Carajas corridor, might have avoided, or at least substantially reduced, 
much of the ensuing environmentai degrada.tion itt the a~ea. 

10. 30 Two other important factors probably a Ls o help to ex.plain the 
relatively narrow approach taken by the Bank in the cas~ of Carajas. One is that 
the Borrower and principal executing agency was a state-owned mining company, 
CVRD, rather than the Government itself. From the outset the iron ote project 
was viewed by both CVRD and the Bank first and foremost as a commercial mining 
and export venture for which the futecutor would also be the Bank's borrower-with 
the federal government's guarantee. This. indeed, was appropríate given both 
CVRD's charter and role within the Brazilian public sector and the face that, 
as the recipient of the revenues to be generaced by Carajas ore e~ports, it 
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would be in a financial position co directly repay the Bank's loan and other 
foreígn· funding utilizeà for installation of the project. 

10. 31 As indicated in Chap t.e z Il, moreover, CVRD had a '-l'ell-deserved 
incernational reputation as a well-organized, efficient and financially sound 
míning company with considerable previous experience in the sector. lt had also 
been granted legal rights by the Brazilian Government to e.xploit the Caraj as iron 
and manganese deposits, together with the rail right-of-way bet~een the mine and 
port sites and the req~ired land concessions for mining and port activities ac 
Carajas and Ponta da Madeira, res~ectively. ln this sense, the operation was, 
indeed, "self-contained," arid t:here was no apparent need for the formal 
involvement of other government agencies with the exception of FUNAI. ln 
retrospecc, however, it is clear that the nature and dimension of the project's 
indirect effects were such that, although apparently self-contained, the Carajas 
operation, in fact, generated very significanc negative externalitíes in íts 
larger area of influence and, thus, that the narrowly defined iron ore operation 
should have been at least accompanied -- and ideally preceded -- by a broader 
regional planning and development exercise for the entire rail corridor. 

10.32 A fourth major factor which conditioned the Bank's approach to the 
Carajas Project was that, as mencioned above and descríbed in Chapter V, the 
Bank's effective involvement in project preparation was very limited dueto the 
fact that all major design decisions had already been taken, much of the 
engineering work had been concluded and physical execution bad already initiated 
by the time the Bank loan was approved. Even though discussions between CVRO and 
the Brazilian Government,' on the one hand, and the Bank, on the other, dat:e from 
the early 1970's and project construction began in earnest in the late 1970's, 
the Government's definitive decision to request the Bank's financial assistance 
for the operation was not made until Octaber 1980 and the Bank's first and only 
preparation mission did not occur until February 1981., some nine months before 
app ra.Ls a L. 

27 Gb,en the vf!!.ry advanced s cace of proj ect preparation by a 
technically competent, highly experienced and organizationally sophisticated 
Borrover, the relatively rapid formal processing of the operation by the Bank, 
once a "green llght" wa.s given by the Brazilia.n Goverrunent, is not surprising. 

10.30 This did mean, however, that the Bank had virtually no opportunity 
to influence such basic decisions from an environm.ental standpoint as the type 
of transport solution to be developed through the project (ie. rail versus 
pipeline versus river transport or some combination thereof), its specific 
routing and the associated location of the port facilities (ie. Sao Luis or 
Belem). !t also .meant that many private land ownership, as well as land and other 
natural resource use, decisions along the inunediate corridors formed and "opened 
up" by t:he transport investments made t:hrough the Caraj as Proj ect had already 
been taken and that the physical occupation of these areas had already begun, 
as had the associated deforestation, land concentracion, expulsion of small 
2osseiros and so on. In shorc, by the t:ime the Bank became effectively involved 
ín · the íron -o re proj ect, many of the specifi.c socio-economic and physical 

27 
As noted in Chapter V, moreover, this mission was shortly (July 1981) 

followed by-a preappraisal mission, while appraisal and post•appraisal missions 
were made in October•Novembe~ 1981 and Febru~ry 1982, respectively. 

- 

- 

- - 
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development processes directly or indirectly stilnulated or reinforced by 
ímplantation of the operation, and which ~ould later result in significant human 
and physical environmental consequences, had already been set in motion. 

10. 33 This points to a s acond important general lesson of the Caraj as 
experíence whích is of dírect relevance for the preparation and appraisal of 
future infrastructure and productive sector operations in Brazil or else~here, 
more specifically, the need for the Bank to become effectively involved as early 
as possible in the project design process. A corollarv to this is the need to 
consider human and physical environmental -- as well as' financial and economic - 
- costs and benefits in assessing the merits of the alternatives considered in 
project design, as well as in the final evaluaeion of the option eventually 
selected. This will. ultimately require an integration of envirorunental and 
eccnonrí,c analysis, or expressed in a somewhat different manner, a full accouneing 
and consideration of environmental, together with economic, costs and benefits 
as part af ex-ante project evaluation. Although this currently presents very 
s ignificanc methodological problems, 28 the Bank should direcc increasing 
attention co developing the tools and sk.ills necessary to quantify - - physical.ly 
and , where possible, monetarily - - che environmental costs and benefits of 
proposed projects and, in the impossibility of doing so, to at least more fully 
tdentify these costs and benefits and, thus, make more conscious and better 
tnfonied qualitative judgements as to their importance in relation to other 
proj~ct cos ns and benefits. This, in short, should be a key elemenc in the 
assessment of any future investment project which is likely to have significant 
envi~orunental impacts. 

- B. Pxoject Adeguªcy and ~ffectiveness in Dealing with Environmental Problems 

10.35 The discussion in the chapters above clearly suggests that, while, 
the specific envirorunental p~otection component of the Carajas Project may, for 
the most part, have been adequately designed and generally effective in terms 
of the more immediate "envi~onmental manage~ent~ issues and problems expected 
to be encountered in the cou~se ~f the physical construction and the subsequent 
routine operation of the mining, rail and port facilities, from the standpoint 
of the project' s broader physical and human environmental Lmpac t s it was far from 
sufficienc. 29 An essentially similar concl"sion is drawn in several places in 

,.,.-. 

28 
Some of these difficulties, at both the macro and the project levels, 

are described in the chapters by El Serafy, Salah and tutz, Ernst, "Environmental 
and tiatural Resource Accounting") and Pearce and Markandya, op. e í, t. , in Schramm 
and 'Warford (eds.), op. cit. On the former subject, see also, Ahmad ; Yusaf, El 
Serafy, Salah and Lutz, Ernst (eds.) Environmental Accounting and Sustaínable 
Income, ~orld Bank, Washington, D.e., 1989. 

29 
The comparative succ e s s of the project' s envirorunental protection 

comporie nt; , moreover, appears to be due, at; leas t. in part, to che s trong 
coincídence between environmental and operational considerations, especially t:he 
need to avoid soil erosion along the railroad bed and dust pollution at the mine 
and port sites. The comparative success of the Amerindian protection component, 
in tum, appea~s to have been largely dueto CVRD and Bank vigilance over the 
activities of FUNAI. while the benefits derived therefrom by local tribal .- 
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the Bank's PCR for the iron ore operation. ln assessíng CVRD's performance, for 
instance, the PCR affirms that, "retrospectively, che Borrower should have, along 
with the lenders, required more effective mechanisms to safeguard against 
undesirable secondary effects of the project on the environment." ~ith regard 
to th.e Brazilian Government' s performance, in tum, the PCR states that "the 
Guarantor, although in gene~al compliance with the obligations in the Loan and 
Guarantee Agreements, could have been more effective if FUNAI, as well as the 
Government' s environmental agencies, had been bett:er staffed and funded to 
effectively fulfill their responsibilities." 30 - 
10. 36 The Bank' s performance under the operation, finally, · ..• as j udged 
largely in the same ternis by the PCR which observed that "the main weakness of 
the Bank was probably the insufficient appraisal of the possible indirect impact 
of the project and the lack of appropriate pro'7isions for influencing and 
controlling that impact in order to avoid or at least tnitigate undesirable 
e.nvironme.ntal effects." 31 Illuscrative of í.nadaquace proj ect design with regard 
to environmencal issues, in addition to the near total absence of measures to 
deal with natural resource utilizati'on and broader proj ect envirorunental impacts 
at the regional level, is the essential ambiguity of the environmental covenants 
in its Loan and Gua~antee Agreetnents already referred to in Chapter VII above. 
lt is likely that this ambiguity ultimately reflects the Bank' s insufficient 
\lllderstanding of the operation's potential environmental repercussions at the 
time it was appraised. 

10. 3 7 As mentioned in para. 7 . 40 above , the Bank • s spec if ic envi ronmental 
"conditionalities" in the Loan Agreement fol:' thé Carajas operation \fere prefaced 
by the following statement: "the Borrower shall take all action as shall be 
required ta ens~re that the execution and operation of the Project are carried 
out with due regard to ecological and other environmental factors." This 
statement is ambiguous on at least t"1o major counts which makes it difficult both 
to interpret and, more importantly, to comply with by the Borrower and to monitor 
by the Bank. On the one hand, neither the Loan Agreement itself, nor the Bank's 
appraisal documents upon which the fornier is based, contain a clear definition 
of the meaning of t:he phrase """ith due regard to ecological and other 
envirorunental factors." This phr ase , in fact, is doubly unc Le ar since neither 

- 

- 
populations are only likely to be sustainable if .at least the same level of 
financial and institutional support continues to be available in the future and 
if the tndian communities are permitted a more direct and active role in the 
management of their own affairs. 

- 
30 

PCR, op. cit., para. 36. The PCR also alerts that "a project of the s í ze 
and '7isibility of Carajas will always be considered responsible Ln public opinion 
for secondary developments 'Whether their link to the p:toject is strong or weak." 

31 Ibid., para. 33 (e~phasis OED). 
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- the "ecological and other environmental factors" reierred to are specified, nor 
is the opera tional s ignif icance of "wí, th due regard to" spe lled ouc. 32 

- 

10.38 ln addition, there is also considerable roem for differing 
interpretacions as to what is meant by the phrase "operatíon of the Project." 
More concretely, it is unclear whether "operation" refers exclusively and 
narrowly to the actual physical functioning of project-provided facilities and 
activities (ie. ore extractign, processing and storage, rail transportation and 
ship loading by CVRD) ar if it also refers more broadly to the utilization of 
project output as the result of on-going p~oject operations (eg. the use of 
proj ect-generated i.ron ore for pig iron production in the case of Car aj as), 
especially when sueh utilization would and could not have occurred in the absence 
of the Bank-supported investments and, thus, is at least indirectly the result 
of the project's physical production activities. Toe Bank appears to have applied 
the former, more narrow, definition in the case of Caraj as, if for no ot:her 
reason than that the privat:e industries that produce pig iron are legally, if 
not functionally (in the sense that they are totally dependenc on iron ore and 
transportation services provided exclusively by the company) independenc of CVRD, 

33 

with wh Lch the Loan Agreement was signed. While chís interprecacion may be 
legally correct, it also obviously leaves the door vide open, as far as the Bank 
is concerned, for the uncontrolled use of the goods and services produced as the 
result of investments which it has co-financed. 

- 
- 
- 
r: 

10·. 39 Whatever the correct legal interpretation of the Loan covenant cited 
above, it is, nevertheless, evident that it was insufficiently well defined to 
avoid potentíally serious physical envirorunental damage ín the Garajas corridor 
as a result of the way in which part of the project-supplied iron ore is now 
being used by third parties. As the PCR puts it in assessíng the Bank' s 
performance under che operation wíth specific reference to the Loan' s contractual 
documents: 

- 
A Bank Legal Department study of envirorunental covenants Ln loan 

agreements based on a review of a large number of projeets across all regions 
makes essentially the same point. According to che draft version of the report 
for this study dated November 24, 1987: "general ccvenancs requiring che Borrower 
to exercise due regard to the environment are generally viewed, at best ... as non 
binding guidelines for project execution and operaeion .... Recause they are based 
on a vague standard, they do not · give the Bank le"ITerage, nor is the Bank prepared 
to use contractual remedias to ensure that en~ironmenta1 issues are resolved 
during project execution" (pg. 12, emphasis OED). 

32 

- 
33 CVRD apparently does, however, have a minority interesc in ac least one 

of the pig íron smelters already in operatíon at Maraba and has indicated its 
intention to build a short rail spur from the main Carajas rail~ay directly into 
the Industrial District of Maraba, where this and other mecallurgical industries 
either are already located or are expected to be situated in the future, soas 
to further facilitate the transportation of iron ore, pig iron and other products 
to and from these establishments. Furthermore GVRD determines the priee and, 
hence, the cost of both iron ore and rail tran~portation for pig iron producers 
and, thus, directly affects the economic feasibil.i.ty of these activities. 
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the environmental prov~sLons of the Loan Agreement ~ere 
detailed and extensive as far as the area under CVRD 
contrr o I · ..• as concerned. However, the provisions for 
environmental control beyond that area, included in the 
Guarantee Agreement, depended principally on the 
Government's environmental agencies, which are 
institutions vith inadequate resources and practically 
no decision makíng power. !n hindsight, it is obvious 
that these environmental provisions will not suffice for 
similar projeccs in the future. 34 

- - 
10.40 TI\e preceding discussion suggests two other major lessons that can 
bé de~ived from the way environmental issues and ~roblems were handled by the 
Bank in the Carajas Project. One is the need for a more explicit definition of 
ebvironmental covenants in project legal doc'W!lents, including a clearer 
sµecification of the "ecological and other environmental factors" which need to 
be considered in the implementacion and op~ration of the project, together with 
a more concrete determination of what procedures should be-followed to àeal with 
eventual unanticipated adverse project impacts on the surrounding natural and 
hwnan environments. This again also i~plies the need for a more comprehensive 
approac.h from the outset both to the identificacion of potential proj ect 
environmental impacts and to the definition of specific measures to "avoid or 
at least mitigate undesirable envirorunental effects" as the Bank's PCR for the 
Carajas operation puts it. 

i0.41 The associated lesson, ac.cordingly, is the need to better ·define and 
more fully incorporate me-sures to protect and preserve the physical and human 
environments potentially affected in an adverse manner by large-scale 
infrastructure and productíve operatíons such as the Carajas Project into tbe 
initial design of these ope~ations themselves or by means of prior and/or 
parallel intervention~ with this purpose at the level of its area of influence. 
Thís can and probably should take a number of forms, ranging from agro· 
ecological zoníng and land use regulation and natural resource management, 
accompanied by the institutional strengthening of envirorunental pt:otection 
agencies to specific project components or entire parallel projects dealing 
explicitly with such issues as rural land tenure and ·sustainable small farmer 
development, forest management and reforestation, public health and basic urban 
infrastructure and service provision, possibly together with the financial and 
institucional strengthening of municipal governments, as well as with additional 
ecological research and, where necessa~, measures to protect tribal 

34 PCR, op. cit., para. 33. Similarly, with specific reference co t:he 
establishment of pig iron smelters in the Carajas corridor, Senator Claiborne 
Pe Ll., in a letter to the United S ca t e s Treasury Department dated J anuary 18, 1989 
and cited in Andersen (op. cit., pg. 8), states: ~if the ~erms of the loan have 
not; been violated, this incident paints to the challenge facing the Bank ' s 
enví~orunental review process, which clearly needs to be broadened togo beyond 
simply the environmental effects of an individual project. It does little good 
for W'orld Bank financed proj ects to be envi~onmentally s'ound while ancillary 
projects are environmentally destructive." 
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populations, in the areas affected by the initial infrastructure and productive 
investments. 

10.42 ln the case of Garajas, more specifically, the Bank should have 
conditioned its participation in the iron ore project to the preparation and 
implementation of integrated rural development projects, such as the one 
actually undertaken at that time in northern and central Maranhao, along the 
entire Carajas corridor. Fur~hermore, as in the case of POLONOROESTE and to a 
lesser, but nevertheless still significant, extent also in nort.h-central 
~aranhao, any such rural development initiative should have included specific 
land use and natural resource manag~~ent and environmental protection 
components. Unlike both POLONOROESTE and the Maranhao Rural Development Project., 
furthermore, any such region•wide development effort: should have ideally 
contemplated urban and municipal development requiremencs as well. ln short, in 
addition to talcing a broader spatial approach. to the identification and 
assessment of the environmental issues and problems associated with the 
inst.allat.ion o f iron ore operacions and related t.ransport infrastructure in 
Eascern Amazonía, a spatial approach to their solution should also have been 
attempted. 35 

10.43 Independently of whether the approach ultímately followed involves 
a single project or program with multiple components or several interrelated 
proj ects, finally, the above considerations also imply the need to apply a 
coordinated cross-sect:oral and multi-disciplinary, as well as a regional, 
approach to the identificaeion, preparation and appraisal of large-scale 
investments that are likely to have significant environmental impacts, as well 
as to the eventual supervision. monitoring and evaluation of these 
interveneions. 36 This presents a major challenge for institucions such as the 

As noted in Chapter V, the Bank, in fact, t:ried to int:erest the 
Brazilian Government in Bank support for broader regional planning activities 
in the Grande Carajas area some three months after the iron ore project was 
approved, but the Government declined such assistance. Had the Bank originally 
conditioned its financing of the Carajas operation to such an effort, it is 
possible that some of the project's indirect negative envirorunental impacts in 
its larger area of influence might have been avoided or at least. substantially 
diminished. 

35 

36 This is also stressed both by Jeremy Yarford in Chapter 2 
("Environmental Management and Economic l'olicy") and Norman Myers in Chapter 5 
("The Environmental Basis of Sustainable Development") of Schramm and Yarford, 
op. cit. Warford argues that "economic assessments and projections will 
necessarily be fraught with massive uncertainty, given the complexity of the 
various physical and behavioral linkages in natural resource. management. It is 
therefore imperative chat economists ... collaborate actively with many other 
specíalists íncluding engineers, agriculturalists, natural and social scientists, 
lawyers andmanagement experts. Above all, a multisectoral and ~ultidisciplinary 
approach is called for." (pp. 20-21) Myers, í.n turn, observes that "the 
environmental interconnections of natural resource systems const.itute an 
'obj ective reality' that ••. is often in conflict with the compartmentalized 
approach of human institutions ••.. In response, we need to adopt a more 
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Bank that are, for the most: part, organized sectorally (at least wit:hin 
individual councries) rather than geographically. In general. however, the Bank 
should give greater attention to how the projects and programs it supports in 
different sectors affect the particular regions in which they are located - 
whether these are defined administratively or ecological.1y 37 - - their 
inhabitants and their physical environments. 

10.44 Fínally, considering both that a major consequence of the Carajas 
Project has been its broader economic, social and ecological impacts on Eastern 
A.mazonia and that these dimensions were largely overlooked by CVRD and the Bank 
during project preparaticn, the need to mobilize types of professional expertise 
which the Bank has not traditionally relied upon in the past in proj ect 
identification and appraisal -- including both regional planning and 
environmental management specialists, together with social. sci.entists other than 
economists -- is of particular importance. Such professionals, moreover, should 
be involved from the outset. so that their parcicipation is not límited to 
belated, crisis managemenc ~ype interventions once projects are nearing 
appz a í.s a L o r already undergoing physícal execut:ion. I t is also necessary to 
avoid "emergency" measures (such as the Amerindian proteccion componenc inche 
present case) which run che risk of being hastily prepared and, thus, providing 
inadequate solutions to the problems with which they are int:ended to deal. In 
short, greater attention should be given from the very beginning of project 
preparation to defining appropriate safeguards and, where necessary, building 
preventive and/or compensatory measures into project design in arder to offset 
expected adverse environmencal ímpaccs in its larger area of influence. 

C. Specific Follow-up Measures for the Carajas Corridor 

10.45 As.indicated in the discussion of its urban development componenc 
in Chapter VI, the experience under the Carajas operation raises che important 
issue as to where and when CVRD's and the Bank's responsibilities should end ín 
a situatíon in which the major infrastructure and productive investments that 
they have co•financed have generated, and continue to result in, significant 

integracive approach to natural resource issues." (pg. 50) 

37 An "ecological" definition of the region to be considered refers 
specif ically to the wacersheds and other environmentally dis tine t subareas 
affected by a particular investment 1>roject, while an "adm.inistrative" definition 
refers to the municipal and state governmenc units that are so affected. While 
it is very unlikely that a purely administrative definicion of a project's area 
of influence will coincide with its ecological one which is clearly the more 
relevanc area from an environmental impact assessmenc stanàpoint, from a public 
intervention (ie. planning. regulatory and investment) perspective, the set of 
contiguous municipalities _in which the ecological area of influence is largely 
concained is likely to be che more relevant "project region." An adminiscra.c:ively. 
defined area of influence, moreover, also tends to facilitate data gathering 
for environmental assessment since much information from existing secondary 
sources, such as periodic demographic · and economic census surveys in the 
Brazilian case, is generally available at the municipal (but not submunicipal) 
level. 

-· - - - 
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- 
adverse physical· and/o~ hUlllan environmental consequences in their immediate and 
larger regions of influence. While there are no easy ans~ers to this question, 
as suggested in the previo~s section, there can be no doubt that there is a need 
both to greatly improve environmental and Amerindian protection efforts and to 
support and expand sustainable rural and urban developm~nt, as well as pub1ic 
health, activities in the Carajas corridor, as elsewher~ in Eastern Amazonia. 
Sinc.e the iron ore proj ec c has been at least partially - - if indirectly - - 
responsible for many of the envirorunental and social problems subsequently 
experienced in the region, moreov~r. there can also be no doubt that CVRD has 
a continuing moral obligation to a~sist broader government efforts both to 11.mit 
and, hQpefu.lly. reverse envirotllD.ental degradation and to ,provide needed 
infrast~cture and services to rural and urban populations in the area. 

- 

10.46 Most of the support required, however, will need to come from other 
federal government agencies -- including both the Grande Carajas Program and the 
national environmental protection agency, IBAMA - - together "ith state and 
municipal authorities and the local co=munities themselves. Given its own 
participation in the iron ore project, mo~eover, the Bank should be open to the 
possibility of providing additional assistance for socially and environmentally 
-- as well as economically -- sound development projects in the ~egion. Tile 
following paragraphs will present preliminary ideas as to some o f the areas 
where such assistance is needed and suggest some more specific ways in which 
CVRD, the Brazilian Government and the Bank could support future environmental 
pro~ection and sustainable development efforts in the Carajas corridor. 

l. Regional Development and Envíronrnental Planning 

10.47 The most inunediate need in terms of follow-up actions in the Carajas 
corridor is to proceed with, amplify and consolidate activities aLready 
initiated, completed or proposed which. when properly integrated, would prc,,,ide 
much of the basis for comprehensive regional development and environmenta1 and 
natural resource management plans for the area. The activities already completed 
include CVRD' s 1987 study of the environmental iinpacts and socio•economic 
development in the co~ridor created by the iron ore project (which, however, 
would require updating in certain areas) and the NATRON s tudy on 
industrialízation alternatives in the corridor, both of which were mentioned in 
para. 10.12 above. Much of the work undertaken in connection with the earlier 
OAS~Brazilian Government regional development study (known as PROD1AT) for the 
A1=aguaia-Toc::antins River basins may also still be of considerable direct 
relevance for any such effort. 38 Other relevant studies that have already been 
initiated are the detailed natural resource surveys for the areas around Maraba 
and Santa Ines being carried Qut by IBGE under the sponsorship of the PCC (and 

· 
38 

See Ministerio do Interior-Organization of American States, Plano de 
Desenvolvimento da Regíao do Araguaia-Tocantins (1985/94), Brasilia, 1987. This 
exercise, which was carried out between 1981 and 1985, covered most of thac part 
of the Carajas corridor located ih the state of Para, but only a small part of 
the segment located in.Maranhao. In addition to the publication mentioned above, 
which is the final report of the PRODIAT study, over twenty other, more specific, 
diagn'ostic and planning documents we~e published by tbis project between June 
1982 and S$ptelllber.1985. 
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cited in Chapter III above), which should also be extended to other parts of the 
Caraj as carridor and eventually to Eastern Amazonía as a whole, and UNOP 
assisted efforts by SUDAM to use remote sensíng to monitor deforestacion in the 
state of Para, which should be expanded also to Maranhao. Finally, the proposed 
UNDP/T,lorld Bank ESMAP Carajas Energy Supply Options Study, mentioned in Chapter 
VIII, should be undertaken as quickly as possible. 

10. 48 One o f the concrete outcomes of this process should be the 
establishment of a permanent regional environmental planning mechanism for the 
Carajas corridor. Since parts af ~NO states are involved, this mechanism should 
be based at the federal government level -- perhaps, physically and 
administratively located in a technically and institutionally strengthened PGC 
ar SUDAM - - but permit the active and effective participat:ion of st:ate and 
municipal aut:horities, as well as SEPLAN, CVRD, IBAMA and key federal sectoral 
agencies ( eg. ELE!RONORTE, DNER, et:c.) 39 through some kind of inter 
goverrunental and inter-sectoral steering com.mittee. Flexibility should exist, 
moreover, in terms of exµanding the territorial focus and jurisdiction of any 
such body in o rde r to accommoda t e changes in the area of influence of the 
Carajas railway itself. The area already affected by the first segment of the 
Norch-South railway between Acailandia and Imperatriz and that which would be 
directly impacted by the proposed rail spur between the ex.isting Caraj as 
railroad and Paragominas in northeastern Para, for example, clearly fall into 
this category. 

10.49 The studies mentioned above, furthermore, should be complemented by 
a more detailed socio-economic and environmental impact evaluacion of the 
Carajas Iron Ore Project. As in the present report, any such s cudy should 
consider both direct: and indirect Lmpaccs on both the human and physical 
environments in the project' s immediate and larger areas of influence. The 
earlier proposal by the Planning Ministry -- mentioned in para 10.16 above -- 
to carry out a study of the indirect effects of the Carajas operation, in 

short, should be revi ved and expanded. Such a s tudy, moreover, should be j o intly 
overseen by the Envirorunental Analysis Unit of the Planning Ministry 
(CAA/SEPLAN), the Regional Development Unit in IPEA/IPlAN, CVRD/SUMEI, the PGC 
and the state Secretariats of Planning in Para and Maranhao and be contracted 
out to a University, independent research institute or private consulting firm 
with considerable previous experience in undertaking ex-pose proj ect 
evaluations. 40 Moreover, specific envirorunental and sociological- 

39 IBAMA, subordinated to the Ministry of the Interior, is the federal 
environmental protection agency; ELETRONORTE, which b linked to ELETROBRAS, both 
of which are subordinated to the Ministry of Mines ar:d Energy, is the electrícal 
energy holding company for the North region; and ·o:~ER, which is subordinaced to 
the Ministry of Transportation, is the national highway department. 

40 Possible candidates rnight be the Institute of Economic Research 
Foundation (FIPE) of the University of Sao Paulo, the Center for Regional 
Development and Planning (CEDEP!.AR) at the Federal UniversitY of Minas Gerais, 
the Oepartm.ent of Rural Economics at the Federal University of Vicosa, also in 
Minas Gerais, the Nucleus of Amazonian Studies (NAEA) at the Federal University 
of Para, the Goeldi Museum in Belem or the National Institute of Amazonj.an 
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anthropological expertise should be ~obilized as part of thís effort. Any such 
evaluatíon should give particular attention to the linkages and interactions 
between the íron ore project and othe~ important ínvestments and programs at the 
regional level. 41 

10. 50 Finally I specif Lc ~ tudies concerning the legal, institutional, 
technical and financial req~irements for effective environmental protection in 
the Carajas corridor - - and Eastern Amazonia more generally - - should be 
undertaken. This study should be overseen by IBAMA. with participation by the 
Envirorunental Analysis Unit of SEPLAN and the state environmental protection 
agencies for Para and Maranhao. ln carrying out the study, it would be important 
to assess past experience in the region under existing legal and institutional 
arrangements, particularly in the areas of agro-ecological zoning, rural land 
use, deforestation, air and water quality concrol and foresc and park 
management. It would a Lso be approl)riate to reV'iew past experience and the 
present situation with regard to the identification. demarcation, administration 
and procection of -~ and the provision of basic social services to -- Amerindian 
reserves as part of, or in parallel to, this exercise with the participacion of 
FUNAI and independent anthropologists. 

2. Regional Development and Environmental Protection Funds 

10, 51 Th~ above mentioned regional de"elopment and envíronmental 
management planning studíês should result in a concrete set of proposals for 
public intervention at the subregional level across a number of sectors. Yhile 
it is likely that most, if not all, of the proposed interventions would be 
implementedunder existing institutional arrangements -- which, however, in many 
instances would need to be substantially strengthened -- it will, nevertheless, 
be necessary to identify funding sources for needed investments, institutional 
building and other ( including additional legal. regulatory and enforcement) 
measures required to support sustainable development and the proper monitoring 
and control of natural resource use and environmental quality in the Carajas 
corridor. Furthermore, in some cases the aforementioned studies themselves, as 
well as on-going regional and envíronmental planning activities will need to be 
financed. One way of generating the necessary resources would be through the 
establishntent and capitalization of specific regional development and 
environmental protection funds to whic:.h CVRD and the PGC should directly 
contribute. State and local governments, as well as external lending agencies 
including the 8ank, could also participate in these funds. 

Studies (INPA) in Manaus, or (ideally) some combination thereof (eg. FIPE or 
CEDEPu\R and the Museu Goeldi). 

41 
Such an evaluation exercise could also be extremely useful in terms of 

developing appropriate methodologies for carrying out similar analyses for other 
major infrastructure and/or productive investmencs. A good methodological 
scarting point for any such evaluation would be work already sponsored by the 
~nvironment Department of ELE'!R.OSRAS and carried out tn part by FIPE concerning 
the regional and environmental impacts of large hydropower projects in Brazil. 
Similar studies coordinated by .the Centro de Estudios Urbanos e Regíonales (CEUR) 
in Buenos Aires would also be of direct re1evance. 
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10.52 CVRD, more specifically, should contribute by channelling some part 
of the revenues derived from its sale of iron ore both in foreign markets and 
to metallurgical industries within the Carajas region itself to the proposed 
funds, 42 while the PGC should allocate some percentage of its fiscal incentive 
resources to these funds. 43 Toe regional development fund would be utilized to 
help finance specific rural and urban development and publié health projects 
along the Carajas corridor. The environmental protection fund, in tum, would 
be used to support envirorunental planning and monitoring activities -- including 
inspection and control of "sustained forest management11 and/or reforestation 
schemes undertaken by (or on the behalf of) pig iron industries -- and improved 
natural resource management in the area, toget:her with the institutional 
strengthening of state and local agencies responsible for environmen~al 
protection in the region. 

- 

10. 53 !n the case of CVRD, the proposed contributions for regional 
development wauld essentially mirror a similar mechanism established by the 
company in Minas Gerais and Espirito Santo through which proceeds derived from 
foreign iron ore sales exported by its southern system are utilized to support 
local development activities in the municipalities situated along the route of 
the Itabira-Tubarao railway in the Rio Doce Ri ver valley. ln che case of 
Carajas, more specifically -- in addition to a share of the revenues from íron 
ore export sales, which could, perhaps, best be destined to support rural and 
urban development ·activities through th~ proposed regional development fund - 
- industrial consumers of Carajas iron ore and transport services could be 
assessed, through the iron ore and freight prices over which CVRD has direct 
control, an additional amount per ton of ore purchased and/or p í.g iron 
transported to help finance environmental inspection, control, recuperation and 
institutional st~engthening efforts in the Carajas corridor.through the proposed 
environmental protection fund. '4 

10.54 The proposed environmental protection fund could be administered 
jointly by CVRD, under the orientation of GEAMAM, and the federal and state 
planning and environmental protection agencies mentioned above. Administration 

42 
This would be highly appropriate since both iron ore and pig iron, in 

fact, originate ín the area, while their extraction and production have directly 
or indirectly contributed to its continuing environmental degradation. 

43 
A clear precedent exists for this in Brazil through the allocatíon of 

SOX of the fiscal incentive funds previously reserved for the exclusive use af 
private enterprises willing to locate indu.$trial and other productive sector 
projects in Amazonia ar the Northeast to the PIN and PROTERRA Programs created 
in 1970-71 to finance construction of the Transamazon and Cuiaba-Sancarem 
highways and implementation of the Northeast Irrigation Program. 

44 
At the tlme of the OED/SEPlAN mission in April 1989, CVRD was apparently 

transparting and selling iron ore to pig iron indust:ries in the region ac a príce 
some 30-40% below the expo rz p r í.ce . Resources for the proposed environmental 
protection fund could thus be derived from a reduction in the difference between 
these two p~ices. 

------ - 
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of the regional development fund, in tum, should also involve both federal and 
state government entities, possibly including PGC, SUDAM and the Para and 
Maranhao state planning secretariats, as well as CVRD, and one or more official 
banks (~g. BASA, BNDES and/or the Bank of B~azil), and could perhaps best be 
organized along the lines of the revolving municipal development funds supported 
by the Bank in southern Brazil. 45 While 111uch of the activities financed through 
the environmental protection fund may have to take the form of grants, those 
s-ponsored under the regional development fund should Lnvo Lve a mixture of grants 
(eg. most rural development support other than credit, public health care) and 
loans (eg. urban-111unicipal services), with the loan e Lemerrc representing as high 
a portion of the total as econo~ically feasible. Some of the specific activicies 
that might be supported through these funds are briefly described in the 
following paragraphs. 

3. Systainable Rural Developmenc 

10. 55 Considerable pocential exí.s ca along che Caraj as railway corrídor fel:' 
the establishment of comparatively modest integrated agricultural and/or rural 
development projects to assist existing populations of small farmers and other 
producers. Such ínítiatives should seek to support and retain smallholder 
farming· actívíties wíth e~phasis on the production of staple foods for local 
consumption, complemented, where feasible, by export crops. The Grande Carajas 
Program has apparently already made ínítial plans for community-based 
agricultural product~on and support service schemes ín two areas of small farmer 
concentration along the Carajas railway (Alto Alegre, near Santa Ines, and 
Sororo, near Maraba). If appropriate inputs to strengthen subsistence foad and 
cash crop production such as land titling •. rural extension services, credit and 
seeds are provided -- possibly coupled ~ith the expanded use of rail transport 
for marketing purposes -- it is likely that these areas will permit 
establishment of sustainable sm.all-scale agriculture. Although these tvo areas 
contain only a small fraction of the total population in need of assistance in 
the region, successful pilot projects, carried out in parallel to detailed 
ecological zoning and forest management programs. could provide the basis for 
future larger-scale rural development effort~ throughout the Carajas corridor. 
In any event, soil studies colllJnissioned by CVRD along the rail corridor have 
identified several fertile areas with such development pocential. 

' 

10. 56 Any sueh rural development ef f orts , however, should be base d on more 
detailed evaluations of the consequencea of the Carajas Project on rural land 
ownership. land and other natural resource use patterns, prcductivity, 
occupational structures and communtty mobil1zation, among other variables, in 
the specific subareaa involved with a view to identifying ways in which the 
rural population can best be supported in their attempts to strengthen· both 
subsistence and comm.ercial farming -- together with extractive (eg. babacu or 
Brazilnut collection) activities -- ln an environmentally sustainable manner. 
Two geographic subareas in particular should be given ínitial priority in this 
ef:fort: 

45 
Seé the recently approved projects for municipal development in Parana 

(Loan 3100-BR; SAR Report No. 7715-BR dated May 22, 1989) and Rio Grande do Sul 
(Loan 3129-BR; SAR. Repore·No. 7714-&R dated October 3, 1989) for details~ 
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The Brazilnut po Lygon , near Maraba, •..;here 200,000 of a total 
one million hectares ve r e expropriated in 1988 under che 
Natíonal Agrarian Reform Plan (PNRA) discussed in Ghapter IV 
above. The populat:ion in this area including over 2,000 
agrarian reform beneficiaries and their families will req~ire 
assistance in t:erms of rural credit, marketing and other 
support se,:vices in arder to strengt:hen sma Ll.e s ca.Le 
production. Specific studies are required to ascertain j ointly 
with the population how the agrarian economy functions, what 
communíty and social structures exist and, consequently, what 
form any such future rural development. actívities shoul.d take. 

Other concentrations of small farmers along the railway 
corridor, such as the areas around Maraba and Santa Ines, 
where fertile soils exist and the local population has thus 
far ~esisted che prevailing process of land concencration and 
ex-pulsion. - 

10.57 In shorc, specific studies of small farmer development potential, 
followed by concrete interventions to support rural producers, should be 9ursued 
in parallel to ecological zoning and forestry development activities along the 
Carajas railway corridor. For this purpose, the collaboration of non 
governmental organizations which have already accumulated consi~erable knowledge 
of local conditions and contacts with the rural communities concerned should be 
sought. St:ate universities and planning instituces, such ·as the Nucleus of 
Amazonian Studies (NAEA) at the Federal University of Para and the Economic and 
Social Development Institute of Para (lDESP), among others, should also be 
involved in any such exercise. 

4. Urban !nfrastr~cture and Services 

10.58 ln view of the rapid growth experienced as a direct result of the 
car aj as Proj ect by Parauapebas and Rio Vet:de and ~ - in part as an indirect 
result of this operation -- by Maraba, Acailandia. Santa Ines and Sao Luis, 
among other towns located along the railway corridor, these urban cen1:ers 
presently face significant deficits of basic infrastructure and services, a$ 
well as of adequate housing. Given future prospects of continuing rapid growth 
ín these and other urban areas dueto the expansion of industrial and related 
activities, among other factors, the pressures on state and tl1'11\icipal 
gov~rnments to meet the growing demand for urban services will undoubtedly 
inc~ease. Any effective development program for the Carajas corridor, 
accordingly, must add~ess itself to the emer g í.ng urban, as well as rural, 
development needs of its rapidly expanding population and economic base. 

-· 
10.59 As in the case of rural development, however, the first step will 
necessarily have ta be to obtain a better idea of the presenc e~cent and likely 
future rate of grovth of urban infrastructure and service deficits along the 
Carajas corridor. !n short, as part of th~ regional planníng-related diagnostic 
studies mentíoned earlier in this section, research specifically directed at 
determining the nature, pace and socio-economic impacts of u~ban expansion along 
the Carajas railroad should also be undertaken. This would entail examining the 
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changing urban economy, social structures and livíng standards of the 
populatíons in question since 1980. Here also, CVRD's environmental impact and 
socio-economic development study for the Carajas corrídor and the NATRON 
regional industrialization study, cited in para. 10.47 above, would provide a 
good starting point. Once in possession of this information, it would then be 
possible to assess in detail how -- and how well -- municipal administrations 
are currently coping with rapidly growing dena.ands for local infrascructure and 
services and to define the pu.blic investments and other measures required to 
coll11)ensate for past deficiencies and meet projected future needs. 

S. Environmental Management, Protection and Research 46 

10. 60 The adequate us(l and protection of regional natural resources. 
including land, air, water and fauna. as well as vegetative cov~r. should be a 
majo~ priority in all future planning and de~elopment activities in the Carajas 
corridor, In addition to undertaking mo~e detailed environmental impact 
evaluatíon exercises and escablishing permanent environmental planning, 
monitoríng and control mechanisms and capabilities for the Carajas corridor as 
proposed abova , this will require considerable strengthening of existing 
planning and environmental protection agencies in Maranhao, Para and the new 
state of Tocantins under the orientat:ion and with the assiscance of federal 
institutions such as IBAMA and SEPI.AN. Greatly improved land use and vater and 
forest resource management, together with the preservation and, where necessary, 
improvement of air, water and soil quality, in the region should be àmong the 
principal concerns of any such efforts. 

- 

10.61 These measures should be accompanied by the expansion of ecological 
and environmental research such as that initiated under the Carajas Project. As 
suggested in Chapt:er VII above, these research activities should be carefully 
coordinated and be utilized both to increase knowledge about the region' s 
natural resource endowment:s and its ecological characterist:ics on a subarea 
basis and to pro~ide necessary base line information for on-going environmental 
monitoring activities. Both national and int:ernational research institutes and 
funding sources ehou'Ld be mobilized to help define and implement a comprehensive 
environmental management strategy and ecological research program for the 
Carajas region under the coordination of CNPq with the collaboration of PGC, 
CVRD, SEPL\N, IBAMA and state planning and environmental prot:ection authorities. 
Any such strategy, Inoreover, should giV"e particular attent:íon to the legal, 
organizati.onal. staf fing, training. equipment, logistical and funding 
~equirements of the state and local agencies responsible for the definition and 
enforcement of environmental frotection measures in the area. 

6. Amerindian Protection 

10.62 As indicated at the end of Chapter VI! above, sustained and, in all 
likelihood, expanded efforts vill be required by the Brazilian Government, with 

46 
More specific suggestions with r~gard .ce additíonal environmental 

protection measures required in connection with the on•going operations of the 
Carajas lron Ore Project were presented in the concluding sectíon of Chapter VII 
above. 
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CVRD's support, in order to affo~d adequate protection to Amerindian reserves 
in and near the Carajas corridor as these areas come under increasing pressure 
from the continuíng process of f~ontier expansion in the region. As unàer the 
Ca~ajas Project itself, such future assistance should particularly emphasize the 
de~arcation, regularization, registration and, most imp~rtantly, physical 
protection of tribal lands and the provision of appropriate health care. These 
services, furthermore, should be provided in a way which takes the needs of the 
individual tribal communities clearly into account and that permits these groups 
to take a more direct, active and effective role in the management of their 
affairs. This is an area, finally, ~here continued federal government and Bank 
assístance and vigilan~e is likely co be crucial. 47 

7. Publtc Health and Environmental Sanitation 

10.63 Rapid population growth, increasing rural and urban settlement and 
the uncontrolled proliferation of prospecting activities, together with 
inaàequate basic sanícation infrastruccute and health services, hav~ all 
contributed to the emergence o f significant and probably increasing pub Lí,c 
health problems in the Carajas corridor, as elsewhere in Amazonia. 48 Malaria 
is particularly serious in the acea , as is the growíng r í sk of mercury 
conta~ination,- both of which are directly associated with placer mining 
activities, but many other health problems - - including t:he high number of 
injuries resulting from interpersonal violence in prospecting camps and 
elsewhere and the high incidence of gastro-intestinal diseases, especially among 
children, dueto poor urban sanitation -- also exist in the region. While the 
recencly approved Bank~suppo~ted Amazon Basin Malaria Control Project should 
contribute to a reduction in the incidence of this particular disease throughout 
Am.azonia, including the Carajas corridor, specific interventions, necessarily 
including the expansion and improvement of ba.s Lc urban sanitation 
infrastructure, the p-rovi.siQn of solid waste collecti.on and disposal and 
expanded and upgraded preventive and other health care services, stíll need to 
be designed and executed in arder to adequately confront the other significant 
public health problems in the region. Diagnostic studies should, thus, be 
undertaken to properly dimension and determine the causes and effects of the 
principal health problems presently existing along the Carajas corridor, as well 
as to define the necessary mitigative actions "1hich should be subsequently 
implemented utilizing resources from the proposed regional development fund and 
from other sourees. 

- 47 
This concernis especially great for those tribal areas affected by the 

Carajas operation that are located in the states of Para and Tocantins, sínce 
additíonal Amerindian protection and support measures are presently being 
provided under the second Bank-fínanced Maranhao Rural Develapment Project (Loan 
2862-BR approved ín June 1987). 

- 
48 

See the recent draft paper by John IJilson and Ade la ida Alicbusan 
entitled "Development Policies and He a.Lch : Farmers, Goldmíners and Slums in the 
B~azílian Amazon," (W'orld Bank , 1Jashington, o.e., mimeo, February 7, 1990) for 
an excellent descríption of the principal linkages in~olved ín the specific case 
of malaría in southeastern Para and Rondonia. - - - ..., 

·-----.... ·~=...:r.:- ..•.. 
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8. ·Railway Transport 

10.64 The demand on CVlU) by the regional population to provide additional 
railway transport services has been far greater than originally anticipated. ln 
this regard, the railroad clearly performs a valuable service, especially for 
low-income urban and rural inhabitants of the Carajas corridor (including gold 
prospectors) who would otherwise have to depend on less reliable and more 
expensive road transport. E;xpansion and i.Jnprovement of rail transportation, 
therefore, is a key area in which so111e of the social costs of the Caraj as 
Project could be offset by the very raiiway itself, f~rther integrating this 
recently established form of transport into the local economy and províding a 
direct benefit to those affected by the iron ore operation. Accordingly, 
relatively simple studies should be conducted to determine how rail service 
could be upgraded and amplified to carry both passenge~s and non-ore freight, 
particularly agricultural produce, and the apl)ropriate measures should be taken. 

9. P_i~ Iron and Charcoal Production 

10.65 Finally, pig iron-related charcoal production -- which presently 
represents the greatest potential threat t~ the physical environment in the 
Carajas corridor -- is a relatively recent phenomenon in the region that should 
be more systematically researched both in order to determine its impacts on 
local ecosystems and the local population and to identify possible support 
measu~es for those adversely affected. Although several studies have already 
been ~ndertaken in this area, particularly by IDESP in Belem, these are largely 
descriptive and of a preliminary nature and need to be complemented by more 
detailed research. Specific.areas of f~ture investigation should include: 

(i) the economics of pig iron and charcoal production and the 
feasibility of using aiternative aources of fuel; the full 
environmental and social costs of present pig iron and charcoal 
manufacturing arrangements should be considered in such 
calculations; and, 

(ii) the economic, social and envirolUflental impacts of charcoal 
production on local rural and urban communities and possibilities 
for introduc ing alterna tive income - generating ac ti vi ties; the heal th 
impacts of charcoal production on these communities and on charcoal 
producers in particular should be one specif ic f o cus of this 
research. 

D. S:wnmary of Principal Lessons Learned and tmplica~ions for Bank Procedures 

1. Lessons Learned 

10. 66 The above discussion, coge che r with the review of the human and 
physical environrnental aspects and consequences of the Carajas Iron Ore Project 
in the preceding chapters, has identified a number of lessons of more general 
relevance to future Bank operations involving major infrastru~ture .and/or 
productive sector investments. In. conclusion, these lessons can be briefly 
summarized o~. recapitulated as follows: 
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The inclusion and proper implementation of environmental (and, where 
appropriat:e, tribal peoples') protection measures in conneccion with 
the construction and physical operacion and maintenance of projecc 
supported transport infrastructure and productive (in the case of 
Carajas, mining) activities, while unquestionably necessary, are, 
in and of themselves, insufficient to prevent or mitigate the 
potencial adverse human and physical environmental impacts of these 
invescments in their larger areas of i~fluence. 

Accordingly, there is a need to víew such interventions, even (and, 
perhaps, especially) ~hen their pbjectíves are prímarily sectoral 
or macroeconomic in nature, in terms of their potencial spatial or 
regional impacts; patential direct and indirect project impaccs on 
the existing human and physical environments in its area of 
influence - - together with íts likely consequences in tenis of 
futu~e population growth, rural and u~ban settlement and productive 
(including excractive) activities and of these tendencies, in turn, 
on regional land, water, foresc and other natural resource use and 
quality • · should, therefore, be carefully assessed and subsequently 
monitored and evaluated. 

Furthermore, there is a need to take the internal ecological 
heterogeneity, historical development tendencies and other public 
sector or public policy-induced envirorunental impaccs in the 
project's area of influence clearly into account and to consider the 
likely effects of the interaction of project and non-project 
interventions on the future course of the region's development, in 
general, and on its natural and hwnan environrnents, ín particular. 
'.Jith regard to the latter, more concretely, the interaction of 
Carajas Project road and rail improvements and existing federal 
government fiscal. credit a.nd other incentives - - which together 
stimulated the rapid expans í.on of large-scale, generally 
unproductive and (in the absence of official subsidies) uneconomic 
and probably unsustainable, but: environmentally damaging, cattle 
ranches in much of the area bet:ween Maraba and the iron ore mine 
site and else~here along the Carajas corridor -- provides a clear 
case in point. 

This exatnple also illustrates the importance of assessing the 
broader regional development policy context in which Bank-supported 
infrastructure and/or productive sector investments are undertaken 
even (and, perhaps, especially) when the objectives of eheae 
interventions are not specifically or p r ímar í Lv regional in nacure. 
More generally, the impact of macroecono~ic and sectoral policies 
on natural resource utilization and, hence, on the physical 
environment in the praj ect' s a.rea of · influence should also be 
considered. 

These concerns are even more important when territorially large, 
environmentally diverse and/or sensitive and demographically and 
socio-economically dynamic areas are involved; greatest caution 
should probably be taken in large tropical frontier areas, such as 

- 

- 
- - - 
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that (ie. Eastern Amazonia) where the Carajas Project was 
imple~ented, anda special effort should be made to understand as 
fully as possible the frequently complex processes of occupation and 
settl~m.ent and their equally complex interactions with. and impacts 
on, the physical environment in tqese areas. 

It is likewise important that the institutional and political 
dimensions of these processes be given adequate attention. 
especially considering the general weakness of most official 
planning and development -- not to mention environmental protection 
-- agencies in frontier areas where, perhaps ·to an even greater 
extent than in less dynamic regions, immediate ecanomic and 
political considerations st~ongly predominate in local resource 
allocation and other p~blic sector decisions. 

It is similarly necessary to consider the longer~term environmental 
implications of infrastructure anu/or productíve sector projects, 
including the potential environm.ental i~pacts of future activities 
directly linked to the outputs generated or services provided as a 
result of these operations, pig iron smelting and other mineral 
based metallurgical activities in the Carajas corridor being a clear 
case in point. 

Béyond the need to anticipate and assess the potential direct and 
indirect physical and hwnan environmental impacts of large 
infrascructure and productive sector proj ects on their areas of 
influence, there is an associated and even more important need to 
identify. design and implement solutions to th«e environmen-cal 
problems likely to be generated by these impacts at the regional 
level; this will necessarily require the active participation and, 
in all l.ikelihood, considerable strengthening of scaee and municipal 
-- as vell as federal -- planning, natural resource management and 
environ:mental protection agencies, together with the effeetive 
involirement of local non-governmental organizations and the affected 
COllll'llUUities themselves. 

While t:here can be no doubt that projects such as the Garajas iron 
ore operation that are expected to have significant direct and/or 
indirect i111pacts on tribal peopl.es need to incorporate specific 
measures to support and protect these populations, it is also 
necessary that possible adverse project impacts on other vuln\rable 
socia1 groups (eg. slllall subsistence farmers, Brazilnut and babacu 
nut gatherers, urban displacees, among others, in che case of 
Carajas) be anticipated and that appropriate reta.edial or 
compensatot7 act1ons be designed for implementation either prior or 
-in parallel to the infrastructure and/or productive investments so 
as to help these papulations to deal more adequately with the socio 
economi.c and other transformaeions caused reinforced or accelerated 
by the proj ect. · ' 

The Caraj as e~perience also demonstrates that 
especially, indirect adverse project iU1Pacts on 

direct and, 
the physical 
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environment and on vulnerable social grou~s such as tribal 
populations are likely to persist well beyond the period of physical 
construction of project facilities and the associated disbursement 
of Bank loan funds. Indeed, it is ent:irely possible that these 
impacts may become even more serious and/or affect an even ~ider 
geographic area after project completion, ~s the prospective iron 
ore•based industrializacion of the Carajas railway corridor 
illustrates. !'his ~eans that both environmental and tribal peoples' 
protection measures are likely to continue to be necessary well 
after the original Bank-financed p~oject has been for111ally 
completed. Greater consideration, accordingly, needs to. be given in 
initial project design as to how to ensure the long-run 
sustainability of such protection and support efforts, while the 
Bank needs to be willing ta assum.e a longer-term colJllllitment to 
assist such activities. 

(Xi) Given che above mentioned dynamism and institutional fragílity that 
tend to characterize frontier region development situacions, such 
as that providing the broader socio·economic concext of the Carajas 
operation, greater attention also needs to be gíven to che 
systematic monitoring and evaluation of project-related and other 
transformations at the regional level, as well as to the evolving 
impacts of these changes on the hwnan and natural environments in 
the areas affected. 

(xii) Finally, large~scale infrastructure and/or productive sector 
. interventions, especially those in large, envirorunentally sensitive 
and dynamic tropical frontier regions, should (ideally) be preceded 
or (at worsc) accompanied by the installation of -- and adequate 
teçhnical, financial, institutional and political support for - 
some kind of permanent environmental protection/natural resource 
planning and management mechanism, of which the above mentioned 
monitoring/evaluationprocess should be a part. This is particularly 
important in the case of major transport infrastructure improvements 
since, as the Brazilían Amazonían experience over the past several 
decades has clearly shown, these investments have played, and are 
likely to continue to play, a leadíng and catalytic role in opening 
up new areas for rural and urban settlement, productive occupation, 
the extraction of mineral and forest resources and, if adequate 
controls are lacking, significant environmental degradation. 

2. Implicattons for Bank Procedures 

10.67 .The·above review of the environmental aspects and consequences of 
the Carajas Projecc also contains several significant implications for Bank 
procedures with respect to the ídentíficatíon, preparation, appraisal, 
supervision, monitorin~ and evaluation of (particularly large•scale) 
infrastructure and productive sector operacions. These include the following: 

(i) As suggested in the previous section, an analysis of the direct and, 
especially, indirect environmental illll)acts of the Carajas Project 
clearly reveals the need for the Bank to more adequately assess and 
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take into account in project preparation and appraisal the broader 
ecological, historical and regional policy and development context 
in which any such undertaking will be implemented and subsequently 
put into operation. 

In order, moreover, for the Bank to properly assess and influence 
basic project design alternatives having potentially ilXlportant 
environmental repercussions, it ne eds to be involved as early as 
possible in the project preparation process. Early Bank involvement 
would also help the Borrower to more adequately define and 
incorporate within the proj ect, or in programs parallel to i t, 
measures capable of effectively minimízing or mítigacing the likely 
adverse environmental consequences of the design alternative adopted 
in its area of influence. A specific case in point where earlier 
Bank participation could have made a significant difference from an 
environmental standpoint is the selection of alternative transport 
solutions, rail and road routings and port locations for the Carajas 
iron ore operation. 

ln evaluating basic design alternatives. as well as in appraising 
the solution finally selected, moreover. the Bank should identify 
and carefully assess the potentia.l environmental and social. as well 
as the financial and economic, benefits and costs of the 
alternatives and solutions in question. ~erever and to the extent 
possíble. these benefits and costs should be quantified, monetarily 
and/or physically, but when this can not be done, there should at 
least: be a systemacic effort to make qualitative judgments as to the 
relative importance of the various types of costs and benefits 
involved. Environmental, as well as other types of. risks associated 
with project ·1mplementation, moreover, should also be carefully 
identified and realistically evaluated. • 

The above'considerations imply the need to take a multi-sectoral and 
multi-disciplinary approach to the identification, preparation, 
appraisal. supervision, monitoring artd evaluation of (particularly 
large-scale) investments in such areas. In general, the Bank should 
pay greater attention to how the projects and programs it supports 
in different sectors affect their particular areas of influence 
(whether these are defined ecologically or administratively), their 
inhabitants and their physical environments. Adequate environmental, 
social science and planning expertise, moreover. should be mobilized 
by the Bank from the outset as part of the multi-disciplinary 
project preparation, appraisal and supervision efforts. 

(v) The experience-under the Carajas operation also clearly reveals that 
environmental covenants need to be more explicitly specified in Loan 
and, where they exist, Guarantee and/or Project Agreements if these 
are co be meaningfully understood and complied with by Borrowers. 
Gua~antors and Executors and adequately monitored and supervised by 
the Bank. Furthennore, t:o the extent that such effects can be 
anticipated, the relevanc covenants need to take likely indirect, 
as well as long-term, environmental impacts of project investments 
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explicitly into account, while some continuing mechanism should be 
defined in order to more adequately deal wich possible unanticipated 
adverse environmental impacts occurring during the course of and 
after projecc implementation. 

The Carajas Project experience, similarly, demonstrates that a need 
exists for more intensive and qualitatively different ( ie. more 
multi-disciplinary) Bank supervision than, in fact, occurred and 
than normally tends to occur even in large-scale infrastructure 
operations. ln the specific case of iron ore operation, more 
specifically, Bank supervision of the project's environmental 
protection and urban development components was clearly 
insufficient, even though poor project design must ultima:ely be 
held primarily responsible for the inadequacies of these components 
in relation to the proj ect' s broa.der physical environmental and 
urban impacts. The Caraj as Proj ect reveals, moreover, that the 
delegation of environmental supervision functions to the Borrower 
and/or executing agency -- ~hile of definite incerest in terms of 
developing or screngthening internal capabili=ies in this regard - 
- also potentially has clear limitations. 

Proj ects such as the Caraj as operation which are likely to have 
significant envirorunental impact:s outside the areas immediately 
under the controt of the Borrower or executing agency, moreover, 
should include a specific environm.ental monitoring and evaluation 
component· to be carried out by parties other than those directly 
responsible for project implementation. ln the Carajas operation, 
this, in fac t, was done in part wi th respec t to the Amerindian 
Special Proj ect through CVRD' s hiring of a group of independent 
anthropologists, lawyers and public health specialists in order to 
monitor FUNAI's activities. The broader -- and ecpecially indirect - 
- human and physical environmental repercussions of the project, 
however, were neither effectively anticipated, nor effectively 
monitored by either CVRD or the Bank. 

The experience under the iron ore operation, finally, clearly 
attests to the need for lmproved internal coordination across 
sectoral divisions vithin the Bank when investment projects are 
being prepared, appraised or implemented in t:he same geographic 
areas within a particular country. \Jhile the 1987 reorganization has 
undoubtedly reduced the possibility of the Bank's "right hand" not 
knowing what its "left hand" is doing, especially in the case of 
large countries such as Brazil, it might still be desirable to 
assign regional Cor subregional) coordination responsibilities to 
specific staff members within the Councry Operations Divisions of 
the various Countr.y Departments in order to ensure that those 
involved in the preparation, evaluation and/or supe rv i s i on of 
individual proj ects Ln different· sectors are fully aware of the 
territorial coverage, . objectives, components and status of other 
operations involving and/or affecting the same areas. 
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